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Appendix WWWWWWWW: Raw Data 
The following pages include the “raw data” from Marble Springs, Second Edition (MS2). 
What you will see will be a somewhat less than transparent log of interactions with each card in 
MS2. Each log is referred to as a “walkthrough.” In this context this means a complete log of 
how each card functions, including its buttons, links, scripts, and audio/visual effects. Each 
walkthrough also records any errors in typography or linking that were found in the raw data 
collection phase. Further, any walkthrough that noted an error, also notes the error correction, 
made with Deena Larsen’s personal approval and assistance while we spent a week in residence 
at the Deena Larsen Collection at the Maryland Institute for Technology in the Humanities, from 
May 23 to May 27, 2011. 
More than two hundred walkthroughs were recorded, including for each card and 
different card background style. The walkthroughs were recorded in .txt format documents for 
more stable preservation. Each .txt file is pasted into this appendix. 
Each new walkthrough will begin on a new page. A more complete explanation of each 
walkthrough and its notation follows immediately the table of contents for this section. 
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Walkthrough Explanation 
The explanation that follows is intended to help the reader navigate the walkthrough text documents. 
 
MS2_000_ReadFirst.txt 
03/27/2011 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Navigating the Textual Preservation of Marble Springs 2* 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
----------------------------- 
Table of Contents 
----------------------------- 
Introduction 
Navigation 
 Naming Conventions 
  Prefix 
  Base 
  Content 
  File Format 
Reading a "Walkthrough" 
 Header and Formatting Notes 
 Card Information 
  Card Script 
  Background Type 
 Card Text and Links 
  Connections Cards 
  Poem Cards 
  Other Cards 
Conclusions and Tips  
 
------------------ 
Introduction 
------------------ 
"Marble Springs" is an early hypertextual poem, published by Deena Larsen in 1993, in months before the 
introduction of  the World Wide Web. Larsen is among of small group of hypertext authors who transformed Apple 
Computer Company's "HyperCard" office software into an environment for experimental writing. "Marble Springs," 
by utilizing "HyperCard's" scripting and linking functions, is read not in a linear fashion, as one would read a book: 
from cover to cover. Rather, the reader/user (from here, "user") is encouraged --or required-- to experience the story 
in a non-linear fashion, following connections between characters from card to card, and sometimes being taken to 
random section of the story, and forced to pick up a new thread. While modern computer users are now used to this 
method of navigation, it was a fairly new experience in 1993. 
 
The work at hand is not concerned with the place of "Marble Springs" in literary history, and is not a close reading 
of the story. Those are works for a later time. Instead, this work attempts to preserve the basic functions of "Marble 
Springs" by carefully documenting the text, by recording and following each link, and by capturing screen images of 
each card and its many buttons and fields, in a print format. The reason for this is simple: "Marble Springs" is in 
danger of becoming a lost work. "Marble Springs" is a stack of "HyperCards" --of computer files similar to index 
cards or a rolodex-- that run only in conjunction with Apple's "HyperCard" --a piece of proprietary software that is 
no longer published. Further, "HyperCard" is no longer supported on modern Apple Mac operating systems (OS 
10.6.x is current at the time of this writing). There are some emulators that will run "HyperCard," at this time, 
however, none of these work on operating systems greater than OS 10.4. "Marble Springs" is dependent then on 
aging Apple Macintosh computers, running OS 9, that support "HyperCard," a program that is no longer published. 
"Marble Springs" faces extinction by software obsolescence.  
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[The authoritative "Marble Springs" also faces versioning problems. "Marble Springs" was originally published by 
Eastgate in 1993. Copies of this original work are still available through Eastgate as recently as March, 2011, when I 
bought one. In 1997, Larsen submitted "Marble Springs Second Edition" to Eastgate. "Marble Springs Second 
Edition" (or MS2 throughout the many documents that follow) included a number of new poems and characters 
created by Larsen, and incorporated the original poems of more than a dozen authors writing into the "Marble 
Springs" world. MS2 while prepared for publication, was never published or distributed, and is not listed on the 
Eastgate website [http://www.eastgate.com/catalog/Fiction.html]. Because "Marble Springs" was written to be 
collaborative, it is a work that can never be finished. The best we can hope for is a base copy of the work to start 
from, knowing that is will have changed from its exposure to the world. The copy of MS2 that I am working from 
was copied from Deena Larsen's laptop. It too has changed, as Larsen has displayed its functionality to interested 
people, myself included, over the years. We will leave the broader implications of this discussion for later. The work 
preserved in these documents and images is one instantiation of "Marble Springs Second Edition."] 
  
In an attempt to save "Marble Springs" there are many preservation methods that could be utilized. There is the 
documentation approach that records the on-screen text and images and prints them to paper, a medium that is fairly 
stable form a preservation perspective. When this file and those related to it are printed and bound, they will 
represent this approach. A gifted programmer might write an emulator, or program that recreates the original 
computer operating environment in modern operating environments, for the endangered software. I am not that 
programmer, and the emulators that are out there are inadequate as of this writing. A third option is migration, or 
using a modern program to update MS2, while maintaining its primary functions. As a companion to this textual 
documentation, I will try to migrate "Marble Springs Second Edition" using the program "SuperCard." Finally, we 
can reiterate MS2, or create it anew in a different computer environment, say for instance in a Wiki (where it might 
become MS3). While Deena Larsen and I are discussing this possibility, this approach is outside of the scope of this 
project.  
 
The rest of this document will deal specifically with the documentary preservation approach. In many places it will 
be quite dry, simply giving instructions on how to navigate the file structures (or pages, when printed). However, 
these instructions will help to illustrate one of the central difficulties of preserving a dynamic digital file on paper: 
the hyperlink navigation we have become accustomed to on computers does not translate smoothly into the print 
medium. This textual preservation attempt --imagining a time when MS2 will not run on any machine, or the user is 
experiencing a total loss of electrical power-- at best preserves the ~idea~ of how MS2 functions, of where the links 
link to. Auditory and visual effects can be described, but cannot be experienced. The document will also explain the 
difficulties I faced, and the solutions employed. Further, it will explain conceits that I worked under, and my work 
flow. It is hoped that by going into these details, other future or current preservationists will find my work and work 
flow illuminating; either a useful pattern for them, or a method to be avoided, which ever seem to fit.  
 
 
--------------------- 
Navigation 
--------------------- 
Since "Marble Springs Second Edition" is made of more than 200 HyperCards, I have decided to keep this structure 
for the digital files, and will replicate it in print as well. Each individual card will have its own section in the printed 
text, which will include textual documentation and printed images. This decision was made early in the 
documentation process and was only slightly modified over time, settling into a more or less final version by the 
time I had documented approximately 10 percent of the cards. (These were of course the most difficult cards, as they 
were the cards that introduce the world of Marble Springs, Colorado, and explain how to navigate "Marble 
Springs.") Text files that document specific cards are rather straight forward reports of what information and images 
are there on the card, and where the card links to. The reader of these documents may chose to read them through as 
though they are technical data, or may chose follow links, and try to experience MS2 in a non-linear way. However, 
any reading will require some instructions, which follow. 
 
 --------------------------- 
 Naming Conventions 
 --------------------------- 
  ---------------- 
  Prefix: MS2:  
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All text files, spread sheets, and images associated with the preservation of "Marble Springs Second Edition" begin 
with the prefix "MS2". This holds true for metadocuments, or those not linked to a specific card, but, rather, report 
on shared card backgrounds and their functions, or that capture data about MS2, such as which cards link to which 
other cards. 
 
  ----------------------------------------------- 
  Base or basis: _XXX (Cards Number): 
  ----------------------------------------------- 
All cards in MS2 have a number; actually more than one number. Navigating in HyperCard to the "Objects" menu, a 
user can select "Card Info." An image of the "Card Info" box for MS2 card 001 can be seen by opening image file 
[MS2_000_card001_info.jpg]. Each card has 3 identifiers: Card Name; Card Number; and, Card ID.  
The Card Name is subject to change by the user, and is used to link words or other cards to this card, when using the 
linking or scripting functions. In this case the Card Name is "Cover 3."  
The Card Number represents the placement of this particular card in the imagined "stack" of HyperCards. (In fact, in 
HyperCard parlance, a group of linked HyperCard files is called a stack, as if you were imagining a stack of index 
cards on the desk in front of you.) This number is also subject to change, if card order in the stack is changed. In this 
case, the Card Number is "1 out of 204."  
The Card ID is a randomly generated unique identifier for each card, so that if name and order change, a specific 
card can still be found. In this case the Card ID is 56967. The ID may be 4 or 5 digits in length. However, the 
scripting in MS2 does not make use of this ID, so it is not useful for navigation. 
 
Since I had decided to document the cards in the stack order, I am using the Card Number as the basis of my file 
names. In order to make the files alphabetize well in my computer files when I sort by "Name," however, I needed 
to make each card number a 3 digit number, that included any leading zeros. So card "1 out of 204" becomes in my 
system "001", card "93 out of 204" becomes "093," card "157 out of 204" becomes "157," etc. This means that the 
file folder containing metadocuments, and the documents therein, such as this one, are given the basis "000." Now 
of course this enforced numbering conceit can cause a problem for this documentation if it were discovered that 
some cards had been lost from the stack and had to be introduced into the stack, rather than at the end. There for 
each documentary text file includes all three  of the above HyperCard identifiers, preceded by the file name of the 
image of that card and my enforced card number. So for example, every text file of documentation will include, after 
some preliminary file data and notes, an information block similar to the following: 
 
" 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_001_01_home.jpg]   [Note: Associated image file name for the text file] 
MS2 Card 001       [Note: Enforced card number, or basis] 
Card Name: Cover 3     [Note: MS2 recorded Card Name, user defined] 
Card Number:   1 out of 204   [Note: MS2 recorded Card Number, user defined] 
Card ID: 56967       [Note: MS2 recorded Card ID, machine 
defined]  
… 
" 
 
So building a file name for a specific card and its documentary files includes a prefix followed by a base, or: 
MS2_001. 
 
[Note: Readers of the following documents will come across many instances of text enclosed by square brackets ([ ]). 
These are either used to indicate associated files that should be referenced, or used to insert my explanation or 
commentary into the documentary file.] 
 
  ------------------------------- 
  Content: _YY_zzzzZzzzz 
  ------------------------------- 
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The file content may be recorded next in the name by words, numbers, or a combination of the two. This file is 
called "MS2_000_ReadFirst.txt": the file content being described as "ReadFirst." The text files document each card 
are classified as "walkthrough," so that they are easily distinguishable from any other text files relating to a card and 
give a sense of what content can be found there. The text file recording card 001 then is 
"MS2_001_walkthrough.txt."  
 
[Note: The Content portion of a file name may or may not include a numerical prefix _YY. Text files tend not to.] 
 
The naming of image files are a bit more complex, and it took longer for a consistent convention to develop. Partly 
this is due to the fact that there are 2 basic types of cards in MS2 that make up the bulk of story, with a few odd 
types, that contain covers, instructions, etc.  
 
    --------------- 
    Poem Cards 
    --------------- 
Most of the cards in "Marble Springs" are poem cards. These tell the characters stories in verse and prose, and may 
contain references to works on Colorado's history. Each poem card has 4 tabs: Text; Title; Margins; and, 
Bibliography. (I list them in this order because the user sees the "Text" tab first when going to a card, although the 
tabs are laid out, reading from left to right, Title; Text; Margins; and, Bibliography.) I have given each tab a number 
designation: Text = 01; Title = 02; Margins = 03; and, Bibliography = 04. Further, and somewhat redundantly, I 
have spelled out the content for each tab, to make it clear what the image files represent. So the complete Content 
section of the simplest poem card may look like: 
_01_text 
_02_title 
_03_margins 
_04_biblio 
_05_graphic 
 
This extra description is done to make searching fruitful. If you wanted to find and compare all of the Bibliography 
images associated with MS2, you could to a filename contains search for "_04_biblio"  and get just what you are 
looking for.  
 
Looking at the actual file names of images associated with one MS2 card we see: 
MS2_034_01_text.jpg 
MS2_034_01_text2.jpg 
MS2_034_02_title.jpg 
MS2_034_03_margins.jpg 
MS2_034_04_biblio.jpg 
MS2_034_05_graphic.jpg 
 
Notice the second image filename: MS2_034_01_text2.jpg. Some poems are longer than others, and require 
scrolling the textual field to read the entire work. Anytime that this happened, I scrolled down to just above the last 
visible line, or until the scrolling stopped (which ever came first), and took a second screen shot. That file had the 
numeral "2" added to the end, as we see above. Some poems are quite lengthy, and require more screen shots to 
capture.  
 
Also above the last file name: MS2_034_05_graphic.jpg. "Marble Springs" tells part of its story with illustrations. 
And nearly all graphic elements in MS2 have a link hidden in them somewhere; some more than one link; some 
dozens. Images of these graphics, and the buttons hidden within them, are also documented and are named 
accordingly. To see the layout of buttons on a page, go to the image file that ends in "butView.jpg" for that card. 
 
Not all links redirect the user to other cards. Some open pop-up field within the current card, and others open dialog 
boxes, asking the user to make a choice. The uncapitalized words "field," "dialog," and "choice" in the content area 
of a image file name all denote screen captures of these different behaviors. 
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    ----------------------- 
    Connections Cards 
    ----------------------- 
The other most frequent kind of card in MS2 is a "Connections" card. Each card revolves around a central Marble 
Springs family or institution, with buttons dedicated to each family member or institution, that links to the card 
dedicated to it. Some cards are more involved than others, as the family or institution chronicled may be more 
central to the life of Marble Springs. Seemingly marginal characters may appear very frequently on the edges of 
"Connections" cards, hinting at hidden links.  
Each card is documented with a full-sized screen shot, with file names in the following format: 
MS2_XXX_01.jpg 
MS2_XXX_01_butView.jpg 
(The "XXX" is replaced by the 3 digit assigned card number.) 
 
The main view of the Connections card should be given a content value of "_01," with the full-sized screen shot of 
the same card taken to reveal the placement of buttons usually hidden from the user is denoted "_01_butView." 
 
The most common features of a "Connections" card are buttons, fields, and choice dialogs.  
Each button is documented with a screen shot of that button selected in edit mode, so it is highlighted by a box that 
is normally invisible. Buttons are given filename content labels based on their names in the card. Since HyperCard 
calls each button by a name and a number [MS2_000_butInfo.jpg], the number is used to keep the file name shorter. 
So the card buttons 1, 2, and 3 will have content names of "_01_but01," "_01_but02," and "_01_but03."  One major 
drawback to this naming convention is that there is no information on who or what the button is named for, which 
would have been an easy way to search for the connections various people and places made to others. However, 
since button naming was not always consistent in the creation of MS2, it was decided to go for more generic file 
names, which were easier to create textual templates for.  
 
The image filenames for a representative card (sorted by Name alphabetical descending) look like: 
MS2_016_but01.jpg 
MS2_016_but02.jpg 
MS2_016_but03.jpg 
MS2_016_but04.jpg 
MS2_016_but05.jpg 
MS2_016_but06.jpg 
MS2_016_but07.jpg 
MS2_016_but08.jpg 
MS2_016_but09.jpg 
MS2_016_but10.jpg 
MS2_016_but11.jpg 
MS2_016_but12.jpg 
MS2_016_but13.jpg  
MS2_016_butView.jpg 
MS2_016_01.jpg 
MS2_016_02_fieldConnect.jp 
 
Field names after the label "_field" are part of or the whole name of the card field as identified in the HyperCard 
"Field Info" about a specific field. Some cards use numerous fields, and this was a handy way to tell them apart. I 
did not go with using the Field Number, like the Button Number, because button 3 may link to field 6, and field 3 
might link to button 1, etc. So in the example above, the field is names "Connections" in MS2, and this is shortened 
to "Connect." 
All fields on "Connections" cards are given content labels formatted as "_02_fieldXxx" to indicate that they are not 
seen in the initial view of the card. Buttons, even when invisible, live on the top layer of the card, and are given the 
content rank of "_01." Fields have to be made visible by an action, so they are ranked "_02." This is admittedly 
arbitrary, but as that was the thinking behind the choice, it is reported here. 
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Screen shots of infrequent card features are also present in various file folders. It is hoped that the above explanation 
helps to form a pattern for the reader, so that she or he may make some sense of the file naming structure, if they are 
into that sort of thing. 
 
One thought on making file names meaningful. I know from database class and building a database that file names 
that are meaningful are often problematic, (due to changes in data, security concerns, etc.), and that random unique 
identifiers are preferred. However, as the human creating these files, sometimes hundreds per hour, I prefer file 
names to give me information about the content to making sorting easier. This also help during consistency checking, 
when I discovered that I have forgotten to take the screen shots for card 079, even though the text document 
template had defined names for the screen shots. 
 
 
   --------------- 
   File Formats    
   --------------- 
One decision of a textual preservation effort is deciding what file formats to use. For the text documents, I am using 
Mac's native TextEdit program, and saving the files as ".txt". This format is ubiquitous, and anyone interested in 
reading this effort, whether using Mac, Unix, or Windows operating systems should have access to these text files. 
That side, text edit has no formatting niceties. There is no bold, no italics, no headers, no automatically generated 
table of contents. And for someone who is as poor a typist and worse speller as I am, the spelling and grammar 
check are inadequate. Further, these documents can be edited by others. To preserve the words as I have written 
them, I might save these documents as .pdf, another ubiquitous format. That decision is still to come.  
 
The screen shots are taken on a vintage 1999 Grape iMac, running OS 9.0, and then transferred to an iMac running 
OS 10.6. Screen captures on OS 9 are in the .PICT format. Mac OS 10 does not recognize them. Therefore the .PICT 
files are converted, using the program GraphicConverter into .tif and . jpg file formats. The .tif stores more 
information, and is more archival, while the .jpg compresses the picture, making for small file sizes and making 
them more web-friendly. Whether a great deal is lost in image quality going from .PICT to .tif and .jpg is not 
something I have yet explored. The .jpg images are referenced in these documentation files, as I am thinking about 
making this project available on the Web, maybe in a Wiki. The .tif images are kept in a separate file. 
 
------------------ 
Final Example 
------------------ 
So a file contains information useful to the preservationist and I hope to the read. Each file name is built of 4 
components: Prefix; Base; Content; and, Format. The Prefix links the file to a specific project, in this case "Marble 
Springs Second Edition" or MS2. The Base refers to the MS2 card that is being documented, _001, _095, _167, etc.; 
or with files base _000, metadocumentation. The Content tells what text document or image we are looking at 
documents, whether it is a "_walkthrough" text, or the picture of a card button "_01_but03," and may or may not 
include a 2 digit prefix. Finally, the file format tells use whether the file is a text document, ".txt," or image file,  
".jpg." 
 
Files associated with MS2 should be in the following formats (allowing for slight variation): 
Prefix_Base_Content.Format or,  
Prefix_Base_CPrefix_Content.Format 
 
MS2_XXX_zzzzZzzz.txt 
MS2_XXX_YY_zzzzZzzz.txt 
MS2_XXX_YY_zzzzZzzz.jpg 
------------------------------- 
Reading a "Walkthrough" 
------------------------------- 
Central to this documentation effort are the "walkthrough" text documents. Each document captures the main 
important information and functions of one particular MS2 HyperCard. These are typically text on the page or 
hidden in its fields, and buttons that link a character or place on this card to another. The walkthrough documents 
themselves are somewhat technical and not necessarily pleasing to the eye. They should also be read with page 
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image(s) handy. That said, each walkthrough does faithfully capture the text of any page and its fields. Further each 
button and link has been tested (and some are broken, as detailed in the walkthrough and compiled in 
[MS2_000_errataList.txt]), and its destination noted on the walkthrough. In this way a read of a walkthrough can 
somewhat recreate the experience of interacting with MS2 on a computer.  
 
The notes that follow here explain the main features of the documentary walkthroughs, and aid to guide the reader as 
to what they will find. 
 
 ----------------------------------- 
 Header and Formatting notes 
 ----------------------------------- 
Each walkthrough starts with a header, containing the name of the file being read, my name, the date the file was 
created, the time(s) taken to complete the walkthrough, and subsequent dates and times if the file could not be 
completed in one sitting or required updating later, as with the final spelling and consistency checking. There is also 
a long not explaining how links (or underlined text), bold text, and italicized text are denoted using symbols, since 
TextEdit does not support these word processing features. 
 
 --------------------- 
 Card Information 
 --------------------- 
Each card then contains a "Card Information" block. The blank template for this block is reproduced and annotated 
below: 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_XXX_01_.jpg]     [The first screen shot image of the card, XXX 
denotes card number that is inserted] 
MS2 Card XXX      [The card number assigned to the card by me, XXX 
denotes card number that is inserted]  
Card Name: Xxxxxxxxx    [The MS2 assigned card name] 
Card Number: X  out of 204   [The MS2 stack card order number] 
Card ID:  XXXXX      [The unique card identifier, 
assigned by HyperCard] 
Contains X card field     [The number of fields in the card, that are not part of 
the background] 
Contains X card button    [The number of buttons on the card, that are not part of the 
background] 
Can't delete card:       [Check box that should be checked, but is 
not always] 
Script:         [If a card function script is present, 
it is recorded below heading] 
 
The first line of information is most useful for the reader of this documentation, as it tells them which image file to 
look at first. The other information is most useful if you have a copy of MS2 running on a computer, and you can 
verify the card against this text document. Changes in any of the information may denote changes to MS2 and would 
need to be investigated and documented. 
 
  --------------- 
  Card Scripts 
  --------------- 
The next most important bit of information from the above block is the Script. A card does not need a special script 
to run its basic functions and the script window may be blank. However, MS2 sometimes uses scripts to create more 
connections between cards. This connections are activated typically by the user clicking their mouse (or "mouseUp" 
in the HyperTalk scripting language) in card white space not devoted to card buttons background buttons. For 
example, looking at the card script for card 016, we see [quotation marks are mine]: 
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" 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Harmon Connections" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
" 
 
What this says, in plain language, is when a user clicks in unassigned whitespace (mouseUp), lock the cursor so no 
other clicks will be recognized; quickly dissolve the screen to white; quickly dissolve the target card in; if the user is 
not holding down the option key (which overrides the mouse click, producing no effect), then go to the named card 
(abbreviated "cd"), in this case "Harmon Connections" (which in this stack is card 060 [MS2_060_01.jpg]). The 
linked card in the script is always noted by me, as follows: 
" 
[Note: Clicks on unassigned white space are redirected to: 
 card 060 "Harmon Connections" [MS2_060_01.jpg] .] 
" 
 
As a reader of the walkthrough, you could decide at any time to "click in the whitespace" of the card image, or 
butView image and go to the card indicated.  
 
A more interesting card script uses the same principle of unassigned user clicking tied to the final digit of the 
seconds counter of the computer's clock, or in the script below "theseTicks", to take the user to any one of up to 10 
different cards.  For example: 
 
" 
on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  put the ticks into theseTicks 
  if last char of theseTicks = 1 then 
    go to card "Hair" 
  else 
    if last char of theseTicks = 2 then 
      go to card "Ruth Cole" 
    else 
      if last char of theseTicks = 3 then 
        go to card "Breaking Points" 
      else 
        if last char of theseTicks = 4 then 
          go to card "Breaking Points" 
        else 
          if last char of theseTicks = 5 then 
            go to card "jail" 
          else 
            if last char of theseTicks = 6 then 
              go to card "Red Birch" 
            else 
              if last char of theseTicks = 7 then 
                go to card "Ute Crossing" 
              else 
                if last char of theseTicks = 8 then 
                  go to card "Peggy’s Diary" 
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                else 
                  if last char of theseTicks = 9 then 
                    go to card "Graveyard" 
                  else 
                    if last char of theseTicks = 0 then 
                      go to card "White Owl" 
                    end if 
                  end if 
                end if 
              end if 
            end if 
          end if 
        end if 
      end if 
    end if 
  end if 
end mouseUp 
" 
 
A reader of this documentation could decide to look at a clock or pick a random digit from 0 to 9 and then go to the 
linked card. I list the card number below documentations of such scripts.  
 
There are a number of variations on this theme, but these two are enough to get the idea. 
 
 
  ---------------------- 
  Background Type 
  ---------------------- 
Each card is built on a background, or template, that has a number of functions common to cards of a particular type. 
The cards and their backgrounds are listed in [MS2_000_backgrounds.txt], and there are walkthroughs dedicated to 
each type of background. Every card walkthrough contains the following or similar information near the end of the 
Card Information block:  
 
" 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
" 
 
The background walkthroughs are important as they may explain up to 20 buttons (in the case of poem 
backgrounds) that appear on the card, but are not detailed in the card walkthrough text. I decided not to record this 
information into each walkthrough, to try to keep the walkthroughs cleaner. Instead, as noted, a walkthrough of each 
background time has been performed. A reader of a particular walkthrough may look at the card image and decide 
they want to click a background button. They will then have to consult the correct background file to see how that 
background button behaves. This is perhaps not the most functionally elegant way to handle the situation. However, 
if that information from the background walkthroughs had been pasted into each card walkthrough, it may have 
added anywhere from 200 to 400 printed pages to a final document. 
 
 
 ------------------------- 
 Card Text and Links 
 ------------------------- 
From this point on the walkthroughs diverge a bit, based on background type. There are 2 main types however: 
Connections backgrounds, and Poem backgrounds. 
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  ----------------------- 
  Connections Cards 
  ----------------------- 
Since Connection cards are basically link maps, they can be relatively simple, perhaps just a list of buttons and their 
links. Of course these buttons may open card fields, which may have links of their own. Button information for each 
button, plus its associated image file, and links are recorded, in the walkthroughs. All links have been checked, so if 
a link is broken or a button is non-functional this is also noted. The Button information block is based on this 
template: 
" 
but02:        [My assigned Button number] 
 [MS2__01_but02.jpg]  [Filename for associated image] 
 Button name:     [Text name of button assigned by author] 
 Card button number:   [Button number assigned by HyperCard, starts at 1 for each 
card] 
 Card part number:    [Card part number assigned by HyperCard, starts at 1 
for each card] 
 Card button ID:    [Number assigned by HyperCard] 
 Icon ID:       [If the button comes from HyperCard's icon 
pallet, is has a number attached to it, or it may be a text box, or empty box, in which case there is no ID] 
 Script:       [All buttons, to function, have to have a 
script] 
  on mouseUp    [Beginning of script, mouse click] 
          [Script body, pasted or 
typed in] 
  end mouseUp    [End of script] 
 Links to:       [Documents button's function or destination] 
" 
 
When the template is filled, it will look like this: 
" 
but02: 
 [MS2_016_01_but02.jpg] [text: Laura Keeperly] 
 Button name: Laura Keeperly 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 10, Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quilts" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg] 
" 
 
The reader of the walkthrough, using the information above, should be able to locate the button on the connection 
card, or butView.jpg image file, and discover where the button links to. In the case of button 02, it is a textual button, 
it does not have an associated icon. Button 01 below, has a button icon. It also opens a field, rather than connecting 
to another card. Each field has an associated screen capture, and its text and links are reproduced in the walkthrough. 
The template for this type of button is shown below: 
" 
but01: 
 [MS2__01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: 
 Card button number: 
 Card part number: 
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 Card button ID: 
 Icon ID: 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "" [MS2__02_field.jpg]   [The field name is entered between 
the "" and after "field" in the image file name] 
  Field text: 
   " 
             
       [The field text is pasted or keyed in, with exact line 
breaks as they are in MS2] 
   " 
    Field links:        
     [Fields themselves may include links, or open new fields] 
 
" 
 
When template is filled in, it will look like this: 
" 
but01: 
 [MS2_016_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Black Queen 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: 32159 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Black Queen" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Black Queen" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Black Queen" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Black Queen" [MS2_016_02_fieldConnect.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   "The workings of a mine are the workings of 
   the mind of God. And it is only because we 
   kneel and pray before we enter that accidents 
   are kept from us." 
 
   Painted sign in the Black Queen's dry shack. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
" 
 
The script above, when it detects a mouse click on the button, first checks to see if the field "Black Queen" is 
already visible. If so, it get hidden again. If not, the button is highlighted and the field is displayed. An image of the 
field on the card has been taken, and the field text is added as displayed. Finally the field is checked for links of its 
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own, and if present, they are documented and checked. Whenever there are no field links, I inserted the note 
"[none]" as a check for myself that I had actually found no links. In some cards this was vital to keep me from 
missing information. 
 
One thing that is not captured in the text document are the connection lines drawn between the various buttons. 
These lines exist on the screen captures, so I did not document them in the walkthroughs. This may or may not be 
wise. This information could be lost if the images are lost.  
 
 
  --------------- 
  Poem Cards 
  --------------- 
The poem cards hold poems and information about the lives of the various denizens of Marble Springs, and may 
contain bibliographic references. When linking into a card, we are always taken first to the "Text" tab or poem. Not 
all characters have a poem written about them yet, so this tab may be a blank. The "Title" carries the vital statistics 
of the character, including their name if it is not the actual title of the card or obvious from the poem, and it is not 
always. The "Margins" tab is a place for users to keep notes on a particular character, and is generally blank, 
awaiting the user. The "Bibliography" tab may or may not have references on it. The first edition of "Marble 
Springs" was Deena Larsen's thesis, and included references. Finally, most cards have a graphic image that relates to 
the character or to their story. These images are buttons, that link out to another card, or several. 
 
The template for documenting the poem cards is printed below: 
" 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2__01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
 
" 
 Text links: 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2__02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
 
" 
 Title links: 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2__03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
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---------------------- 
[MS2__04_biblio.jpg] 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2__05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a . There is  transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in [MS2__01_butView.jpg], 
described below. 
 
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number:  
 Card part number:  
 Card button ID:  
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on  
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card " 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  
" 
 
Using a simple card for an example, card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg] (from 
[MS2_030_walkthrough.txt]): 
" 
--------------------- 
Text Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_030_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
The end was here, 
she thought. 
 
The end of black, burnt 
beans soaked too long— 
stone-ground corn  
always making 
tortillas too bloody 
and coffee too bitter. 
Of flour-sack  
dresses without  
one ruffle. 
 
It wasn’t. 
 
Constanza Ascencione 
left for the Comstock Lode 
after breaking the last needle 
on _Martha_’s sewing machine— 
the only one around. ◊ 
" 
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 Text links: 
  _Martha_ : card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_030_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
 Constanza Ascencione 
1856–1893 
 
Adventuress, prostitute. Followed the mining camps.◊ 
" 
 
 Title links: 
  [none] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_030_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_030_04_biblio.jpg] 
" 
Echevarria, Evelio and Jose Otero. ~Hispanic Colorado: Four Centuries—History  
and Heritage~. Fort Collins, Colorado:  Centennial Publications, 1976. 
 
~The Hispanic Contribution to the State of Colorado~. Edited by José de Orís. 
Boulder, Colorado:  Westview Press, 1976. 
" 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_030_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a flower sack. There is  transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in 
[MS2_030_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Conning Through" 
  end mouseUp 
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 Links to: card 098 "Conning Through" [MS2_098_01_text.jpg]  
   
" 
 
A reader of [MS2_030_walkthrough.txt] could read the poem "Text" and decide to follow the link to Martha and 
navigate away from card 030. Or they could choose to read the "Title" information, and pass through the "Margins" 
and "Bibliography" tabs, to the graphic image, and decided to go to card 098. 
Or a reader could just read straight through the walkthrough and open the file for card 031, but this wouldn't 
necessarily be much fun. 
 
  --------------- 
  Other Cards 
  --------------- 
There are cards that do not fall into these two groups, or are variations on them: cards such as the maps of the valley, 
the town, and the graveyard; or the cards that list the various authors, or that list the poems and characters. However, 
they do not differ so much that the basic patterns illustrated above do not inform.  
 
  
-------------------------- 
Conclusions and Tips 
-------------------------- 
"Marble Springs" is not a linear work. Many characters were added to the Second Edition, so their cards do not 
necessarily following directly after those of people they are linked to. Most of the instructions cards, and many 
institutional cards among the first 30 cards, but not all. The reader of these walkthroughs should be prepared to 
move to other files, and may find it necessary to refer back to this file when they come on something new.  
 
Further, depending on your role, you will find some information more or less interesting to read. If all you want is 
the text of the poem on card 083, you may not want to read all the card information, and you should glaze over it. I 
hope that the creation of card templates and the organization of the information in the card will make it easier for 
casual readers to find the text they want and ignore the documentary noise. If you are reading the walkthroughs with 
an eye to critiquing them or learning from them, I hope they offer depth enough for those activities, while still being 
understandable.  
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Card 001: “Cover,” walkthrough 
MS2_001_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/22/2011 
[2200] - [2230] .5 
03/23/2011 
[1030] - [1145] 1.25 
[+5 from first pass] 
Total: 6.75 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[0920]-[0940] 
.33 
 
[Note: Deena Larsen and I made further changes to the is card on 05/25/2011, as she applied a Creative Commons 
license to the work. Further, she changed the "What has changed" text to reflect the new version.] 
 
 
[Note: This is the second walkthrough of card 001. As I became familiar with MS2 and the functions of MS2 in 
HyperCard that were most important to preserve, I developed certain templates for recording information that 
clarified and regularized the information. Looking back at the first walkthrough for card 001, I cringed, and decided 
it would be best to go at that card again, with my templates in mind. That initial pass, with its steep learning curve, 
technical issues, and settling of early standards, represented 5 hours of work.] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
 
------------------ 
Card views 
------------------ 
[MS2_001_01_start.jpg] 
[MS2_001_01_home.jpg] 
 
When Marble Springs 2 is first launched, the user view will be as shown in [MS2_001_01_start.jpg]. 
There is a brief instruction card laid over the "Cover," informing users to explore the work by clicking on boxes, 
pictures, or underlined works (what we would now recognize as links or hyperlinks).  
By clicking on the "OK" button, the user hides the instructions box, and the view changes to that as seen in 
[MS2_001_02_home.jpg]. The further documentation of this card, below, works from this new view. 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
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[MS2_001_01_home.jpg] 
MS2 Card 001 
Card Name: Cover 3 
Card Number:   1 out of 204 
Card ID: 56967 
Contains 2 card field 
Contains 8 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on openCard 
  show card field "copyrights /intro" 
 end openCard 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to card "Prologue" 
  else 
   go to any card of bkgnd "Poem bkgnd" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to:  
  card 006 "Prologue" [MS2_006_02_prologue.jpg] .] 
 
[Note: The script above refers to card field "copyrights /intro". This field is found in the lower right corner of the 
card, as seen in:[MS2_001_01_home.jpg], in close-up in [MS2_001_02_fieldCopyright.jpg]. The field and its links 
are described below.] 
 Field text: [set in Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
  " 
  Marble Springs Second Edition 
  Eastgate Systems 
  134 Main Street 
  Watertown, Massachusetts 
  © 1193, 1997. All rights reserved. 
 
  Explore _credit_s. 
  " 
   Field links: 
   _credit_ : card 186 "New Authors" or "Credits" [MS2_186_03_newauthors_01.jpg]  
 
[Note: The script above controls user clicks in unassigned white space by sending them to another card. In this case 
users are sent to: card 006 "Prologue" [MS2_006_02_prologue.jpg] .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Start bkgnd 
Background ID: 45990 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 45990, please 
see[MS2_bkgnd_54990_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 - 8 
------------------- 
[Note: Scattered around the card are 8 card buttons, as can be seen on [MS2_001_01_butView.jpg]. Each is 
described below. Buttons may take users to another card, open a pop-up field in the current card, or toggle on and 
off features of Marble Springs 2 (MS2). Every button described, in this and each successive text document, will 
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share basic information, such as name, identifiers, etc. There will also be a picture of each button for clarity; its file 
name is given at the beginning of the button information in this format: [MS2_001_01_but01.jpg].] 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_001_01_but01a.jpg], [MS2_001_01_but01b.jpg]  
 Button name: Record visits 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [a radio button combined with text "Record visited cards", set in Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   recordVisits the hilite of me 
   se the hilite of bg btn "Record  Visits" of card "Directory" to the hilite of me 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [Note: this button does not link to another card. Instead it controls a function of MS2. By clicking 
on the button so that the round radio button is highlighted, or filled in (see [MS2_001_01_but01a.jpg]), the user can 
enable the "Record Visits" function. This function places a diamond mark next to the title of each card visited. This 
list is kept on: card 031 "Directory" [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg]. To see the "Record visits" button unhighlighted, see 
[MS2_001_01_but01b.jpg].] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_001_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Confessions 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 48 
 Icon ID: [transparent text box placed over graphic element of mountain and trees, lower center-left of 
screen] 
 Script: 
on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  put the ticks into theseTicks 
  if last char of theseTicks = 1 then 
    go to card "Confessions" 
  else 
    if last char of theseTicks = 2 then 
      go to card "New Authors" 
    else 
      if last char of theseTicks = 3 then 
        go to card "Authors" 
      else 
        if last char of theseTicks = 4 then 
          go to card "Confessions" 
        else 
          if last char of theseTicks = 5 then 
            go to card "Histories" 
          else 
            if last char of theseTicks = 6 then 
              go to card "Town Map" 
            else 
              if last char of theseTicks = 7 then 
                go to card "Graveyard" 
              else 
                if last char of theseTicks = 8 then 
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                  go to card "Confessions" 
                else 
                  if last char of theseTicks = 9 then 
                    go to card "Cole's Store" 
                  else 
                    if last char of theseTicks = 0 then 
                      go to card "White Owl" 
                    end if 
                  end if 
                end if 
              end if 
            end if 
          end if 
        end if 
      end if 
    end if 
  end if 
end mouseUp 
 
[Note: This script takes the user to 1 of 8 different cards, based on the final digit of the seconds in the computer's 
clock. When the user clicks on the "Confessions" button, this script looks at the final seconds digit (or Tick) of the 
computer's clock, and based on that input, takes user to the corresponding card listed below. Some cards are list 
more then once, making their visit more likely.] 
 
 If the final digit of the seconds is:  button links to: 
  1: card 003 "Confessions" or "Notes from somewhere else" [MS2_03_01_text1.jpg]  
  2: card 186 "New Authors" or "Credits" [MS2_186_03_newauthors_01.jpg]  
  3: card 009 "Authors" [MS2_009_01_text.jpg]  
  4: card 003 "Confessions" or "Notes from somewhere else" [MS2_03_01_text1.jpg]  
  5: card 008 "Histories" [MS2_008_01_text.jpg]  
  6: card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  7: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
  8: card 003 "Confessions" or "Notes from somewhere else" [MS2_03_01_text1.jpg]  
  9: card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg]  
  0: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_001_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Mentioned characters 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 49 
 Icon ID: 10288 [graphic of open book, upper right corner of card] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Mentioned Characters" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 117 "Mentioned Characters" or "Denizens of Marble Springs" [MS2_117_01_text01.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_001_01_but04.jpg] [Note: look for dashed box on far left-hand side of card, in horizontal center. 
This button is normally invisible to the user, but is shown here in "Button View."] 
 Button name: Randomizer to hide workings 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 5 
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 Card button ID: 51 
 Icon ID: [invisible transparent box, far left edge of card, under capital "S"] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   randomizer 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [MS2_001_03_dialogChance.jpg] [Note: this button links to other cards in Marble Springs based 
on the "randomizer" script, as recorded in [MS2_randomizer_script.txt]. If the invisible button is clicked, the user 
will see a dialog box pop up, see [MS2_001_03_dialogChance.jpg], and will hear a few notes. The user's only 
option is to click on "It happens." and to be guided to a random card, based on the randomizer script.] 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_001_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Directory 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 52 
 Icon ID: 1009 [graphic of human eye, placed in upper right corner of card] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   push card 
   visual effect zoom open 
   go to card "Directory" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 031 "Directory" [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg] through [MS2_031_01_scroll6.jpg]  
 
but06: 
 [MS2_001_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Map 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 53 
 Icon ID: -16479 [compass rose, placed in upper right corner of card] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Main Map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
 
but07: 
 [MS2_001_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: What changed? 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 56 
 Icon ID: ["What changed?" text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "to do" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "to do" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "to do" 
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   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "to do" [MS2_001_02_fieldToDo1.jpg], [MS2_001_02_fieldToDo2.jpg] 
 Field text: 
 " 
 Changes in this edition [Chicago 12 Bold] 
 
 New Programming Features  [the header: Chicago 12 Bold: following text: Geneva 12  Regular ]  
 ◊ The record button is now  at the beginning of the stack and on the directory 
 ◊ New programming allows readers to write and connect quickly 
 ◊ Create Link and Create Button let readers make their own links easily  
 ◊ Create New denizen button lets readers make new cards easily 
 ◊ When no link is found, reader has a choice of creating a link or a poem 
 ◊ Versions are linked so readers find the proper version from the _Credits_ and  
 _Directory_  
 
 New Content Features [the header: Chicago 12 Bold: following text: Geneva 12  Regular ]  
 ◊ Credits Card 
 ◊ 28 new poems 
 ◊ Graphics for new cards 
 ◊ New maps  
 ◊ List of _denizens_ 
 ◊ Credits card 
 ◊ Expanded cards to list bios for more denizens 
 ◊ Lots of other stuff 
 
 Programming credits from the stack (the stack got a little too big for its britches) 
 -- • Marble Springs 2.0 
 -- • ©1992-93,1997-98 Deena Larsen. All rights reserved 
 -- • HyperCard Design and Programming for second edition by 
 -- • Carlos Botran (for RandomOrder). 
 -- • First edition by Carlos and Terry Harpold (for Slithy Resources) 
 -- • These two are not responsible for the kludge, bugs, and moths in this work.  
 Deena is. 
 
[All text from here down is set in 4 or 6 pt font. It is not readable on the card, until copied and pasted into this text 
document. It was the MS version 2 update checklist to the programmers, not part of the user's information.]  
 ------ 
 Added connections 
 added a connections button for all relevant mentioned characters. 
 Ladies' Aid card: Allison and Naomi 
 Cole card : Davidson 
 Jenson's barn: Naomi Cole 
 Put a randomizer on connection backgrounds 
 laughing connects Firelight/Settling In 
 Strengthened connections for love triangles (Clancy, Edith, Abigail/Millie, Pastor Horner, Bridget) 
 Cooper Connections 
 Crow Connections 
 Cole connections added Cleo, White Owl for Matthew 
 Sing Connections 
 Bates Connections 
 James Connections 
 
 Rewrote 
 Why to write card 
 How to read card 
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 Paine biography 
 Randomizer message 
 Sugar Boy Mountain fields 
 Quarry fields 
 Jail fields 
 White Owl fields (added one for suffrage) 
 
 Research 
 Added explanation of Fortnightly to Literary Society 
 instructions for perpetual ink for tombstones on graveyard 
 instructions to make new writing look old on credits 
 instructions for gonorrhoea [sic] cure on Luc San 
 instructions for testing gold on Sugar Boy Mine 
 Quotations from suffrage movement on Alison, Alfred, and the White Owl 
 Suffrage bibliography 
 
 " 
 
[Note: Final Text from May 25, 2011 follows:] 
 
" 
History of Marble Springs 2.0 
In 1996, after Eastgate Systems published Samplers, I set to work on the second volume of Marble springs.  First, I 
gathered the poems that other writers had sent in to either Eastgate Systems or to me.  I revised the screen to take 
advantage of the new screen space available--no longer were we confined to the tiny screen of a MacClassic!  Then I 
had help programming new features to create what is a basic wiki today.   We thought that Hypercard was on the 
verge of revival. We thought it would port to Windows, and Marble Springs 2.0 would be on its way. 
 
Unfortunately, the bottom fell out of HyperCard, and it was not supported after all. Fewer and fewer computers 
could read Marble Springs 1.0 or 2.0 (you needed a mac computer with system 9 or lower, Hypercard, and Marble 
Springs). These were getting harder and harder to come by, and Apple stopped selling computers that could run 
System 9 in 2007, with the release of OS 10.5 and the end of "Classic Mode.   Thus, Marble Springs went out of 
print. 
 
I wondered how to bring her back to life and despaired of ever being able to do that.  The work is too complex, with 
too many hidden corners.  Fortunately, Leighton Christiansen valiantly picked up Marble Springs 2.0 as his project 
for his Masters in Library and  Information Science project--to answer the question: How long does it take to archive 
a robust hypercard work?  He then spent over 400 hours painstakingly documenting every card, button, and field 
unveiling every script and obscured notation.  
 
Changes in the 2011final edition of Marble Springs 2.0 
Leighton provided an exhaustive errata sheet, ranging from fields that overlapped each other to broken links to typos.  
I fixed these in a different, trial version and sent the list back to Leighton.  We then gathered at MITH, which holds 
a collection of old Macs and all of my notes, where he deftly fixed the errors and documented each repair.   So this 
version differs  in about 150 small ways to correct errors from the 1997 edition, which was never released. 
 
We hope to create Marble Springs 3.0, using the software that has grown up with this new digital generation.  We 
envision a wiki, a collaborative space for writers and readers to excavate and expound on the secrets of Marble 
Springs.  
 
Changes in the 1997 edition of Marble Springs 2.0 
 
New Programming Features 
◊ The record button is now  at the beginning of the stack and on the directory 
◊ New programming allows readers to write and connect quickly 
◊ Create Link and Create Button let readers make their own links easily 
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◊ Create New denizen button lets readers make new cards easily 
◊ When no link is found, reader has a choice of creating a link or a poem 
◊ Versions are linked so readers find the proper version from the _Credits_ and _Directory_  
 
New Content Features 
◊ Credits Card 
◊ 28 new poems 
◊ Graphics for new cards 
◊ New maps  
◊ List of _denizens_ 
◊ Credits card 
◊ Expanded cards to list bios for more denizens 
◊ Lots of other stuff 
 
Programming credits from the stack (the stack got a little too big for its britches) 
-- • Marble Springs 2.0 
-- • This work is presented with a Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial ShareAlike 3.0 Unported 
License (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0). Feel free to create derivative works. However, please cite Deena Larsen and Marble 
Springs 2.0. You may share your derivatives, using this same license, but you may not sell this work or any 
derivatives. Thank you.  
-- • HyperCard Design and Programming for second edition by 
-- • Carlos Botran (for RandomOrder). 
-- • First edition by Carlos and Terry Harpold (for Slithy Resources) 
-- • These two are not responsible for the kludge, bugs, and moths in this work. Deena is. 
------ 
Added connections 
added a connections button for all relevant mentioned characters. 
Ladies' Aid card: Allison and Naomi 
Cole card : Davidson 
Jenson's barn: Naomi Cole 
Put a randomizer on connection backgrounds 
laughing connects Firelight/Settling In 
Strengthened connections for love triangles (Clancy, Edith, Abigail/Millie, Pastor Horner, Bridget) 
Cooper Connections 
Crow Connections 
Cole connections added Cleo, White Owl for Matthew 
Sing Connections 
Bates Connections 
James Connections 
 
Rewrote 
Why to write card 
How to read card 
Paine biography 
Randomizer message 
Sugar Boy Mountain fields 
Quarry fields 
Jail fields 
White Owl fields (added one for suffrage) 
 
Research 
Added explanation of Fortnightly to Literary Society 
instructions for perpetual ink for tombstones on graveyard 
instructions to make new writing look old on credits 
instructions for gonorrhoea cure on Luc San 
instructions for testing gold on Sugar Boy Mine 
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Quotations from suffrage movement on Alison, Alfred, and the White Owl 
Suffrage bibliography 
" 
 
 
 
 
[Note: there are 3 linked words in the field above. Clicking on the underlined words provokes the actions described 
below.] 
  Field links:  
   _Credits_  : Opens warning "What do you want to do? "write" "click" 
"continue" [MS2_001_03_dialogWant.jpg] [Note: this link does not work, when the user clicks on "click," it should 
go to: card 186 "New Authors" or "Credits" [MS2_186_03_newauthors_01.jpg] . This may be an error.] 
   _Directory_ : Opens warning "What do you want to do? "write" "click" "continue" 
[MS2_001_03_dialogWant.jpg] [Note: this link does not work, when the user clicks on "click," it should go to: card 
031 "Directory" [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg] . This may be an error.] 
   _denizens_ : Opens warning "What do you want to do? "write" "click" "continue" 
[MS2_001_03_dialogWant.jpg] [Note: this link does not work, when the user clicks on "click," it should go to: card 
117 "Mentioned Characters" or "Denizens of Marble Springs" [MS2_117_01_characters.jpg] . This may be an 
error.] 
    
[Note: The above link error is likely due to the error in field script described below: 
Field script: 
"  
on mouseUp 
  answer "What do you want to do?" with "write" or "click" or "continue" 
  If It = "write" then 
    set the lockText of card field "to do" to false 
  end if 
  If It = "try" then 
    if the textStyle of the clickChunk contains "Group" then 
      select (the clickChunk) 
      put value (the clickChunk) into thisText 
      goNode (thisText) 
    end if 
  end if 
   
  If It = "continue" then 
    set hilite of button "What changed?" to false 
    hide card field "to do" 
  end if 
   
end mouseUp 
" 
[Note: The first "If" statement allows the user to unlock the field and write into it. User must go into "Field Mode" 
and re-lock field to leave it.] 
[Note: the third "If statement allows the user to stay in the field in read mode.] 
[Note: the second "If" statement has as its variable "try" rather than "click." This may be what is causing the 
anomalous behavior.] 
[Note: I am only able to come to this conclusion on 03/22/2011 because I have now had the experience of 
immersing myself in MS2 and HC.] 
[Note: by experimenting with a non-archival copy of MS2, I am able to rewrite the script and confirm this solution.] 
 
05/23/2011 
[MS202_001_erratta.png] 
Fixed script error. 
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Field Script now reads: 
Field script: 
"  
on mouseUp 
  answer "What do you want to do?" with "write" or "click" or "continue" 
  If It = "write" then 
    set the lockText of card field "to do" to false 
  end if 
  If It = "click" then 
    if the textStyle of the clickChunk contains "Group" then 
      select (the clickChunk) 
      put value (the clickChunk) into thisText 
      goNode (thisText) 
    end if 
  end if 
   
  If It = "continue" then 
    set hilite of button "What changed?" to false 
    hide card field "to do" 
  end if 
   
end mouseUp 
" 
 
Clicking "continue" closes the dialog box.  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_001_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Help 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 59 
 Icon ID: 8210 "Help" [a large question mark in a rounded square near the center of the card] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Help" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 005 "Help" [MS2_005_01_helpmain.jpg]  
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Card 002: “Journeys,” walkthrough 
MS2_002_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/23/2011 
[1220] - [1250] .5 
[+2.66 from first pass] 
3.16 total 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[0940]-[0955] 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_002_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 002  
Card Name: Journeys 
Card Number: 2 out of 204   
Card ID: 37878 
Contains 1 card field. 
Contains 1 card button.  
Can't Delete Card: checked 
Script: 
 on openCard 
  Do Cleancard 
  -- This will clean up any card before it is viewed 
 end openCard  
  
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Help" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: This script does to things: performs metafunction "Cleancard;" and controls user clicks in unassigned white 
space. When a user clicks on whitespace that is unassigned, they are redirected to:  
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 card 005 "Help" [MS2_005_01_helpmain.jpg] .]  
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_002_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
_Marble Springs_ now rests quietly in the _sun_light. Human 
sounds have long since melted into the old boards, broken 
from empty winters. Yet hidden in the abandoned dust, 
the stories still weave their _webs._ 
 
•  Click on icons in the margin for _help_ or further navigation tips. 
•  Click on the underlined _name_s of characters mentioned in 
    other poems to access their poems. (Like _Rachel Cole_.) 
•  Click on card titles for further commentary or biographies. 
•  Click on graphics to find lurking _connections_. 
•  Click on any underlined _word_ to discover new 
    meanings or connections.♢ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Marble Springs_   :"No poem is connected to this text." warning: "Connect it", "Write 
one", "Leave it" warning   
      [MS2_002_06_nopoemwarning.jpg]  [This may be a coding or 
linking error] 
 
[Note] On 05/23/2011 I repaired this error by removing two blank lines in the field before the words "Marble 
Springs." see [MS201_002_erratta01.png] to  [MS201_002_erratta06.png]  
Now links to: 
  _Marble Springs_   : to card "Town Map" card 014 [MS2_014_01_townfirstvisit.jpg] 
 
  _sun_light     :to poem "Mountain Sunrise" card 061[MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
(checkerboard transition) 
  _webs_    :to poem "Crumbs" card 082 [MS2_082_01_text.jpg] 
  _help_     :to "Help" card 005 [MS2_005_01_helpmain.jpg] 
  _name_s     :to poem "Abandoned" card 112 [MS2_112_01_text.jpg] 
  _Rachel Cole_  :to poem "Rules" card 037 [MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
  _connections_  :to "White Owl" connections card 028 [MS2_028_01_main.jpg] 
  _word_    :opens card pop-up field " word" [MS2_002_02_fieldWord.jpg] 
   Field text: 
    " 
    Words spin the _web_s of 
    connections, taking over the  
    filaments of the unspoken until 
    finally there is nothing left but  
    the thread of the _voice_. 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   37 
    Words say so little. 
    " 
     Field links:  
      _web_s  :to poem "Moving On" card 052 
[MS2_052_01_text.jpg] 
      _voice_  :to poem "Out of Egypt" card 110 
[MS2_110_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_002_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Walking through ghost _town_s, you feel the shadows of feet 
on old boardwalks, hear the _whispers_ laid down upon whispers. 
 
Stranger, walk slowly among us. 
Hear our _tales_. 
Untangle our _web_s. 
_Write_ what we have not written. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _town_s  :to "Town Map" card 14 [MS2_014_01_townfirstvisit.jpg & 
MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
  _whispers_   :to poem "Crumbs" card 082 [MS2_082_01_text.jpg] 
  _tales_   :to "Directory" card 031 [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg] 
  _web_s  :to poem "Moving On" card 052 [MS2_052_01_text.jpg] 
  _Write_  :to poem "Completeness" card 10 [MS2_010_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_002_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_002_04_biblio.jpg] 
Fisher, Vardis and Opal Laurel Holmes. ~Gold Rushes and Mining Camps in the  
Early American West.~ Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton Printers, 1968. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_002_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of an origami crane. There is  transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in 
[MS2_002_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   38 
 Button name: connections 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 31 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element.] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Cole Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 038 "Cole Connections" [MS2_038_01.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   39 
Card 003: “Confessions” or “Notes from somewhere else,” Walkthrough 
MS2_003_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/23/2011 
[1430] - [1450] .33 
[+2 from initial pass]   
Total 2.33 
[Note: this is a second draft of the walkthrough.] 
 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[0955]-[1000] 
 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_003_01_text1.jpg] 
MS2 Card 003  
Card Name: "Confessions" [in card info screen], or "Notes from somewhere else" [on card] 
Card Number: 3 of 204 
Card ID: 93783 
Contains 0 card fields.  
Contains 1 card button. 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   40 
[MS2_003_01_text1.jpg], [MS2_003_01_text2.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
I need to confess something here. 
 
I didn't write _Marble Springs_ for any sort of audience or interaction whatsoever.   
The secretive patterns, stories, and difficult interface make this somewhat  
obvious.  I created and lived in Marble Springs primarily to keep my sanity while  
I was going through a few difficult times.  I wanted a refuge where my soul could  
run to anytime it needed to,  so I created Marble Springs from a pastime of  
research and populated my town with figments who could comfort me in the very  
depths of their being. 
 
In a dark, _knowing_ way, it was _the women_ of Marble Springs who took me in and  
understood my outbursts.   So I never really bothered with _the men_. 
 
While I grew up, I saw the soul-destruction of those around me who had no  
refuge.  Their recourse from an angry reality mainly consisted of flights into  
mindnumbing [sic] drugs or apathy.  I thought then, well, the only thing I have to  
share is my little world.  And I can only provide it through a very clunky and  
probably useless interface (let's face it, if you have enough wherewithal to read  
and to use a computer, you don't need the world I'm offering.) 
 
So I filled my space with secrets and then offered them up in the hopes that 
 _others_ could to take this and shape it for their own places of refuge.  I provided a  
chance to change the writing for those patient enough and wise enough in the  
ways of computers. 
 
I never meant to make this easy.     ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Marble Springs_ :to card 014 Town Map [MS2_014_01_townfirstvisit.jpg or 
MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
  _knowing_    :to poem "Hair" card 086 [MS2_086_01_text1.jpg] 
  _the women_   :to poem "Authors" card 009 [MS2_009_01_text.jpg]  
  _the men_    :to card 117 Denizens of Marble Springs 
[MS2_117_01_charachters.jpg] 
  _others_    :to card 186 New Authors [MS2_186_03_newAuthors_01.jpg] 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_003_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
The afterstory was one I hadn't thought through beforehand, and it caught me  
unaware.   Readers did move into the town, interacting with the characters.   
They reshaped what they needed to.   Which was what I had— in this brave new  
world of hypertexts, experiments, and collaboration—declared I wanted.   
 
As the town developed, however, I discovered it was no longer mine.  And my soul  
could no longer run to a private refuge, an undisclosed silent, secret place.  So I 
 abandoned Marble Springs as I felt it had abandoned me.   I would think of it only  
when forced to. 
    
Then Mark Bernstein asked me to make good on my promises and create a new  
[Type text] [Type text]   41 
edition to actually put these writings in.  To show that an open collaborative  
hypertext could work and point the way to "the future of _constructive_  
hyperfiction."   To understand something on the verge of the twenty-first century,  
I had to move back to Marble Springs.  After the initial pain and trepidation, it  
was like any other home coming.  People you thought you knew had changed, the  
gossip stayed the same, and new faces looked oddly familiar.   The presence of  
_others_ did not destroy my  refuge— rather they made it more real than I had ever  
imagined.    
 
Thanks, you guys.◊    
" 
 Title links: 
   _constructive_  :to card 025 Quarry [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg] 
  _others_     :"No poem is connected to this text." warning: 
"Connect it", "Write one", "Leave it" warning [MS2_002_08_nopoemwarning.jpg]  [This may be a coding or 
linking error, as this should go to card 186 "New Authors" or "Credits" [MS2_186_03_newauthors_01.jpg] .] 
 
Error Fix 
05/23/2011 
Linked "others" to card 186 "New Authors" [MS2_186_03_newauthors_01.jpg] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_003_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_003_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_003_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of some fruit, hanging from the lower right edge of the card field border. There is  
transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in [MS2_003_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Copyrights" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 004 "Copyrights" [MS2_004_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 004:  “Copyrights” or “About the hypertext,” Walkthrough 
MS2_004_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/23/2011 
[1450] - [1550] 1 
[+2.5 from first attempt] 
Total: 3.5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1030]-[1115] 
 
 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_004_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 004  
Card Name: Copyrights 
Card Number: 4 of 204 
Card ID: 30972 
Contains 4 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on openCard 
  Do Cleancard 
  -- This will clean up any card before it is viewed 
 end openCard 
 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Prologue" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
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Script links to: card 006 "Prologue" [MS2_006_02_prologue.jpg]  
[Note: the above script controls user clicks in unassigned white space. Clicks in these ares will send the user to: 
  card 006 "Prologue" [MS2_006_02_prologue.jpg] .]  
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_004_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Denial [heading: set in Black Chancery 12 Bold; following text set in Marble Springs 12 Regular] 
This work is a work of fiction.  Any resemblance to anyone living or dead,  
historical or hysterical is purely coincidental. 
 
Submissions [heading: set in Black Chancery 12 Bold; following text set in Marble Springs 12 Regular] 
If you wish to _contribute_ your work for possible inclusion in an updated version  
of Marble Springs, please send your revised copy (and a letter indicating your  
revisions) to Eastgate Systems, 134 Main Street, Watertown, Massachusetts.  
 
Copyrights [heading: set in Black Chancery 12 Bold; following text set in Marble Springs 12 Regular] 
All rights reserved. No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in  
any form by any means, electronic or mechanical, or by any information storage  
or retrieval system without written permission from the publisher.  Click for  
_colophon_. 
 
Acknowledgements [heading: set in Black Chancery 12 Bold; following text set in Marble Springs 12 Regular] 
To all those who suffered through this with me: 
~I should like to call you all by name, ~ 
~But they have _lost_ the _lists_… ~ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _contribute_   : to card 186 New Authors [MS2_186_03_newAuthors_01.jpg] 
  _colophon_  : opens card pop-up field "colophon" 
[MS2_004_01_fieldColophon.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Larsen, Deena 
    Marble Springs 
    161 cards, runs on System 6.0 or higher. 
    Uses Hypercard run-time. 
   Fonts used are:  Marble Springs, developed by Terry Harpold 
           Black Chancery 
   First Edition, first printing was released November 1993 
    
 
   Second Edition, released 1998 
    Incorporates new author's [sic] works (see _credits_).  [FIXED 05/23/2011] 
    210 cards [incorrect, 204 cards]     [FIXED 05/23/2011] 
[Type text] [Type text]   44 
    Programmed by Carlos Botran, Random Order. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _credits_ :  [link is broken, "No poem connected to this text" 
warning pops up; should link to: card 186 "New Authors" or "Credits" [MS2_186_03_newauthors_01.jpg] .]    
[FIXED 05/23/2011] 
 
     _lost_  : opens card pop-up field "lost"  [MS2_004_01_fieldLost.jpg] 
      Field text: 
      " 
      Actually, a lot of people made this possible. 
      _Credits_ go to new writers for stretching these limits. 
   
      I slso [sic] want to thank:                               [FIXED 
05/23/2011] 
       Carlos Botran, Terry Harpold, Michael Rhodes, and  
      Tom Trelogan, the logic genies behind the scenes. 
   
      The tireless and devoted staffs of: 
      the Stephen Hart Library, Colorado Historical Society 
      the Western History Department, Denver Public Library 
      the University of Colorado at Boulder, University Libraries, 
Archives. 
 
      Only sensational or rare doings of the _ fairer sex_   were 
recorded in _newspapers_ and in the annuls of  
      history. I thus turned to the _diaries_ and letters the _quiet 
sex_ _left behind_ . While these artifacts  
      have been largely ignored by scholars until recently, they 
bestow a wealth of information about  
      the women’s attitudes and conditions. Minority women, 
however, were usually illiterate and below  
      the attention of _society_, thus closing off practically all 
avenues of information. 
 
      The staffs at the fine libraries above deluged me with books 
about the area and era and  
      graciously permitted me access to the diaries and letters they 
hold.  From these I gleaned the  
      setting, the zeitgeist I needed to conjure up the lives of the 
women in _Marble Springs_. 
   
      Thanks also to the ~Everyday Cook Book~ and ~Cyclopedia 
of Practical Recipes~, from which most of  
      the recipes and hints come.  This well-worn book obviously 
stems from the 1860-80’s, but the front 
       matter has long since disappeared, and I cannot properly 
acknowledge the work. 
 
      ~Click on this field to make it disappear~.  
      " 
       Field links:  
        _Credits_    
 :to card 186 New Authors [MS2_186_03_newAuthors_01.jpg]  
        _ fairer sex_   :to card 
095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text1.jpg]  
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        _newspapers_  :to card 062 
"Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
        _diaries_    
 :to card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg]  
        _quiet sex_    :to card 
037 Proprietress (card info) or "Rules" (on page) [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
        _left behind_   :to card 
114 "Left Behind" [MS2_114_01_text.jpg]  
         _society_   
 :to card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules"  [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
        _Marble Springs_ :to card 014 Town Map 
[MS2_014_01_townfirstvisit.jpg] or [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
 
     _lists_    :opens card pop-up field "lists" 
[MS2_004_01_fieldLists.jpg]  
      Field text 
      " 
      Ahkmatova, Anna. "Requiem." ~Selected Poems~. Translated 
by  
      D. M.Thomas. London: Penguin Books, 1988. 
      " 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_004_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
"Like old women huddled behind 
vegetable carts, we _hawk_  
the _wares_ of our _minds_,  
_calling_ out over the noise  
of data, of interlinks, of electronic networks— 
hoping someone will hear us, will drop  
a half-_penny_ into our laps, 
knowing we will yet live." 
 
_Sophie_ Smith Weaver,  
_Susannah_ Smith’s great-granddaughter, 1993. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _hawk_    :to card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
  _wares_   :to card 037 "Proprietress"  or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
  _minds_   :to card 009 "Authors" [MS2_009_01_text.jpg]  
  _calling_   :to card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_scraps.jpg]  
  _penny_   :to card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg]  
  _Sophie_    :"No poem is connected to this text" warning. [Not written, 
not an error] 
  _Susannah_  :to card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   46 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_004_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_004_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_004_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of an origami crane. There is  transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in 
[MS2_004_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: connections 
 Card button number: 1  
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 31 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Write Help" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 010 "Write Help" or "Completeness" [MS2_010_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 005: “Help,” Walkthrough 
MS2_005_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/23/2011 
[1550] - [1730] 1.66  
[+3.46 from first pass] 
Total 5.12 
[Note: second draft, for consistency with later text files.] 
 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1145]-[1200] 
 
 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_005_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 005 
Card Name: Help 
Card Number:   5 out of 204 
Card ID: 7269 
Contains 8 card field 
Contains 17 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "How to Read" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to:  
 card 007 "How to Read" [MS2_007_01_text1.jpg]  .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
[Type text] [Type text]   48 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
This is the main help redirect page. It contains mostly buttons that go to other cards or buttons that activate on-card 
pop-ups that give some directions.  
 
The page contains some text.  
------------- 
Page Text 
------------- 
[MS2_005_01_help.jpg] 
" 
Help 
________________________________________ 
Clicking on these icons will 
activate the functions they 
describe or will provide a further  
explanation. 
" 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the word "Help" in the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field 
"Connections", see [MS2_005_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 "Now the sights and sounds of the _journey_ have become the text." 
 
 _Sophie_ Smith Weaver. 
 _Susannah_ Smith's great-granddaughter, 1992. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _journey_ : to card 002 "Journeys" [MS2_002_01_text.jpg] 
   _Sophie_  : "No poem is connected to this text." warning 
   _Susannah_ : to card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text.jpg] 
 
- 
[Note: This card contains 17 buttons, described below. They provide explanations of how "Marble Springs" is to be 
navigated, and how its various features work.]  
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_005_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Help 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 30 
 Icon ID: 8210 [question mark and text] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
    if visible of card field "Help" is true 
    then 
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     hide card field "Help" 
    else 
     show card field "Help" 
    end if   
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Help" [MS2_005_02_fieldHelp.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   -Marble Springs- is a hypertextual _web_ of _connections_. Clicking on underlined 
words, 
   titles, graphics, and elsewhere will lead you on and under in the hyperspatial 
   space of _Marble Springs_. 
 
   To read the _map_s, click on the compass or map icon whenever it appears. When the 
   map appears, click on houses and text for further connections and information. 
   Clicking on the Marble Springs square will access the _town_ map. 
 
   To _read_ the stories, click on the eye or directory icon. When the _directory_ appears,  
   click on the name of the person you'd like to find out about. That story will then  
   appear. You can access these stories in other ways including: through buttons with 
   names on them, through graphic connections, and through underlined names. 
 
   To close field, either click on the button or word that opened the field, or click on the 
   field itself. 
 
   To write in margins and bibliographies, click on the button that says "Margin" or 
   "Bibliography" and begging to write. 
 
   Some character's [sic?] stories _wait_ for _you_ to write them. When you come across a 
blank 
   page, click on the button that says "Text" and begin to write. 
   " 
 
[FIXED Typo on 05/23/2011] now reads: 
  Field text: 
   " 
   -Marble Springs- is a hypertextual _web_ of _connections_. Clicking on underlined 
words, 
   titles, graphics, and elsewhere will lead you on and under in the hyperspatial 
   space of _Marble Springs_. 
 
   To read the _map_s, click on the compass or map icon whenever it appears. When the 
   map appears, click on houses and text for further connections and information. 
   Clicking on the Marble Springs square will access the _town_ map. 
 
   To _read_ the stories, click on the eye or directory icon. When the _directory_ appears,  
   click on the name of the person you'd like to find out about. That story will then  
   appear. You can access these stories in other ways including: through buttons with 
   names on them, through graphic connections, and through underlined names. 
 
   To close field, either click on the button or word that opened the field, or click on the 
   field itself. 
 
   To write in margins and bibliographies, click on the button that says "Margin" or 
   "Bibliography" and begging to write. 
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   Some characters stories _wait_ for _you_ to write them. When you come across a blank 
   page, click on the button that says "Text" and begin to write. 
   " 
 
 
    Field links: 
     _web_     : to card 052 poem 
"Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
     _connections_  : to card 028 "White Owl" map 
[MS2_028_01_main.jpg]   
     _Marble Springs_ : to card 014 "Town Map" map 
[MS2_014_01_townsecond.jpg]   
     _map_s    : to card 013 "Main Map" 
[MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]   
     _town_    : to card 014 "Town Map" map 
[MS2_014_01_townsecond.jpg]   
     _read_    : to card 007 "How to Read" 
[MS2_007_01_text1.jpg]  
     _directory_   : to card 031 "Directory" 
[MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg]  
     _write_    : to card 010 "Write Help" 
[MS2_010_01_text.jpg]  
     _wait_    : to card 010 "Write Help" 
[MS2_010_01_text.jpg]  
     _you_     : to card 009 "Authors" 
[MS2_009_01_text.jpg] 
 
[Note: Display error: the "Credits" button does not hide under the "Help" field, as you can see in: 
[MS2_005_02_fieldHelp.jpg].]  [FIXED 05/23/2011: sent button 13 farther back under Objects menu.] 
 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_005_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: How to read 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 31 
 Icon ID: 3334 [scroll of parchment,flanked by small questions marks, with text] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "How to Read"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 007 "How to Read" [MS2_007_01text1.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_005_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: How to write 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 32 
 Icon ID: 3333 [scroll of parchment, with pen and ink, and with text] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "How to Write" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 011 "How to Write" [MS2_011_01_text.jpg]  
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but04: 
 [MS2_005_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Further writing instructions 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 33 
 Icon ID: 3333 [scroll of parchment, with pen and ink, and with text] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Hypercard Advertising" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 012 "Hypercard Advertising" [MS2_012 _01_text1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_005_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Denizens of Marble Springs 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 34 
 Icon ID: 10288 [icon of open book, with text beneath] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to cd "Mentioned Characters" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 117 "Mentioned Characters" or "Denizens of Marble Springs" [MS2_117_01_characters.jpg]  
 
but06: 
 [MS2_005_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Character connections 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 35 
 Icon ID: 18641 [icon of skeleton key, with text beneath] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Connections explain" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "Connections explain" 
   else 
    show card field "Connections explain" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Connections explain" [MS2_005_02_fieldExplain.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   When you see this button 
   attached to a poem card, you 
   can click it to see who that  
   character is connected with. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
but07: 
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 [MS2_005_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Directory of poems 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 36 
 Icon ID: 1009 "Eye" [icon with text beneath] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   push card 
   visual effect zoom open 
   go to card "Directory" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 031 "Directory" [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg]  
 
but08: 
 [MS2_005_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Map of the valley 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 38 
 Icon ID: -16479 "Map" [icon with text beneath] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Main Map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
 
but09: 
 [MS2_005_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Map of Marble Springs 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 39 
 Icon ID: 26884 "Town" [icon with text beneath] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open 
   go to card "Town Map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
but10: 
 [MS2_005_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 41 
 Icon ID: 8348 "graveyard" [icon with text beneath] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
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------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 17 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_005_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Go back 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 43 
 Icon ID: 15066 "Back Hand" [icon with text beneath] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card filed "Go back" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "Go back" 
   else  
    show card field "Go back" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Go back" [MS2_005_02_fieldGo.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   This button will take you 
   back to the last card you 
   read. You can continue to 
   press it to retrace all the  
   cards you have visited. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
but12: 
 [MS2_005_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Quit Marble Springs 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 47 
 Icon ID: 15421 [icon, with word "stop" in it, with text beneath] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   getOut 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens 3-option card dialog box, "No," "Yes-go Home," and "Yes-Quit."  
[MS2_005_03_dialogQuit.jpg] 
 "No" closes dialog and leaves user in the card. 
 "Yes-go Home" goes to HyperCard Home [see MS2_HChome_01.jpg], but if you click back on stack, 
Home is hidden below stack.  
 "Yes-Quit" kills Marble Springs 2 and quits HyperCard. 
 
but13: 
 [MS2_005_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Explanations 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 18 
 Card button ID: 52 
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 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on graphic element of an intertwined calligraphic line, or ribbon] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "explanations" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "explanations" 
   else 
    show card field "explanations" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "explanations" [MS2_005_02_fieldExplanations.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   The graphics and oddments are 
   _conduits_ to the subconscious 
   connections between characters. 
 
   The vast majority of meaning in  
   this work is invisible, losing the 
   reader into the wonder of what 
   really happened. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _conduits_  : to card 017 "Crow's Mountain" 
[MS2_017_01_crows.jpg] 
 
but14: 
 [MS2_005_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Credits 
 Card button number: 14  
 Card part number: 20 
 Card button ID: 54 
 Icon ID: 11645 "Bill's Rolo" [icon of book or rolodex, with text beneath] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "New Authors" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 186 "New Authors" or "Credits" [MS2_186_03_newauthors_01.jpg]  
 
but15: 
 [MS2_005_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: Record visits 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 21 
 Card button ID: 55 
 Icon ID: [none, check box, with text beneath] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "record" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "record" 
   else 
    show card field "record" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
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 Links to: card pop-up field "record" [MS2_005_02_fieldRecord.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   You can keep track of which poems 
   you have seen by clicking this  
   checkbox on _Directory_. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Directory_ : card 031 "Directory" [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg] 
[Note: clicking the check box here does not enable the "Record Visits" script that is mentioned on card 001 "Cover 
3" [MS2_001_01_start.jpg] : it only displays the field show above.] 
 
but16: 
 [MS2_005_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Create a Button 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 22 
 Card button ID: 56 
 Icon ID: [None: text set in Chicago 12 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "button" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "button" 
   else 
    show card field "button" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "button" [MS2_005_02_fieldButton.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   On connections cards, click on the Create 
   Button to add your own buttons. The 
   computer will ask you for a name, then ask  
   you to navigate to the person you want a link 
   to. When you do so, click on the Create 
   Button pallette. [sic] This will create the button 
   and return you to the original card. 
 
   You will be able to move the button to where  
   you what it. When you are done, click on the 
   hand under Tools to continue.    
   " 
[FIXED typo on 05/23/2011] Now reads: 
  Field text: 
   " 
   On connections cards, click on the Create 
   Button to add your own buttons. The 
   computer will ask you for a name, then ask  
   you to navigate to the person you want a link 
   to. When you do so, click on the Create 
   Button pallet. This will create the button 
   and return you to the original card. 
 
   You will be able to move the button to where  
   you what it. When you are done, click on the 
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   hand under Tools to continue.    
   " 
 
 
 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
but17: 
 [MS2_005_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number: 25 
 Card button ID: 59 
 Icon ID: [none, invisible transparent box in upper right corner of card] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
    
  end mouseUp 
[Note: the script in this button is in fact empty between the "on" and "end" statements. It may be that it was planned 
for something and then got overlooked.] 
 Links to: [This button does not link to anything.] 
 
[Note: DELETED button on 05/23/2011] No longer a button 17. 
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Card 006: “Prologue,” Walkthrough 
MS2_006_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/23/2011 
[1745] - [1815] .5 
[+2 from first pass] 
Total 2.5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1205]-[1212] 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_006_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card  006 
Card Name: Prologue 
Card Number:  6 out of 204 
Card ID: 94938 
Contains 3 card field 
Contains 10 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 --This is kludge. but I want these card fields to show. Deena 
 on openCard 
  lock screen 
  set the visible of card field "to begin" to true 
  set the visible of card field "Prologue main text" to true 
  unlock screen with visual effect zoom open 
 end openCard 
 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
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-------------- 
Page Text 
-------------- 
" 
To begin.. 
 It is spring once more  
 in _Marble Springs_. 
 Everything 
 comes out, venturing into 
 forgotten _sunlight_. 
 
 Slowly, aspen and deer converge 
 on wind-empty cabins. 
 Now _Doc Nancy_'s primrose 
 has take over the streets, 
 rising up through gaping boardwalks. 
 As in any of these empty towns, the past 
 lies hardly hidden 
 under the thin lay of _dust_, wrapped in 
 intricate 
 medallion _quilt_s. 
 
 The _church_ 
 (its marble edges crumbling away 
 in your hands) 
 shelter an ancient traveller's trunk 
 stuffed with old journals 
 from the _Ladies Aid_. 
 
 You sort through the pages-- 
 A _map_. Some _ tales_. 
 An old bottle of _chokecherry wine_.♢ 
" 
 
  Text links: 
   _Marble Springs_ : to card 014 Town Map [MS2_014_01_townsecond.jpg] 
   _sunlight_     : to card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" 
[MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
   _Doc Nancy_    : to card 048 "Doc Nancy" 
[MS2_048_01_text1.jpg]  
   _dust_      : to card 100 "Miss Sing" 
[MS2_100_01_text.jpg]  
   _quilt_      : to card 073 "Quilts" 
[MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
   _church_     : to card 018 "Church 2' or "First 
Congregationalist Church" [MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg] 
   _Ladies Aid_    : to card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid 
Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg] 
   _map_      : to card 013 "Main Map" 
[MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg] 
   _ tales_      : "No poem is connected to this 
text." warning. This may be an error, as "tales" should link to: card 031 "Directory" [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg].] 
[FIXED error: 05/23/2011 changed space before "tales" into plain text.] New link reads: 
   _tales_      : to card 031 "Directory" 
[MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg].] 
   _chokecherry wine_ : to card 201 "Chokecherry wine" [MS2_201_01_text.jpg]  
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[Note: The buttons described below can be seen in [MS2_006_01_butView.jpg].] 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_006_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: About the Author 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Text Style: Marble Springs 14 Bold Centered 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Authors" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 009 "Authors" [MS2_009_01_text.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_006_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: History 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2  
 Card button ID: 2 
 Text Style: Marble Springs 14 Bold Centered 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Histories' 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 008 "Histories" or "History" [MS2_008_01_text.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_006_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Go on 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: 10288 "Directory" [icon with text "Go on", Marble Springs 10 Bold Centered] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to cd "Mentioned Characters" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 117 "Mentioned Characters" or "Denizens of Marble Springs" [MS2_117_01_characters.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_006_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Help 2 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: 8210 [question mark] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open 
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   go to cd "Help" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 005 "Help" [MS2_005_01_helpmain.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_006_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Go back 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 15066 "Back Hand" [icon, with text above] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom close 
   go back 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: when clicked goes to last card visited 
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_006_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Randomizer 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over laid on leaves and graphic element to the right and above the word 
"converge"] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   randomizer 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [Note: for explanation of "randomizer" script see: [MS2_randomizer_script.txt].] 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_006_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Randomizer 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over laid on scrollwork above the phrase "To begin…"] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   randomizer 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [Note: for explanation of "randomizer" script see: [MS2_randomizer_script.txt].] 
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_006_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Randomizer 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over laid on tall plants in lower right hand corner of card] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
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   randomizer 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [Note: for explanation of "randomizer" script see: [MS2_randomizer_script.txt].]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_006_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Randomizer 
 Card button number: 9  
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over laid on tall plant to far left of card, above "Go on" button] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   randomizer 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [Note: for explanation of "randomizer" script see: [MS2_randomizer_script.txt].] 
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_006_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Confessions 
 Card button number: 10  
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over laid on plant to immediate left of last 2 paragraphs of text] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect iris close very slow 
   go to card "Confessions" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 003 "Confessions" or "Notes from somewhere else" [MS2_03_01_text1.jpg]   
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Card 007: “How to Read,” Walkthrough 
MS2_007_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/23/2011 
[1825] - [1840] 
[+2 from first pass] 
2.25 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1255]-[1305] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_007_01_text1.jpg] 
MS2 Card 007 
Card Name: How to Read 
Card Number:  007 out of 204 
Card ID: 76727 
Contains 3 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "How to Write" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[This scripts directs clicks in white space (that don't hit randomizers) to take the user to card 011 "How to Write."]  
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
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--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_007_01_text1.jpg],  [MS2_007_01_text2.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Marble Springs breathes through a symbiosis between the reader and text.  You  
can move through the text, reading what is there and ignoring what remains  
unsaid.    Or you can _speculat_e, investigate characters through the poems and  
the connection cards, and provide what has not yet been  _written._  
 
*Basic navigation:* 
Click on  underlined _words_ or graphics to provide more information and  
connections.  Icons at the left hand side will _help_ guide you through the text.  
 
*To _read_ poem cards:* 
Each poem will appear in a window similar to this one.  Some poems continue  
down the page. The column next to the text will be dark when the text continues.  
To get to the rest of a poem,  place the cursor in the down arrow in that column  
and click on it. To move up the page, click on the top arrow in that same column.  
A "◊"  will appear at the end of each poem or text. 
 
The boxes at the top of the screen provide separate pages.  You can enter your  
notes in the margin, discover references in the bibliography, and uncover  
snippets of information tucked away behind the title of the work. To access these  
pages, click once on the appropriate box. You can add your comments in the  
margin or your own research results in the bibliography by clicking on the  
appropriate box and adding your text when the cursor appears.  
 
*To read connection cards:* 
Institution cards are listed in the directory.  They provide more information  
about the *structures* that held the town together. 
 
Character connection cards lurk behind the skeleton keys on the left side of the  
poem cards.   They  will show _connections_ that the characters thought were  
important. 
 
*To move beyond:* 
Uncover what you do not know by following the connections and _specula_ting.    
Find out why and how to tuck your tale inside the town.  ◊ 
" 
 
[Fixed Error in text on 05/23/2011.] 
Took period out of "written" link, changed group link in card 204 from "Completeness" to "Write Help." 
New text: 
[MS201_007_01_text1_fixed.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Marble Springs breathes through a symbiosis between the reader and text.  You  
can move through the text, reading what is there and ignoring what remains  
unsaid.    Or you can _speculat_e, investigate characters through the poems and  
the connection cards, and provide what has not yet been  _written_.  
 
*Basic navigation:* 
Click on  underlined _words_ or graphics to provide more information and  
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connections.  Icons at the left hand side will _help_ guide you through the text.  
 
*To _read_ poem cards:* 
Each poem will appear in a window similar to this one.  Some poems continue  
down the page. The column next to the text will be dark when the text continues.  
To get to the rest of a poem,  place the cursor in the down arrow in that column  
and click on it. To move up the page, click on the top arrow in that same column.  
A "◊"  will appear at the end of each poem or text. 
 
The boxes at the top of the screen provide separate pages.  You can enter your  
notes in the margin, discover references in the bibliography, and uncover  
snippets of information tucked away behind the title of the work. To access these  
pages, click once on the appropriate box. You can add your comments in the  
margin or your own research results in the bibliography by clicking on the  
appropriate box and adding your text when the cursor appears.  
 
*To read connection cards:* 
Institution cards are listed in the directory.  They provide more information  
about the *structures* that held the town together. 
 
Character connection cards lurk behind the skeleton keys on the left side of the  
poem cards.   They  will show _connections_ that the characters thought were  
important. 
 
*To move beyond:* 
Uncover what you do not know by following the connections and _specula_ting.    
Find out why and how to tuck your tale inside the town.  ◊ 
" 
 
 Text links: 
  _speculat_   : to card 010 "Write Help" or Completeness, 
[MS2_010_01_text.jpg] checkerboard effect 
  _written_   : to card 010 "Write Help" or "Completeness" 
[MS2_010_01_text.jpg]  
  _words_   : opens card pop-up field "words" [MS2_007_01_fieldWords.jpg]  
   Field text: 
   " 
   Words spin the _web_s of 
   connections, taking over the 
   filaments of the unspoken, 
   until finally there is nothing 
   left but the thread of the 
   _voice_. 
 
   Words say so little. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _web_  : to card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
     _vocie_ : to card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg] 
   _help_  : to card 005 "Help" [MS2_005_01_helpmain.jpg] 
   _read_  : opens card pop-up field "read" [MS2_007_01_fieldRead.jpg]  
      Field text: 
      " 
      What you read depends upon what you _see_. 
      " 
       Field link: 
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        _see_  : to card 064 "Eyes" 
[MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
  _structures_  : to card 028 "White Owl" or "The White Owl" 
[MS2_028_01_main.jpg]   
  _connections_  : to card 028 "White Owl" or "The White Owl" 
[MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _specult_   : to card 010 "Write Help" or Completeness, 
[MS2_010_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_007_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
In the ponds and street gutters of distant Japanese towns, the _koi_ run freely.   
They turn and dance as one mass of flesh, black and gold together.  The gold flash  
cannot be _complete_ without the black shadow by its side. 
 
In the same way, the blank and the known in Marble Springs swims just under  
your hand. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _koi_    : to card 115 "Mail Order Bride" [MS2_115_01_text.jpg]  
  _complete_  : to card 010 "Write Help" or "Completeness" [MS2_010_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_007_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_007_04_biblio.jpg] 
Bolter, David Jay. ~Writing Space: The Computer, Hypertext, and the History of  
Writing.~ Hillsdale, New Jersey: Lawrence Earlbaum Associates, Publishers,  
1991 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_007_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a gramaphone. There is  transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in 
[MS2_007_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
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 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 1  
 Card part number:  4 
 Card button ID:  7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "How to Write" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 011 "How to Write" [MS2_011_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 008: “Histories” or “History,” Walkthrough 
MS2_008_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/23/2011 
[1850] - [1908] .33 
[+2.5 from first pass] 
2.83 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1305]-[1315] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_008_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card  008 
Card Name: "Histories" or "History" 
Card Number: 8  out of 204 
Card ID: 35726 
Contains 2 card field 
Contains 1 card buttonCan't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_008_01_text1.jpg] 
[MS2_008_01_text2.jpg] 
[MS2_008_01_text3.jpg] 
[MS2_008_01_text4.jpg] 
Text: 
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" 
*“In the early spring the Crystal is a torrent, lusty with melted snows, swollen with  
waters which have plunged from the steep sides of the Elk Range. In winter, it almost  
sleeps. But always, it is a strange river, and the history of man on its banks has been  
filled with promises, dreams, and disillusion.”* 
 
     — _Alvin Foote_. 
 
Utes first came upon the Elk Mountain Range and used it for their summer  
grounds. They welcomed the few Spanish explorers and tolerated the occasional  
white trapper, even the _Crow_ party that explored for Gold and Uncle Sam in  
1844. In 1863, the Utes signed a treaty, _giving up_ this valley so that they might  
live in peace with the white man. After surviving in southern Colorado on a  
portion of their once-vast range, they were exiled to Utah in 1881. 
 
Early prospectors banded together at the head of _Settler’s Creek_. They routed out  
silver, lead, and copper in their unending _search_ for riches. The town grew into a  
roaring mining camp, boasting of the $300,000 that the mines produced annually  
in their heyday. The most famous of these mines, the _Black Queen_ mine, played  
out for over twenty years from 1869 until 1893. This mine and _Old Joe_’s mine on  
_Sugar Boy_ were among the very few to continue for this long, since frequent  
snowslides, explosions in the subzero temperatures of winter, and perennial  
transportation woes reduced the mines’ profits.   
 
_Matthew_ Cole came to town with seven supply wagons in 1869 and set up a  
crude general store. With the profits, he bought the most desirable lots in the  
tent town. He then built and stocked a general _store_, _millinery_, and a gambling 
hall. _Rachel_ Cole, his wife, convinced him to close the gambling hall, but only 
after Matthew had raked in enough profits to build a victorian mansion on Gold  
Hill. Matthew built a small _post office_ next to his store in 1876 so that Marble  
Springs could qualify as a town. 
 
In 1870, a drunken prospector named _Griffith_ stumbled into a large box canyon  
of marble cliffs and named it the Devil’s Punch Bowl. _T.M. Davidson_, a financier  
from Boston, bought the claim from Griffith for $500 and founded Marble _Quarry_  
in 1874 to develop these deposits. At first, he hauled his great blocks of marble on  
sleighs to Carbondale to be shipped. Later, he persuaded Pitkin County to invest  
in the Crystal River _Railroad_, which finally reached _Marble Springs_ in 1880 and  
joined the Denver & Rio Grande line in 1887. The marble was of such high grade  
that the small quarry prospered even in the face of damaging snowslides and the  
tremendous difficulties in hauling the marble out of the Rockies. This quarry  
furnished marble for Lincoln’s Memorial, the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier,  
Denver’s capitol building, and a number of monuments throughout the West.  
T.M. Davidson donated enough marble to build what the town called the _Marble  
Edifice_—a building that served as _church_, _school_, and town hall.  
 
He then built _Goliath Manor_—a rambling rotunda out of the pure marble to  
tempt his Boston fiancee, _Elizabeth_ Quincy Appleton, into marrying him and  
coming to Marble Springs. He intended Elizabeth to acquaint the town with the  
finest Eastern graces.  Unfortunately, she fell ill soon after arriving and was  
rarely seen outside of the manor.  
 
By 1877, there were three saloons and a gambling hall. The queen of these  
establishments, the _White Owl_, grew into a town hotel and gathering place.  
Prostitutes set up their small log _cribs_ by the White Owl, and a roaring red light  
district was born.  
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By 1880, Marble Springs was a going concern with a _newspaper_, a fire station,  
and a school band. The _Ladies Aid_ Society met every Tuesday to plan church  
socials, fairs, and aid for the less fortunate. Up to a thousand people lived in  
Marble Springs, working the quarry and mines. 
 
The Bland-Allison Act of 1878 had instructed the Treasury Department to coin  
between $2 millon [sic] and $4 million dollars of silver each month, and the _silver_  
mines boomed. Soon these government purchases artificially inflated the price of  
silver. To counter this, the Sherman Act in 1890 reduced the amount of silver the  
government would buy. By 1893, even this watered-down purchase act was  
repealed, and the silver market lost its best customer. The domestic silver market  
sank so low that mines could not afford to operate. Mines closed, and the country  
plunged into the Panic, a deep depression that few Colorado towns survived.  
 
T.M. Davidson instructed the quarry to take on as many men as possible,   
increasing production and shipping to make up for the now-sour silver ore trade.  
Thus, the quarry and marble mill became the principal employer, hiring on as  
many as 50 workers. Although the town dwindled, the social institutions  
continued. 
 
Marble was not a war commodity, and the quarry faltered during the first World  
War. Workers left for the trenches in Europe. Townspeople suffered through the  
decline in the quarry’s fortune. The winters of 1917 and 1918 were particularly  
harsh, and the influenza epidemic struck with a vengeance. Before the town  
quarantine was lifted, 19 people had died.  
 
Although the quarry came back strong after the war, a decade of prosperity was  
not enough to revitalize the town. Orders stopped after the Great Crash of 1929,  
forcing the quarry to close. Without its principal customer, the railroad tried to  
carry tourists, but no one could afford to travel, even for the beauty of the _Crystal  
River Valley_. The railroad then closed in 1930. The town slowly, sleepily died.   
 
Cole’s general store stayed open for tourists until 1944, when it, along with the  
runs of the quarry, were wiped out in a series of floods and mudslides.◊ 
 
" 
[NOTE: FIXED typo in paragraph 9, now reads:] 
[MS201_008_01_text3_FIX.jpg] 
"The Bland-Allison Act of 1878 had instructed the Treasury Department to coin  
between $2 million and $4 million dollars of silver each month, and the _silver_  
mines boomed. Soon these government purchases artificially inflated the price of  
silver. To counter this, the Sherman Act in 1890 reduced the amount of silver the  
government would buy. By 1893, even this watered-down purchase act was  
repealed, and the silver market lost its best customer. The domestic silver market  
sank so low that mines could not afford to operate. Mines closed, and the country  
plunged into the Panic, a deep depression that few Colorado towns survived.  
" 
 
[NOTE: FIXED typo in last paragraph: now reads:] 
" 
Cole’s general store stayed open for tourists until 1944, when it, along with the  
ruins of the quarry, were wiped out in a series of floods and mudslides.◊ 
" 
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 Text links: 
  _Alvin Foote_   : opens card pop-up field "Alvin Foote" 
[MS2_008_01_fieldFoote.jpg]  
   Field text: 
   "   
   Foote, Alvin. ~The Fabulous Valley~. Denver, 
   Colorado: AT&T Company, 1950. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _Crow_      : to card 043 "The Seekers" [MS2_043_01_text.jpg]   
  _giving up_    : to card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text.jpg]   
  _Settler’s Creek_  : to card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]   
  _search_    : to card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg]   
  _Black Queen_    : to card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" 
[MS2_016_01.jpg]   
  _Old Joe_    : to card 116 "Joe Cattering" [MS2_116_01_text.jpg]   
  _Sugar Boy_    : to card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" 
[MS2_027_01.jpg]   
  _Matthew_     : to card 121 "Matthew Cole" 
[MS2_121_01_text.jpg]   
  _store_     : to card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Store" 
[MS2_019_01.jpg]   
  _millinery_    : to card 069 "Red Ribbons" 
[MS2_069_01_text1.jpg] 
  _Rachel_     : to card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]   
  _post office_    : to card 101 "Literary Society" 
[MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]    
  _Griffith_    : to card 131 "Griffith" [MS2_131_01_text.jpg]   
  _T.M. Davidson_  : to card 126 "T. M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]   
  _Quarry_     : to card 025 "Quarry" 
[MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]   
  _Railroad_     : to card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" 
[MS2_020_01.jpg]   
  _Marble Springs_ : to card 014 "Town Map" or "Marble Springs" 
[MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]   
  _Marble Edifice_  : to card 024 "Marble Edifice" or "The Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_ 
01.jpg]   
  _church_     : to card 018 "Church2" or "First 
Congregationalist Church" [MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg]   
  _school_     : to card 026 "School" or Marble Springs 
School" [MS2_026_01.jpg]   
  _Goliath Manor_  : to card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg]   
  _Elizabeth_    : to card 046 "Lady Bountiful" 
[MS2_046_01_text.jpg]   
  _White Owl_   : to card 028 "White Owl" or "The White Owl" 
[MS2_028_01_main.jpg]   
  _cribs_     : opens pop-up field "Cribs" 
[MS2_008_01_fieldCribs.jpg]  
   Field text: 
   " 
   Cribs were small log cabins were [sic] 
   prostitutes lived and worked. 
   " 
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[NOTE: FIXED typo on 05/23/2011] 
[MS201_008_01_FieldCrib_FIX.jpg] 
Now reads: 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Cribs were small log cabins where  
   prostitutes lived and worked. 
   " 
 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _newspaper_    : to card 062 "Breaking Points" 
[MS2_062_01_text.jpg]   
  _Ladies Aid_   : to card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" 
[MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]   
  _silver_     : to card 109 "Striking Silver" 
[MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]   
  _Crystal River Valley_ : to card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]   
  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_008_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
This version of history survives only because it was written down and kept alive.  
The truth lies elsewhere.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  [none] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_008_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_008_04_biblio1.jpg] 
[MS2_008_04_biblio2.jpg] 
[MS2_008_04_biblio3.jpg] 
~Marble Springs~ is a work of fiction based on accounts of Colorado’s early history.  
The following list provides further leads into the actual Crystal River Valley and  
those who settled it:  
 
Campbell, Rosemae Wells. ~Crystal River Valley:  Jewel or Jinx?~ Denver:  Sage  
Books, 1966.  
 
Coquery, Rene L. ~The Early Years of Colorado~. New York:  Carlton Press, 1965.  
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Foote, Alvin. ~The Fabulous Valley~. Denver, Colorado:  AT&T Company, 1950.  
 
Hafen, L.R. ~Colorado and its People~. New York:  Lewis Historical Publishing  
Company, 1948. 
 
McCollum, Oscar D. ~Marble, a Town Built on Dreams~. Denver, Colorado:  
Sundance Ltd, 1992. 
 
McCoy, Dell. ~Crystal River Pictorial~. Denver, Colorado: Sundance Ltd, 1972. 
 
Smith, Duane A., and Richard N. Ellis. ~Colorado:  A History in Photographs~.  
Niwot, Colorado:  University Press of Colorado, 1991. 
 
Ubbelholde, Carl, Maxine Benson, and Duane Smith. ~A Colorado Reader~.  
Boulder:  Pruett Publishing Company, 1982. 
 
Vanderbusche, Duane, and Rex Myers. ~Marble, Colorado:  City of Stone~. Denver:   
Golden Bell Press, 1970. 
        
~Women’s History~ 
For further information on the roles that women played in the West, you might  
start with: 
 
Armitage, Susan, and Elizabeth Jameson. ~The Women’s West~. Norman and  
London:  University of Oklahoma Press, 1987. 
 
Brown, Dee. ~The Gentle Tamers:  Women of the Old Wild West~. Lincoln,  
Nebraska:  University of Nebraska Press, 1958. 
 
~Covered Wagon Women:  Diaries and Letters from the Western Trails 1840–1890~.  
Volumes 1–10. Glendale, California:  The  
Arthur H. Clark Company, 1983.  
 
Jeffrey, Julie Roy. ~Frontier Women:  The Trans-Mississippi West 1840–1880~. New  
York:  Hill & Wang, 1979. 
 
Fulmer, Marion,Elaine Hoagland, and Suzanne Pedersen. ~Women as Tall as Our  
Mountains: Mini-biographies of Summit County Women~. Self-published, 1976.  
Available at the Western History Department, Denver Public Library.  
 
Levy, Joann. ~They Saw the Elephant:  Women in the California Gold Rush~.  
Connecticut:  Archon Books, 1990. 
 
Myers, Sandra L. ~Westering Women and the Frontier Experience 1880–1915~.  
Albuquerque, New Mexico:  University of New Mexico Press, 1982.◊ 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_008_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a flower. There is  transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in 
[MS2_008_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
[Type text] [Type text]   73 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 39 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "New Authors" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 186 "New Authors" or "Credits" [MS2_186_03_newauthors_01.jpg]  
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Card 009: “Authors,” Walkthrough 
MS2_009_walktrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/05/2011 
[1550] - [1706] 1.25 
03/23/2011 
[1913]-[1928] .25 
1.5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1315]-[1317] 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_009_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 009 
Card Name: Authors 
Card Number:  9 out of 204 
Card ID: 29554 
Contains 0 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt] 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_009_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
"  
The author, or the writer within these writings, lived in _Marble Springs_ when  
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the town bloomed. Knowing that these words, this secret _webb_ing of her life, this  
_journey_ to the depths of those around her must remain hidden, she carefully  
wiped away any trace of her existence. All that remains here now are crumbling  
_scraps_ of paper, a few _quilt_ blocks, a _cut-nib_ pen long gone dry.    Merely 
_speculat_ions. 
 
Perhaps she graduated from an Eastern women’s college, moved around here and  
there, _scrabbling_ for adventure outside the States. She might have revelled in  
the short bright summers of this tiny mountain town. In the day, she would ride  
out into the scrub country. At night, she would write. 
 
Or perhaps she sought a _cure_ for _tuberculosis_ in the intoxicating air, the dark  
roots, of the Rocky Mountains.  
 
Or a _gossip_, pouring out the lives of those around her for anyone to view. 
 
Or a _witch woman_, hiding her thoughts, believing that a life hadn’t been lived  
until it had been written down. 
 
Or perhaps the _wind_, tired of bending conifers on the tall slopes.◊ 
 
" 
[NOTE: TYPO Although the spell check questions "revelled" above, Deena Larsen, in response to my query STETs 
the spelling. On 05/23/2011 we leave it alone.] 
 
 
 Text links: 
  _Marble Springs_  : to card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_01_townsecond.jpg]   
  _webb_      : to card 082 "Crumbs"  
[MS2_082_01_text.jpg]   
  _journey_      : to card 002 "Journeys" 
[MS2_002_01_text.jpg]   
  _scraps_       : to card 108 "Scraps" 
[MS2_108_01_scraps.jpg]   
  _quilt_       : to card 073 "Quilts" 
[MS2_073_01_text.jpg]   
  _cut-nib_     : to card 101 "Literary Society" 
[MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]   
  _speculat_     : to card 010 "Write Help" or Completeness" 
[MS2_010_01_text.jpg]   
  _scrabbling_    : to card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" 
[MS2_055_01_text1.jpg]   
  _cure_      : to card 048 "Doc Nancy" 
[MS2_048_01_text.jpg]   
  _tuberculosis_   : to card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg]   
  _gossip_    : to card 062 "Breaking Points" 
[MS2_062_01_text1.jpg]   
  _witch woman_  : to card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]   
  _wind_      : to card 042 "Night Winds" [MS2_042_01 
text.jpg]   
  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_009_02_title.jpg]
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Title text: 
" 
_Stories_ come down to us—in one hand, in another. 
Nights burn them into patterns on the sky.  
Children skipping rope shout them in garbled tones. 
        _Newspapers_. 
                  _Fairy tales_. 
                          _Whispers_ from dark closets. 
It’s time you _knew_. 
 
And the tales spin secretly inside you;  
forming you as much, perhaps more so, than you form them. 
 
_Write_ them here; place them into the fabric  
of _Marble Springs_, where _myth_ has been retold  
so many times 
        it has become the _truth_.◊ 
" 
 
 ---------------------- 
 Title Links 
 ---------------------- 
 _Stories_      : to card 108 "Scraps"  "Scraps" 
[MS2_108_01_scraps.jpg]   
 _Newspapers_   : to card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text1.jpg]   
    _Fairy tales_    : to card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]    
   _Whispers_    : to card 082 "Crumbs"  [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]   
 _knew_      : to card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text.jpg]   
 _Write_      : to card 010 "Write Help" or Completeness" 
[MS2_010_01_text.jpg]   
 _Marble Springs_ : to card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_01_townsecond.jpg]   
 _myth_      : to card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]   
 _truth_      : to card 111 "The Washerwoman" 
[MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]  
  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_009_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_009_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_009_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a picture of a flower. There is  transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in 
[MS2_009_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: Confessions 
[Type text] [Type text]   77 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 39 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  visual effect iris close very slow 
  go to card "Confessions" 
 end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 003 "Confessions" or "Notes from somewhere else" [MS2_03_01_text1.jpg] 
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Card 010: “Completeness,” Walkthrough 
MS2_010_walktrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/05/2011 
[1706] - [1915] 2.16 
03/23/2011 
[1930]-[2015] .75 
2.91 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1317]-[1328] 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_010_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 010 
Card Name: "Write Help" [under Card Info] or "Completeness" [in visible car title field] 
Card Number:  10 out of 204 
Card ID: 6361 
Contains 8 card field 
Contains 7 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Hypercard Advertising" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Script note: if the use clicks on white space outside the text border that is not a button or invisible randomizer 
button, they will be taken to: 
  card 012 "Hypercard Advertising" or "forging New Connections" [MS2_012_01_text1.jpg]  
where they will find instructions on how to submit their own Marble Springs cards.] 
 
Card Background Name: Poem bkgnd 
[Type text] [Type text]   79 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_010_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Your fingers run against the worn granite of the _gravestone_, almost touching  
those who live their.  And the names lead you on, for who was her lover, her  
father, her son? You _speculate_.  You comb the broken walls, press the studs,  
touch the tarred-over  _newsprint_ for answers.   
You find them.   You know what they _connect_. 
Write the answers you find in the empty spaces provided for the lovers, the  
fathers, the sons. For _Marble Springs_ stands barren without these answers. 
 
[Note: graphic element of 7 repeated flower icons comes between these lines.] 
 
Writing _instructions_:  _how to add_ them and _what to do_ with them.◊ 
" 
 
 Text links: 
  _gravestone_   : to card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]   
  _speculate_   : to card 186 "New Authors" or "Credits" 
[MS2_186_03_newauthors_01.jpg]    
  _newsprint_    : to card 062 "Breaking points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
[FIXED linking error by making space before "newsprint" "Plain Text" on 05/23/2011] 
  _connect_   :  to card 204 "Cover 1" or "Skeletal Connections" 
[MS2_204_01_connect1.jpg]   
  _Marble Springs_ : to card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_01_townsecond.jpg]   
  _instructions_  : to card 011 "How to Write" [MS2_011_01_text.jpg]   
  _how to add_  : to card 012 "Hypercard Advertising" or "forging New Connections" 
[MS2_012_01_text1.jpg]    
  _what to do_   : to card 004 "Copyrights" or "About the Hypertext" 
[MS2_004_01_text.jpg]    
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_010_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
You pan out a _creekbed_, guard each scrap of gold, find all the treasures it offers.  
When you turn to leave,  you find that cold water has _laughed_ out of your  
clutches,  gold-pinks of  _sun_rises on gravel have _slipped_ from your pan. Nothing is  
_complete_. 
" 
 
 ------------------ 
 Title Links 
 ------------------ 
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 _creekbed_  : to card 13 "Main Map" or "Crystal River Valley" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]   
 _laughed_   : to card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]   
 _sun_    : to card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg]   
 _slipped_   : to card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]   
 _complete_  : to card 010 "Write Help", which is this card, a self-referential link in this card. 
  
 
[NOTE: FIXED typo in text on 05/23/2011. Also had to up date the Group link text in card 204 from "creekbed" to 
"creek bed"] New text: 
[MS201_010_02_titleFIX.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
You pan out a _creek bed_, guard each scrap of gold, find all the treasures it offers.  
When you turn to leave,  you find that cold water has _laughed_ out of your  
clutches,  gold-pinks of  _sun_rises on gravel have _slipped_ from your pan. Nothing is  
_complete_. 
" 
 
 ------------------ 
 Title Links 
 ------------------ 
 _creek bed_  : to card 13 "Main Map" or "Crystal River Valley" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]   
 _laughed_   : to card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]   
 _sun_    : to card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg]   
 _slipped_   : to card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]   
 _complete_  : to card 010 "Write Help", which is this card, a self-referential link in this card. 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_010_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_010_04_biblio.jpg] 
Bolter, David Jay. ~Writing Space:  The Computer, Hypertext, and the History of  
Writing~. Hillsdale, New Jersey:  Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Publishers, 1991. 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_010_05_graphic1.jpg] 
[MS2_010_05_graphic2.jpg] 
The graphic element here is a flower graphic that repeats 7 times, which can be seen clearly when viewed in button 
mode in [MS2_010_05_graphic2.jpg], or in [MS2_010_01_butView.jpg]. 
 
Each flower, when click, activates a pop-up field in the current card. The graphic elements are buttons numbered 
from 1 to 7, from right to left, we record the text of the pop-up fields and their respective links below: 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_010_05_but01.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   81 
 Button name: F7 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element, far right] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "F7" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "F7" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "F7" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
 Links to: opens card pop-up field "F7" [MS2_010_05_fieldF7.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   The danger of telling 
   too much lurks 
   behind every _word_. 
   "  
    Field links: 
     _word_  : opens pop-up field "word" 
[MS2_010_05_fieldWord.jpg]  
      Field text: 
      " 
      Words spin the _web_s of 
      connections, taking over  
      the filaments of the  
      unspoken until finally 
      there is nothing left but 
      the thread of the _voice_. 
      " 
       Field links: 
        _web_   : to card 052 
"Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
         _voice_  : to card 110 "Out of 
Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_010_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: F6 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element, one left from far right] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "F6" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "F6" 
   else 
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    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "F6" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: open card pop-up field "F6"[MS2_010_05_fieldF6.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   When you write, 
   you _destroy_, 
   then _restore_. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _destroy_  : to card 050 "Promises" 
[MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
     _restore_  : to card 084 "Cover Up" 
[MS2_084_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_010_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: F5 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element, one right of center] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "F5" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "F5" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "F5" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
  Links to: opens card pop-up field "F5" [MS2_010_05_fieldF5.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   It is always and only 
   a matter of who _see_s 
   what. And when. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _see_  : to card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_010_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: F4 
 Card button number: 4  
 Card part number: 4  
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element, center] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "F4" is true 
   then 
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    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "F4" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "F4" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
  Links to: opens card pop-up field "F4" [MS2_010_05_fieldF4.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   _Stories_ prowl under 
   possibilites, betrayed 
   by sly hints.  
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Stories_  : to card 108  "Scraps" 
[MS2_108_01_scraps.jpg]  
 
 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_010_05_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: F3 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element, one left of center] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "F3" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "F3" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "F3" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
  Links to: opens card pop-up field "F3" [MS2_010_05_fieldF3.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   The writing has _wove_n itself 
   into your soul, _spun_ new 
   tendrils that call forth your 
   own creations.    
   " 
    Field links: 
     _wove_ : to card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg]  
     _spun_  : to card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg] 
      
 
but06: 
 [MS2_010_05_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: F2 
 Card button number: 6  
 Card part number: 6 
[Type text] [Type text]   84 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element, one right of far left] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "F2" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "F2" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "F2" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
  Links to: opens card pop-up field "F2" [MS2_010_05_fieldF2.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Between the _edge_s 
   of the known, the 
   emptiness begs to 
   be filled.   
   " 
    Field links: 
     _edge_  : to card 111 "The Washerwoman" 
[MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_010_05_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: F1 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element, far left] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "F1" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "F1" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "F1" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
  Links to: opens card pop-up field "F1" [MS2_010_05_fieldF1.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Winking at 
   contradicting 
   affirming one 
   another, 
   characters _dance_ 
   through the  
   written _web_. 
   " 
    Field links: 
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     _dance_   : to card 066 "Firelight" 
[MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
      _web_   : to card 052 "Moving On" 
[MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
    
--------------------------------- 
All seven flowers activated 
--------------------------------- 
[MS2_010_05_fieldsAll.jpg] 
Just for interest, a shot of the whole bouquet of flowers activated and their pop-ups. 
 
 
Finally,  
[MS2_010_05_fieldsAll2.jpg] which shows the six pop-ups of the first six flowers, and the "word pop-up" found 
within the seventh flower. Sadly (or perhaps purposefully) this field covers up the field from the seventh flower, 
which can be opened behind the word pop-up.  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   86 
Card 011: “How to Write,” Walkthrough 
MS2_011_walktrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/06/2011 
[1030] - [1130] 1 
03/23/2011 
[2015]-[2021] .1 
1.1 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_011_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 011 
Card Name: How to Write 
Card Number: 11  out of 204 
Card ID: 76443 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Write Help" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: clicks in unassigned white space will be directed to: 
card 010 "Write Help" or "Completeness" [MS2_010_01_text.jpg] .] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   87 
[MS2_011_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Marble Springs lies like half-empty promises, waiting to be _written._ 
 
On any _poem_ card, _you_ can add your notes in the margins  
and in the bibliography. On blank poem cards where stories have _not yet_ been 
told,  you can add your story to the text page and relate the biography of the 
character in the title page. 
 
*To incorporate your _words_ into _Marble Springs_:* 
•   Position the cursor on the _box_ for the page (_title_, text, _margin_,  
      or _bibliography_) where you want to write.   
•   Click once on that box, and the page  will appear. 
•   The computer will ask if you want to write.  Click on yes. 
•   When you are finished writing, click anywhere outside the box. 
•   The computer will ask if you want to make any connections. 
  -     If you do, press yes. Type in the entire word you want  
         connected when the computer asks you to.  A small button 
         will appear with the words "Create Link" 
  -     Then navigate to the page you want to link to and press the 
          "Create Link"  button. 
 
Find out _how to add_ your _connect_ions into  
Marble Springs and _what to do_ with them. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _written_    : stays on card 011 "How to write" 
  _poem_     : to card 031 "Directory" [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg]   
  _you_      : to card 009 "Authors" [MS2_009_01_text.jpg]   
  _not yet_     : to card 010 "Write Help" or "Completeness" 
[MS2_010_01_text.jpg]   
  _words_     :  to card 010 "Write Help" or "Completeness" 
[MS2_010_01_text.jpg]   
  _Marble Springs_ : to card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_01_townsecond.jpg]   
  _box_     : opens pop-up field "box" 
[MS2_011_01_fieldBox.jpg]   
   Field text: 
   " 
   The boxes just below the 
   scrollwork at the top of the page 
   will help you turn to the title, 
   text, margin, or bibliography 
   pages 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _title_      : to "How to Write" Title tab [MS2_011_02_title.jpg]  
  _margin_    : to "How to Write" Margin tab 
[MS2_011_03_margin.jpg]  
  _bibliography_  : to "How to Write" Bibliography tab [MS2_011_04_biblio.jpg]   
  _how to add_   : to card 012 "Hypercard Advertising" or "Forging New 
Connections" [MS2_012_01_text1.jpg]    
  _connect_    : to card 204 "Cover 1" or "Skeletal Connections" 
[MS2_204_01_connect1.jpg]   
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  _what to do_   : to card 004 "Copyrights" or "About the Hypertext" 
[MS2_004_01_text.jpg]    
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_011_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Title pages are the attics of _Marble Springs_.  Here the odd bits of the stories:  the  
dates, the names, the snippets of thought lie  quietly until _you _stumble over them.  
◊ 
 
" 
 
 Title links: 
  _Marble Springs_ : to card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_01_townsecond.jpg]  
  _you _     : to card 009 "Authors" [MS2_009_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_011_03_margins.jpg] 
Margins text: 
" 
The ragged edges of these margins 
keep the words from all who held this book before you: 
 
Scribbled admonitions from old aunts  
not to let this bread rise too long; 
 
Notes scrawled so quickly they lost  
their meaning before they reached the page; 
 
Dark threats of meaning and connections.◊ 
" 
 Margin links: 
  [none] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_011_04_biblio.jpg] 
Bibliography text: 
" 
Add the titles, the history,  the answers of  your research here. 
" 
 Bibliography links: 
  [none] 
 
---------------------- 
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Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_011_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a woman in a hat leaning on a message board. 
 
 
 Button name: write help 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
     
   go to card "Write Help' 
  end mouseUp 
 
 Links to:  card 010 "Write Help" or "Completeness" [MS2_010_01_text.jpg]   
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Card 012: “Forging New Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_012_walktrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/06/2011 
[1130] - [1307] 1.6 
03/23/2011 
[2110]-[2130] .33 
total 2 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1330]-[1332] 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_012 _01_ .jpg] 
MS2 Card 012 
Card Name: "Hypercard Advertising" or "Forging New Connections" 
Card Number:  12 out of 204 
Card ID: 55548 
Contains 5 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Mentioned Characters" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Note: Clicks in unassigned white space are directed to: 
 card 117 "Mentioned Characters" or "Denizens of Marble Springs" [MS2_117_01_characters.jpg]  .] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Type text] [Type text]   91 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_012_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
By its very nature, ~Marble Springs~ will never be _complete_.   Characters lead to  
more characters; connections lead to more connections until memory breaks  
under the strain of the _web_.   
 
The characters  and connections you create become intertwined within the web  
of _Marble Springs_.  To add your connections for the characters already here and  
your new characters, you must have a completely functional version of  
HyperCard 2.0 or higher. 
 
(This edition ads some convenient ways to integrate your _denizens_.  However,  
you can still do things the _old fashioned_ way.) 
 
*Add a new denizen* 
 
Click on the open book to go to the page that lists everyone who lives in Marble  
Springs.  Click on the button "Create a new denizen" and follow the computer's  
instructions.   
 
*Add a new button on a _connections_ card* 
 
On any connections card, click on the "create new button" button.  This will let  
you enter the name of your button and navigate to the card you want that button  
to link to.  When you are finished, you will be in button mode.  Move the button  
where you want it. Under *Tools*, click on the hand icon so you can point and click  
to where you want to be. 
 
 
*Add a new _connections_ card* 
 
Go to an existing connections card. Under *Edit*, click on "Copy Card".  Then  
under *Edit*, click on "Paste Card".  Under *Objects*, click on "Card Info".  Change  
the card title here. Then under *Tools*, click on the button icon. This will let you  
delete buttons (apple key and x), move buttons, and access the button name and  
script (click twice on the button). Create new buttons with the script given  
above. Change the connection trails by clicking on the eraser icon under *Tools*  
and erasing the previous trails.  Create new trails by clicking on the paintbrush  
icon under *Tools* and selecting a pattern under *Patterns*. (This menu will  
appear when you select the paintbrush.) 
 
*Restrictions* 
 
Please remember, however, that all rights to the work and the programming are  
reserved. No part of this work, *even when you change it*, may be reproduced  
or transmitted in any form by any means, electronic or mechanical, or by any  
information storage or retrieval system without written permission from the  
[Type text] [Type text]   92 
publisher.  
 
If you wish to contribute your work for an updated version of ~Marble Springs~,  
please send your work to Eastgate Systems, Watertown, Massachusetts.◊ 
" 
 
 Text links: 
  _complete_    : to card 010 "Write Help" or "Completeness" 
[MS2_010_01_text.jpg]  
  _web_      : to card 052 "Moving On" 
[MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : to card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_01_townsecond.jpg]  
   _denizens_    : to card 117 "Mentioned Characters" or "Denizens of 
Marble Springs" [MS2_117_01_characters.jpg]  
   _old fashioned_   : opens card pop-up field "old fashioned" containing 
instructions from the first edition of ~Marble Springs~ [MS2_012_01_fieldOldF1.jpg] and 
[MS2_012_01_fieldOldF2.jpg]  
   Field text: 
   "     
   *First Edition Instructions* [heading set in Black Chancery 14 Bold] 
   •   Put your preference level at 5, _scripting_.  (Usually, you can do  
   this by going to the home stack).  Press Option and command 
 
   •     The menu bar will let you access the tools you will need to forge  
   your links. The items in *bold* in the instructions below refer to the  
   items on the menu bar. 
 
   •    In order to link anything, you will need to know the exact title of  
   the card you want to link to. To find this out, go to that card and  
   click on "Card Info" under *Objects*.  Copy the title and paste it into  
   your scrapbook.  Then you can retrieve it from the scrapbook when  
   you need it, thus ensuring that it is correct. 
 
   *To put a button on a connection card: *  
   Under *Objects*, select new button. Click on the new button to access  
   its scripts. Type in the character’s name as the button name.  Then  
   click on "Script..." to enter the following script: 
          On mouseUp 
               visual effect checkerboard 
              go to card "~_card title_~" 
         End mouseUp 
 
   *To link a word in your text with a card: * 
 
 
   To add a new card, enter the new name on an existing card.  Make  
   sure that the name is not already used in Marble Springs (check the  
   _mentioned_ character card, which you can access from the open book  
   icon). Then group the text by selecting your new name and then  
   selecting "Group" under *Style*. Then lock the text by going to  
   another card and returning to your original card. Then click on your  
   new name.  The computer will prompt you by telling you that there  
   is no match for this name. Click on "I'll write one" on this prompt,  
   and you will be given a new card. Enter the title of the card when  
   the computer prompts you for the card title.  Then you can click on  
   the "Text" box to enter your story about your new character. 
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   " 
    Field links; 
     _scripting_  : opens pop-up "scripting"  
[MS2_012_01_fieldScript.jpg] 
      Field text: 
      "  
      Go to home. Click on the furthest left 
      hand arrow until you reach the 
      preference level card. Then click on 5 
      for the scripting level. Return to 
      ~Marble Springs~. 
      " 
       Field links: 
        [none] 
    
     _card title_  : opens pop-up "card title" 
[MS2_012_01_fieldCard.jpg] 
      Field text: 
      " 
      Make sure that this card title is exact. 
      I used the title of the poem for the card 
      title for the poems I wrote, and the 
      name of the character for the poems that  
      have not yet been written. It might be  
      easier for you to follow this convention 
      when creating new cards. 
      " 
       Field links: 
        [none] 
    _mentioned_  : to card 117 "Mentioned Characters" or "Denizens of Marble 
Springs" [MS2_117_01_characters.jpg]  
 
 _connections_   : to card 028 "White Owl" or "The White Owl" 
[MS2_028_01_main.jpg] 
 _connections_   : to card 028 "White Owl" or "The White Owl" 
[MS2_028_01_main.jpg] 
  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_012_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
"Computers display a healthy schizophrenia.   
Which is why they are such useful gods."  
 
_Sophie_ Smith Weaver,  
_Susannah_ Smith’s great-granddaughter, 1992. 
 
" 
 Title links: 
 _Sophie_   : "No poem connected to this text," warning [STET, not written yet as 
of 05/23/2011] 
 _Susannah_  : to card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg] 
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--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_012_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_012_04_biblio.jpg] 
Goodman, Danny. ~The Complete HyperCard 2.0 Handbook~. New York:  Bantam  
Books, 1990. 
 
Nelson, Ted. ~Computer Lib/Dream Machines~. Revised edition. Redmond,  
Washington:  Tempus Books, 1987. 
 
Swaine, Michael. ~Dr. Dobb’s Essential HyperTalk Handbook~. Redwood City,  
California:  M&T Publishing, Inc, 1988. 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_012_05_graphic1.jpg] 
[MS2_012_05_graphic2.jpg] 
 
There are two graphic elements on this card. They are small fruits near the upper and lower right corners of the 
scrollwork boarder. 
 
[MS2_012_05_graphic1.jpg] 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element, upper right corner] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "New Authors" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 186 "New Authors" or "Credits" [MS2_186_03_newauthors_01.jpg] 
 
[MS2_012_05_graphic2.jpg] 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element, lower right corner] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "New Authors" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 186 "New Authors" or "Credits" [MS2_186_03_newauthors_01.jpg] 
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Card 013: “Main Map,” Walkthrough 
MS2_013_walktrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/06/2011 
[1308] 
[1437 break] 1.5 
[1517 back] 
[1640 break] 1.33 
[1800 back] 
[2103 done] 3 
[total time: ~ 5.83] 
 
03/23/2011 
[2130]-[2150] .33 
Total 6.16 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1332]-[1336] 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_013 _01_ mainmap.jpg] 
MS2 Card 013 
Card Name: Main Map 
Card Number: 13  out of 204 
Card ID: 26565 
Contains 14 card field 
Contains 64 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on openCard 
  if visitedMainMap is false the 
   lock screen 
   set the visible of card field "Chronology" to true 
   unlock screen with visual effect zoom open 
   put true into visitedMainMap 
  end if 
 end openCard 
[Type text] [Type text]   96 
[Note: Script opens card field  "Chronology" automatically on the first visit to the card.] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 25596 
[For information on functions and buttons common to cards shirring the Connections bkgnd 25596, please see 
[MS2_connectbkgnd_25596_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
This card is a map of Crystal River Valley, the broader region in which Marble Springs is located. This map has 64 
buttons according to the card info. The buttons can be seen in HyperCard's button view in 
[MS2_013_01_butview.jpg]. 
 
This document will list the buttons and their links to other cards or pop-up fields. There should be 14 fields. 
 
 
------------------------ 
Main Map Buttons 
------------------------ 
but01: 
 [MS2_013_01_but01.jpg]   
 Button name: Marble Quarry 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: 18814 "Quarry" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Quarry" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 025 "Quarry " [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg] 
 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_013_01_but02.jpg] [Button is graphic element, as opposed to text box below, which is button 55] 
 Button name: Marble Springs 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: 26884 "Town" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open 
   go to card "Town Map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_01_townsecond.jpg] 
 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_013_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Catterings 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: 21847 "Minute House" 
 Script: 
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  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Settling In" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_013_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Stoner's 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: 21847 "Minute House" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Sadie" or "Katy" or "No one" 
   if it = "No one" then 
   end if  
   if it = "Sadie" then 
    go to card "Scraps" 
   end if 
   if it = "Katy" then 
    go to card "Katy's Creek" 
   end if    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens choice dialogue box [MS2_013_02_stonerChoice.jpg], giving the user the option to see 
"Sadie," "Katy," or "No one." 
  Choice links: 
   "Sadie" : to card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg] 
   "Katy"  : to card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg] 
   "No one" : kills dialogue, stays on card 013 Main Map 
 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_013_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Pitkins 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: 21847 "Minute House" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Towee" or "Red Birch" or "No one" 
   if it = "No one" then 
   end if  
   if it = "Towee" then 
    go to card "Ute Crossing" 
   end if 
   if it = "Red Birch" then 
    go to card "Half-Breed" 
   end if    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens choice dialogue box [MS2_013_02_pitkinChoice.jpg], giving the user the option to see 
"Towee," "Red Birch," or "No one."  
  Choice links: 
   Towee   : to card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text1.jpg] 
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   Red Birch  : to card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg] 
   No one   : kills dialogue, stays on card 013 Main Map 
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_013_01_but06.jpg]  [House above "Willow Creek" button]0 
 Button name: Alvina's 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 31 
 Icon ID: 21847 "Minute house" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Eyes"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_013_01_but07.jpg] [It is the cross in the dashed box.] 
 Button name: Grave 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 32 
 Icon ID: 1018 Martin's Cross 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Grave" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Grave" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Grave" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Grave" [MS2_013_02_fieldGrave.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Martin_ W. Crow, 
   Jan. 24, 1817 - Jul. 25, 1844 
   Explorer of Worlds [In Chancery] [Followed by icon of House: button 38, "Jenson 
Mansion" [MS2_013_02_but38.jpg] [This is possibly an error of representation, the button, already on the page, 
shows through the field, perhaps suggesting a false connection?] 
[FIXED: This error was fixed on 05/23/2011 by moving the associated field down the screen to just above the button 
07, grave marking cross. See [MS201_013_01_but07FIX.jpg] 
   " 
   Field links: 
    _Martin_  : to card 124 "Martin Crow" [MS2_124_01_text.jpg] 
    button 38  : to card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg] 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_013_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Grimes 
[Type text] [Type text]   99 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 36 
 Icon ID: 2181 "Tiny House" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Enid" or "Sarah" or "No one" 
   if it = "No one" then 
   end if  
   if it = "Sarah" then 
    go to card "Sun's Gold" 
   end if 
   if it = "Enid" then 
    go to card "Strength" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens choice dialogue box [MS2_013_03_grimesChoice.jpg], giving the user the option to see 
"Enid," "Sarah," or "No one."  
  Choice links: 
   Enid  : to card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg] 
   Sarah  : to card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg] 
   No one  : closes dialogue, stays on card 013 "Main Map" 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_013_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Laura Keeperly 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 41 
 Icon ID: 21847 'Minute House" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Anne" or "Laura" or "No one" 
   if it = "no one" then 
   end if 
   if it = "Anne" then 
    go to card "Wildflowers" 
   end if 
   if it = "Laura" then 
    go to card "Quilts" 
   end if  
  end mouseUp 
[Script opens choice dialogue box[MS2_013_02_keepChoice.jpg], allowing user to see card "Anne," or "Laura", or 
"No one" ] 
 Links to:  
  "Anne"  : to card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg] 
  "Laura"  : to card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg] 
  "No one"  : closes dialogue, stays on card 013 Main Map 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_013_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Stokes 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 43  
 Icon ID: 21847 "minute House" 
[Type text] [Type text]   100 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Martha" or "Chirpy" or "No one" 
   if it = "No one" then 
   end if 
   if it ="Chirpy" then 
    go to card "Reassurances" 
   end if 
   if it = "Martha" then 
    go to card "Nowhere" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
[Script produces choice dialogue box [MS2_013_02_stokesChoice.jpg, giving user option on who to see "Martha," 
"Chirpy," or "No one", discussed below.] 
 Links to : 
  "Martha" : to card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg] 
  "Chirpy" : to card 103 "Reassurances" [MS2_103_01_text.jpg] 
  "No one"  : closes dialogue, stays on card 013 Main Map 
 
------------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 20 
------------------------ 
but11: 
 [MS2_013_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Gaylors 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 46 
 Icon ID: 9328 "Tiny Home" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but12: 
 [MS2_013_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Crow's Mountain 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 63 
 Icon ID: [None, text button, in Marble Springs 10 bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Crow's Mountain" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg] 
 
 
but13: 
 [MS2_013_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Eagle Ridge 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 67 
[Type text] [Type text]   101 
 Icon ID: [None, text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if invisible of card field "Chirpy" is true 
   then  
    hide card field "Chirpy" 
   else 
    show card field "Chirpy" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens card pop-up field "Chirpy" [MS2_013_02_fieldChirpy] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   12,456 feet. 
   _Chirpy_ 
   stashed her 
   treasures in  
   caves on this 
   ridge. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Chirpy_ : to card 103 "Reassurances" [MS2_103_01_text.jpg] 
 
but14: 
 [MS2_013_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Oak Hill 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 69 
 Icon ID: [None, text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Oak" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Oak" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Oak" 
   end if     
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Oak" [MS2_013_02_fieldOak.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   10,257 feet. _The 
   Washerwoman_  
   has a cave here. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _The Washerwoman_  : to card 111 "The Washerwoman" 
[MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but15: 
 [MS2_013_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: CR&R Railroad 
[Type text] [Type text]   102 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 76 
 Icon ID: [None, text button, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   play "Train Whistle" Tempo 100 g f a f g 
   goto Card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
[Script plays sound train whistle before going to card 020] 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg] 
 
 
but16: 
 [MS2_013_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Sad Iron Peak 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 83 
 Icon ID: [None, text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if invisible of card field "Sad Iron" is true 
   then  
    hide card field "Sad Iron" 
   else 
    show card field "Sad Iron" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens card pop-up field "Sad Iron" [MS2_013_02_fieldSad.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   14,284 feet. 
   The _Stokes'_ train set up a  
   mining operation here. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Stokes'_ : to card 104 "Stokes Connections" 
[MS2_104_01.jpg] 
 
but17: 
 [MS2_013_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: Engine 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number: 17 
 Card button ID: 86 
 Icon ID: 3403 "R Engine 1" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   play "Train Whistle" Tempo 100 g f a f g 
   goto Card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
[Script plays sound train whistle before going to card 020] 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg] 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   103 
but18: 
 [MS2_013_01_but18.jpg]  
 Button name: Caroline Croft 
 Card button number: 18 
 Card part number: 18 
 Card button ID: 92 
 Icon ID: 21847 "Minute Home" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Night Winds" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 042 "Night Winds" [MS2_042_01.text.jpg] 
 
 
but19: 
 [MS2_013_01_but19.jpg]  
 Button name: Thistletop 
 Card button number: 19 
 Card part number: 19 
 Card button ID: 94 
 Icon ID: [None, text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "thistle" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "thistle" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "thistle" 
   end if    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "thistle" [MS2_013_02_fieldThistle.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   13,339 feet. 
   Ute burial grounds. 
   High red and white sand cliffs. 
   _Red Birch_ committed suicide here. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Red Birch_ : to card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but20: 
 [MS2_013_01_but20.jpg]  
 Button name: Willow Creek 
 Card button number: 20  
 Card part number: 20 
 Card button ID: 97 
 Icon ID: [None, text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Willow" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
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    hide card field "Willow" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Willow" 
   end if     
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Willow" [MS2_013_02_fieldWillow.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Clancy Gaylor_ was 
   found here with 
   twenty-nine axe 
   wounds. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Clancy Gaylor_ : to card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" 
[MS2_127_01_text.jpg] 
 
----------------------------- 
Buttons 21 - 30 
------------------------------ 
but21: 
 [MS2_013_01_but21.jpg]  
 Button name: Crystal River 
 Card button number: 21 
 Card part number: 21  
 Card button ID: 99 
 Icon ID: {none, text bottom, Marble Springs 10 bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Crystal" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Crystal" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Crystal" 
   end if     
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Crystal" [MS2_013_02_fieldCrystal.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   The main river through 
   Crystal River Valley. 
   Known for its trout and 
   _sing_ing rapids. 
   " 
   Field links: 
   _sing_  : to card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg]   
 
 
but22: 
 [MS2_013_01_but22.jpg]  
 Button name: Wringle 
 Card button number: 22 
 Card part number: 22 
[Type text] [Type text]   105 
 Card button ID: 108 
 Icon ID: 7655 "Up Arrow" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Jenny" or "Hazel" or "No one" 
   if it = "No one" then 
   end if 
   if it = "Jenny" then 
    go to card "Left Behind" 
   end if 
   if it = "Hazel" then 
    go to card "Abandoned" 
  end mouseUp 
[Script opens choice dialogue box [MS2_013_02_wringleChoice.jpg], allowing user to see card "Jenny," or "Hazel", 
or "No one" ] 
 Links to:  
  "Jenny" : to card 114 "Left Behind" [MS2_114_01_text.jpg] 
  "Hazel" : to card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg] 
  "No one" : closes dialogue, stays on card 013 Main Map 
 
 
but23: 
 [MS2_013_01_but23.jpg]  
 Button name: Thorny Hill 
 Card button number: 23 
 Card part number: 23 
 Card button ID: 110 
 Icon ID:[None, text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Thorny" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Thorny" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Thorny" 
   end if     
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Thorny" [MS2_013_02_fieldThorny.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   7, 3545 feet. The 
   _Grimes"_ Mine is  
   here. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Grimes'_  : opens choice dialogue box 
[MS2_013_03_grimesChoice.jpg], giving the user the option to see "Enid," "Sarah," or "No one."  
      Choice links: 
       Enid  : to card 056 "Strength" 
[MS2_056_01_text.jpg] 
       Sarah  : to card 058 "Sun's Gold" 
[MS2_058_01_text1.jpg] 
       No one  : closes dialogue, stays on card 013 
"Main Map" 
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but24: 
 [MS2_013_01_but24.jpg]  [Icon above text button "Goliath Manor"] 
 Button name: Goliath Manor 
 Card button number: 24 
 Card part number: 24 
 Card button ID: 112 
 Icon ID: 2799 'Goliath Manor" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Goliath Manor" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg] 
 
 
 
but25: 
 [MS2_013_01_but25.jpg] [Text button] 
 Button name: Devil's Punch Bowl 
 Card button number: 25 
 Card part number: 25 
 Card button ID: 114 
 Icon ID: [None, text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Devil" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Devil" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Devil" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Devil" [MS2_013_02_fieldDevil2.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   The Devil's Punch Bowl is formed by  
   three mountains; Hell's Rim, 11,390 feet; 
   Mount Greer, 13,436 feet; and Silver 
   Hill, 12,890 feet. These mountains have 
   large deposits of marble. _Griffith_ found 
   these deposits and sold the claim to _T.M. 
   Davidson_ in 1870. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Griffith_   : to card 131 "Griffith" 
[MS2_131_01_text.jpg] 
     _T.M. Davidson_ : to card 126 "T.M. Davidson"  
[MS2_126_01_text.jpg] 
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but26: 
 [MS2_013_01_but26.jpg]  
 Button name: Grizzly Peak 
 Card button number: 26 
 Card part number: 28 
 Card button ID: 115 
 Icon ID: [None, text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
  if visible of card field "Grizzly" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Grizzly" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Grizzly" 
   end if  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens card field "Grizzly" [MS2_013_02_fieldGrizzly.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   13,339 feet. Best Source for 
   chokecherries and rosehips. 
   Grizzly caught _Susannah_ 
   here. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Susannah_ : to card 101 "Literary Society" 
[MS2_101_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
but27: 
 [MS2_013_01_but27.jpg]  
 Button name: Black Queen Mine 
 Card button number: 27 
 Card part number: 29 
 Card button ID: 117 
 Icon ID: [None, text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Black Queen" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
 
 
but28: 
 [MS2_013_01_but28.jpg]  
 Button name: Black Queen Mine 
 Card button number: 28 
 Card part number: 30 
 Card button ID: 118 
 Icon ID: [None, transparent box over mountains.] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
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   go to card "Black Queen" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg] 
 
 
but29: 
 [MS2_013_01_but29.jpg]  
 Button name: Sugar Boy 
 Card button number: 29 
 Card part number: 31 
 Card button ID: 120 
 Icon ID:[None, transparent box over mountains] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Sugar Boy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg] 
 
 
but30: 
 [MS2_013_01_but30.jpg]  
 Button name: Sugar Boy 
 Card button number: 30 
 Card part number: 32 
 Card button ID: 121 
 Icon ID: [None, text bos, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Sugar Boy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg] 
 
 
----------------------------------- 
Buttons 31- 40 
----------------------------------- 
but31: 
 [MS2_013_01_but31.jpg]  
 Button name: Dell Harmon 
 Card button number: 31 
 Card part number: 33 
 Card button ID: 122 
 Icon ID: 21847 "Minute Home" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Mountain Sunrise" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
but32: 
 [MS2_013_01_but32.jpg] [It is the tent near the cross.] 
 Button name: Crow Camp 
 Card button number: 32 
 Card part number: 36 
[Type text] [Type text]   109 
 Card button ID: 127 
 Icon ID: 7655 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "The Seekers" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 043 "The Seekers" [MS2_043_01_text.jpg]  
 
but33: 
 [MS2_013_01_but33.jpg]  
 Button name: Sad Iron Peak 
 Card button number: 33 
 Card part number: 37 
 Card button ID: 131 
 Icon ID: [None, transparent box over terrain.] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if invisible of card field "Sad Iron" is true 
   then  
    hide card field "Sad Iron" 
   else 
    show card field "Sad Iron" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens card pop-up field "Sad Iron" [MS2_013_02_fieldSad.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   14,284 feet. 
   The _Stokes'_ train set up a  
   mining operation here. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Stokes'_ : to card 104 "Stokes Connections" 
[MS2_104_01.jpg] 
 
 
but34: 
 [MS2_013_01_but34.jpg]  
 Button name: Eagle Ridge 
 Card button number: 34 
 Card part number: 38 
 Card button ID: 132 
 Icon ID: [None, transparent box over terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if invisible of card field "Chirpy" is true 
   then  
    hide card field "Chirpy" 
   else 
    show card field "Chirpy" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens card pop-up field "Chirpy" [MS2_013_02_fieldChirpy] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   12,456 feet. 
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   _Chirpy_ 
   stashed her 
   treasures in  
   caves on this 
   ridge. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Chirpy_ : to card 103 "Reassurances" [MS2_103_01_text.jpg] 
 
but35: 
 [MS2_013_01_but35.jpg]  
 Button name: Settler's Creek 
 Card button number: 35 
 Card part number: 39 
 Card button ID: 133 
 Icon ID: [None, text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Settler" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Settler" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Settler" 
   end if    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Settler" [MS2_013_02_fieldSettler.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   A small tributary 
   to Crystal River. 
   _Katy_ plays here. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Katy_  : to card 106 "Katy's Creek" 
[MS2_106_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
 
but36: 
 [MS2_013_01_but36.jpg] [It is the icon of the 2 small crosses in the dashed box near the center left edge of 
the picture.] 
 Button name: Peggy's Diary 
 Card button number: 36 
 Card part number: 42 
 Card button ID: 135 
 Icon ID: 17373 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Peggy's Diary" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg] 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   111 
 
but37: 
 [MS2_013_01_but37.jpg] [It is the small tent like icon in the small dashed box.] 
 Button name: Perry Sue Gladston 
 Card button number: 37 
 Card part number: 43 
 Card button ID: 136 
 Icon ID: 7655 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Moving On" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
but38: 
 [MS2_013_01_but38.jpg]  
 Button name: Jenson Mansion 
 Card button number: 38  
 Card part number: 44 
 Card button ID: 137 
 Icon ID: 15993 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Sven's Wife" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg] 
 
but39: 
 [MS2_013_01_but39.jpg]  
 Button name: Hui Sing 
 Card button number: 39 
 Card part number: 45 
 Card button ID: 138 
 Icon ID: 21847 "Minute Home" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Miss Sing" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but40: 
 [MS2_013_01_but40.jpg]  
 Button name: Goliath Manor 
 Card button number: 40 
 Card part number: 46 
 Card button ID: 139 
 Icon ID: [None, text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Goliath Manor" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg] 
 
 
----------------------- 
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buttons 41 - 50 
--------------------------- 
but41: 
 [MS2_013_01_but41.jpg]  
 Button name: CR&R Railroad 
 Card button number: 41 
 Card part number: 47 
 Card button ID: 140 
 Icon ID:[None, text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   play "Train Whistle" Tempo 100 g f a f g 
   goto Card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
[Script plays sound train whistle before going to card 020] 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg] 
 
 
but42: 
 [MS2_013_01_but42.jpg] [It is the dashed rectangle over the mouton.] 
 Button name: Crow's Mountain 
 Card button number: 42 
 Card part number: 49 
 Card button ID:144 
 Icon ID: [None, transparent box over mountain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Crow's Mountain" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg] 
 
but43: 
 [MS2_013_01_but43.jpg] [double headed arrows, sixth from left of 6 icons, in line from northwest to 
southeast, near compass] 
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number: 43 
 Card part number: 50 
 Card button ID: 148 
 Icon ID: 28022 "tracks' 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "The Washerwoman' 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but44: 
 [MS2_013_01_but44.jpg] [double headed arrows, third from left of 6 icons, in line from northwest to 
southeast, near compass]  
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number: 44 
 Card part number: 51 
 Card button ID: 149 
 Icon ID: 28022 "tracks" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
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   go to card "The Washerwoman" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
 
 
but45: 
 [MS2_013_01_but45.jpg] [double headed arrows, fourth from left of 6 icons, in line from northwest to 
southeast, near compass]  
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number: 45 
 Card part number: 53 
 Card button ID: 150 
 Icon ID: 28022 'tracks" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "The Washerwoman" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
 
 
but46: 
 [MS2_013_01_but46.jpg] [double headed arrows, uppermost left of 6 icons, in line from northwest to 
southeast, near compass]  
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number: 46 
 Card part number: 54 
 Card button ID: 151 
 Icon ID: 28022 "tracks" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "The Washerwoman"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but47: 
 [MS2_013_01_but47.jpg] [double headed arrows, fifth from left of 6 icons, in line from northwest to 
southeast, near compass] 
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number: 47 
 Card part number: 55 
 Card button ID: 152 
 Icon ID: 28022 "tracks" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "The Washerwoman" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
 
 
but48: 
 [MS2_013_01_but48.jpg] [double headed arrows, second from left of 6 icons, in line from northwest to 
southeast, near compass] 
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number: 48 
 Card part number: 57 
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 Card button ID: 155 
 Icon ID:28022 "tracks" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "The Washerwoman" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but49: 
 [MS2_013_01_but49.jpg]  [Looks like a set of RR tracks]  
 Button name: Engine 
 Card button number: 49 
 Card part number: 58 
 Card button ID: 158 
 Icon ID: 4002 "crystal rr" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   play "Train Whistle" Tempo 200 a f a a f f 
   goto Card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
[Script plays sound train whistle before going to card 020] 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg] 
 
 
but50: 
 [MS2_013_01_but50.jpg]  
 Button name: Katy--creek 
 Card button number: 50 
 Card part number: 59 
 Card button ID:159 
 Icon ID: [None, transparent box over terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Katy's Creek" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text.1.jpg] 
 
 
---------------------- 
buttons 51- 60 
--------------------- 
but51: 
 [MS2_013_01_but51.jpg]  
 Button name: Devil's Punch Bowl 1 
 Card button number: 51 
 Card part number: 60 
 Card button ID:163 
 Icon ID: [None, transparent box, nestled between "CR&R Railroad" and "Devil's Punch Bowl"] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Devil" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Devil" 
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   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Devil" 
   end if     
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Devil" [MS2_013_02_fieldDevil.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   The Devil's Punch Bowl is formed by  
   three mountains; Hell's Rim, 11,390 feet; 
   Mount Greer, 13,436 feet; and Silver 
   Hill, 12,890 feet. These mountains have 
   large deposits of marble. _Griffith_ found 
   these deposits and sold the claim to _T.M. 
   Davidson_ in 1870. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Griffith_   : to card 131 "Griffith" 
[MS2_131_01_text.jpg] 
     _T.M. Davidson_ : to card 126 "T.M. Davidson" 
[MS2_126_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but52: 
 [MS2_013_01_but52.jpg]  [button text "Crystal River Vally"] 
 Button name: Chronology 
 Card button number: 52 
 Card part number: 61 
 Card button ID: 165 
 Icon ID: [None, text button, Black Chancery 20] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Chronology" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "Chronology" 
   else 
    show card field "Chronology" 
   end if    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Chronology" [MS2_013_02_fieldChron.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Crystal River Valley measures time through 
   memory. 
 
   These maps reflect the places where people carved 
   their memory onto the landscape. 
 
   Click on an icon or a label on the map to activate it. 
 
   ~Click on this field to make it disappear.~ 
   " 
 
 
but53: 
 [MS2_013_01_but53.jpg]  
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 Button name: Constanza 
 Card button number: 53 
 Card part number: 64 
 Card button ID: 171  
 Icon ID: 7655 "Up Arrow" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Searches" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but54: 
 [MS2_013_01_but54.jpg]  
 Button name: Thistletop 
 Card button number: 54 
 Card part number: 65 
 Card button ID: 172 
 Icon ID: [None, transparent box, laid over terrain.] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
  if visible of card field "thistle" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "thistle" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "thistle" 
   end if    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "thistle" [MS2_013_02_fieldThistle.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   13,339 feet. 
   Ute burial grounds. 
   High red and white sand cliffs. 
   _Red Birch_ committed suicide here. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Red Birch_ : to card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but55: 
 [MS2_013_01_but55.jpg] [Text box under graphic element of town] 
 Button name: Marble Springs 
 Card button number: 55 
 Card part number: 66 
 Card button ID: 173 
 Icon ID: [None, text box, MArbles Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script:  
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open 
   go to card "Town Map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_01_townsecond.jpg] 
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but56: 
 [MS2_013_01_but56.jpg]  
 Button name: Crystal River 
 Card button number: 56 
 Card part number: 67 
 Card button ID: 174 
 Icon ID: [Noe, text button, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Crystal" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Crystal" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Crystal" 
   end if     
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Crystal" [MS2_013_02_fieldCrystal.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   The main river through 
   Crystal River Valley. 
   Known for its trout and 
   _sing_ing rapids. 
   " 
   Field links: 
   _sing_  : to card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg]   
 
 
but57: 
 [MS2_013_01_but57.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Quarry 
 Card button number: 57 
 Card part number: 68 
 Card button ID: 175 
 Icon ID: [None, transparent box, just below Devil's Punch Bowl"] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Quarry" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 025 "Quarry"  [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg] 
 
 
but58: 
 [MS2_013_01_but58.jpg]  
 Button name: Oak Hill 
 Card button number: 58 
 Card part number: 69 
 Card button ID: 177 
 Icon ID: [None,transparent box over hill on map.] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Oak" is true 
   then 
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    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Oak" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Oak" 
   end if     
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Oak" [MS2_013_02_fieldOak2.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   10,257 feet. _The 
   Washerwoman_  
   has a cave here. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _The Washerwoman_  : to card 111 "The Washerwoman" 
[MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
but59: 
 [MS2_013_01_but.jpg]  
 Button name: CR&R Railroad 
 Card button number: 59 
 Card part number: 70  
 Card button ID: 178 
 Icon ID: [None, text button, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   set hilite of me to false 
   play "Train Whistle" Tempo 100 g f a f g 
   goto Card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
[Script plays sound train whistle before going to card 020] 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
but60: 
 [MS2_013_01_but60.jpg]  
 Button name: Scavenger Cliff 
 Card button number: 60 
 Card part number: 71 
 Card button ID: 179 
 Icon ID: [None: text box with words "Scavenger Cliff" in Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Scavenger" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Scavenger" 
   else 
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    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Scavenger" 
   end if  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Scavenger" [MS2_013_02_fieldScavenger.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   13,988 feet. 
   _Ephraim Horner_ 
   found God here. 
   _Red Birch_ Pitkin 
   lost God here. 
   " 
   Field links: 
    _Ephraim Horner_  : to card 187 "Ephraim Horner" 
[MS2_187_01_text.jpg]   
    _red Birch_   : to card 093 "Half-breed" 
[MS2_093_01_text.jpg]   
 
 
------------------------- 
buttons 61 - 64 
----------------------- 
but61: 
 [MS2_013_01_but61.jpg]  
 Button name: TheDark Sisters 
 Card button number: 61 
 Card part number: 73 
 Card button ID: 181 
 Icon ID: [None, text button, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "The Dark Sisters" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "The Dark Sisters" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "The Dark Sisters" 
   end if   
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "The Dark Sisters" [MS2_013_02_fieldSisters.jpg] 
  Field text: 
  " 
  _Mariah Horner_ 
  prayed here. 
 
  _Sandor_'s bones were 
  buried here. 
  " 
   Field links: 
    _Mariah Horner_  : to card 190 "Mariah Horner" 
[MS2_190_01_text.jpg] 
    _Sandor_    : to card 196 "Sandor Popovic" 
[MS2_196_01_text.jpg] 
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but62: 
 [MS2_013_01_but62.jpg]  
 Button name: Crystal River 
 Card button number: 62 
 Card part number: 75 
 Card button ID: 183 
 Icon ID: [None, text button, in Marble Springs 10 bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Crystal" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Crystal" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Crystal" 
   end if     
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Crystal" [MS2_013_02_fieldCrystal.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   The main river through 
   Crystal River Valley. 
   Known for its trout and 
   _sing_ing rapids. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _sing_  : to card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg]   
 
 
but63: 
 [MS2_013_01_but63.jpg] 
 Button name: Chronology 
 Card button number: 63 
 Card part number: 76  
 Card button ID: 184 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Chronology" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "Chronology" 
   else 
    show card field "Chronology" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Chronology" [MS2_013_02_fieldChron.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Crystal River Valley measures time through 
   memory. 
 
   These maps reflect the places where people carved 
   their memory onto the landscape. 
 
   Click on an icon or a label on the map to activate it. 
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   ~Click on this field to make it disappear.~ 
   " 
Field Links: 
[None] 
 
but64: 
 [MS2_013_01_but64.jpg]  
 Button name: Directory 
 Card button number: 64 
 Card part number: 78 
 Card button ID: 185 
 Icon ID: 1009 "Eye" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   push card 
   visual effect zoom open 
   go to card "Directory" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 031 "Directory" [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg] 
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Card 014: “Town Map,” Walkthrough 
MS2_014_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/06/2011 
[2255] -[2400] 
02/070/2011 
[0000]-[0045] 
[1510]-[1615] 
[2005]-[2210] 
5 hours 
03/23/2011 
[2150]-[2205] .25 
 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1335]-[] 
 
 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_014_01_townfirst.jpg] 
[MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
MS2 Card 014 
Card Name: Town Map 
Card Number:  14 out of 204 
Card ID: 25834 
Contains 13 card field 
Contains 51 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on openCard 
  global visitedTownMap 
  -- 
  if visitedTownMap is false then 
   lock screen 
   set the visible of card field "Chronology" to true 
   unlock screen with the visual effect zoom open 
   put true into visitedTownMap 
  end if 
  pass openCard 
 end openCard 
[This script determines whether to display the card field "Chronology" depending on whether this is the first visit to 
the card, the difference can be seen by comparing [MS2_014_01_townfirst.jpg] & [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]. 
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 Field  text: 
  " 
  The Houses here reflect the memories of those 
  who lived here. 
 
  Click on an icon or label on the map to activate it. 
 
  ~Click on this field to make it disappear.~ 
  " 
   Field links: 
    [none] 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 25596 
[For information on functions and buttons common to cards shirring the Connections bkgnd 25596, please see 
[MS2_connectbkgnd_25596_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
This card is a map of the town of Marble Springs. The map has 51 buttons that are not part of its background type, 
and 1 fields likewise unique to this map. The buttons can be seen in HyperCard's button view in 
[MS2_014_01_mapbuttons.jpg]. 
 
This document will list the buttons and their links to other cards or fields. There should be 13 fields. 
 
------------------------- 
Town Map Buttons 
------------------------ 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_014_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Counting 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: 2181 Tiny Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_014_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Maddy Bates 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: 2181 "Tiny home" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Maddy Bates" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg] 
 
but03: 
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 [MS2_014_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Millers 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: 27654 Dark Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Abigail" or "Zandra" or "No one" 
   if it = "No one" then 
   end if  
   if it = "Abigail" then 
    go to card "Cover Up" 
   end if 
   if it = "Zandra" then 
    go to card "Hair" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens choice dialogue box [MS2_014_02_millerChoice.jpg], giving the user the option to see 
"Abigail," "Zandra," or "No one." 
  Choice links: 
   "No one"  : kills dialogue, stays on card 014 Town Map 
   " Abigail" : to card 084 "Cover Up" [Ms2_084_01_text1.jpg] 
   "Zandra"  : to card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_014_01_bu04t.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Edifice 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [none given, icon of church 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Marble Edifice" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  to card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg] 
 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_014_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Cole's Mercantile 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: 13745 "Coles store" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Cole's Store" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg] 
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but06: 
 [MS2_014_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Millinery 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: 128 "New name" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Penny" or "Ida May" or "No one" 
   if it = "No one" then 
   end if  
   if it = "Ida May" then 
    go to card "Ribbons" 
   end if 
   if it = "Penny" then 
    go to card "Silk Colors" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens choice dialogue box [MS2_014_02_millChoice.jpg], giving the user the option to see 
"Penny," "Ida May," or "No one." 
  Choice links: 
   "No one"  : kills dialogue, stays on card 014 Town Map 
   "Penny"  : to card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg] 
   "Ida May" : to card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
  
 
 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_014_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Lillian Cooper 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: 21847 Minute Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Reflections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_014_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 25 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
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  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg] 
 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_014_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Jail 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID:1011 Jail 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect dissolve slow 
   go to card "jail" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_014_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Bank 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 26 
 Icon ID: 12361 Bank 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Ilsa" or "Mariam" or "No one" 
   if it = "No one" then 
   end if  
   if it = "Mariam" then 
    go to card "The Accomplice" 
   end if 
   if it = "Ilsa" then 
    go to card "Investments" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens choice dialogue box [MS2_014_02_bankChoice.jpg], giving the user the option to see 
"Ilsa," "Mariam," or "No one." 
  Choice links: 
   "No one"  : kills dialogue, stays on card 014 Town Map  
   "Ilsa"   : to card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg] 
   "Mariam"  : to card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 -20 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_014_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: The Cole's House 
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 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 29 
 Icon ID: none given  
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Naomi" or "Leah" or "Rachel" 
   if it = "Rachel" then 
    go to card "Proprietress" 
   end if  
   if it = "Leah" then 
    go to card "Aspen Gold" 
   end if 
   if it = "Naomi" then 
    go to card "Gleaner" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens choice dialogue box [MS2_014_02_coleChoice.jpg], giving the user the option to see 
"Naomi," "Leah," or "Rachel." 
  Choice links: 
   "Naomi" : to card 200 "Gleaner" or "Naomi Cole" [MS2_200_01_text.jpg] 
   "Leah" : to card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg] 
   "Rachel" : to card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
but12: 
 [MS2_014_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: the Lincolns 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 30 
 Icon ID: 9328 Tiny Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Hezekiah" or "Ivy" or "No one" 
   if it = "No one" then 
   end if  
   if it = "Hezekiah" then 
    go to card "Baking" 
   end if 
   if it = "Ivy" then 
    go to card "How It Is" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens choice dialogue box [MS2_014_02_lincChoice.jpg], giving the user the option to see 
"Hezekiah," "Ivy," or "No one." 
  Choice links: 
   "No one"  : kills dialogue, stays on card 014 Town Map 
   "Hezekiah" : to card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg]    
   "Ivy"   : to card 077 "How It Is" [MS2_077_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but13: 
 [MS2_014_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: the Mateson's 
[Type text] [Type text]   128 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number:13 
 Card button ID: 32 
 Icon ID: [none given, though small house with smoking chimney] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Mollie" or "Daughters" or "No one" 
   if it = "No one" then 
   end if  
   if it = "Mollie" then 
    go to card "Crumbs" 
   end if 
   if it = "Daughters" then 
    answer "Which daughter?" with "Emmy" or "Ruby" or "No one" 
    if it = "No one" then 
    end if  
    if it = "Emmy" then 
     go to card "Whispers" 
    end if 
    if it = "Ruby" then 
     go to card "French" 
    end if     
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens choice dialogue box [MS2_014_02_matChoice1.jpg], giving the user the option to see 
"Mollie," "Daughters," or "No one." 
  Choice links: 
   "No one"  : closes dialogue, remains on card 014 "Town Map" 
   "Mollie"  : to card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg] 
   "Daughters" : opens choice dialogue box [MS2_014_02_matChoice2.jpg], giving 
the user the option to see "Emmy," "Ruby," or "No one." 
      Choice links: 
       "No one" : closes dialogue, remains on card 
014 "Town Map" 
       "Emmy" : to card 080 "Whispers in Wine" 
[MS2_080_01_text1.jpg] 
       "Ruby" : to card 083 "French" 
[MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but14: 
 [MS2_014_01_bu14t.jpg]  
 Button name: Manse 
 Card button number: 14  
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 35 
 Icon ID: [none give, icon of house] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Mariam" or "Lottie" or "Millie" 
   if it = "Millie" then 
    go to card "Respect" 
   end if  
   if it = "Lottie" then 
    go to card "Firelight" 
   end if 
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   if it = "Mariam" then 
    go to card "Mariam Horner" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens choice dialogue box [MS2_014_02_manseChoice.jpg], giving the user the option to see 
"Mariam" or "Lottie" or "Millie." 
  Choice links: 
   "Mariam"  : [this link does not work, likely because the link should be to 
either "The Accomplice" for Mariam Nolan, or to "Mariah Horner", the script appears to be wrong.]  
   "Lottie"  : to card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg] 
   "Millie"  : to card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg] 
 
[FIXED: on 05/23/2011, changed script from "Mariam" to "Mariah" so that link goes to "Mariah Horner" card 190. 
See    
 
but15: 
 [MS2_014_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: Rebecca Reaver 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 36 
 Icon ID: 7655 Up Arrow 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Conning Through" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 098 "Conning Through" [MS2_098_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but16: 
 [MS2_014_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 37 
 Icon ID: 11045 Sml Black Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but17: 
 [MS2_014_01_but17.jpg] [Text box: Crystal River]  
 Button name: Crystal River 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number: 17 
 Card button ID: 43 
 Icon ID: [none, text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Crystal" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Crystal" 
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   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Crystal" 
   end if    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Crystal" [MS2_014_02_fieldCrystal.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Mariam_ used to 
   go wading here. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Mariam_ : to card 078 "The Accomplice" 
[MS2_078_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but18: 
 [MS2_014_01_but18.jpg] [text: CR&R Railroad]  
 Button name: CR&R Railroad 
 Card button number: 18 
 Card part number: 18 
 Card button ID: 45  
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   play "Train Whistle" Tempo 100 g f a f g 
   goto Card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
[Script plays sound train whistle before going to card 020] 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
 
but19: 
 [MS2_014_01_but19.jpg] [text: Lady Lane] 
 Button name: Lady Lane 
 Card button number: 19 
 Card part number: 19 
 Card button ID: 47 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Lady Lane" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Lady Lane" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Lady Lane" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Lady Lane" [MS2_014_02_fieldLady.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
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   _Ruby says _Ilsa_'s 
   ghost still walks 
   here. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Ruby_ : to card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg] 
     _Ilsa_  : to card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but20: 
 [MS2_014_01_but20.jpg]  
 Button name: Post Office 
 Card button number: 20 
 Card part number: 20 
 Card button ID: 28 
 Icon ID: 13744 Post Office 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Literary Society" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg] 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 21 -30 
------------------- 
but21: 
 [MS2_014_01_but21.jpg] [text: Gold HiLL] 
 Button name: Gold Hill 
 Card button number: 21 
 Card part number: 22 
 Card button ID: 50 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Gold" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Gold" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Gold" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Gold" [MS2_014_02_fieldGold.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Old _Joe_'s burros 
   first sought grass 
   here. And found  
   only thin trails of  
   gold. 
   " 
    Field Links: 
     _Joe_ : to card 116 "Joe Cattering"  [MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg] 
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but22: 
 [MS2_014_01_but22.jpg] [text: Redding Ave] 
 Button name: Redding Ave 
 Card button number: 22 
 Card part number: 23 
 Card button ID: 54 
 Icon ID: [Text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Central" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Central" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Central" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Central" [MS2_014_02_fieldCentral.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Edna Harris_ kept a sharp eye 
   on the doings on this avenue. 
   " 
    Field links: 
    _Edna Harris_ : to card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
 
but23: 
 [MS2_014_01_but23.jpg]  
 Button name: White Owl Saloon 
 Card button number: 23 
 Card part number: 24 
 Card button ID: 31 
 Icon ID: 22978 Home Big 2 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "White Owl" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg] 
 
but24: 
 [MS2_014_01_bu24t.jpg]  
 Button name: Green Borders 
 Card button number: 24 
 Card part number: 25 
 Card button ID: 64 
 Icon ID: 8453 Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Seeing the Elephant" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but25: 
 [MS2_014_01_but25.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   133 
 Button name: Rubenstiens 
 Card button number: 25 
 Card part number: 26 
 Card button ID: 65 
 Icon ID: 20098 White home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Ilsa" or "Mariam" or "No one" 
   if it = "No one" then 
   end if  
   if it = "Mariam" then 
    go to card "The Accomplice" 
   end if 
   if it = "Ilsa" then 
    go to card "Investments" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens choice dialogue box [MS2_014_02_rubenChoice.jpg], giving the user the option to see 
"Ilsa," "Mariam," or "No one." 
  Choice links: 
   "No one"  : kills dialogue, stays on card 014 Town Map  
   "Ilsa"   : to card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg] 
   "Mariam"  : to card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
but26: 
 [MS2_014_01_but26.jpg]  
 Button name: Matilda 
 Card button number: 26 
 Card part number: 27 
 Card button ID: 66 
 Icon ID: 28932 Sml White Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "In His Name" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but27: 
 [MS2_014_01_but27.jpg]  
 Button name: Edna Harris 
 Card button number: 27 
 Card part number: 28 
 Card button ID: 67 
 Icon ID: 8323 "Windows" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Breaking Points" 
  end mouseUp 
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 Links to: to card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but28: 
 [MS2_014_01_but28.jpg]  
 Button name: Charity Paine 
 Card button number: 28 
 Card part number: 30 
 Card button ID: 68 
 Icon ID: 21847 Minute Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "His Hands" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: to card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but29: 
 [MS2_014_01_but29.jpg]  
 Button name: Lucy Rainer 
 Card button number: 29 
 Card part number: 31 
 Card button ID: 69 
 Icon ID: 21847 Minute Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Waiting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but30: 
 [MS2_014_01_but30.jpg]  
 Button name: Turner 
 Card button number: 30 
 Card part number: 33 
 Card button ID: 70 
 Icon ID: 2181 Tiny Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Striking Silver" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: to card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg] 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 31 -40 
------------------- 
but31: 
 [MS2_014_01_but31.jpg]  
 Button name: Hatsuki Yamamoto 
 Card button number: 31 
 Card part number: 35 
 Card button ID: 71 
 Icon ID:21847 Minute Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
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   go to card "Mail Order Bride" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 115 "Mail Order Bride" [MS2_115_01_text.jpg] 
 
but32: 
 [MS2_014_01_but32.jpg]  
 Button name: Missy Vernon 
 Card button number: 32 
 Card part number: 36 
 Card button ID: 72 
 Icon ID: 9328 Tiny Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Out of Egypt" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: to card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg]  
 
but33: 
 [MS2_014_01_but33.jpg]  
 Button name: Railway Station 
 Card button number: 33 
 Card part number: 37 
 Card button ID: 73 
 Icon ID: 9429 Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg] 
 
 
but34: 
 [MS2_014_01_bu34t.jpg]  
 Button name: Map 
 Card button number: 34 
 Card part number: 38 
 Card button ID: 74 
 Icon ID: -16479 "Map" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Main Map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg] 
 
but35: 
 [MS2_014_01_but35.jpg]  [Text: Marble Springs] 
 Button name: Chronology 
 Card button number: 35 
 Card part number: 39 
 Card button ID: 77 
 Icon ID: [None, text box, Black Chancery 18 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field 'Chronology" is true 
   then  
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    hide card field "Chronology" 
   else 
    show card field "Chronology" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Chronology" [MS2_014_02_fieldChron.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   The Houses here reflect the memories of those 
   who lived here. 
 
   Click on an icon or label on the map to activate it. 
 
   ~Click on this field to make it disappear.~ 
   " 
 
but36: 
 [MS2_014_01_but36.jpg] [text: Crystal River] 
 Button name: Crystal River 
 Card button number: 36 
 Card part number: 40 
 Card button ID: 78 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Crystal" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Crystal" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Crystal" 
   end if    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Crystal" [MS2_014_02_fieldCrystal2.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Mariam_ used to 
   go wading here. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Mariam_ : to card 078 "The Accomplice" 
[MS2_078_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but37: 
 [MS2_014_01_but37.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 37 
 Card part number: 41 
 Card button ID: 79 
 Icon ID: 8348 "graveyard" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
[Type text] [Type text]   137 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg] 
 
 
 
but38: 
 [MS2_014_01_but38.jpg]  
 Button name: Directory 
 Card button number: 38 
 Card part number: 42 
 Card button ID: 80 
 Icon ID: 1009 "Eye" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   push card 
   visual effect zoom open 
   go to card "Directory" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 031 "Directory" [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg] 
 
 
but39: 
 [MS2_014_01_but39.jpg]  
 Button name: Mentioned Characters 
 Card button number: 39 
 Card part number: 43 
 Card button ID: 81 
 Icon ID: 10288 "bibliography" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to cd "Mentioned Characters" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 117 "Mentioned Characters" or "Denizens of Marble Springs" [MS2_117_01_characters.jpg] 
 
 
but40: 
 [MS2_014_01_but40.jpg] [text: CR&R Railroad]  
 Button name: CR&R Railroad 
 Card button number: 40 
 Card part number: 44 
 Card button ID: 82 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   play "Train Whistle" Tempo 100 g f a f g 
   goto Card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
[Script plays sound train whistle before going to card 020] 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg] 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 41 -50 
------------------- 
but41: 
 [MS2_014_01_but41.jpg] [text: CR&R]  
[Type text] [Type text]   138 
 Button name: CR&R 
 Card button number: 41 
 Card part number: 45 
 Card button ID: 483 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   play "Train Whistle" Tempo 100 g f a f g 
   goto Card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
[Script plays sound train whistle before going to card 020] 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
but42: 
 [MS2_014_01_but42.jpg] [text: Carlton Ave]  
 Button name: Carlton Ave 
 Card button number: 42 
 Card part number: 46 
 Card button ID: 84 
 Icon ID: [none, text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Carlton" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Carlton" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Carlton" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Carlton" [MS2_014_02_fieldCarlton.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   The _Coles_ owned most 
   of the building on this 
   street. However, they 
   avoided mentioning this 
   at the _White Owl_. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Coles_   : [link doe not work, stays on current page, 
although it should link to "Rachel Connections] [FIXED on 05/23/2011, changed reference in card 204 Group Link 
list from "Rachel Connections" to "Cole Connections" (artifact of change from MS1 to MS2)]  
      now links to : card 038 "Cole Connections" 
[MS2_038_01.jpg]  
     _White Owl_ : to card 028 "White Owl" or "The White Owl" 
[MS2_028_01_main.jpg 
 
 
but43: 
 [MS2_014_01_but43.jpg] [text: Pine]  
 Button name: Pine 
 Card button number: 43  
 Card part number: 48 
 Card button ID: 86 
[Type text] [Type text]   139 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Pine" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Pine" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Pine" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Pine" [MS2_014_02_fieldPine.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   This was the only  
   street _Sue Langley_ 
   ever saw. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Sue Langley_ : to card 074 "Confinement" 
[MS2_074_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
 
but44: 
 [MS2_014_01_but44.jpg] [text: Hope town] 
 Button name: Hope town 
 Card button number: 44 
 Card part number: 50 
 Card button ID: 89 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Hope town" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Hope town" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Hope town" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Hope town" [MS2_014_02_fieldHope.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   This is a separate  
   township to reflect the 
   separate natures. 
   " 
    Field links:  
     [none] 
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but45: 
 [MS2_014_01_but45.jpg] [Text: Settler's Creek] 
 Button name: Settler's Creek 
 Card button number: 45 
 Card part number: 52 
 Card button ID: 91 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Settler" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Settler" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Settler" 
   end if    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Settler" [MS2_014_02_fieldSettlers.jpg] 
  Field text: 
  " 
  Marble Springs gets its 
  water from Crystal 
  River, since _Alvina_ hexed 
  Settler's Creek after 
  _Susannah_ passed her 
  here without speaking 
  once. 
  " 
   Field links: 
    _Alvina_  : to card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg] 
    _Susannah_ : to card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but46: 
 [MS2_014_01_but46.jpg] [text; Crane Ditch] 
 Button name: Crane Ditch 
 Card button number: 46 
 Card part number: 53 
 Card button ID: 92 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Crane" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Crane" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Crane" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Crane" [MS2_014_02_fieldCrane.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Charity_ and _Kevin_ Paine 
[Type text] [Type text]   141 
   dug this ditch when the  
   _Coles_ refused to let them 
   take water from 
   Crystal River. Whoever 
   heard of a shanty town 
   upstream, _Edna Harris_  
   was heard to say. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Charity_   : to card 091 "His Hands" 
[MS2_091_01_text.jpg] 
     _Kevin_   : to card 168 "Kevin Paine" 
[MS2_168_01_text.jpg] 
     _Coles_   : to card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's 
General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg] 
     _Edna Harris_ : to card 062 "Breaking Points" 
[MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
    
 
 
 
but47: 
 [MS2_014_01_but47.jpg] [text: Fool Rise] 
 Button name: Fool Rise 
 Card button number: 47 
 Card part number: 55 
 Card button ID: 94 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Fool" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Fool" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Fool" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Fool" [MS2_014_02_fieldFool.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Cleo_ left a few 
   lovers here. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Cleo_ : to card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
but48: 
 [MS2_014_01_but48.jpg] [text: Ruby Hill]  
 Button name: Ruby Hill 
 Card button number: 48 
 Card part number: 56 
 Card button ID: 95 
[Type text] [Type text]   142 
 Icon ID:  [text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Ruby" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Ruby" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Ruby" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Ruby" [MS2_014_02_fieldRuby.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Maddy_ stared at  
   the snow on this 
   hill. 
   " 
   Field links: 
    _Maddy_ : to card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
  
but49: 
 [MS2_014_01_but49.jpg]  
 Button name: Billie Rose 
 Card button number: 49 
 Card part number: 60 
 Card button ID: 98 
 Icon ID: 2181 "Tiny home" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Settling In" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but50: 
 [MS2_014_01_but50.jpg]  
 Button name: Cleo Cat 
 Card button number: 50 
 Card part number: 61 
 Card button ID: 99 
 Icon ID: 2181 Tiny Home 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Cleo Cat" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: go to card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
 
------------------- 
Buttons 51 -57 
------------------- 
but51: 
 [MS2_014_01_but51.jpg] [text: Boot Hill] 
[Type text] [Type text]   143 
 Button name: Boot Hill 
 Card button number: 51 
 Card part number: 63 
 Card button ID: 100 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Boot Hill" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Boot Hill" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Boot Hill" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:   [MS2_014_02_fieldBoot.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Pastor Horner_ 
   caught _Bart_ 
   Morrison looking 
   at _Lottie_ here. 
   " 
  Field links: 
  _Pastor Horner_  : to card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
  _Bart_    : to card 154 " Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg] 
  _Lottie_    : to card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   144 
Card 015: “Graveyard,” Walkthrough 
MS2_015_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/10/2011 
[1000]-[1245] 2.75 
[1330]-[1615] 2.75 
[1700]-[1850] 1.75 
7.25 
03/23/2011 
[2245]-[2315] .5 
Total: 7.75 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1400]-[1540] 
[Special Note: While discussing this card with Deena, she decided on a redesign of the card layout. Instead of 
having the button fields appear in the graveyard, she decided to place them all in the upper right-hand corner so that 
they did not occlude buttons, or have buttons show through them. This meant new pictures for each field.] 
 
 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_015_01_graveyardFirst.jpg] 
MS2 Card 015 
Card Name: Graveyard 
Card Number: 15  out of 204 
Card ID: 27094 
Contains 42 card field 
Contains 57 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on openCard 
  global visitedGraveyard 
  -- 
  if visitedGraveyard is false then 
    lock screen 
    set the visible of card field "Chronology" to true 
    unlock screen with visual effect zoom open 
    put true into visitedGraveyard 
  end if 
end openCard 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   145 
on hideGraveyardFields 
  set cursor to busy 
  lock screen 
  repeat with x = 1 to the number of cd fields 
    hide cd field x 
  end repeat 
  repeat with x = 1 to the number of buttons 
    set the hilite of button x to false 
  end repeat 
  unlock screen 
end hideGraveyardField 
 
[The first script determines whether to display the field "Chronology" based on whether the user has already visited 
the card "Graveyard." The second script, hideGraveyardFields, ensures that only on tombstone field is open at a time, 
or that the one that is currently open closes when the user clicks on a new tombstone to open a new field. It will be 
called by most buttons on this card.] 
 Card field "Chronology" [MS2_015_02_fieldChron.jpg] 
  Field text: 
  " 
  The graveyard lies crooked on Gold Hill, reminding the 
  living of the lives of those buried in Marble Springs. 
   
  Click on any marker to uncover the headstones. 
 
  ~Click on this field to make it disappear.~ 
  " 
   Field links: 
    [None] 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 25596 
 
 
[Tombstone Formatting Note: 
Unless otherwise indicated, the typefaces for tombstone fields described below are: 
Vital stats (Name, Date of Birth, Date of Death) are set i: Marble Springs 10 Regular; 
Epitaphs are set in Black Chancery 10 Regular.] 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_015_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Turner 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: 7164 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Turner" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Turner" 
   else 
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    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Turner" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Turner" [MS2_015_02_fieldTurner.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Will_ Turner 1850-1885 
   An aweful bucket dropped from a cradles 
   hand forced Will here. 
   Put up by his mates. 
 
   _Amanda_ Turner 1852-1894 
 
   K.T.       W.T.    
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Will_  : to card 180 "Will Turner" [MS2_180_01_text.jpg] 
     _Amanda_ : to card 109 "Striking Silver" 
[MS2_109_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_015_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Gladston (Moving on) baby 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: 6044 Baby grave 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Gladston" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Gladston" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Gladston" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Gladston" [MS2_015_02_fieldGladston.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _J.M. Gladston_ 
   1 yr, 5 ms, 2 dys 
   1877 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _J.M. Gladston_ : to card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg] 
      
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   147 
but03: 
 [MS2_015_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Catterings 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: 7164 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Cattering" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Cattering" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Cattering" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Cattering" [MS2_015_02_fieldCattering.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Billie Rose_ 1869-1902 
   Fondly Remembered 
 
   Old _Joe_ Cattering 1830-1904 
 
   D.C.   M.C. 
   Taken too soon    
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Billie Rose_  : to card 032 "Settling In" 
[MS2_032_01_text1.jpg] 
     _Joe_    : to card 116 "Joe Cattering" 
[MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg] 
      
 
 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_015_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Cernak 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: 6043 One adult 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Cernak" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Cernak" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Cernak" 
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   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Cernak" [MS2_015_02_fieldCernak.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Penny_ Cernak 
   1870-1930 
   There is no parting in  
   Heaven. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Penny_ : to card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg] 
      
 
 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_015_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Davidson 
 Card button number: 5  
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [none, large rectangular transparent box laid over Davidson tombstone] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Davidson" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Davidson" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Davidson" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Davidson" [MS2_015_02_fieldDavid1.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   "  
   _T.M. Davidson_ 1856-1914   
   For everything there is a season 
   A time to keep and a time to cast away.  
 
   _Elizabeth Quincy Davidson_ 1859-1906 
   Born in Boston, 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _T.M. Davidson_    : to card 126 "T.M. 
Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg] 
     _Elizabeth Quincy Davidson_ : [should go to card 046 "Lady 
Bountiful" but instead goes to "The White Owl." This is likely a page layout problem, since this line of field text lies 
over the button 55, or in this case likely under the button, so the mouse click registers on the button rather than the 
linked text.]  
[FIXED 05/23/2011 By moving it up to corner] 
Now: 
     _Elizabeth Quincy Davidson_ : to card 046 "Lady Bountiful" 
[MS2_046_01_text.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   149 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_015_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Potter field 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: 4432 Potter's field 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Potter's Field" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Potter's Field" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Potter's Field" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Potter's Field" [MS2_015_02_fieldPotter.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   "  
   Potter's Field contains the 
   earthly remains of _Peggy_ 
   and _Perdy_ Dagmar, the 
   _Washerwoman_, and others. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Peggy_    : to card 045 "Peggy's Diary" 
[MS2_045_01_text.jpg] 
     _Perdy_     : to card 125 "Perdy 
Dagmar" [MS2_125_01_text.jpg] 
     _Washerwoman_ : to card 111 "The Washerwoman" 
[MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_015_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Vernon 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: 1020 Good Questions 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Vernon" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Vernon" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Vernon" 
   end if 
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  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Vernon" [MS2_015_02_fieldVernon.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Robert Vernon_ 1859-1929 
   _Missy Vernon_ 1860-1928 
 
   Four unmarked infant graves. 
   "    
    Field links: 
     _Robert_ : to card 181 "Robert Vernon" 
[MS2_181_01_text.jpg]  
     _Missy_ : to card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_015_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Harris 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 24 
 Icon ID: 26096  
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Harris" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Harris" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Harris" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Harris" [MS2_015_02_fieldHarris.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Joel_ Harris 1865-1928 
   _Edna_ Harris 1865-1935 
 
   Lord Watch over us. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     __Joel_ : to card 139 "Joel Harris" [MS2_139_01_text.jpg] 
     _Edna_ : to card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_015_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Keeperly 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 26 
 Icon ID: 10285 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   151 
   if visible of card field "Keeperly" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Keeperly" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Keeperly" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Keeperly" [MS2_015_02_fieldKeeperly.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Fred_ Keeperly 1870-1925 
   His Heart Was Right 
 
   _Laura_ Keeperly 1872-1925 
 
   Our Darling Baby 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Fred_ : to card 149 "Fred Keeperly" [MS2_149_01_text.jpg] 
     _Laura_ : to card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_015_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Tim & Anne Harmon 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 27 
 Icon ID: 7164 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Anne Harmon" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Anne Harmon" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Anne Harmon" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Anne Harmon" [MS2_015_02_fieldAHarmon.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Anne_ Harmon 1849-1904 
   Mother 
 
   _Tim_ Harmon 1840-1900 
 
   _Margaret_ Harmon Jul 5, 1868-Jun 14, 1878 
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   _Esther_ Harmon Mar 9, 1870-Jun 14, 1878 
   We were unworthy of you. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Anne_   : to card 059 "Wildflowers" 
[MS2_059_01_text1.jpg] 
     _Tim_   : to card 138 "Tim Harmon" 
[MS2_138_01_text.jpg] 
     _Margaret_  : "No poem is connected to this text." 
warning [Intentional STET 05/23/2011] 
     _Esther_ : "No poem is connected to this text." warning 
[Intentional STET 05/23/2011] 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 -20 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_015_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Dell Harmon 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 72 
 Icon ID: 6043 One Adult 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Dell" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Dell" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Dell" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Dell" [MS2_015_02_fieldDell.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Dell_ Harmon 1850-1894 
   Enter into the Light of the Lord 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Dell_ : to card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
      
 
 
 
but12: 
 [MS2_015_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Granger 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 28 
 Icon ID: 15879 
[Type text] [Type text]   153 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Granger" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Granger" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Granger" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Granger" [MS2_015_02_fieldGranger.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Paul Granger_ 
   _Matilda Granger_ 
   Died Dec 17, 1918. 
   What this town owes them will never be known or 
   forgotten 
 
   H.G.    B.G.   V.G. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Paul Granger_  : to card 129 "Paul Granger" 
[MS2_129_01_text.jpg] 
     _Matilda Granger_ : to card 053 "In His Name" 
[MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]     
      
  
 
 
but13: 
 [MS2_015_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Sing/Jones 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number:14 
 Card button ID: 32 
 Icon ID: 15879 five 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Sing" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Sing" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Sing" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Sing" [MS2_015_02_fieldSing.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Hui Sing_ 
   1833-Jul 19, 1896 
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   She were a good woman. 
 
   _Ken_ Jones 
   Jan 18, 1830-1892 
 
   Three unmarked small stones. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Hui Sing_ : to card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg] 
     _Ken_   : to card 148 "Ken Jones" 
[MS2_148_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
but14: 
 [MS2_015_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Cole 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 33 
 Icon ID: 12570 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Cole" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Cole" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Cole" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Cole" [MS2_015_02_fieldCole.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Rachel_ Cole 1850-1926 
   Beloved of all 
 
   _Matthew_ Cole 1848-1920 
   Fellow of the Elks Lodge 
 
   _Ruth_ Cole June 12, 1881-May 18, 1897 
   We were sorry 
 
   Baby Cole  Baby Cole 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Rachel_  : to card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
     _Matthew_  : to card 121 "Matthew Cole" 
[MS2_121_01_text.jpg] 
     _Ruth_   : [to card 028 "White Owl," although this 
seems like a layout error as _Ruth_ should link to card 198 "Ruth Cole" [MS2_198_01_text.jpg], the link _Ruth_ 
seems to lay under button 55.] 
[FIXED 05/23/2011 By moving field up to corner] 
[Type text] [Type text]   155 
Now: 
     _Ruth_   :  to card 198 "Ruth Cole" 
[MS2_198_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but15: 
 [MS2_015_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: Green 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 34 
 Icon ID: 6043 One Adult 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Green" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Green" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Green" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Green" [MS2_015_02_fieldGreen.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Victoria_ Green 
   Mar 1, 1856-Dec 4, 1918 
   Aged 62 yrs, 10 md, 4 dys 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Victoria_ : to card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" 
[MS2_055_01_text1.jpg] 
      
 
 
but16: 
 [MS2_015_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Stoner 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 17 
 Card button ID: 36 
 Icon ID: 10285 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Stoner" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Stoner" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Stoner" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
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 Links to: card pop-up field "Stoner" [MS2_015_02_fieldStoner.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Sadie_ Stoner Jan 8, 1874-May 16, 1892 
   Gone Home. 
 
   _Katy_ Stoner May 16, 1892-Dec 1, 1900 
   God Gave, He Took. 
 
   _Tom_ Stoner 1928 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Sadie_  : to card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg] 
     _Katy_  : to card 106 "Katy's Creek" 
[MS2_106_01_text1.jpg] 
     _Tom_  : to card 178 "Tom Stoner" [MS2_178_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
but17: 
 [MS2_015_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: Sarah Grimes 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number: 18 
 Card button ID: 73 
 Icon ID: 6044 Baby grave 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Grimes" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Grimes" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Grimes" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Grimes" [MS2_015_02_fieldGrimes.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Sarah Grimes_ 
   Aged 12 Dies 1894 
   In loving memory 
   from the _Ladies Aid_. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Sarah Grimes_  : to card 058 "Sun's Gold" 
[MS2_058_01_text1.jpg] 
     _Ladies Aid_   : to card 023 "Ladies Aid" or 
"Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg] 
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but18: 
 [MS2_015_01_but18.jpg]  
 Button name: Matesons 
 Card button number: 18 
 Card part number: 22 
 Card button ID: 78 
 Icon ID: 28327 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Mateson" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Mateson" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Mateson" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Mateson" [MS2_015_02_fieldMateson.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Jake_ Mateson 1840-1895 
   _Mollie_ Mateson 1851-1886 
  
   'Neath the shadow of these stern mountains, we have laid out sweet 
   little boy to rest. Jan 15, 1869 
 
   _Ruby_ Mateson 1867-1929 
   _Emmy_ Mateson 1870-1929 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Jake_  : to card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg] 
     _Mollie_ : to card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg] 
     _Ruby_  : to card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg] 
     _Emmy_ : to card 080 "Whispers in Wine" 
[MS2_080_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but19: 
 [MS2_015_01_but19.jpg]  
 Button name: Rubenstien 
 Card button number: 19 
 Card part number: 23 
 Card button ID: 80 
 Icon ID: 26096 Two Art Ideas 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Rubenstiens" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Rubenstiens" 
   else 
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    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Rubenstiens" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Rubenstiens" [MS2_015_02_fieldRuben.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Jacob_ Rubenstien 1856-1927 
   By the waters of Babylon 
   there we sat down. 
   Yea, we wept, when we remembered 
   Zion. 
 
   _Ilsa_ Rubenstien 1862-1929 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Jacob_ : to card 174 "Jacob Rubenstien" [MS2_174_01_text.jpg] 
     _Ilsa_ : to card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg] 
 
  
but20: 
 [MS2_015_01_but20.jpg]  
 Button name: Millers 
 Card button number: 20 
 Card part number: 25 
 Card button ID: 79 
 Icon ID: 26096 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Millers" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Millers" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Millers" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Millers" [MS2_015_02_fieldMillers.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Asa_ Miller 1848-1925 
   _Abigail_ Miller 1850-1888 
   Faithful wife of Asa Miller 
 
   Our son sleeping in Jesus arms 1888 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Asa_  : to card 153 "Asa Miller" [MS2_153_01_text.jpg] 
     _Abigail_ : to card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg] 
 
  
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   159 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 21 -30 
------------------- 
but21: 
 [MS2_015_01_but21.jpg]  
 Button name: Jenson 
 Card button number: 21 
 Card part number: 28 
 Card button ID: 76 
 Icon ID: 26096 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Jenson" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Jenson" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Jenson" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Jenson" [MS2_015_02_fieldJenson.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Sven_ Jenson 1830-1903 
   Beloved Husband 
 
   _Ingrid_ Jenson 1845-1906 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Sven_  : to card 147 "Sven Jenson" [MS2_147_01_text.jpg] 
     _Ingrid_ : to card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
but22: 
[Note: this button is non-functional because it is overlaid by button 47, the large randomizer.] 
[FIXED on 05/23/2011: This button was moved to outside the graveyard wall per Deena's suggestion.] 
 [MS2_015_01_but22.jpg], [MS201_015_01_but22FIX.jpg]  
 Button name: Judy Heollstar 
 Card button number: 22 
 Card part number: 32 
 Card button ID: 74 
 Icon ID: 6044 Baby grave 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Judy Heollstar" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Judy Heollstar" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Judy Heollstar" 
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   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Judy Heollstar" [MS2_015_02_field.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Judy_ Heollstar 
   Aged 5 yrs, 4 ms, 3 dys. 
   My eye is consumed from grief. 
   " 
   Field link: 
    _Judy_ : "No poem is connected to this text." warning 
[MS2_015_02_heollChoice.jpg] [Intnetional 05/23/2011 STET] 
[Note: Changed Field name form "Heollstar" to "Judy Heollstar" to differentiate from family plot.] 
 
but23: 
 [MS2_015_01_but23.jpg]  
 Button name: unknown 
 Card button number: 23 
 Card part number: 36 
 Card button ID: 87 
 Icon ID: 6044 baby grave 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "unknown" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "unknown" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "unknown" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "unknown" [MS2_015_02_fieldUnknown23.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Unmarked 
   infant 
   grave. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None]  
 
but24: 
 [MS2_015_01_but24.jpg]  
 Button name: Croft babies 
 Card button number: 24 
 Card part number: 37 
 Card button ID: 71 
 Icon ID: 26620 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Croft" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Croft" 
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   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Croft" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Croft" [MS2_015_02_fieldCroft.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Son and dau of 
   _Kurt_ and 
   _Caroline_ Croft. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Kurt_  : to card 123 "Kurt Croft" [MS2_123_01_text.jpg] 
     _Caroline_ : to card 042 "Night Winds" [MS2_042_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but25: 
 [MS2_015_01_but25.jpg]  
 Button name: Horners 
 Card button number: 25 
 Card part number: 38 
 Card button ID: 75 
 Icon ID: 21785 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Horners" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Horners" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Horners" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Horners" [MS2_015_02_fieldHorners.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Pastor_ Ed Horner 1850-1932 
   The root of the Righteous shall not be moved. 
 
   _Millicent_ Horner 1855-1933 
   God is our refuge and our strength. 
 
   Baby Horner  Baby Horner 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Pastor_  : to card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
     _Millicent_ : [The link goes to card 028 "The White Owl," but 
this seems to be an error as the link "Millicent" should link to to card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg] 
[FIXED 05/23/2011 By moving field up to corner] 
Now: 
     _Millicent_ : to card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg] 
    
[Type text] [Type text]   162 
 
 
 
 
but26: 
 [MS2_015_01_but26.jpg]  
 Button name: Smith 
 Card button number: 26 
 Card part number: 39 
 Card button ID: 81 
 Icon ID: 7164 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Smiths" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Smiths" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Smiths" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Smiths" [MS2_015_02_fieldSmiths.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Herbert_ Jenkins Smith 
   Mar 5, 1842-Jan 17, 1881 
   Make him better in a better life. 
 
   _Susannah_ Smith 
   May 28, 1847-Feb 4, 1882 
   The Eyes of the LORD watch on high. 
 
   J.M.S.  N.V.S. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Herbert_  : to card 176 "Herbert Jenkins Smith" 
[MS2_176_01_text.jpg] 
     _Susannah_ : to card 101 "Literary Society" 
[MS2_101_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
but27: 
 [MS2_015_01_but27.jpg]  
 Button name: unknown 
 Card button number: 27 
 Card part number: 40 
 Card button ID: 85 
 Icon ID: 6044 baby grave 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "unknown" is true 
   then 
[Type text] [Type text]   163 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "unknown" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "unknown" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "unknown" [MS2_015_02_fieldUnknown27.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Unmarked 
   infant 
   grave. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None]  
 
 
 
but28: 
 [MS2_015_01_but28.jpg]  
 Button name: unknown 
 Card button number: 28 
 Card part number: 41 
 Card button ID: 111 
 Icon ID: 6044 baby grave 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "unknown" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "unknown" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "unknown" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "unknown" [MS2_015_02_fieldUnknown28.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Unmarked 
   infant 
   grave. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None]  
 
 
but29: 
 [MS2_015_01_but29.jpg]  
 Button name: unknown 
 Card button number: 29 
 Card part number: 43 
 Card button ID: 86 
[Type text] [Type text]   164 
 Icon ID: 6044 Baby grave 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "unknown" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "unknown" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "unknown" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "unknown" [MS2_015_02_fieldUnknown29.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Unmarked 
   infant 
   grave. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None]  
 
 
but30: 
 [MS2_015_01_but30.jpg]  
 Button name: Lincoln 
 Card button number: 30 
 Card part number: 46 
 Card button ID: 88 
 Icon ID: 6043 One adult 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Lincoln" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Lincoln" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Lincoln" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Lincoln" [MS2_015_02_fieldLincoln.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Hezekiah_ Lincoln 
   1835-July 8, 1900 
   The LORD is my refuge. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Hezekiah_ : to card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   165 
Buttons 31 -40 
------------------- 
but31: 
 [MS2_015_01_but31.jpg]  
 Button name: Pitkin 
 Card button number: 31 
 Card part number: 47 
 Card button ID: 90 
 Icon ID: 19601 One and one 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Pitkin" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Pitkin" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Pitkin" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Pitkin" [MS2_015_02_fieldPitkin.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Towee_ 
   
   _Red Birch_ 
   "   
    Field links: 
     _Towee_  : to card 095 "Ute Crossing" 
[MS2_095_01_text1.jpg] 
     _Red Birch_ : to card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg] 
  
     
 
but32: 
 [MS2_015_01_but32.jpg]  
 Button name: Wringle 
 Card button number: 32 
 Card part number: 54 
 Card button ID: 95 
 Icon ID: 6044 Baby grave 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Wringle" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Wringle" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Wringle" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Wringle" [MS2_015_02_fieldWringle.jpg] 
  Field text: 
[Type text] [Type text]   166 
   " 
   _Hazel_ 
   aged 11 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Hazel_  : to card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg] 
      
 
  
 
but33: 
 [MS2_015_01_but33.jpg]  
 Button name: Catriona 
 Card button number: 33 
 Card part number: 55 
 Card button ID: 97 
 Icon ID: 6044 Baby Grave 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Catriona" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Catriona" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Catriona" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Catriona" [MS2_015_02_fieldCatriona.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   2 yr 
   5 mo 
   4 dy 
   " 
    Field link: 
     Click on field Catriona to go to: card 089 "Counting" 
[MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
but34: 
 [MS2_015_01_but34.jpg]  
 Button name: unknown 
 Card button number: 34 
 Card part number: 56 
 Card button ID: 100  
 Icon ID: 3584 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "unknown adult" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "unknown adult" 
[Type text] [Type text]   167 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "unknown adult" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "unknown adult" [MS2_015_02_fieldUnAdult34.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Marker is too 
   worn to read. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
  
 
but35: 
 [MS2_015_01_but35.jpg]  
 Button name: unknown 
 Card button number: 35 
 Card part number: 59 
 Card button ID: 101 
 Icon ID: 3584 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "unknown adult" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "unknown adult" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "unknown adult" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "unknown adult" [MS2_015_02_fieldUnAdult35.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Marker is too 
   worn to read. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
 
 
 
 
but36: 
 [MS2_015_01_but36.jpg]  
 Button name: unknown 2 
 Card button number: 36 
 Card part number: 60 
 Card button ID: 102 
 Icon ID: 23613 TinyPhone 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   168 
   if visible of card field "no marker" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "no marker" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    show card field "no marker" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "no marker" [MS2_015_02_fieldNoMark36.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   This grave is 
   unmarked. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
 
 
 
but37: 
 [MS2_015_01_but37.jpg]  
 Button name: unknown 2 
 Card button number: 37 
 Card part number: 62 
 Card button ID: 104 
 Icon ID: 23613 TinyPhone 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "no marker" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "no marker" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    show card field "no marker" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "no marker" [MS2_015_02_fieldNoMark37.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   This grave is 
   unmarked. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
 
 
 
but38: 
 [MS2_015_01_but38.jpg]  
 Button name: unknown 2 
 Card button number: 38 
 Card part number: 65 
 Card button ID: 106 
 Icon ID: 23613 TinyPhone 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   169 
   if visible of card field "no marker" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "no marker" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    show card field "no marker" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "no marker" [MS2_015_02_fieldNoMark38.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   This grave is 
   unmarked. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
 
 
but39: 
 [MS2_015_01_but39.jpg]  
 Button name: unknown 
 Card button number: 39 
 Card part number: 66 
 Card button ID: 107 
 Icon ID: 4066 baby grave 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "unknown" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "unknown" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "unknown" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "unknown" [MS2_015_02_fieldUnknown39.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Unmarked 
   infant 
   grave. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None]  
 
 
but40: 
 [MS2_015_01_but40.jpg]  
 Button name: Rainer 
 Card button number: 40 
 Card part number: 68 
 Card button ID: 108 
 Icon ID: 1020 
 Script: 
[Type text] [Type text]   170 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Rainer" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Rainer" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Rainer" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Rainer" [MS2_015_02_fieldRainer.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Ben_ Rainer 1856-1918 
   _Lucy_ Rainer 1858-1927 
   Come into the Light of the Lord 
 
   Beloved son 
    son 
    son 
    dau 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Ben_ : to card 173 "Ben Rainer" [MS2_173_01_text.jpg] 
     _Lucy_ : to card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg] 
      
 
  
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 41 -50 
------------------- 
but41: 
[Note: this button is non-functional because it is overlaid by button 47, the large randomizer.] 
[FIXED on 05/23/2011: This button was moved to outside the graveyard wall per Deena's suggestion.] 
 [MS2_015_01_but41.jpg], [MS201_015_01_but41FIX.jpg]  
 Button name: unknown 
 Card button number: 41 
 Card part number: 70 
 Card button ID: 110 
 Icon ID: 6044 Baby grave 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "unknown" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "unknown" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "unknown" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   171 
 Links to: card pop-up field "unknown" [MS2_015_02_fieldUnknown.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Unmarked 
   infant 
   grave. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None]  
 
 
 
but42: 
 [MS2_015_01_but42.jpg]  
 Button name: Mother 
 Card button number: 42 
 Card part number: 71 
 Card button ID: 116 
 Icon ID: 3584  
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Mother" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Mother" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Mother" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Mother" [MS2_015_02_fieldMother.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Mother  [In Black Chancery 14 Regular] 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
  
 
but43: 
 [MS2_015_01_but43.jpg]  
 Button name: Map 
 Card button number: 43 
 Card part number: 73 
 Card button ID: 118 
 Icon ID: -16479 Map 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Main Map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg] 
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   172 
but44: 
 [MS2_015_01_but44.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Springs 
 Card button number: 44 
 Card part number: 74 
 Card button ID: 119 
 Icon ID: 26884 Town 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open 
   go to card "Town Map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
 
 
 
but45: 
 [MS2_015_01_but45.jpg]  
 Button name: unknown 2 
 Card button number: 45 
 Card part number: 76 
 Card button ID: 123 
 Icon ID: 23613 TinyPhone 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "no marker" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "no marker" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    show card field "no marker" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "no marker" [MS2_015_02_fieldNoMark45.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   This grave is 
   unmarked. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
      
 
 
 
 
 
  
but46: 
 [MS2_015_01_but46.jpg]  
 Button name: Chronology 
 Card button number: 46 
 Card part number: 77 
 Card button ID: 124 
 Icon ID: [None, transparent box over title word "Graveyard" 
 Script: 
[Type text] [Type text]   173 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Chronology" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "Chronology" 
   else 
    show card field "Chronology" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card field "Chronology" [MS2_015_02_fieldChron.jpg] 
  Field text: 
  " 
  The graveyard lies crooked on Gold Hill, reminding the 
  living of the lives of those buried in Marble Springs. 
   
  Click on any marker to uncover the headstones. 
 
  ~Click on this field to make it disappear.~ 
  " 
   Field links: 
    [None] 
 
 
but47: 
 [MS2_015_01_but47.jpg]  
 Button name: Randomizer 
 Card button number: 47` 
 Card part number: 80 
 Card button ID: 129 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over graveyard wall] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   randomizer 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: random card based on randomizer script, see [MS2_randomizer_script.txt] 
 
 
 
 
but48: 
 [MS2_015_01_but48.jpg]  
 Button name: Morrison graves 
 Card button number: 48 
 Card part number: 79 
 Card button ID: 125 
 Icon ID: 16321 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Morrison" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Morrison" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Morrison" 
   end if 
[Type text] [Type text]   174 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Morrison" [MS2_015_02_fieldMorrison.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Never Mind 
   is spelled out in white quartz from the Crystal River 
   along the side of this plot. 
 
   _Hope_ Morrison 1889 - 1896 
   _Faith_ Morrison 1890 - 1894 
   _Patience_ 1891- 1893 
   _Spent_ 1892 (m) -1893 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Hope_   : to card 160 "Hope Morrison" 
[MS2_160_01_text.jpg] 
     _Faith_   : to card 161 "Faith Morrison" 
[MS2_161_01_text.jpg] 
     _Patience_ : to card 162 "Patience Morrison" 
[MS2_162_01_text.jpg] 
     _Spent_  : to card 163 "Spent Morrison" [MS2_163_01_text.jpg] [The 
links Patience and Spent are nearly covered by button 57.] 
 
  
but49: 
 [MS2_015_01_but49.jpg] [randomizer, right wall]  
 Button name: Randomizer 
 Card button number: 49 
 Card part number: 82 
 Card button ID: 130 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over graveyard wall] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   randomizer 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: random card based on randomizer script, see [MS2_randomizer_script.txt] 
 
 
 
but50: 
 [MS2_015_01_but50.jpg] [randomizer, left wall] 
 Button name: Randomizer 
 Card button number: 50 
 Card part number: 83 
 Card button ID: 131 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over graveyard wall] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   randomizer 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: random card based on randomizer script, see [MS2_randomizer_script.txt] 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 51 -60 
[Type text] [Type text]   175 
------------------- 
but51: 
 [MS2_015_01_but51.jpg]  
 Button name: Davidson 
 Card button number: 51 
 Card part number: 84 
 Card button ID: 132 
 Icon ID: 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Davidson" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Davidson" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Davidson" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Davidson" [MS2_015_02_fieldDavid2.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   "  
   _T.M. Davidson_ 1856-1914   
   For everything there is a season 
   A time to keep and a time to cast away.  
 
   _Elizabeth Quincy Davidson_ 1859-1906 
   Born in Boston, 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _T.M. Davidson_     : to card 126 
"T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg] 
     _Elizabeth Quincy Davidson_ : [should go to card 046 "Lady 
Bountiful" but instead goes to "The White Owl." This is likely a page layout problem, since this line of field text lies 
over the button 55, or in this case likely under the button, so the mouse click registers on the button rather than the 
linked text.]   
[FIXED 05/23/2011 By moving it up to corner] 
Now: 
     _Elizabeth Quincy Davidson_ : to card 046 "Lady Bountiful" 
[MS2_046_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but52: 
 [MS2_015_01_but52.jpg]  
 Button name: perpetual ink 
 Card button number: 52 
 Card part number: 86 
 Card button ID: 133 
 Icon ID: [none, invisible box, hidden button or "easter egg", center-top of card] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card filed "perpetual ink" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "perpetual ink" 
[Type text] [Type text]   176 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of meet true 
    show card field "perpetual ink" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card field "perpetual ink" [MS2_015_02_fieldInk.jpg] [Image shows highlighted button and field 
"perpetual ink" in full screen, for sense of placement.] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Perpetual Ink for tombstones [header set in Black Chancery 14 Regular, all following in 
Marble Springs 10 Regular]] 
 
   Use equal parts of Trinidad asphaltum and oil of turpentine.   
   Burn and pulverize a small pinch of lead and fold in slowly.  Melt  
   the mixture into slag and fill in the carved letters and devices. 
 
   Without actual violence,  the darkness will last as long as the  
   stone. 
   " 
    Field links: 
    [None] 
 
 
 
but53: 
 [MS2_015_01_but53.jpg]  
 Button name: James 
 Card button number: 53 
 Card part number: 90 
 Card button ID: 134 
 Icon ID: 26096 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "James" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "James" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "James" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "James" [MS2_015_02_fieldJames.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Allison_ James   _Alfred_ James 
   1860-1894     1857-1894 
 
   Loyal fallen to the cause of freedom. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Allison_ : to card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" 
[MS2_199_01_text.jpg] 
     _Alfred_ : to card 146 "Alfred James" [MS2_146_01_text.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   177 
 
 
 
but54: 
 [MS2_015_01_but54.jpg]  
 Button name: Maddy Bates 
 Card button number: 54 
 Card part number: 92 
 Card button ID: 136 
 Icon ID: 6043 One Adult 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Bates" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Bates" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Bates" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Bates" [MS2_015_02_fieldBates.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Maddy_ Bates 
   1845-1895 
   I search still for 
   peace. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Maddy_ : to card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg] 
      
 
 
 
but55: 
 [MS2_015_01_but55.jpg]  
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number:55 
 Card part number: 95 
 Card button ID: 138 
 Icon ID: [none. transparent box laid over top of tree graphic] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Davidson Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 047 "Davidson Connections" 
[FIXED: Link repaired on 05/23/2011. Link had been pointed at "The White Owl"] 
 
 
but56: 
 [MS2_015_01_but56.jpg]  
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 56 
[Type text] [Type text]   178 
 Card part number: 96 
 Card button ID: 139 
 Icon ID: [none. transparent box laid over top of tree graphic] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Quarry" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 025 "Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg] 
 
 
 
but57: 
 [MS2_015_01_but57.jpg]  
 Button name: Heollstar 
 Card button number: 57 
 Card part number: 98 
 Card button ID: 141 
 Icon ID: 8330 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Hoellstar" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Hoellstar" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Hoellstar" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Heollstar" [MS2_015_02_fieldHeollstar.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Alvina_ Heollstar, 1872-1931 
   _Jud_ Heollstar, 1835-1895 
   _Joey_ Heollstar 1890-1955 
   _Jimmy_ Heollstar. 1892-1932 
 
   _Judy _, 1888-1893 Whom I loved 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Alvina_  : "No poem is connected to this text." warning [This 
seems to be an error as Alvina should link to the poem "Eyes": card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg] .] 
[FIXED on 05/23/2011 "Alvina" was misspelled to "Alvinia"] 
Now link goes to: 
      _Alvina_  : to card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
     _Jud_   : to card 142 "Jud Heollstar" [MS2_142_01_text.jpg] 
     _Joey_   : to card 141 "Joey Heollstar" 
[MS2_141_01_text.jpg] 
     _Jimmy_  : to card 140 "Jimmy Heollstar" 
[MS2_140_01_text.jpg] 
     _Judy _  :  "No poem is connected to this text." warning 
      
[Note: There is a spelling inconsistency in the above scripting. On the poem cards the spelling is "Heollstar"  
[FIXED 05/23/2011 Changed spelling problems  
[Type text] [Type text]   179 
Script now reads: 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Heollstar" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Heollstar" 
   else 
    hideGraveyardFields 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Heollstar" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Heollstar" [MS201_015_02_fieldHeollstarFIX.jpg] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   180 
Card 016: “Black Queen Mine,” Walkthrough 
MS2_016_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/10/2011 
[2050]-[2200] 1.25 
03/23/2011 
[2325]-[2330] .08 
1.33 
 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
[Note: Deena Larsen tells me that the specific pattern of the trails that connect names on cards of this type have 
meaning, or had meaning when ~Marble Springs~ was created. What each pattern means now is lost from her 
memory. Perhaps the meaning survives in a note in her collected papers.] 
 
---------------------------- 
Card Information 
---------------------------- 
[MS2_016_01.jpg] 
MS2 Card  016 
Card Name: Black Queen 
Card Number:  16 out of 204 
Card ID:  90317 
Contains 2 card field 
Contains 13 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Harmon Connections" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Note: Clicks on unassigned white space are redirected to: 
 card 060 "Harmon Connections" [MS2_060_01.jpg] .] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
This card is a connections card showing the connections between various people and a particular institution, in this 
case the "Black Queen Mine."  
 
-------------------------- 
Title Field and Links 
[Type text] [Type text]   181 
-------------------------- 
_Sam_ and _Tim_ Harmon grubstaked two of the first miners to explore  
_Crystal River Valley_. In return, they received controlling interest in  
the silver the miners discovered. Thus, they set up the Black Queen  
Mine and worked three good veins from 1869 until 1893. In its heyday,  
the mine employed two shifts of five workers each and produced  
$50,000 worth of silver a year from 1879 to 1891. _Fred_ Keeperly, a  
foreman at the mine, developed a way to mill the ore at the mine,  
which solved many of the transportation woes before the Crystal  
River _Railroad_ came in 1880. But snowslides, explosions, and spring  
floods increased operating costs so that expanding the mine became  
impossible. When the price of silver plummeted in the Panic of 1893,  
the Black Queen closed down. Sam’s wife, _Dell_, died of fever that year, 
 and he moved back East. Tim took a foreman’s job at the _quarry_. 
 
 _Sam_    : card 137 "Sam Harmon" 
 _Tim_    : card 138 "Tim Harmon"  
 _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" 
 _Fred_    : card 149 "Fred Keeperly"  
 _Railroad_   : card 020 "Crystal River Railroad" 
 _Dell_    : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" 
 _quarry_    : card 025 "Quarry" 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_016_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Black Queen 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: 32159 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Black Queen" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Black Queen" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Black Queen" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Black Queen" [MS2_016_02_fieldConnect.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   "The workings of a mine are the workings of 
   the mind of God. And it is only because we 
   kneel and pray before we enter that accidents 
   are kept from us." 
 
   Painted sign in the Black Queen's dry shack. 
   " 
    Field links: 
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     [none] 
 
 
  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_016_01_but02.jpg] [text: Laura Keeperly] 
 Button name: Laura Keeperly 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 10, Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quilts" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_016_01_but03.jpg] [text: Anne Harmon] 
 Button name: Anne Harmon 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Wildflowers" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_016_01_but04.jpg] [text: Dell Harmon] 
 Button name: Dell Harmon 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Mountain Sunrise" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_016_01_but05.jpg] [text: Tim Harmon]  
 Button name: Tim Harmon 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 13 
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 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Tim Harmon" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 138 "Tim Harmon" [MS2_138_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_016_01_but06.jpg] [text: Sam Harmon]  
 Button name: Sam Harmon 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sam Harmon" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 137 "Sam Harmon" [MS2_137_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_016_01_but07.jpg] [text: Jordan Harmon]  
 Button name: Jordan Harmon 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Jordan Harmon" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 136 "Jordan Harmon" [MS2_136_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_016_01_but08.jpg] [text: Isaac Harmon]  
 Button name: Isaac Harmon 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Isaac Harmon" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 135 "Isaac Harmon" [MS2_135_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
but09: 
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 [MS2_016_01_but09.jpg] [text: Fred Keeperly] 
 Button name: Fred Keeperly 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Fred Keeperly"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 149 "Fred Keeperly" [MS2_149_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_016_01_but10.jpg] [text: Ernest Harmon] 
 Button name: Ernest Harmon 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ernest Harmon" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 134 "Ernest Harmon" [MS2_134_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 -13 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_016_01_but11.jpg] [text: Eric Harmon] 
 Button name: Eric Harmon 
 Card button number: 11  
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Eric Harmon" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 133 "Eric Harmon" [MS2_133_01_text.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_016_01_but02.jpg] [text: Leah Cole] 
 Button name: Leah Cole 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 25 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
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   go to card "Aspen Gold"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg] 
 
but13: 
 [MS2_016_01_but13.jpg] [text: Black Queen] 
 Button name: Black Queen 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 29 
 Icon ID: [none, text box, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Black Queen" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Black Queen" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Black Queen" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Black Queen" [MS2_016_02_fieldBlack.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   "The workings of a mine are the workings of 
   the mind of God. And it is only because we 
   kneel and pray before we enter that accidents 
   are kept from us." 
 
   Painted sign in the Black Queen's dry shack. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
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Card 017: “Crow’s Mountain,” Walkthrough 
MS2_017_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/11/2011 
[1200]-[1433] 2.5 
03/23/2011 
[2345]-[2400] .25 
2.75 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1620]-[1635] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_017_01_ .jpg] 
MS2 Card  017 
Card Name: Crow's Mountain  
Card Number: 17   out of 204 
Card ID: 33190 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 19 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd   
Background ID: 54711 
[For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
-------------------------- 
Title Field and Links 
-------------------------- 
Clicking on the title "Crow's Mountain" opens the card field "Connections" [MS2_017_02_fieldConnect.jpg] 
 
 Field text: 
 " 
 The tallest mountain in the Elk Range at 
 14,569 feet, Crow's Mountain looms over the 
[Type text] [Type text]   187 
 _Crystal River Valley_. This mountain is  
 comprised of three separate peeks, each held 
 sacred by the Utes. First climbed by _Martin_ 
 Crow and party July 9th, 1844. Martin was 
 injured in the climb, and his wife _Mabel_ could 
 not nurse him back to health. Martin Crow, one 
 of the last to _search_ for the legendary wealthy 
 cities of the Indians, died at the foot of Crow's 
 Mountain on July 25th, 1844. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Crystal River Valley_  : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg] 
   _Martin_      : card 124 "Martin Crow" 
[MS2_124_01_text.jpg] 
   _Mabel_     : [This link seems to be covered by 
button 18 and pulls up the dialogue box for button 18 (see below). It should link to card 043 "The Seekers" 
[MS2_043_01_text.jpg].] 
[FIXED on 05/23/2011: Brought card field closer, send button 18 farther, using "Objects" menu.]  
Now: 
   _Mabel_     :  to card 043 "The Seekers" 
[MS2_043_01_text.jpg].] 
   _search_     : card 030 "Searches" 
[MS2_030_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
[Note: The majority of buttons on this card are large transparent boxes overlaid on the terrain, while there are a few 
obvious buttons on the bottom of the screen. This type of card rewards the adventurous or random or fidgety clicker, 
by giving them greater opportunity for linking out to other cards. The pictures of the buttons on this card are shown 
in the Hypercard Button View, see [MS2_017_01_butView.jpg], and are selected to give the button a dashed line 
border. The pictures will attempt to show enough terrain or card border or other features to allow the reader of this 
document to recognize where the button is placed on the screen. Simply viewing the card, the user would see 
nothing of these buttons, as in [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg] and would stumble on them by chance.] 
 
[Note: Read the description of the scripting in but01 that is shared by a number of buttons on this page. The 
behavior leads to card views that have not been seen to this point.] 
 
------------------ 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_017_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Maddy Bates 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer with "Maddy thought the snow from the sky would never end." with "Did it?" or 
"It would" 
   If it = "Did it?" then 
    visual effect checkerboard 
    go to card "Maddy Bates" 
    send mouseUp to btn V1 
   end if 
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  end mouseUp 
 
[This type of "Answer with" script responds to the mouse click by placing a dialogue box on the screen giving the 
user a number of choices, determined by the "with" statement. The user then clicks a button based on there 
preference. One button usually kills the dialogue box and stays on the current screen, and the other or others link out 
to another or other cards.] 
 
[The command "send mouseUp to btn V1" looks for poems by other authors at the home card. For example, the card 
"Maddy Bates" is blank, no poem was written by Deena Larsen for this character. Simply navigating to this card will 
show a blank card inviting the current user to write their own poem. However, between MS1 and MS2 another 
author did submit a poem about Maddy Bates. In this case, Alex Brown submitted "Chests of Stone." You can view 
'Chests of Stone" by clicking on the square button with black triangle in (button V1) between the "Credits" button 
and Alex Browns name, see [MS2_185_01_text.jpg]. Clicking will hilite the button and take the user to the poem 
"Chests of Stone." 
However, the command "send mouseUp to btn V1" completes this action automatically as part of its redirect to card 
185 from card 017, so the user sees the added content right away. 
We will see that behavior a number of times on this card.] 
 
 Activates and displays dialogue box: "Maddy thought the snow from the sky would never end." User may 
select "Did it?" or "It would" [MS2_017_03_dialMaddy.jpg] 
  Dialogue links: 
   "Did it?" : card 185 "Maddy Bates" "Chests of Stone" [MS2_185_01_textB.jpg] 
   "It would" : kills dialogue box, stays on card 017 Crow's Mountain 
 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_017_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [none, text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   Go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_017_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Cleo Cat 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer "Cleo lost more than one knife here." with "To whom?" or "Interesting" 
   If it = "To whom?" then 
    visual effect checkerboard 
    go to card "Cleo Cat" 
    send mouseUp to btn V1 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
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 Activates and displays dialogue box: "Cleo lost more than one knife here." User may select "To whom?" or 
"Interesting" [MS2_017_03_dialCleo .jpg] 
  Dialogue links: 
   "To whom?"  : card 197 "Cleo Cat" "Cleo at the White Owl" 
[MS2_197_01_textB1.jpg] 
   "Interesting"  : kills dialogue box, stays on card 017 Crow's Mountain 
 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_017_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Ilsa Rubenstien 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer with "Ilsa wandered to this peak looking for God." with "Go on" or "I 
understand" 
   If it = "Go on" then 
    visual effect checkerboard 
    go to card "Investments" 
   else 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
 
 Activates and displays dialogue box: "Ilsa wandered to this peak looking for God" User may select "Go on" 
or "I understand" [MS2_017_03_dialIlsa  .jpg] 
  Dialogue links: 
   "Go on"   : card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]   
   "I understand" : kills dialogue box, stays on card 017 Crow's Mountain 
 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_017_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Constanza 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer with "Constanza thought the valley would hold peace." with "Go on " or "It 
didn't" 
   If it = "Go on?" then 
    visual effect checkerboard 
    go to card "Searches" 
   else 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
 Activates and displays dialogue box: "Constanza thought the valley would hold peace." User may select 
"Go on" or "It didn't" [MS2_017_03_dialConstanza.jpg] 
  Dialogue links: 
   "Go on"  : card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg]  
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   "It didn't"  : kills dialogue box, stays on card 017 Crow's Mountain 
 
 
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_017_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Towee Pitkin 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer with "Towee hears the mountain groaning under the weight of footsteps and the 
dim moon." with "Go on" or "I see" 
   If it = "Go on" then 
    visual effect checkerboard 
    go to card "Ute Crossing" 
   else 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
 
 Activates and displays dialogue box: "Towee hears the mountain groaning under the weight of footsteps 
and the dim moon." User may select "Go on" or "I see" [MS2_017_03_dialTowee.jpg] 
  Dialogue links: 
   "Go on" : card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text1.jpg]  
   "I see"  : kills dialogue box, stays on card 017 Crow's Mountain 
 
 
 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_017_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Hatsuki Yamamoto 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer with "Hatsuki Yamamoto searches for young ferns here in the early morning but 
never finds them." with "Go on" or "Indeed" 
   If it = "Go on" then 
    visual effect checkerboard 
    go to card "Mail Order Bride" 
   else 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
 
 Activates and displays dialogue box: "Hatsuki Yamamoto searches for young ferns here in the early 
morning but never finds them." User may select "Go on" or "Indeed" [MS2_017_03_dialHatsuki.jpg] 
  Dialogue links: 
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   "Go on" : card 115 "Mail Order Bride" [MS2_115_01_text.jpg]   
   "Indeed" : kills dialogue box, stays on card 017 Crow's Mountain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_017_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Red Birch Pitkin 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer with "Red Birch called to her ancestors here once. Nothing answered." with "Go 
on" or "I see" 
   If it = "?" then 
    visual effect checkerboard 
    go to card "Half-breed" 
   else 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
 
 Activates and displays dialogue box: "Red Birch called to her ancestors here once. Nothing answered." 
User may select "Go on" or "I see" [MS2_017_03_dialRed.jpg] 
  Dialogue links: 
   "Go on" : card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  
   "I see"  : kills dialogue box, stays on card 017 Crow's Mountain 
 
 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_017_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Mandy Turner 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer with "Mandy Turner never found the time to climb here." with "Go on" or "So 
what?" 
   If it = "Go on" then 
    visual effect checkerboard 
    go to card "Striking Silver" 
   else 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
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 Activates and displays dialogue box: "Mandy Turner never found the time to climb here." User may select 
"Go on" or "So what?" [MS2_017_03_dialMandy.jpg] 
  Dialogue links: 
   "Go on"  : card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
   "So what?" : kills dialogue box, stays on card 017 Crow's Mountain 
 
 
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_017_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Sadie Stoner 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number:10 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer with "At twilight, Sadie stops and stares at Crow's Mountain." with "Go on" or 
"Indeed" 
   If it = "Go on" then 
    visual effect checkerboard 
    go to card "Scraps" 
   else 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
 
 Activates and displays dialogue box: "At twilight, Sadie stops and stares at Crow's Mountain." User may 
select "Go on" or "Indeed" [MS2_017_03_dialSadie.jpg] 
  Dialogue links: 
   "Go on" : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
   "Indeed" : kills dialogue box, stays on card 017 Crow's Mountain 
 
 
 
  
 
 
------------------ 
Buttons 11 -19 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_017_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Ephraim Horner 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer with "Ephraim knew what God wanted." with "Why?" or "How nice" 
   If it = "Why?" then 
    visual effect checkerboard 
    go to card "Ephraim Horner" 
    send mouseUp to btn V1 
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   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
 
 Activates and displays dialogue box: "Ephraim knew what God wanted." User may select "Why?" or "How 
nice" [MS2_017_03_dialEphraim.jpg] 
  Dialogue links: 
   "Why?"  : card 187 "Ephraim Horner" "Salvation's Hands" 
[MS2_187_01_textB1.jpg]   
   "How nice" : kills dialogue box, stays on card 017 Crow's Mountain 
 
 
 
 
but12: 
 [MS2_017_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Dell Harmon 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number:12 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   Go to card "Wildflowers" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but13: 
 [MS2_017_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Victoria Green 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   Go to card "Seeing the Elephant"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but14: 
 [MS2_017_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Bridget O'Shanty 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   Go to card "Counting"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]   
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but15: 
 [MS2_017_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: Mabel Crow 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID:[text box, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   Go to card "The Seekers"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 043 "The Seekers" [MS2_043_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but16: 
 [MS2_017_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Map 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 17 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: -16479 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Main Map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
 
 
but17: 
 [MS2_017_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: Straw Morrison 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number: 18 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer with "Straw found what she needed here." with "Really?" or "Not Hard." 
   If it = "Really?" then 
    visual effect checkerboard 
    go to card "Straw Morrison" 
    send mouseUp to btn V1 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
 
 Activates and displays dialogue box: "Straw found what she needed here." User may select "Really?" or 
"Not hard." [MS2_017_03_dialStraw.jpg] 
  Dialogue links: 
   "Really?"  : card 166 "Straw Morrison" "Gathering Rituals" 
[MS2_166_01_textB.jpg] 
   "Not hard." : kills dialogue box, stays on card 017 Crow's Mountain 
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but18: 
 [MS2_017_01_but18.jpg]  
 Button name: Griffith 
 Card button number: 18 
 Card part number: 19 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on terrain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer with "Griffith lost everything here." with "and did what" or "so did I" 
   If it = "and did what" then 
    visual effect checkerboard 
    go to card "Griffith" 
   else 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
 
 Activates and displays dialogue box: "Griffith lost everything here." User may select "and did what" or "so 
did I" [MS2_017_03_dialGriffith.jpg] 
  Dialogue links: 
   "and did what" : card 131 "Griffith" [MS2_131_01_text.jpg]   
   "so did I"   : kills dialogue box, stays on card 017 Crow's 
Mountain 
 
[There is a poem for Griffith written by Sandora Chappelle,  "The Griffin's Prince." Perhaps this script schooled be 
modified to go to V1?]   
 
 
 
but19: 
 [MS2_017_01_but19.jpg]  
 Button name: Go back 
 Card button number: 19 
 Card part number: 20  
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: 15066 "Back Hand" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom close 
   go back 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: goes back one card. 
[Usually a background button on this Connections bkgnd. Likely a card button so that it would not be lost behind the 
large picture.] 
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Card 018: “First Congregationalist Church,” Walkthrough 
MS2_018_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/12/2011 
[1500]-[1845] 3.75 
03/24/2011 
[1030]-[1100] .5 
4.25 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1635]-[] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_018_01_FCchurch .jpg] 
MS2 Card 018 
Card Name: Church 2 
Card Number: 18  out of 204 
Card ID: 91614 
Contains 3 card field 
Contains 43 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   put the ticks into theseTicks 
   if the last char of theseTicks < 5 then 
    go to cd "Proprietress" 
   else 
    go to cd "Respect" 
   end if 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Note: this script controls the behavior of white space or non-button clicks. If the user clicks on white space while 
the seconds counter of their computer clock has a final digit of less than 5, they will go to: 
  card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg] ;  
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if the final digit is greater than or equal to 5, they will be taken to: 
  card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]. 
Despite the large number of buttons on this card, they are generally smaller and so there is still plenty of white space 
for this behavior.] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 86857 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 86857, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_86857_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
------------------------- 
Title field 
-------------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "First Congregationalist Church" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] the card field 
"Connections" [MS2_018_02_fieldConnect.jpg] opens. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 In 1878, _Pastor Horner_ established three parish 
 churches throughout the _Crystal River Valley_. 
 15ll of the congregations held fund raisers to build 
 a manse in _Marble Springs_. The Pastor held 
 services in the _Marble Edifice_ on the first and  
 third Sundays of each month and travelled to 
 Carbondale and Redstone for the other Sundays. 
 The church closed its doors in 1931. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Pastor Horner_   : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
    _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : [This link should go to card 014 "Town Map" 
[MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg], but the placement of the Randomizer button, button 36, overlays this link 
completely.] 
[NOTE: FIXED on 05/23/2011 by sending buttons farther and bringing field closer, using "Objects" menu.] 
Now:  
   _Marble Springs_ :  to card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg],  
   _Marble Edifice_  : card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg]  
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_018_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Pastor Horner 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [text box, Marble Springs 12, Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Pastor Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
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but02: 
 [MS2_018_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: 8348 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card  "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_018_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Hezekiah 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Baking"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_018_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Billie Rose 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Settling In" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_018_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Old Joe 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Joe Cattering" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 116 "Joe Cattering" [MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg] 
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but06: 
 [MS2_018_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Pastor Horner 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Horner Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 067 'Horner Connections" [MS2_067_01.jpg] 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_018_01_but07.jpg]    
 Button name: Green  
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Seeing the Elephant"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg] 
[This button is nearly impossible to click as it is nearly covered by buttons 11 and 19.] 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_018_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Harrises 
 Card button number: 8  
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Harris Connections"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 063 "Harris Connections" [MS2_063_01.jpg] 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_018_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Jensons 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ingrid Connections"  
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  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [This link appear not to work; is there a card "Ingrid Connections"? Jenson Connections 071] 
[FIXED on 05/23/2011: Changed script to "go to card "Jenson Connections""] 
Now:  
  Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Jenson Connections"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 071 "Jenson Connections" [MS2_071_01.jpg]   
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_018_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Harmons 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Harmon Connections"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 060 "Harmon Connections" [MS2_060_01.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 -20 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_018_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Grangers 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Granger Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 054 "Granger Connections" [MS2_054_01.jpg] 
 
but12: 
 [MS2_018_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Miller 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID:23 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
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   go to card " Miller Connector" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 085 "Miller Connector" 
 
but13: 
 [MS2_018_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Coles 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 24 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Rachel connections"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  [This link appear not to work; is there a card "Rachel connections"? Cole Connections 038] 
[FIXED on 05/23/2011: Changed script to "go to card "Cole Connections""] 
Now:  
  Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Cole Connections"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 038 "Cole Connections" [MS2_038_01.jpg]  
 
but14: 
 [MS2_018_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 25 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Doc Nancy Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 049 "Doc Nancy Connections" [MS2_049_01.jpg] 
 
but15: 
 [MS2_018_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: Rainers 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 26 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Rainer Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 097 "Rainer Connections" [MS2_097_01.jpg] 
 
 
but16: 
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 [MS2_018_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Turner 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 28 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Striking Silver"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
[This link seems to be completely covered by button 14 and others in the lower left of the church.] 
[FIXED on 05/23/2011 by bringing button closer, sending button 14 farther, using objects menu. Button is still quite 
small and hard to find.] 
 
but17: 
 [MS2_018_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: Charity 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number: 17 
 Card button ID: 29 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "His Hands" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but18: 
 [MS2_018_01_but18.jpg]  
 Button name: Stoners 
 Card button number: 18 
 Card part number: 18 
 Card button ID: 31 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Stoner Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 107 "Stoner Connections" [MS2_107_01.jpg] 
 
 
but19: 
 [MS2_018_01_but19.jpg]  
 Button name: Cooper 
 Card button number: 19 
 Card part number: 19 
 Card button ID: 32 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
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   go to card "Reflections"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but20: 
 [MS2_018_01_but20.jpg]  
 Button name: Matesons 
 Card button number: 20 
 Card part number: 20 
 Card button ID: 33 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Mateson Connector" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [Seems to be completely covered by buttons 14, 23, and 19. 
Further, the link does not go to "Mateson Connector. Mateson Connections 081] 
[FIXED on 05/23/2011 by bringing Button 20 closer, and by correcting script to "Mateson Connections.] 
Now reads: 
Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Mateson Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 081 "Mateson Connections" [MS2_081_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 21 -30 
------------------- 
but21: 
 [MS2_018_01_but21.jpg]  
 Button name: Smiths 
 Card button number: 21 
 Card part number: 21 
 Card button ID: 34 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Susannah Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [this link does not seem to work: is there a card "Susannah Connections? Smith Connections 102] 
[FIXED on 05/23/2011 by fixing script] 
Now reads: 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Smith Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 102 "Smith Connections" [MS2_102_01.jpg]  
 
but22: 
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 [MS2_018_01_but22.jpg]  
 Button name: Jenkins 
 Card button number: 22 
 Card part number: 22 
 Card button ID: 35 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Penny and Ida Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 035 "Penny and Ida Connections" [MS2_035_01.jpg] 
 
but23: 
 [MS2_018_01_but23.jpg]  
 Button name: Croft 
 Card button number: 23 
 Card part number: 23 
 Card button ID: 36 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Night Winds"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 042 "Night Winds" [MS2_042_01_text.jpg]  
 
but24: 
 [MS2_018_01_but24.jpg]  
 Button name: Sarah 
 Card button number: 24 
 Card part number: 24 
 Card button ID: 37 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Sun's Gold" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but25: 
 [MS2_018_01_but25.jpg]  
 Button name: Missy 
 Card button number: 25 
 Card part number: 25 
 Card button ID: 38 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Out of Egypt" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg] 
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but26: 
 [MS2_018_01_but26.jpg]  
 Button name: Ivy 
 Card button number: 26 
 Card part number: 26 
 Card button ID: 39 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "How It Is" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 077 "How It Is" [MS2_077_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but27: 
 [MS2_018_01_but27.jpg]  
 Button name: Church 
 Card button number: 27 
 Card part number: 27 
 Card button ID: 40 
 Icon ID: [none given, small picture of church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Church" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Church" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Church" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Church" [MS2_018_02_fieldChurch.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   We, the _lesser sex_, mold the 
   morals of the greater world. 
 
   We, the _weaker sex_, fight on  
   for temperance and peace. 
 
   We, the _fairer sex_, fashion our young 
   into upright pillars of the community. 
 
   Let us then petition the _stronger sex_ 
   to grant us the tools we need for these 
   allotted tasks. 
 
   Rachel Cole's address to the _Ladies Aid_ 
   Society, "Why Ladies Require the Vote," 
   September 7th, 1889. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _lesser sex_  : card 078 "The Accomplice" 
[MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
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     _weaker sex_ : card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg] 
     _fairer sex_  : card 095 "Ute Crossing" 
[MS2_095_01_text1.jpg] 
     _stronger sex_ : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
     _Ladies Aid_ : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" 
[MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
 
 
but28: 
 [MS2_018_01_but28.jpg]  
 Button name: Davidsons 
 Card button number: 28 
 Card part number: 28 
 Card button ID: 42 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Anne connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [This link does not seem to work, is there a "Anne connections" card to link to? Anne Harmon 
Harmon Connections 060 or Davidson Connections 047?] 
[FIXED: Now connects to: card 047 Davidson Connections]  
 
 
but29: 
 [MS2_018_01_but29.jpg]  
 Button name: Hatsuki 
 Card button number: 29 
 Card part number: 29 
 Card button ID: 43 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Mail Order Bride" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 115 "Mail Order Bride" [MS2_115_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but30: 
 [MS2_018_01_but30.jpg]  
 Button name: Ilsa 
 Card button number: 30 
 Card part number: 30 
 Card button ID: 44 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Investments" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  
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------------------- 
Buttons 31 -40 
------------------- 
but31: 
 [MS2_018_01_but31.jpg]  
 Button name: Mariam 
 Card button number: 31 
 Card part number: 31 
 Card button ID: 45 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "The Accomplice" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]   
 
but32: 
 [MS2_018_01_but32.jpg]  
 Button name: Pillars 
 Card button number: 32 
 Card part number: 32 
 Card button ID: 46 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 14 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Ladies" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Ladies" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Ladies" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Ladies" [MS2_018_02_fieldLadies.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   We look to you, _ladies_, to uphold the _sanctity_ of the 
   Lord. 
 
   Ladies, the _purity_ you instill in your sons forms 
   the foundation of the church; 
   the _charities_ you foster in your homes build 
   the walls of the church; 
   and the _love_, _honor_, and _obedience_ 
   you freely give your husbands 
   forms the pillars that hold these walls upright. 
 
   From "The Domestic Duty," Pastor Horner's sermon 
   for June 10th, 1898. 
   " 
    Field links: 
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     _ladies_  : [This link is overlaid by a Randomizer button when 
it should go to card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
[FIXED on 05/23/2011 by bringing field closer and shifting field to lower right corner. See 
[MS201_018_02_fieldLAdiesFIX.jpg]] 
Now: 
     _ladies_  : to card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" 
[MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
     _sanctity_ : card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg] 
     _purity_  : card 098 "Conning Through" 
[MS2_098_01_text.jpg]  
      _charities_ : card 046 "Lady Bountiful" [MS2_046_01_text.jpg] 
     _love_  : card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg]  
     _honor_  : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
     _obedience_ : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
but33: 
 [MS2_018_01_but33.jpg]  
 Button name: Bridget 
 Card button number: 33 
 Card part number: 36 
 Card button ID: 51 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but34: 
 [MS2_018_01_but34.jpg]  
 Button name: Bridget 
 Card button number: 34 
 Card part number: 37 
 Card button ID: 52 
 Icon ID: [none given, small tombstone like graphic to left of small church plan drawing.] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but35: 
 [MS2_018_01_but35.jpg]  
 Button name: Confessions 
 Card button number: 35 
 Card part number: 38 
 Card button ID: 53 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
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   go to card "Confessions" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 003 "Confessions" or "Notes from somewhere else" [MS2_03_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
 
but36: 
 [MS2_018_01_but36.jpg]  
 Button name: Randomizer 
 Card button number: 36 
 Card part number: 39 
 Card button ID: 54 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on white space to left of large church spire] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   randomizer 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [for a description of how Randomizer buttons work, please see [MS2_randomizer_script.txt] 
 
 
but37: 
 [MS2_018_01_but37.jpg]  
 Button name: Kevin 
 Card button number: 37 
 Card part number: 40 
 Card button ID: 55 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Kevin Paine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 168 "Kevin Paine" [MS2_168_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but38: 
 [MS2_018_01_but38.jpg]  
 Button name: Granger 
 Card button number: 38 
 Card part number: 41 
 Card button ID: 56 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Granger Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 054 "Granger Connections" [MS2_054_01.jpg] 
 
 
but39: 
 [MS2_018_01_but39.jpg]  
 Button name: Morrison 
 Card button number: 39 
 Card part number: 42 
 Card button ID: 57 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
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 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "White Owl" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
but40: 
 [MS2_018_01_but40.jpg]  
 Button name: Directory 
 Card button number: 40 
 Card part number: 43 
 Card button ID: 58 
 Icon ID: 1009 Eye 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   push card 
   visual effect zoom open 
   go to card "Directory" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 031 "Directory" [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 41 -43 
------------------- 
but41: 
 [MS2_018_01_but41.jpg]  
 Button name: Jenkins 
 Card button number: 41 
 Card part number: 44 
 Card button ID: 63 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Penny and Ida Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 35 "Penny and Ida Connections" [MS2_035_01.jpg] 
 
but42: 
 [MS2_018_01_but42.jpg]  
 Button name: Bridget 
 Card button number: 42 
 Card part number: 45 
 Card button ID: 64 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
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but43: 
 [MS2_018_01_but43.jpg]  
 Button name: Miss Sing 
 Card button number: 43 
 Card part number: 46 
 Card button ID: 65 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Miss Sing" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 019: “Cole’s General Mercantile,” Walkthrough 
MS2_019_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/12/2011 
[2000]-[2100] 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_019_01_ .jpg] 
MS2 Card 019 
Card Name:  Cole's Store 
Card Number: 19  out of 204 
Card ID: 61200 
Contains  card field 
Contains  card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
    go to cd "Proprietress" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[This script controls slick activity in card white space. Mouse clicks in white space will take user to: 
card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg] .] 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
-------------------- 
Title Field Text 
-------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Cole's General Store" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", 
see [MS2_019_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 The having and selling 
[Type text] [Type text]   213 
 of _bread_, _coffee_, _flour_,  
 and _eggs_ is what holds  
 a town together. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _bread_ : card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg]  
   _coffee_ : card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg]  
   _flour_ : card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg] 
   _eggs_ : card 087 "School Days" [MS2_087_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_019_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Rachel Cole 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1  
 Icon ID: [text: Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Proprietress" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_019_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Society 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Ladies Aid"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_019_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Edna Harris 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Breaking Points"    
  end mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   214 
 Links to: card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_019_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Peggy Dagmar 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Peggy's Diary"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg] 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_019_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Ivy 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "How It Is" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 077 "How It Is" [MS2_077_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_019_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Hezekiah 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Baking'   
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_019_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Mandy Turner 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
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   go to card "Striking Silver"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_019_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Store 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: 13745 "Coles store" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Store" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Store" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Store" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Store" [MS2_019_02_fieldStore.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   We, the shelves who saw all 
   the denizens of the _Valley_-- 
   We, who knew who bought 
   what and on how much _credit_-- 
 
   We think on these things 
   and do not _understand_. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Valley_   : card 013 "Main Map" 
[MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
     _credit_   : card 045 "Peggy's Diary" 
[MS2_045_01_text.jpg] 
     _understand_ : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_019_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Matthew Cole 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Matthew Cole" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
 
[Type text] [Type text]   216 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_019_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Alvina Heollstar 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Eyes"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_019_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name:  Ida Jenkins 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on left third of the store front] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Red Ribbons" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_019_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Penny Cernak 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on middle third of the store front] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Silk Colors"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg] 
 
but13: 
 [MS2_019_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Millie Horner 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on right third of the store front] 
[Type text] [Type text]   217 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Respect"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]   
 
but14: 
 [MS2_019_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Red Birch 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Half-breed"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg] 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   218 
Card 020: “Crystal River Railroad,” Walkthrough 
MS2_020_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/11/2011 
[2215] - [2319] 1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_020_01_ .jpg] 
MS2 Card 020 
Card Name: CR&R 
Card Number:  20 out of 204 
Card ID: 84704 
Contains 2 card field 
Contains 21 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
    go to cd "Town Map" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Note: This script controls slick activity in card white space. Mouse clicks in white space will take user to: 
card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg].] 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 84840 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 84840, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_84840_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_020_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
[Type text] [Type text]   219 
 At the urging of _T.M. Davidson, the 
 Crystal River Railroad Company was formed to 
 build a narrow gauge track that would carry  
 silver ore and marble out of Crystal River Valley_. 
 This track reached _Marble Springs_ in 1880 and 
 joined the Denver & Rio Grande line at Glenwood 
 Springs in 1887. After the _quarry_ closed its  
 doors, the railroad tried to bring in tourists, but 
 the Crash in 1929 thwarted this plan. In 1930,  
 the railroad closed. Parts of the graded track 
 remain as a hiking trail into Marble Springs. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _T.M.Davidson_  : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
   _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
   _quarry_    : card 025 " Quarry" 
[MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_020_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Springs 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: 26884 Town 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Town map"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_020_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Hui Sing 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Miss Sing"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_020_01_but03.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   220 
 Button name: Sugar Boy Mine 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID:32159 Marker Cross 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sugar Boy"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_020_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Black Queen Mine 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID:32159 Marker Cross 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Black Queen" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_020_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: White Owl Saloon 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: 22978 Home Big 2 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "White Owl"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_020_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Bridget O'Shanty 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Counting"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   221 
but07: 
 [MS2_020_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Emmy Mateson 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Whispers in Wine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_020_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Martha Stokes 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Nowhere" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_020_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Hatsuki Yamamoto 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Mail Order Bride" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 115 "Mail Order Bride" [MS2_115_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_020_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Sue Langley 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Confinement" 
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  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 20 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_020_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Railroad 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: [none, graphic of steam rail engine] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Railroad" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Railroad" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Railroad" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Railroad" [MS2_020_02_fieldRailroad.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Without the _town_, 
   there would be no 
   railroad. Without the 
   railroad, there would 
   be no town. 
   " 
    Field links: 
    _town_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
 
 
but12: 
 [MS2_020_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Ken Jones 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ken Jones"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 148 "Ken Jones" [MS2_148_01_text.jpg]  
 
but13: 
 [MS2_020_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Ben Rainer 
[Type text] [Type text]   223 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ben Rainer"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 173 "Ben Rainer" [MS2_173_01_text.jpg] 
 
but14: 
 [MS2_020_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: T.M. Davidson 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 24 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "T.M. Davidson" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
 
but15: 
 [MS2_020_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: Kenji Yamamoto 
 Card button number: 15  
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 25 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Kenji Yamamoto" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 184 "Kenji Yamamoto" [MS2_184_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but16: 
 [MS2_020_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Luc San 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 26 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Luc San" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 175 "Luc San" [MS2_175_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but17: 
[Type text] [Type text]   224 
 [MS2_020_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: Elizabeth Quincy Davidson 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number: 17 
 Card button ID: 27 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Lady Bountiful" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 046 "Lady Bountiful" [MS2_046_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but18: 
 [MS2_020_01_but18.jpg]  
 Button name: Lucy Rainer 
 Card button number: 18 
 Card part number: 18 
 Card button ID: 28 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Waiting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but19: 
 [MS2_020_01_but19.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Quarry 
 Card button number: 19 
 Card part number: 21 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quarry" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg] 
 
 
but20: 
 [MS2_020_01_but20.jpg]  
 Button name: Billie Rose Cattering 
 Card button number: 20 
 Card part number: 22 
 Card button ID: 32 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Settling In"  
  end mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   225 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 21 
------------------- 
but21: 
 [MS2_020_01_but21.jpg]  
 Button name: Maddy Bates 
 Card button number: 21 
 Card part number: 23 
 Card button ID: 34 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Maddy Bates"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg] 
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Card 021: “Goliath Manor,” Walkthrough 
MS2_021_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/12/2011 
[1000]-[1110] 1.25 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1720]-[1722] 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_021_01_ .jpg] 
MS2 Card 021 
Card Name: Goliath Manor 
Card Number: 21  out of 204 
Card ID: 91815 
Contains 2 card field 
Contains 8  card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
    if the optionKey is up then 
       put the ticks into theseTicks 
       if last char of theseTicks < 3 then 
          go to cd "Quarry" 
       else 
         if last char of theseTicks < 6 then 
            go to cd "Anne connections" 
         else 
            go to cd "Histories" 
         end if 
       end if 
    end if 
 end mouseUp 
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[Note: this script controls the behavior of white space or non-button clicks. If the user clicks on white space while 
the seconds counter of their computer clock has a final digit of less than 3, they will go to: 
 card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
if the final digit is >=3 but <6, they will go to: 
 [nowhere, as this link does not seem to exist under that name] 
[FIXED: Changed to "Harmon Connections] 
 card 060 "Harmon Connections" [MS2_060_01.jpg]  
if the final digit is >6 they will go to: 
 card 008 "Histories" [MS2_008_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 86857 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 86857, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_86857_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Goliath Manor" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_021_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 To prove his love for his fiancée, _T.M. Davidson_ built Goliath Manor, a  
 rambling rotunda out of the pure marble he brought out of _Marble Quarry_.  
 Started in 1876, the manor was half-way completed when he went back to  
 Boston and painted such a thrilling picture of his mountain wealth that  
 _Elizabeth_ Quincy Appleton married him and started the trek West. Before the  
 manor was complete, Mr. Davidson built a hunting and guest manor and  
 invited distinguished guests to visit him in his mountain fastness. The few  
 who did were impressed by the game and the alpine scenery. 
 
 Running the household on the level that Mr. Davidson envisioned, however,  
 proved insufferably difficult. Elizabeth wished to return to her life in Boston  
 and would have no part in managing the manor in such a primitive area.  
 Servants needed to run the manor in the European style were difficult to keep  
 since the high ratio of men to women meant that any domestic servant, like  
 _Dell_ Harmon, could pick and choose her husband to find a better life.  
 
 The Davidsons lived in seclusion. After Elizabeth’s death in 1906, T.M. gave  
 the _Ladies Aid_ use of the manor for Christmas banquets and spring balls. T.M.  
 Davidson’s Denver business associates claimed the manor and quarry to pay  
 off fearsome mortgages after his death in 1914, and they tried to turn Goliath  
 Manor into a luxury hotel. Never fully successful, the venture was finally  
 finished off by the Great Crash of 1929 and the closing of the _railroad_.◊ 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _T.M. Davidson_ : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
   _Marble Quarry_ : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
   _Elizabeth_   : card 046 "Lady Bountiful" [MS2_046_01_text.jpg] 
   _Dell_    : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" 
[MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
   _Ladies Aid_  : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" 
[MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg] 
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   _railroad_   : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" 
[MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_021_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: T.M. Davidson 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "T.M. Davidson" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_021_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Elizabeth Quincy Davidson 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Lady Bountiful" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 046 "Lady Bountiful" [MS2_046_01_text.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_021_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Dell Harmon 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Mountain Sunrise"   
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_021_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
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  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard very slow 
   go to card "graveyard"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_021_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Quarry 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: 18814 Quarry 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quarry"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_021_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Edifice 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [none, graphic of church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Marble Edifice"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_021_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Society 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ladies Aid" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg] 
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_021_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Goliath Manor 
 Card button number: 8 
[Type text] [Type text]   230 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: 2799 Goliath Manor 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Goliath" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Goliath" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Goliath" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Goliath" [MS2_021_02_fieldGoliath.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Carved from marble and gold, the  
   colossus towered over the _Valley_. 
   The manor became a fitting gem for  
   Crystal River setting. 
   And the very best _blood_ of Boston 
   the perfect stone for the mansion.  
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Valley_  : card 013 "Main Map" 
[MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
     _blood_  : card 046 "Lady Bountiful" [MS2_046_01_text.jpg] 
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Card 022: “Marble Springs Jail,” Walkthrough 
MS2_022_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/12/2011 
[1110]-[1205] 1 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_022_01_ .jpg] 
MS2 Card 022 
Card Name: jail 
Card Number: 22  out of 204 
Card ID: 85670 
Contains 2 card field 
Contains 14 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
    if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "In His Name" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Note: This script controls slick activity in card white space. Mouse clicks in white space will take user to: 
 card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]. ] 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID:  85764 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 85764, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_85764_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_022_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Bold]: 
 " 
[Type text] [Type text]   232 
 _Marble Springs_ elected _Paul_ 
 Granger sheriff in 1877. He 
 remained sheriff until 1918, when 
 he and his wife did of influenza 
 during the epidemic. His wife, 
 _Matilda_, cared for the inmates of 
 the small jail. 
 
 The jail had two cells on the main 
 level and an improvised cell in the 
 _attic_ for women. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Marble Springs_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]    
   _Paul_    : card 129 "Paul Granger" [MS2_129_01_text.jpg] 
   _Matilda_   : card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
   _attic_    : card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg] 
    
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_022_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Jacob Rubenstien 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Jacob Rubenstien"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 174 "Jacob Rubenstien" [MS2_174_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_022_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Sue Langley 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Confinement" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_022_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number: 3 
[Type text] [Type text]   233 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "The Washerwoman"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
 
but04: 
 [MS2_022_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Bridget O'Shanty 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_022_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Billie Rose Cattering 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Settling In"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_022_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Ilsa Rubenstien 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Investments" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_022_01_but07.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   234 
 Button name: Matilda Granger 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "In His Name"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_022_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Abigail Miller 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Cover Up"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_022_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Edith Gaylor 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_022_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Asa Miller 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Asa Miler" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 153 "Asa Miller" [MS2_153_01_text.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   235 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 -14 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_022_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Paul Granger 
 Card button number: 11  
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Paul Granger" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 129 "Paul Granger" [MS2_129_01_text.jpg] 
 
but12: 
 [MS2_022_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Bart Morrison 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Bart Morrison" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 154 " Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
 
but13: 
 [MS2_022_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: jail 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [none, graphic of jail] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "jail" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "jail" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "jail" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "jail" [MS2_022_02_fieldJail .jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Thin rusted slats now hold 
[Type text] [Type text]   236 
   the pale attempts of dripping moss. 
   Outside, brittle rust roses stare 
   quietly into the sun. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
     
 
but14: 
 [MS2_022_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Trygve 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 26 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Trygve Lode" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 202 "Trygve Lode" [MS2_202_01_text.jpg] 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   237 
Card 023: “Ladies Aid Society,” Walkthrough 
MS2_023_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/12/2011 
[1230]-[1530] 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/23/2011 
[1720]-[] 
 
------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_023_01.jpg] 
MS2 Card 023 
Card Name:  Ladies Aid 
Card Number: 23  out of 204 
Card ID: 83655 
Contains 21 card field 
Contains 17 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on openCard 
    play "harpsichord" tempo 150 a b b c g c d d 
    show card field "Roster" 
    show card field "Roster 2" 
 end openCard 
 
 on mouseUp 
    set the cursor to busy 
    visual effect dissolve fast to white 
    visual effect dissolve fast to card 
    if the optionKey is up then 
       go to cd "Proprietress" 
    end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[The first script plays a few harpsichord notes, and opens the fields with the membership list in them.] 
[The second script controls slick activity in card white space. Mouse clicks in white space will take user to: 
 card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg] .] 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   238 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_023_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Founded by _Rachel_ Cole in 1878, The Ladies Aid  
 Sewing Circle and Rescue Society met every Tuesday  
 evening to _quilt_ for raffles and to do other charitable  
 work. The Ladies Aid, under the guise of the Women’s  
 Christian Temperance Union, also fought for  
 women’s suffrage.  After their success in 1893 when  
 Colorado became the first state to grant women the  
 vote, they worked to eradicate the devil of _drink_ and  
 to grant women the right to own _property_.  The group  
 began to fall apart after Rachel’s death in 1926 and  
 formally disbanded in 1931.  
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Rachel_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
   _quilt_  : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
   _drink_ : card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg] 
   _property_ : card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_023_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Rachel Cole, President 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Proprietress"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_023_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Millie Horner, Vice President 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
[Type text] [Type text]   239 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Respect"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_023_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Ilsa Rubenstien, Treasurer (1886-1911) 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Investments"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_023_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Susannah Smith, Secretary 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Literary Society"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_023_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Goliath Manor 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: 2799 Goliath Manor 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Goliath Manor"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_023_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: q1 
 Card button number: 6 
[Type text] [Type text]   240 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over scrollwork, top row leftmost] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "q1" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "q1" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "q1" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
[Note: this button is completely covered by button 17, and therefor does not work, as no clickable area of the button 
is exposed.] 
 
 Links to: card pop-up field "q1" [MS2_023_02_fieldQ1.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   1880 
 
   _Susannah_ opened a  
   library: Scott's  
   Poetry and Brown's 
   Sermons.  
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Susannah_ : card 101 "Literary Society" 
[MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_023_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: q2 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID:[transparent box laid over scrollwork, top row, third image, left to right] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "q2" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "q2" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "q2" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "q2" [MS2_023_02_fieldQ2.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   1897 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   241 
   _Zandra_ lead a debating  
   evening on "Women's 
   Politics." 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Zandra_ : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg] 
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_023_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: q3 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over scrollwork, top row, fifth, left to right] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "q3" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "q3" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "q3" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "q3" [MS2_023_02_fieldQ3.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   1903 
  
   _Millie_ sponsored the 
   Crystal River Revival and 
   took up a collection for 
   China missions. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Millie_ : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_023_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: q4 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over scrollwork, top row, seventh, left to right] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "q4" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "q4" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "q4" 
[Type text] [Type text]   242 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "q4" [MS2_023_02_fieldQ4.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   1918 
 
   _Matilda_ presided over a  
   knitting brigade to  
   provide socks for the 
   boys at the Front. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Matilda_ : card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
      
 
but10: 
 [MS2_023_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: q5 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over scrollwork, top row, second, left to right] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "q5" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "q5" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "q5" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "q5" [MS2_023_02_fieldQ5.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   1888-1893 
 
   _Rachel_ Cole 
   gathered petitions 
   and spoke for 
   women's suffrage. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Rachel_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 17 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_023_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: q6 
[Type text] [Type text]   243 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over scrollwork, top row, fourth, left to right] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "q6" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "q6" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "q6" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "q6" [MS2_023_02_fieldQ6.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   1893 
  
   _Laura_ raffled a  
   signature quilt to succor 
   mining families caught in 
   the Panic. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Laura_ : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
but12: 
 [MS2_023_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: q7 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 24 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over scrollwork, top row, sixth, left to right] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "q7" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "q7" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "q7" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "q7" [MS2_023_02_fieldQ7.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   1911 
 
   _Lucy_ gave a lecture series 
   on the "Frugal Housewife." 
   " 
[Type text] [Type text]   244 
    Field links: 
     _Lucy_ : card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
but13: 
 [MS2_023_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: q8 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 25 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over scrollwork, top row, eighth, or rightmost] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "q8" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "q8" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "q8" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "q8" [MS2_023_02_fieldQ8.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   1927 
 
   _Emmy_ conducted a 
   "Tales of the Pioneers" 
   evening. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Emmy_ : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" 
[MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
but14: 
 [MS2_023_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Church 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 25 
 Card button ID: 39 
 Icon ID: [none, box over drawing of church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect dissolve slow 
   go to card "Marble Edifice" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg]  
 
but15: 
 [MS2_023_01_but15.jpg]  [text: Illustrious Officers] 
 Button name: q9 
 Card button number: 15 
[Type text] [Type text]   245 
 Card part number: 26 
 Card button ID: 40 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 14 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "q9" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "q9" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "q9" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "q9" [MS2_023_02_fieldQ9 .jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   1893 
   Women, we will one day be free to _own_ our lives, to have _property_ in our own 
names. 
   Now, we must strive ever onward to extend the power of the vote. We will temper the 
   _voice_ of violence with the leaven of charity and temperance. We will sweep out 
corruption 
   and fashion a society to reflect the _love_ and _beauty_ with which we imbue our homes. 
  
   _Rachel_ Cole's speech when Colorado became the first state to give women the vote. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _own_  : card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg] 
     _property_ : card 078 "The Accomplice" 
[MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
     _voice_ : card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg]  
     _love_  : card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg]  
     _beauty_ : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
     _Rachel_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
but16: 
 [MS2_023_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: q13 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 28 
 Card button ID: 42 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over scrollwork, bottom row, leftmost] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "q13" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "q13" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "q13" 
   end if 
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  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "q13" [MS2_023_02_fieldQ13.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   [blank field] 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
[Note: this field is blank. Perhaps the information was accidentally overlooked or deleted.] 
[FIXED: removed on 05/23/2011 per Deena Larsen's direction]  
 
 
but17: 
 [MS2_023_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: q1 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number: 29 
 Card button ID: 43 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over scrollwork, top row leftmost] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "q1" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "q1" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "q1" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
[Note: this button is completely covered by button 17, and therefor does not work, as no clickable area of the button 
is exposed.] 
 
 Links to: card pop-up field "q1" [MS2_023_02_fieldQ1.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   1880 
 
   _Susannah_ opened a  
   library: Scott's  
   Poetry and Brown's 
   Sermons.  
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Susannah_ : card 101 "Literary Society" 
[MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
 
[Note: This button contains the same information as button 6, and sits on top of button 6.] 
[FIXED: removed on 05/23/2011 per Deena Larsen's direction]  
 
[Note: The buttons do not contain a script that closes previous fields, so all the fields described above can be open 
simultaneously, as in [MS2_023_02_fieldAll.jpg]. 
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--------------------------------- 
Membership List links 
--------------------------------- 
[Note: this card contains the roster or membership list of the Ladies Aid Society, as seen in 
[MS2_023_02_fieldRosters.jpg]. 
 
_Abigail_ Miller  : card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg]  
_Anne_ Harmon  : card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg] 
_Dell_ Harmon  : card  061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
_Ingrid_ Jenson  : card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg] 
_Matilda_ Granger : card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
_Edna_ Harris   : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg 
_Victoria_ Green  : card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg] 
_Lucy_ Rainer   : card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg] 
_Leah_ Cole   : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
_Naomi_ Cole   : card 200 "Gleaner" or "Naomi Cole" [MS2_200_01_text.jpg] 
_Allison_ James  : card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" [MS2_199_01_text.jpg] 
 
_Mariam_ Nolan  : card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg] 
_Laura_ Keeperly  : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg] 
_Allison_ James  : card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" [MS2_199_01_text.jpg] [Note repeat of 
above] 
_Ida May_ Jenkins : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg] 
_Penny_ Cernak  : card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg] 
_Emmy_ Mateson  : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg] 
_Zandra_ Miller  : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg] 
_Sadie_ Stoner  : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg] 
_Charity_ Paine  : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg] 
_Lillian_ Cooper  : card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg]  
_Maddy_ Bates  : card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
[Note: there are 21 card fields list on the card , but only 13 are used. The others are blank and not connected to any 
button or link. Perhaps there were plans to add more buttons over the graphic in the bottom row, which were not 
completed.] 
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Card 024: “The Marble Edifice,” Walkthrough 
MS2_024_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02//2011 
[1715]-[1845] 1.5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[0940]-[1000] 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_024_01_ .jpg] 
MS2 Card 024 
Card Name: Marble Edifice 
Card Number: 24  out of 204 
Card ID: 83269 
Contains 4 card field 
Contains 11 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
    set the cursor to busy 
    visual effect dissolve fast to white 
    visual effect dissolve fast to card 
    if the optionKey is up then 
       go to cd "Quarry" 
    end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[This script controls slick activity in card white space. Mouse clicks in white space will take user to: 
 card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg] .] 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 84840 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 84840, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_84840_walkthrough.txt].] 
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---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_024_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 In 1878, _T.M. Davidson_ donated enough marble from his _quarry_ to  
 construct the Marble Edifice, which served as town hall,  
 courthouse, _church_, and _school_ for _Marble Springs_. Originally, _T.M.  
 Davidson_ planned to donate marble for a separate town hall, but  
 economic difficulties stemming from the 1893 Panic thwarted this  
 plan.  
 
 The school settled permanently into the Marble Edifice. _Randall_  
 Klaron taught from 1875 to 1890, and _Zandra_ Miller taught from  
 1890 to 1932. 
 
 _Pastor Horner_ established the First Congregational _Church_ here  
 and preached on the first and third Sundays of each month from  
 1878 until 1931. 
 
 Town Hall meetings were held here when needed. 
 The _Ladies Aid_ Rescue Society and Sewing Circle met here every  
 Tuesday evening.    
 
 _Old Joe_ and _Billie Rose_ Cattering donated a new roof, replete with  
 silver-plated gargoyles. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _T.M. Davidson_ : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
   _quarry_    : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg] 
   _church_    : card 018 "Church2" or "First Congregationalist 
Church" [MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg 
   _school_    : card 026 "School" or Marble Springs 
School" [MS2_026_01.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
   _T.M. Davidson_ : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
   _Randall_    : card 150 "Randall Klaron" [MS2_150_01_text.jpg] 
   _Zandra_    : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
   _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
   _Church_   : card 018 "Church2" or "First Congregationalist 
Church" [MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg 
   _Ladies Aid_  : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" 
[MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg] 
   _Old Joe_    : card 116 "Joe Cattering" 
[MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg]  
   _Billie Rose_  : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg] [Note this 
link does not work, as the link is completely covered by button 7, which is a "Randomizer".] 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011: Brought title field closer, using Objects menu] 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
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 [MS2_024_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Springs First Congregational Church 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Church 2" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 018 "Church2" or "First Congregationalist Church" [MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_024_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Sewing Circle and Rescue Society 
 Card button number:2 
 Card part number:2 
 Card button ID:9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ladies Aid"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_024_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Springs School 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "School" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 026 "School" or Marble Springs School" [MS2_026_01.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_024_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Edifice 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over church picture] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Dust" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Dust" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
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    show card field "Dust" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Dust" [MS2_024_02_fieldDust.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Now 
   Amid thin pigeon bones and thick  
   piles of pigeon dust, a traveling  
   trunk rests quietly. 
   The wind wanders through the  
   stones, munches on the  
   chokecherries that have grown  
   into the marble walls.  
   If you breathe, the thorns will 
   steal your warmth. 
   " 
    Field links:  
     [none] 
 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_024_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Davidsons 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Anne Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [Note: Link does not work, no card called Anne Connections]  
[FIXED on 05/24/2011 changed script] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Harmon Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to card 060 "Harmon Connections" [MS2_060_01.jpg] 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_024_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Catterings 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Billie and Joe Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [Note: Link does not work: no card called "Billie and Joe Connections] 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011by correcting script] 
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 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Billie and Joe Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 033 "Cattering Connections" [MS2_033_01.jpg] 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_024_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: first "random" 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on marble cliff-face, leftmost portion] 
 Script: 
on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  put the ticks into theseTicks 
  if last char of theseTicks = 1 then 
    go to card "Settling In" 
  else 
    if last char of theseTicks = 2 then 
      go to card "Pastor Horner" 
    else 
      if last char of theseTicks = 3 then 
        go to card "Respect" 
      else 
        if last char of theseTicks = 4 then 
          go to card "Counting" 
        else 
          if last char of theseTicks = 5 then 
            go to card "Proprietress" 
          else 
            if last char of theseTicks = 6 then 
              go to card "Maddy Bates" 
            else 
              if last char of theseTicks = 7 then 
                go to card "Promises" 
              else 
                if last char of theseTicks = 8 then 
                  go to card "Peggy’s Diary" 
                else 
                  if last char of theseTicks = 9 then 
                    go to card "Graveyard" 
                  else 
                    if last char of theseTicks = 0 then 
                      go to card "White Owl" 
                    end if 
                  end if 
                end if 
              end if 
            end if 
          end if 
        end if 
      end if 
    end if 
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  end if 
end mouseUp 
 
[Note: this script is not random. Instead it uses the last digit of the computer clock's seconds to determine which of 
10 cards to go to if a user clicks on this button. See list of links below.] 
 
 Final Seconds Digit Links to:  
  1: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg] 
  2: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  3: card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  4: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
  5: card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  6: card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg]  
  7: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
  8: card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg]  
  9: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
  0: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_024_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Horners 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Horner Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 067 "Horner Connections" [MS2_067_01.jpg] 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_024_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: first "random" 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on marble cliff-face, rightmost portion] 
 Script: 
on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  put the ticks into theseTicks 
  if last char of theseTicks = 1 then 
    go to card "Horner Connections" 
  else 
    if last char of theseTicks = 2 then 
      go to card "Granger Connector" 
    else 
      if last char of theseTicks = 3 then 
        go to card "Black Queen" 
      else 
        if last char of theseTicks = 4 then 
          go to card "Cole’s Store" 
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        else 
          if last char of theseTicks = 5 then 
            go to card "Ladies Aid" 
          else 
            if last char of theseTicks = 6 then 
              go to card "School" 
            else 
              if last char of theseTicks = 7 then 
                go to card "Sugar Boy" 
              else 
                if last char of theseTicks = 8 then 
                  go to card "Penny and Ida Connections" 
                else 
                  if last char of theseTicks = 9 then 
                    go to card "Hair" 
                  else 
                    if last char of theseTicks = 0 then 
                      go to card "Cooper Connections" 
                    end if 
                  end if 
                end if 
              end if 
            end if 
          end if 
        end if 
      end if 
    end if 
  end if 
end mouseUp 
 
 
[Note: this script is not random. Instead it uses the last digit of the computer clock's seconds to determine which of 
10 cards to go to if a user clicks on this button. See list of links below.] 
 
 Final Seconds Digit Links to:  
  1: card 067 "Horner Connections" [MS2_067_01.jpg] 
  2: card 054 "Granger Connections" [MS2_054_01.jpg] 
  3: card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg] 
  4: card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg]  
  5: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
  6: card 026 "School" or Marble Springs School" [MS2_026_01.jpg] 
  7: card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg] 
  8: [No card Named "Penny and Ida Connections] 
  9: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg] 
  0: [No card named Cooper Connections] 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011 by correcting the names of the cards Penny and Ida Connections  card 035 "Penny and Ida 
Connections" [MS2_035_01.jpg]  and Cooper Connections     card 041 "Cooper Connections" 
[MS2_041_01.jpg]  
Now: 
  8: card 035 "Penny and Ida Connections" [MS2_035_01.jpg] 
  0: card 041 "Cooper Connections" [MS2_041_01.jpg]  
 
but10: 
 [MS2_024_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Mentioned Characters 
 Card button number: 10 
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 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: 10288 "Bibliography" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Mentioned Characters"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 117 "Mentioned Characters" or "Denizens of Marble Springs" [MS2_117_01_characters.jpg]  
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_024_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Create a Button 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: [text,  
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
     global gButtonCard,gButtonName 
     ask "What do you want to name this button?" 
     if it is empty then exit mouseUp 
     put it into gButtonName 
   
     put the short id of this card into gButtonCard 
   
     palette "MS Button Link" 
   
     answer "Navigate to the card you want the button to go to and click Create Button." 
     if it is "Cancel" then 
        close window "MS Button Link" 
     end if 
   
  end mouseUp 
  
[Creates a dialogue box giving the user the choice on whether to create a new button, and then which card with 
which to link it. See [MS2_024_03_dialCreate.jpg] for example. This script allows the user to create links where 
they discover them, or create them, if they have added content to MS2.] 
 
 
 
[Note: fourth field is the always visible field on the marble wall, "Dedicated 1880 To Man's Triumph," 
[MS2_024_02_fieldDed.jpg].] 
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Card 025: “Quarry,” Walkthrough 
MS2_025_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/12/2011 
[2045] - [2224]1.75 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1000]-[1010] 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_025_01.jpg] 
MS2 Card 025 
Card Name: Quarry 
Card Number:  25 out of 204 
Card ID: 35352 
Contains 3 card field 
Contains 26 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
    visual effect dissolve fast to white 
    visual effect dissolve fast to card 
    if the optionKey is up then 
       put the ticks into theseTicks 
       if last char of theseTicks < 3 then 
         go to cd "Main Map" 
       else 
         if last char of theseTicks < 6 then 
           go to cd "Anne connections" 
         else 
            go to cd "Goliath Manor" 
         end if 
       end if 
    end if 
 end mouseUp 
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[Note: this script controls the behavior of white space or non-button clicks. If the user clicks on white space while 
the seconds counter of their computer clock has a final digit of less than 3, they will go to: 
 card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]   
if the final digit is >=3 but <6, they will go to: 
 [nowhere, as this link does not seem to exist under that name] 
if the final digit is >6 they will go to: 
 card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg]  
 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011 "Anne Connections" changed to "Harmon Connections"] 
Now: 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
    visual effect dissolve fast to white 
    visual effect dissolve fast to card 
    if the optionKey is up then 
       put the ticks into theseTicks 
       if last char of theseTicks < 3 then 
         go to cd "Main Map" 
       else 
         if last char of theseTicks < 6 then 
           go to cd "Harmon Connections" 
         else 
            go to cd "Goliath Manor" 
         end if 
       end if 
    end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Note: this script controls the behavior of white space or non-button clicks. If the user clicks on white space while 
the seconds counter of their computer clock has a final digit of less than 3, they will go to: 
 card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]   
if the final digit is >=3 but <6, they will go to: 
 card 060 "Harmon Connections" [MS2_060_01.jpg] 
if the final digit is >6 they will go to: 
 card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd  
Background ID: 84187 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 84187, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_84187_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Quarry" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_025_02_fieldConnect1.jpg] and [MS2_025_02_fieldConnect2.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 _T.M. Davidson_ started Marble Quarry in 1874 to develop deposits in Devil’s Punch  
 Bowl. At first, he hauled his great blocks of marble on sleighs to Carbondale to be  
 shipped. After he persuaded Pitkin County to back the _Crystal River Railroad_, he 
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 could ship out even great blocks like the seventeen-ton block for the Tomb of the  
 Unknown Soldier. 
 
 Wealthy from the quarry, he built _Goliath Manor_ and brought out a bride from one  
 of the better Boston families. He donated enough marble to build the _Marble Edifice_,  
 a _church_ which also served as a _school_ and town hall. The workers lived in  
 ten-by-ten cabins made from felled pines. 
 
 In 1887, thirty-one miners were killed when a cliff face collapsed. 
 
 An 1894 strike led by the United Mine Workers Union against the low pay,  
 hazardous working conditions, and poor sanitary conditions lasted for three months.  
 Conditions improved somewhat. 
 
 Another fatal accident took the lives of fourteen men when a pack train hauling  
 marble to the railroad stumbled back into Devil’s Punch Bowl in 1897. In 1898, the  
 Spanish-American War broke out. Some of the workers left, but the quarry had  
 enough orders to enable it to continue. 
 
 Another strike erupted in 1901 and lasted for a year. Workers were hired back at  
 less pay, three dollars a day rather than four, and the same fourteen hours a day. 
 
 Colorado passed a law in 1903 demanding an eight-hour day for workers along with  
 other reforms. This law went largely unnoticed in the quarry.  
 
 In 1913, some thawed dynamite exploded, and twenty-five workers were killed. This  
 year also saw the Great Strike up and down Crystal River Valley, which marble  
 workers joined. The workers finally accepted T.M. Davidson’s offer of a ten-percent  
 wage increase, further safety measures, and promises to comply with the Colorado  
 state law. 
 
 Mr. Davidson died in 1914, but his business associates from Denver kept the quarry  
 and _manor_ going. 
 
 Depending on orders and economic stability, Marble Quarry continued to employ  
 anywhere from 20 to 75 workers until the Great Crash of 1929, when orders ceased.   
 The quarry disbanded.◊ 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _T.M. Davidson_    : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" 
[MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
   _Crystal River Railroad_ : "No poem is connected to this text." warning [mistake? 
should connect to card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg] ?]  
[FIXED 05/24/2011 by linking to card] 
   _Crystal River Railroad_ :  card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" 
[MS2_020_01.jpg] 
   _Goliath Manor_   : card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg] 
   _Marble Edifice_   : card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg] 
   _church_       : card 018 "Church2" or "First 
Congregationalist Church" [MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg] 
   _school_      : card 026 "School" or Marble 
Springs School" [MS2_026_01.jpg]  
   _manor_      : "No poem is connected to this 
text." warning [mistake? should connect to card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg]?] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 by linking card] 
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   _manor_      : card 021 "Goliath Manor" 
[MS2_021_01.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_025_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: T.M. Davidson       
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "T.M. Davidson"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_025_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Elizabeth Quincy Davidson 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number:  2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Lady Bountiful"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 046 "Lady Bountiful" [MS2_046_01_text.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_025_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Goliath Manor 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: 2799 Goliath Manor 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect dissolve slow 
   go to card "Goliath Manor" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_025_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Crystal River Railroad 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
[Type text] [Type text]   260 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: 3403 R Engine 1 
  Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg] 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_025_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Sven Jenson 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sven Jenson"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 147 "Sven Jenson" [MS2_147_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_025_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Henry Pitkin 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Henry Pitkin" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 172 "Henry Pitkin" [MS2_172_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_025_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Tom Stoner 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Tom Stoner"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 178 "Tom Stoner" [MS2_178_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_025_01_but08.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   261 
 Button name: Sandy McQuigg 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sandy McQuigg"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 152 "Sandy McQuigg" [MS2_152_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_025_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Ken Jones 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ken Jones"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 148 "Ken Jones" [MS2_148_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_025_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Laura Keeperly 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quilts" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 20 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_025_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Sadie Stoner 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
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   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Scraps"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_025_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Katy Stoner 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Katy's Creek"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but13: 
 [MS2_025_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Red Birch 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Half-Breed"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but14: 
 [MS2_025_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Towee 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ute Crossing" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but15: 
 [MS2_025_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: Billie Rose 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
[Type text] [Type text]   263 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Settling In"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but16: 
 [MS2_025_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Anne Harmon 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 24 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Wildflowers" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but17: 
 [MS2_025_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: Tim Harmon 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number: 17 
 Card button ID: 25 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Tim Harmon" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 138 "Tim Harmon" [MS2_138_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but18: 
 [MS2_025_01_but18.jpg]  
 Button name: Hui Sing 
 Card button number: 18 
 Card part number: 18 
 Card button ID:26 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Miss Sing" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but19: 
 [MS2_025_01_but19.jpg]  
 Button name: Fred Keeperly 
 Card button number: 19 
[Type text] [Type text]   264 
 Card part number: 19 
 Card button ID: 27 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Fred Keeperly" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 149 "Fred Keeperly" [MS2_149_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but20: 
 [MS2_025_01_but20.jpg]  
 Button name: Lillian Cooper 
 Card button number: 20 
 Card part number: 20 
 Card button ID: 28 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Reflections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 21 - 26 
------------------- 
but21: 
 [MS2_025_01_but21.jpg]  
 Button name: Quarry 
 Card button number: 21 
 Card part number: 21 
 Card button ID: 29 
 Icon ID: 18814 Quarry 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Quarry" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Quarry" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Quarry" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Quarry" [MS2_025_02_fieldQuarry.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Now 
   Raven's calls replace  
   the echoes of men and machines. 
 
   The man-smoothed cliffs of white  
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   look down upon their severed flesh 
   and long for snow. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
 
but22: 
 [MS2_025_01_but22.jpg]  
 Button name: Crystal River Railroad 
 Card button number: 22 
 Card part number: 22 
 Card button ID: 30 
 Icon ID: 3403 R Engine 1 
  Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
but23: 
 [MS2_025_01_but23.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Springs 
 Card button number: 23 
 Card part number: 23 
 Card button ID: 31 
 Icon ID: 26884 Town 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Town Map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
 
but24: 
 [MS2_025_01_but24.jpg]  
 Button name: Quarry 
 Card button number: 24 
 Card part number: 25 
 Card button ID: 33 
 Icon ID: 18814 Quarry 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Quarry" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Quarry" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Quarry" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Quarry" [MS2_025_02_fieldQuarry.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
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   Now 
   Raven's calls replace  
   the echoes of men and machines. 
 
   The man-smoothed cliffs of white  
   look down upon their severed flesh 
   and long for snow. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
but25: 
 [MS2_025_01_but25.jpg]  
 Button name: Ephraim Horner 
 Card button number: 25 
 Card part number: 27 
 Card button ID: 37 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Ephraim Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 187 "Ephraim Horner" [MS2_187_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but26: 
 [MS2_025_01_but26.jpg]  
 Button name: Mad Moses 
 Card button number: 26 
 Card part number: 28 
 Card button ID: 38 
 Icon ID: 11645 "Biil's Rolo" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Mad Moses" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Mad Moses" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Mad Moses" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Mad Moses" [MS2_025_02_fieldMoses1.jpg] and 
[MS2_025_02_fieldMoses2.jpg] 
  Field text:  
   " 
   Mad Moses of Marble 
 
   Born and raised in _Marble Springs_, _Ephraim_ Horner grew  
   gradually into the role of young, mad prophet.   As a small boy,  
   Ephraim never cared for classes or books and would wander  
   away from the schoolroom.  He followed the Crystal River,  
   scaling the narrow canyon walls.  "Holding God's earth with my  
   fingers" he would say when asked where he had been.  "To  
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   understand my God" he would answer when asked why. 
 
   _Pastor_ Horner at first blessed the fervor in his eldest son.  When  
   it became apparent to all of Marble Springs that Ephraim's  
   fervor had ripened into a full-blown hatred of man's mining and  
   quarry operations, the Pastor was still reluctant to condemn his  
   son.  "Everyone sees the Will of the Lord in a different way"  
   became one of his favorite sermons.   
 
   Ephraim's passion settled into tormenting and taunting the  
   quarry workers as they went to and from the morning and  
   evening shifts.  The workers at first patted him on the back and  
   gave him small marble carvings, which only served to raise his  
   rantings about "the destruction of God's flesh."  When Ephraim  
   started to wave a fully loaded Colt and call for flooding the  
   quarry, the workers let him alone. 
 
   _T.M. Davidson_ capitalized on the publicity and invited  
   columnists from the Rocky Mountain News, Ouray Times, and  
   Georgetown Gazette to "a sight of biblical passion in the  
   wilderness, our own Mad Moses of Marble."   
 
   Ephraim left Marble Springs soon after tourists began to take  
   the train up to the quarry to see him. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" 
[MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
     _Ephraim_   : "No poem is connected to this 
text." warning [Mistake? Should go to card 187 "Ephraim Horner" [MS2_187_01_text.jpg] ?] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 by linking to card] 
     _Ephraim_   :  card 187 "Ephraim Horner" 
[MS2_187_01_text.jpg] 
     _Pastor_    : card 144 "Pastor Horner" 
[MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
     _T.M. Davidson_  : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" 
[MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 026: “Marble Spring School,” Walkthrough 
MS2_026_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/14/2011 
[1200]-[1330] 1.5 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_026_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 026 
Card Name: School 
Card Number: 26  out of 204 
Card ID: 86665 
Contains 4 card field 
Contains 10 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on openCard 
  show card field "Roster" 
  pass openCard 
 end openCard 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up the 
   go to cd "Hair" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: the first script opens the field "Roster", which links to the various families [MS2_026_02_fieldRoster.jpg].] 
[Note: the second script controls mouse clicks in white space, sending the user to card 086 "Hair" 
[MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg] .] 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID:  86857 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 86857, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_86857_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   269 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_026_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 _Marble Springs_ first set up a school in 
 an abandoned prospector's cabin near 
 the graveyard in 1870. When the _Marble 
 Edifice_ was completed in 1879, the  
 school moved there and stayed until it 
 closed in 1932. 
  
 Attendance varied from three pupils to 
 thirty at the height of the silver boom 
 and the quarry (1885-1893). 
 
 Mr. _Randall_ Klaron taught from 1875 to 
 1890, and Miss _Zandra_ Miller taught 
 from 1890 to 1932. 
 " 
  Field links: 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Marble Edifice_ : card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg] 
  _Randall_   : card 150 "Randall Klaron" [MS2_150_01_text.jpg]  
  _Zandra_   : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_026_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Sarah 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sun's Gold"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_026_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Laura Harmon (Keeperly) 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quilts" 
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  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_026_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Ivy 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "How It Is" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 077 "How It Is" [MS2_077_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_026_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Emmy Mateson 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Whispers in Wine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_026_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Katy Stoner 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Katy's Creek" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_026_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Zandra Miller 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
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   go to card "Hair" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_026_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Sadie Burch (Stoner) 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Scraps" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_026_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: School 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over school graphic] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "School" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "School" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "School" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "School" [MS2_026_02_fieldSchool.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   "May what we learn here be entwined 
   in our hearts to carry us through any 
   future adversity." 
 
   _Zandra_ Miller wrote this school prayer 
   on the blackboard behind the pulpit 
   each morning. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Zandra_   : card 086 "Hair" 
[MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_026_01_but09.jpg]  
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 Button name: Emily Morrison 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 24 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "School Days" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 087 "School Days" [MS2_087_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_026_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Roll 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 25 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Roll call" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Roll call" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Roll call" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Roll call" [MS2_026_02_fieldRoll.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   After a child carves a name on young _aspen_, 
   the aspen grows around the rough edges of  
   the wound until grey scars are all that 
   remain of the _carver_. 
 
   But not everyone carves a name. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _aspen_ : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg] 
     _carver_ : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------------------- 
Card Field "Roster" links 
--------------------------------- 
_Cattering_  : card 033 "Cattering Connections" [MS2_033_01.jpg]  
_Cole_    : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg]  
_Granger_   : card 054 "Granger Connections" [MS2_054_01.jpg]  
_Harmon_, Tim : card 060 "Harmon Connections" [MS2_060_01.jpg]  
_Harmon_, Sam : card 060 "Harmon Connections" [MS2_060_01.jpg]  
_Heollstar_  : card 065 "Heollstar Connections" [MS2_065_01.jpg]  
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_Horner_   : card 067 'Horner Connections" [MS2_067_01.jpg]  
_Jenson_   : card 071 "Jenson Connections" [MS2_071_01.jpg]  
_Keeperly_  : card 060 "Harmon Connections" [MS2_060_01.jpg]  
_Mateson_   : card 081 "Mateson Connections" [MS2_081_01.jpg]  
_Morrison_  : card 088 "Morrison Connections" [MS2_088_01.jpg]  
_Rubenstien_  : card 079 "Rubenstien Connections" [MS2_079_01.jpg] 
_Smith_   : card 102 "Smith Connections" [MS2_102_01.jpg]  
_Stokes_   : card 104 "Stokes Connections" [MS2_104_01.jpg]  
_Turner_   : card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
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Card 027: “Sugar Boy Mine,” Walkthrough 
MS2_027_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/14/2011 
[1330] - [1420] 1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1010]-[1015] 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_027_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 027  
Card Name: Sugar Boy 
Card Number:  27 out of 204 
Card ID: 90878 
Contains 3 card field 
Contains 13 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up the 
   go to card "Billie and Joe Connections" 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: This script is meant to control clicks in white space and send users to the card "Billie and Joe Connections." 
How there is no card by this name. The card with the Davidsons on it is called "Davidson Connections: card 047 
"Davidson Connections [MS2_047_01.jpg]  This is likely an naming convention error.] 
 
[FIXED: 05/24/2011 changed script] 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
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  if the optionKey is up the 
   go to card "Cattering Connections" 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: This script is meant to control clicks in white space and send users to the card "Cattering Connections," card 
033 "Cattering Connections" [MS2_033_01.jpg]] 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_027_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 _Old Joe_ prospected Sugar Boy Mountain,  a  
 mid-sized mountain flanking the _Crystal River  
 Valley_. In 1872, he uncovered two large silver veins,  
 and he secretly mined what he could. He showed the  
 high-grade ore to _Mr. Davidson_, who then became  
 his partner to buy out all other claims on Sugar  
 Boy. The Sugar Boy Mine prospered under Joe’s  
 care, employing two ten-man shifts a day and  
 producing $100,000 of silver a year in its heyday.  
 The veins had not tapped out when the Panic of  
 1893 forced the mine to close.  
 
 Since Marble Springs had _shunned_ the largesse of a  
 grizzled prospector and former prostitute, Old Joe  
 and his wife, _Billie Rose_, had not squandered their  
 savings on luxuries.  Thus, they stayed on Sugar  
 Boy in comfort and raised their family. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Old Joe_     : card 116 "Joe Cattering" 
[MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg]  
   _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
   _Mr. Davidson_   : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
   _shunned_    : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
   _Billie Rose_    : card 032 "Settling In" 
[MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
 
  
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_027_01_but01.jpg]  
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 Button name: Billie Rose 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Settling In" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_027_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Mandy Turner 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Striking Silver" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_027_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Sadie Stoner 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Scraps" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_027_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Old Joe 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Joe Cattering"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 116 "Joe Cattering" [MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_027_01_but05.jpg]  
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 Button name: Sugar Boy 
 Card button number: 5  
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: 32159 Marker Cross 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Sugar Boy" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Sugar Boy" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Sugar Boy" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Sugar Boy" [MS2_027_02_fieldSugar.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Now  
   The boards creak softly inward,  
   luring unwary passers-by 
   to dream the dream once more. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_027_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Alvina Heollstar 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Eyes" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_027_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Jud Heollstar 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Jud Heollstar" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 142 "Jud Heollstar" [MS2_142_01_text.jpg]  
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but08: 
 [MS2_027_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: T.M. Davidson 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "T.M. Davidson" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_027_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Will Turner 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Will Turner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 180 "Will Turner" [MS2_180_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_027_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Sugar Boy 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: [none] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Sugar Boy" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "Sugar Boy" 
   else 
    show card field "Sugar Boy" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp  
 Links to: card pop-up field "Sugar Boy" [MS2__02_field.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Now  
   The boards creak softly inward,  
   luring unwary passers-by 
   to dream the dream once more. 
   " 
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    Field links: 
     [None]s: 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 13 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_027_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Randomizer 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 25 
 Icon ID: [transparent box, at top of card] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   randomizer 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [For explanation of Randomizer script, see [MS2_randomizer_script.txt].] 
 
but12: 
 [MS2_027_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Randomizer 
 Card button number:12 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 26 
 Icon ID: [transparent box, below "Sadie Stoner"] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   randomizer 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [For explanation of Randomizer script, see [MS2_randomizer_script.txt].] 
 
but13: 
 [MS2_027_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: sure-fire test 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID:27 
 Icon ID: [transparent box, right of "Old Joe", covering cul-de-sac] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "test" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "test" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "test" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "test" [MS2_027_02_fieldTest.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Old  Joe's sure-fire test for Gold 
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   Slightly wet the nugget and rub  
   vigorously with lunar caustic.   
   Silver and gold will withstand the  
   harshness with nary a scratch, while  
   poorer metals will be quite black. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
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Card 028: “White Owl,” Walkthrough 
MS2_028_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/14/2011 
[1425] - [1555] 1.5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1015]-[1018] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_028_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card  028 
Card Name:  White Owl 
Card Number:  28 out of 204 
Card ID:  80212 
Contains 4 card field 
Contains 29 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
on openCard 
  play "gunshot" tempo 200 c d c c d 
  -- 
  pass openCard 
end openCard 
on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
    go to cd "Mateson Connector" 
  end if 
end mouseUp 
 
[The first script plays the sound of gun shots and ricochets.] 
[Second script controls the clicks on white space, sending users to "Mateson Connector". How ever this link does 
not work, as the target card is named "Mateson Connections,"  card 081 "Mateson Connections" 
[MS2_081_01.jpg] .] 
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[FIXED by changing the script] 
Now: 
Script: 
on openCard 
  play "gunshot" tempo 200 c d c c d 
  -- 
  pass openCard 
end openCard 
on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
    go to cd "Mateson Connections" 
  end if 
end mouseUp 
 
[The first script plays the sound of gun shots and ricochets.] 
[Second script controls the clicks on white space, sending users to "Mateson Connections,"  card 081 "Mateson 
Connections" [MS2_081_01.jpg] .] 
 
 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_028_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Saloons littered _Marble Springs_’ streets with  
 raucous music and mystery. The White Owl  
 crowned these places. _Jake_ started the White Owl  
 in 1876. When he was injured in a gambling  
 accident, _Emmy_ took over. By turning the White  
 Owl into a _train_ station resthouse and inn, Emmy  
 straddled the line of respectability and held on  
 while all the other saloons dried out from the  
 Silver Panic and the _women's vote_. The inn lasted  
 until the Mateson sisters’ deaths when a  
 snowslide buried the inn in the winter of 1929. 
 " 
[Note: The field text is partially obscured by the buttons for "Griffith” and "Maddy Bates," as seen in 
[MS2_028_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. ] 
 
  Field links: 
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
   _Jake_    : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
   _Emmy_   : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" 
[MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
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   _train_    : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" 
[MS2_020_01.jpg]  
   _women's vote_ : card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" [MS2_199_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_028_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: White Owl 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: 22978 Home Big 2 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "White Owl" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "White Owl" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "White Owl" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "White Owl" [MS2_028_02_fieldOwl.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Then 
   Voices slur into the 
   night. Pans clatter;  
   someone tunes a fiddle.  
   In the forgetting of  
   things, you found  
   peace.  
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
      
but02: 
 [MS2_028_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Boards 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over the graphic of an owl in flight] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Boards" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Boards" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
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    show card field "Boards" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Boards" [MS2_028_02_fieldBoards.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Now 
   Boards tumble over  
   each other, tearing at the few 
   remaining shards of glass  
   in the window panes,  
   groping for the fresh cold  
   sun of winter. 
 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_028_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Bridget O'Shanty 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_028_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Ida Jenkins 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Red Ribbons"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_028_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Billie Rose Cattering 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 14 
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 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Settling In" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_028_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Emmy Mateson 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Whispers in Wine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_028_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Millie Horner 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Respect" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_028_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Abigail Miller 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Cover Up" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_028_01_but09.jpg]  
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 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
 
but10: 
 [MS2_028_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Edna Harris 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Breaking Points"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 20 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_028_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Mathilda Granger 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "In His Name" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_028_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "The Washerwoman" 
  end mouseUp 
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 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but13: 
 [MS2_028_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Rebecca Reaver 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Conning Through' 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 098 "Conning Through" [MS2_098_01_text.jpg]  
 
but14: 
 [MS2_028_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Mollie Mateson 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Crumbs" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
 
but15: 
 [MS2_028_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: Ruby Mateson 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 24 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "French" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
but16: 
 [MS2_028_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Jake Mateson 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 25 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Jake Mateson" 
  end mouseUp 
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 Links to: card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
 
but17: 
 [MS2_028_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: Bart Morrison 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number: 17 
 Card button ID: 26 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Bart Morrison" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 154 " Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
 
but18: 
 [MS2_028_01_but18.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 18 
 Card part number: 18 
 Card button ID: 28 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but19: 
 [MS2_028_01_but19.jpg]  
 Button name: Jail 
 Card button number: 19 
 Card part number: 21 
 Card button ID: 33 
 Icon ID: 1011 Jail 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect dissolve slow 
   go to card "jail" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
 
but20: 
 [MS2_028_01_but20.jpg]  
 Button name: Crystal River Railroad 
 Card button number: 20 
 Card part number: 22 
 Card button ID: 31 
 Icon ID: 3404 R engine 1 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
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 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 21 -29 
------------------- 
but21: 
 [MS2_028_01_but21.jpg]  
 Button name: politics 
 Card button number: 21 
 Card part number: 23 
 Card button ID: 34 
 Icon ID: 14380  
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "politics" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "politics" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "politics" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "politics" [MS2_028_02_fieldPolitcs.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Hand in hand go politics and the  
   saloon. The corner saloon is  
   the recruiting station of the  
   ward boss...To these resorts  
   would be attracted not so much  
   the mother or the _society  
   suffragette_, but the poor  
   _working woman_; the woman  
   who often has no home, or little  
   money, and craves _excitement_. 
 
   ~Wages and the Ballot~ by Miss  
   Mary Dean Adams. 
   " 
 [Note: The field text is partially obscured by buttons "Matthew Cole" and "Paul Granger" as shown in 
[MS2_028_02_fieldPolitcs.jpg].] 
[FIXED] 
    Field links: 
     _society suffragette_ : card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" 
[MS2_199_01_text.jpg]  
     _working woman_  : card 109 "Striking Silver" 
[MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
     _craves excitement_   : card 098 "Conning 
Through" [MS2_098_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but22: 
 [MS2_028_01_but22.jpg]  
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 Button name: Alison James 
 Card button number: 22 
 Card part number: 25 
 Card button ID: 36 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Tribulation" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" [MS2_199_01_text.jpg] 
 
but23: 
 [MS2_028_01_but23.jpg]  
 Button name: Alfred James 
 Card button number: 23 
 Card part number: 26 
 Card button ID: 37 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Alfred James" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 146 "Alfred James" [MS2_146_01_text.jpg]  
 
but24: 
 [MS2_028_01_but24.jpg]  
 Button name: Cleo Cat 
 Card button number: 24 
 Card part number: 27 
 Card button ID: 38 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Cleo Cat" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
 
but25: 
 [MS2_028_01_but25.jpg]  
 Button name: Paul Granger 
 Card button number: 25 
 Card part number: 28 
 Card button ID: 39 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Paul Granger" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 129 "Paul Granger" [MS2_129_01_text.jpg]  
 
but26: 
 [MS2_028_01_but26.jpg] 
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 Button name: Matthew Cole 
 Card button number: 26 
 Card part number: 29 
 Card button ID: 40 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Matthew Cole" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but27: 
 [MS2_028_01_but27.jpg]  
 Button name: Maddy Bates 
 Card button number: 27 
 Card part number: 30 
 Card button ID: 43 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Maddy Bates" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg]  
 
but28: 
 [MS2_028_01_but28.jpg]  
 Button name: Pastor Horner 
 Card button number: 28 
 Card part number: 31 
 Card button ID: 44 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Pastor Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
 
but29: 
 [MS2_028_01_but29.jpg]  
 Button name: Griffith 
 Card button number: 29 
 Card part number: 33 
 Card button ID: 45 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Griffith" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 131 "Griffith" [MS2_131_01_text.jpg] 
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Card 029: “Bates Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_029_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/14/2011 
[1600]-[1630] .5 
 
[Error corrected on 12/05/2011] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_029_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 029 
Card Name: Bates Connections 
Card Number:  29 out of 204 
Card ID: 85077  
Contains 4 card field 
Contains 9 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
    set the cursor to busy 
    visual effect dissolve fast to white 
    visual effect dissolve fast to card 
    if the optionKey is up then 
       go to cd "Maddy Bates" 
    end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Note: Clicks in white space will go to card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg].] 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_029_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Saloons littered _Marble Springs_’ streets with  
 raucous music and mystery. The White Owl  
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 crowned these places. _Jake_ started the White Owl  
 in 1876. When he was injured in a gambling  
 accident, _Emmy_ took over. By turning the White  
 Owl into a _train_ station resthouse and inn, Emmy  
 straddled the line of respectability and held on  
 while all the other saloons dried out from the  
 Silver Panic and the _women's vote_. The inn lasted  
 until the Mateson sisters’ deaths when a  
 snowslide buried the inn in the winter of 1929. 
 " 
[Note: The field text is partially obscured by the buttons for "Susannah Smith” and "Maddy Bates," as seen in 
[MS2_029_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. ] 
[Error fixed: 12/05/2011 by sending buttons back and bringing field forward.] 
 
  Field links: 
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
   _Jake_    : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
   _Emmy_   : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" 
[MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
   _train_    : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" 
[MS2_020_01.jpg]  
   _women's vote_ : card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" [MS2_199_01_text.jpg] 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_029_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: White Owl 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: 22978 Home Big 2 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   show card field "White Owl"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "White Owl" [MS2_028_02_fieldOwl.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Then 
   Voices slur into the 
   night. Pans clatter;  
   someone tunes a fiddle.  
   In the forgetting of  
   things, you found  
   peace.  
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_029_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Emmy Mateson 
 Card button number: 2 
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 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Whispers in Wine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_029_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_029_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Edna Harris 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Breaking Points"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_029_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 28 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but06: 
 [MS2_029_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Crystal River Railroad 
 Card button number: 6 
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 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 31 
 Icon ID: 3404 R engine 1 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
but07: 
 [MS2_029_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Maddy Bates 
 Card button number: 27 
 Card part number: 30 
 Card button ID: 43 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 14 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Maddy Bates" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg]  
 
but08: 
 [MS2_029_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Susannah Smith 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 44 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Literary Society" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but09: 
 [MS2_029_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Quarry 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 45 
 Icon ID:18814 Quarry 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quarry" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
[Notes: 2 fields are not show on the card, "Politics" and "Boards" which are seen on card 028 "White Owl".] 
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Card 030: “Searches,” Walkthrough 
MS2_030_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/14/2011 
[2250]-[206] .25 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_030_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 030 
Card Name: Searches 
Card Number:  30 out of 204 
Card ID: 7080  
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
Card Background Name: Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_030_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
The end was here, 
she thought. 
 
The end of black, burnt 
beans soaked too long— 
stone-ground corn  
always making 
tortillas too bloody 
and coffee too bitter. 
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Of flour-sack  
dresses without  
one ruffle. 
 
It wasn’t. 
 
Constanza Ascencione 
left for the Comstock Lode 
after breaking the last needle 
on _Martha_’s sewing machine— 
the only one around. ◊ 
" 
 
 Text links: 
  _Martha_ : card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_030_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
 Constanza Ascencione 
1856–1893 
 
Adventuress, prostitute. Followed the mining camps.◊ 
" 
 
 Title links: 
  [none] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_030_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_030_04_biblio.jpg] 
" 
Echevarria, Evelio and Jose Otero. ~Hispanic Colorado: Four Centuries—History  
and Heritage~. Fort Collins, Colorado:  Centennial Publications, 1976. 
 
~The Hispanic Contribution to the State of Colorado~. Edited by José de Orís. 
Boulder, Colorado:  Westview Press, 1976. 
" 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_030_05_graphic.jpg] 
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The graphic element is a drawing of a flower sack. There is  transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in 
[MS2_030_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Conning Through" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 098 "Conning Through" [MS2_098_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 031: “Directory,” Walkthrough 
 
MS2_031_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/14/2011 
[2308] - [2400] 1 
2/15/2011 
[0000] - [0130] 1.5 
2.5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_031_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 031 
Card Name: Directory 
Card Number: 31  out of 204 
Card ID: 32910 
Contains 2 card field 
Contains 3 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
--• CRB  This function used by buttons over up and down arrows 
--• CRB  on leftmost scrolling field, as well as script of same field 
--• CRB  This allows smooth scrolling across multiple fields. 
function theFields 
  return "field id 75,field id 1,field id 74" 
end theFields 
 
 
Card Background Name: Directory bkgnd 
Background ID: 38284 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 38284, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_38284_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_031_02_fieldTitle.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
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 " 
 Handle the _name_s 
 gently, 
    as if 
 they had the power 
    to _conjure_ life. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _name_ : card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg]  
   _conjure_ : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
[Note: This card is the directory or table of contents listing, in the left hand column, the Titles of the poems, 
followed, in the right hand column, by the character's name the poem is devoted to, and the name of the 
author/authors if the author is not Deena Larsen, or an additional author besides Deena Larsen has submitted a poem 
or co-wrote with Deena. The layout of the page can be seen in the following series of images: 
 [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg] 
 [MS2_031_01_scroll2.jpg] 
 [MS2_031_01_scroll3.jpg] 
 [MS2_031_01_scroll4.jpg] 
 [MS2_031_01_scroll5.jpg] 
 [MS2_031_01_scroll6.jpg].] 
 
[Buttons 1 and 2 are simply dead spacers between the columns of the Directory lists. Button 3 is the button for the 
title "Directory" discussed above.] 
  
 
 
 
-------------------------------- 
Directory 
-------------------------------- 
 
Prologue   card 006 "Prologue" [MS2_006_02_prologue.jpg]  
Speculations  card 010 "Write Help" or "Completeness" [MS2_010_01_text.jpg 
Credits  card 186 "New Authors" or "Credits" [MS2_186_03_newauthors_01.jpg] 
Journeys   card 002 "Journeys" [MS2_002_01_text.jpg] 
History   card 008 "Histories" [MS2_008_01_text.jpg] 
Author   card 009 "Authors" [MS2_009_01_text.jpg] 
........................................................................ ...............................................................  
Searches ..................................................... Constanza Ascencione card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg]  
Chests of Stone........................................... Maddy Bates, Alex Brown card 185 "Chests of Stone" 
[MS2_185_01_textB.jpg] 
Cleo at the White Owl............................. Cleo Cat, Sarah Smith card 197 "Cleo at the White Owl" 
[MS2_197_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_197_01_textB2.jpg]   
Settling In .............................................. Billie Rose Cattering card 032 "Settling In" 
[MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
Silk Colors ..................................................   Penny Cernak   card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg] 
Aspen Gold ............................................ Leah Cole card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
Gleaner ....................................................... Naomi Cole, Deena Larsen  card 200 "Gleaner" or "Naomi 
Cole" [MS2_200_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_200_01_textB2.jpg] 
Marriage........................................................... Ruth Cole, Sarah Smith card 198 "Marriage" 
[MS2_198_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_198_01_textB2.jpg] 
Rules ............................................................. Rachel Cole card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
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Intemperance............................................. Rachel Cole, Len Edgerly card 037 "Intemperance" 
[MS2_037_01_textB1.jpg],  [MS2_037_01_textB2.jpg]   
untitled........................................................   Matthew Cole, Kathy House card 121 "untitled" 
[MS2_121_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_121_01_textB2.jpg]  
untitled........................................................   Matthew Cole, Chris Willerton card 121 "untitled" 
[MS2_121_01_textC1.jpg], [MS2_121_01_textC2.jpg]  
Reflections ....................................................... Lillian Cooper  card 040 "Reflections" 
[MS2_040_01_text.jpg]  
Night Winds ........................................... Caroline Croft card 042 "Night Winds" [MS2_042_01_text.jpg]  
The Seekers ........................................... Mabel Crow card 043 "The Seekers" [MS2_043_01_text.jpg]  
Peggy’s Diary ........................................ Peggy Dagmar card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg]  
Lady Bountiful ........................................ Elizabeth Quincy Davidson card 046 "Lady Bountiful" 
[MS2_046_01_text.jpg]  
Doc Nancy .................................................. Nancy Ellimar  card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
Promises .................................................. Edith Gaylor card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
Un-mining Clancy................................ Clancy Gaylor, Harry Fulsom card 127 "Un-mining Clancy" 
[MS2_127_01_textB.jpg]  
Moving On .................................................... Perry Sue Gladston card 052 "Moving On" 
[MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
In His Name ................................................ Matilda Granger card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
Keeping the Peace................................. Matilda Granger, Sarah Smith card 053 "Keeping the Peace" 
[MS2_053_01_textB.jpg]  
Seeing the Elephant ................................ Victoria Green card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" 
[MS2_055_01_text1.jpg]  
The Griffin's Price..................................................... Griffith, Sandora Chappelle card 131 "The Griffin's 
Price" [MS2_131_01_textB1.jpg] , [MS2_131_01_textB2.jpg] , [MS2_131_01_textB3.jpg]  
Strength ...................................................... Enid Grimes card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg]  
Sun’s Gold ................................................. Sarah Grimes card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
Wildflowers ................................................... Anne Harmon card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg]  
Mountain Sunrise ................................... Dell Harmon card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
untitled...................................................... Tim Harmon, Jennifer Whitten card 138 "untitled" 
[MS2_138_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_138_01_textB2.jpg] 
Breaking Points ...................................... Edna Harris card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
Eyes ............................................................. Alvina Heollstar card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
THE PERFECT STRENGTH.................. Ed Horner, Adolph Montaña card 144 "The Perfect Strength" 
[MS2_144_01_textC1.jpg] , [MS2_144_01_textC2.jpg] ,[MS2_144_01_textC3.jpg]  
Untitled......................................................... Ed Horner, Chris Willerton card 144 "untitled" 
[MS2_144_01_textB1.jpg] , [MS2_144_01_textB2.jpg]  
Salvation’s Hands...................................... Ephraim Horner, Robert and Deena card 187 "Salvation's Hands" 
[MS2_187_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_187_01_textB2.jpg]  
Firelight ...................................................... Lottie Horner card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
Caretaker..................................................... Mariah Horner, Deena Larsen card 190 "Caretaker" 
[MS2_190_01_textB.jpg] 
Respect ....................................................... Millie Horner card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg] 
Tribulation ................................................. Allison James, Marion Albrecht card 199 "Tribulation" 
[MS2_199_01_textB1.jpg] 
Providing...................................................... Alfred James, Marion Albrecht card 146 "Providing" 
[MS2_146_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_146_01_textB2.jpg] 
Red Ribbons .............................................. Ida May Jenkins card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
Sven’s Wife ................................................ Ingrid Jenson card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg] 
Quilts ............................................................ Laura Keeperly card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
Confinement ............................................... Sue Langley card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg] 
Baking Bread ........................................ Hezekiah Lincoln card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg] 
How It Is ................................................... Ivy Lincoln card 077 "How It Is" [MS2_077_01_text.jpg] 
Whispers in Wine ..................................... Emmy Mateson card 080 "Whispers in Wine" 
[MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
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Crumbs ......................................................... Mollie Mateson card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
French .......................................................... Ruby Mateson card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
Cover Up ....................................................... Abigail Miller card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg]  
Hair ................................................................ Zandra Miller card 086 "Hair" 
[MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
Cashed Out................................................... Bart Morrison, Robert L. Smith card 157 "Cashed Out" 
[MS2_157_01_textB.jpg 
School Days ............................................... Emily Morrison  card 087 "School Days" [MS2_087_01_text.jpg]  
The Silence of Things ............................... Lizzie Morrison, Robert and Deena card 179 "The Silence of Things" 
[MS2_179_01_textB.jpg]  
Gathering Rituals........................................... Straw Morrison, Deena Larsen card 166 "Gathering Rituals" 
[MS2_166_01_textB.jpg]  
The Accomplice ..................................... Mariam Nolan card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
Counting ..................................................... Bridget O’Shanty card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
Lone Rock Canyon Road........................ Bridget O’Shanty, Ray Kerr card 089 "Lone Rock Canyon 
Road" [MS2_089_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_089_01_textB2.jpg] 
His Hands ................................................... Charity Paine card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
Ute Crossing .............................................. Towee Pitkin card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text1.jpg]  
Half-breed ............................................. Red Birch Pitkin card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  
Opening the Quarryman’s Grave.................................. Sàndor Popovìc, Robert L. Smith card 196 
"Opening the Quarryman's Grave" [MS2_196_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_196_01_textB2.jpg] 
Waiting ....................................................... Lucy Rainer card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg] 
Conning Through ...................................... Rebecca Reaver card 098 "Conning Through" [MS2_098_01_text.jpg]  
Investments ............................................... Ilsa Rubenstien card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg] 
Untitled......................................................... Luc San, Harry Fulsom card 175 "Untitled" 
[MS2_175_01_textB.jpg]  
Miss Sing ..................................................... Hui Sing card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg]  
Literary Society ...................................... Susannah Smith card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
Reassurances ........................................ Chirpy Stokes card 103 "Reassurances" [MS2_103_01_text.jpg]  
Nowhere ...................................................... Martha Stokes card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg] 
China............................................................. Richard Stokes, Jenny Kimber card 177 "China" 
[MS2_177_01_textB1.jpg] , [MS2_177_01_textB2.jpg]  
Katy’s Creek ............................................... Katy Stoner card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]  
Scraps ......................................................... Sadie Stoner card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
Blacksmith................................................... Tom Stoner, Cindy Woods card 178 "Blacksmith" 
[MS2_178_01_textB1.jpg] , [MS2_178_01_textB2.jpg], [MS2_178_01_textB3.jpg] , [MS2_178_01_textB4.jpg] , 
[MS2_178_01_textB5.jpg], [MS2_178_01_textB6.jpg]   
Striking Silver ........................................... Mandy Turner card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
Out of Egypt ............................................. Missy Vernon card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg]  
Abandoned .................................................. Hazel Wringle card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg] 
Left Behind .................................................. Jenny Wringle card 114 "Left Behind" [MS2_114_01_text.jpg]  
Mail Order Bride .................................... Hatsuki Yamamoto card 115 "Mail Order Bride" 
[MS2_115_01_text.jpg]  
The Washerwoman .................................. Washerwoman card 111 "The Washerwoman" 
[MS2_111_01_text1.jpg] 
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 Black Queen Mine card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg] 
 Chokecherry Wine, Robert L. Smith card 201 "Chokecherry wine" [MS2_201_01_textB1.jpg] ,  
[MS2_201_01_textB2.jpg]  
 Cole’s General Mercantile card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg]  
 Crow’s Mountain card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg] 
 Crystal River Railroad card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 Crystal River Valley card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
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 First Congregationalist Church card 018 "Church2" or "First Congregationalist Church" 
[MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg]  
 Goliath Manor card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg]  
 Graveyard card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 Ladies Aid Society card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 The Marble Edifice card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg]  
 Marble Springs Jail card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
 Marble Springs card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 Quarry card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 Marble Springs School card 026 "School" or Marble Springs School" [MS2_026_01.jpg] 
 Sugar Boy Mine card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg]  
 The White Owl card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg] 
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Card 032: “Settling In,” Walkthrough 
MS2_032_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/16/2011 
[1110]-[1210] 
 1 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_032_01_text1.jpg] 
MS2 Card 032 
Card Name: Settling In 
Card Number: 32  out of 204 
Card ID: 25265 
Contains 0 card field 
Contains 10 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_032_01_text1.jpg], [MS2_032_01_text2.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Billie Rose forged herself a new character 
after that unfortunate Dublin brawl. 
Then she sailed for the new world 
in _search_ of Gold and good times. 
  
Plied her passage, travelled on the rails 
by cozening up to a few conductors. 
At the _White Owl_, she took one look— 
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green summer glistening 
on smooth puncheon floors. 
 
Declared to _Emmy_ she was aiming 
to stay right there. Drank and shot  
with the boys from the _quarry_.  
Declared herself mighty pleased  
with marble busts they carved her. 
 
Settled down with _Old Joe_  
and his mine on _Sugar Boy_.  
Had three boys and a little girl— 
the girl for luck, Billie Rose _laugh_ed  
with _Bridget_ over cups of  
China tea in her sun- 
drenched cabin over the mine. 
 
And the dust sounds of hunger,  
crowded streets, and textile factories 
slowly melted into the silences 
of shivering aspen and the distant shouts 
of her boys playing in the pilings. ◊ 
" 
 
 Text links: 
  _search_ : card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg]     
  
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]     
  _Emmy_  : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
  _quarry_  : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg] 
  _Old Joe_  : card 116 "Joe Cattering" [MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg] 
  _Sugar Boy_ : card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg] 
  _laugh_  : card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg] 
  _Bridget_  : card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
    
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_032_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Billie Rose Cattering, née Murphy 
1856–1902 
 
Born in Dublin. Billie Rose was a house servant until given a bad character. She  
left for America and became a prostitute at the _White Owl_. Married _Joe  
Cattering_, a miner who had struck it rich on _Sugar Boy_. In an effort to join  
_Marble Springs_’ high society, Joe donated a new roof for the _Marble Edifice_. 
_Rachel Cole_ refused to let Billie Rose join the _Ladies Aid_, so Billie Rose started 
her own Charity Relief Fund.  
 
She had three boys and three girls.  The twin girls died at one month. 
" 
 
 Title links: 
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  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]   
  
  _Old Joe_   : card 116 "Joe Cattering" [MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg] 
  _Sugar Boy_  : card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg] 
  
  _Marble Springs_: card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
  _Marble Edifice_ : card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg] 
  _Rachel Cole_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
  _Ladies Aid_  : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" 
[MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_032_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_032_04_biblio.jpg] 
Jack, Ellen E. ~The Fate of a Fairy~. Chicago: M.A. Donahue and Company 
Publishers, 1910. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_032_05_graphic.jpg] 
Picture of a cabin in the lower right corner of the card. 
This graphic, rather than linking to jus 1 other card, has 10 buttons on it. They are show in 
[MS2_032_05_butView.jpg], and they are described below: 
 
-------------------------------------- 
Graphic Element Buttons 1 -10 
-------------------------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_032_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over portion of cabin] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_032_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
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 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over portion of cabin] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Mountain Sunrise" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_032_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over portion of cabin] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Silk Colors" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_032_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over portion of cabin] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Red Ribbons" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_032_05_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over portion of cabin] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Conning Though" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 098 "Conning Through" [MS2_098_01_text.jpg] 
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but06: 
 [MS2_032_05_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over portion of cabin] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Seeing the Elephant" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_032_05_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over portion of cabin] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "The Washerwoman" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_032_05_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over portion of cabin] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "His Hands" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_032_05_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over portion of cabin] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
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   go to card "His Hands" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_032_05_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 24 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over portion of cabin] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "His Hands" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg] 
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Card 033: “Cattering Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_033_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/16/2011 
[1220]-[1310] 1 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_033_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 033 
Card Name:  Cattering Connections 
Card Number:  33 out of 204 
Card ID: 52016 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 13 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
   visual effect dissolve fast to white 
   visual effect dissolve fast to card 
   if the optionKey is up then 
    go to cd "Settling In" 
   end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Script controls response to clicks in white space. User will go to: 
 card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg].] 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711  
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_033_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
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 Damn it, _laugh_ter IS God's 
 way of showing his _respect_. 
 
 _Billie Rose_ said to _Pastor 
 Horner_ the last time she went 
 to any of his sermons. 
 " 
  Field links: 
  _laugh_   : card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg] 
  _respect_   : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Billie Rose_  : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_033_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Billie Rose 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Settling In" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_033_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Mathilda Granger 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "In His Name" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_033_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
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   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_033_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Bridget O'Shanty 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_033_01_but05.jpg] 
 Button name: Mandy Turner 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Striking Silver" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_033_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Sadie Stoner 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Scraps" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_033_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Old Joe 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
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 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Joe Cattering" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 116 "Joe Cattering" [MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg] 
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_033_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Edifice 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8  
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over church graphic] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to cd (the short name of the target) 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_033_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Sugar Boy 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID:  [transparent box over "X" graphic] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to cd (the short name of the target)  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_033_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Jail 
 Card button number: 10  
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID:  [transparent box over "Jail" graphic] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to cd (the short name of the target)  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 13 
------------------- 
but11: 
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 [MS2_033_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Quarry 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID:  [transparent box over "Quarry" graphic] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to cd (the short name of the target) 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_033_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: White Owl 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID:  [transparent box over saloon graphic] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to cd (the short name of the target) 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
but13: 
 [MS2_033_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]   
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Card 034: “Silk Colors,” Walkthrough 
MS2_034_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/16/2011 
[1340]-[1400] .33 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_034_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 034 
Card Name: Silk Colors 
Card Number:  34 out of 204 
Card ID: 15717 
Contains 0 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_034_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
On those dark mornings,  
it was impossible to tell 
ducks from stones in 
Sawyer’s old mill pond. 
 
Penny hurried to keep up, 
beating her hands  
for a little warmth. 
 
And she tried not to think 
about who would cry today— 
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docked time for a misstep, 
a lost finger, an arm. 
 
Silly, _Ida_ called her, 
those first few days they spoke. 
Silly to smile at colored bobbins 
or lengths of coiled cotton. 
 
After they saved enough money 
to leave the mills for the West,  
Penny still rose early.  
 
But now she spread fresh  
lengths of sun-soaked  
pine branches  
for her Ida to smile at. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Ida_ : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg] 
  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_034_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Penny Cernak 
1870–1930 
 
_Ida_ Jenkins’ partner in the millinery  
shop _Matthew_ Cole owned. Grew up in Ipswich Falls, Massachusetts. Started to  
work in the textile mills when she was eight. When Ida’s father died, he left 
enough money for them to come out West.◊ 
 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Ida_   : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg] 
  _Matthew_ : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg] 
  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_034_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_034_04_biblio.jpg] 
~The Last Generation:  Work and 
Life in the Textile Mills of Lowell, 
Massachusetts, 1910-1960.~ 
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Edited by  Mary H. Blewett, 
Amherst, Massachusetts:  University of Massachusetts Press, 1990. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_034_05_graphic.jpg] 
Image of two human heads surrounded by scroll work wings, evoking image of angels. 
 
 
 [MS2_034_05_graphic.jpg]  
 Button name: Go see Ida 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over above described image] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
     visual effect scroll left slow 
     play "flute" tempo 200 d g b d d b 
     go to card "Red Ribbons"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg] 
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Card 035: “Penny and Ida Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_035_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/16/2011 
[1400]-[1425] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1020]-[1024] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_035_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 035  
Card Name: Penny and Ida Connections 
Card Number: 35  out of 204 
Card ID: 60878 
Contains 2 card field 
Contains 7 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Red Ribbons" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: this script controls click in white space. The user will go to: card 069 "Red Ribbons" 
[MS2_069_01_text.jpg].] 
 
Card Background Name: Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
---------------------- 
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Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_035_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 _Penny_ once quilted a daisy 
 chain coverlet for _Ida_. "For 
 our _dreams_," she said.  
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Penny_ : card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg]  
   _Ida_  : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg] 
   _dreams_ : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 - 7 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_035_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Society 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number:1 
 Card button ID:1 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Ladies Aid" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_035_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Millie Horner 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Respect" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_035_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Ida Jenkins 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
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   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Red Ribbons" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_035_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Penny Cernak 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Silk Colors" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_035_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_035_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: White Owl 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over saloon graphic] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to cd (the short name of the target) 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_035_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Geese 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over graphic of goose in upper right corner of card]  
[Type text] [Type text]   321 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Geese" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Geese" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Geese" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "Geese" [MS2_035_02_fieldGeese.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   _Cleo_ Cat declared to _Edna_ 
   Harris that _Penny_ was 
   the dearest little goose 
   she had ever seen. _Ida_ 
   took Penny's arm and led 
   her away. Edna didn't 
   answer. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Cleo_  : card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
     _Edna_ : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
     _Penny_ : card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg]  
     _Ida_  : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]   
 
 
 
 
[Note: the "Geese" button completely covers the background button "Directory", thus the "Directory" button is non-
functional.] 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011, made button smaller so as not to interfere with "Mentioned Characters". 
See [MS201_035_01_butViewFIX.jpg].] 
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Card 036: “Aspen Gold,” Walkthrough 
MS2_036_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/16/2011 
[1430] - [1451] .33 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_036_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card  036  
Card Name: Aspen Gold 
Card Number: 36  out of 204 
Card ID: 51794  
Contains 0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 none 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_036_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
From the short warmth of summer, 
the aspen flared quickly into gold 
 
leaves falling into the _edge_d 
_laugh_ter of Willow Creek. 
 
Leah gathered the branches of quick 
[Type text] [Type text]   323 
yellow, tinges of brighter red. 
 
The photographer from Back East 
posed her picking the branches, 
 
her eyes brushing against the faint 
cold breath of the nearing winter. 
 
In the photographer's darkened tent, 
the gold aged into a forever silver.♢ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _edge_  : card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg] 
  _laugh_ : card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_036_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Leah Cole 
1883-1962 
 
Youngest daughter of _Rachel_ Cole, she married _Jordan_ Harmon, whose father 
owned half of the _Black Queen Mine_. They moved to Denver, where _Matthew_ Cole 
set Jordan up with a dry goods shop. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Rachel_    : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
  _Jordan_    : card 136 "Jordan Harmon" [MS2_136_01_text.jpg]  
  _Black Queen Mine_ : card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
  _Matthew_    : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_036_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_036_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_036_05_graphic.jpg] 
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 [MS2_036_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over right aspen leaf] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Firelight" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
 
 [MS2_036_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID:  [transparent box over left aspen leaf] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Katy's Creek"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg] 
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Card 037: “Rules,” Walkthrough 
MS2_037_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/16/2011 
[1450] - [1550] 1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1025]-[1028] 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 037 
Card Name: Proprietress [Also referred to by title text "Rules]"  
Card Number: 37  out of 204 
Card ID: 12128 
Contains 2  card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
[Note: This card contains an original poem "Rules" by Deena Larsen, and a second poem by Len Edgerly, 
"Intemperance." The second poem can be read by toggling the black triangle button near the top right of the card. 
This poem is reproduced below under the heading "Text Tab B".] 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab A 
--------------------- 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
[Type text] [Type text]   326 
" 
Mrs. Matthew Cole  
kept the cases of  
_Lydia Pinkham’s Blood Restorer_ 
and _baby preventatives_  
on two spider-covered 
shelves behind last year’s preserves. 
 
Mrs. Matthew Cole  
strode down the aisle 
every Sunday to lead the choir. 
Pounded the gavel 
every Tuesday to begin 
The _Ladies Aid_ Sewing  
Circle and Rescue Society. 
Started a local chapter of the 
Women’s Christian Temperance Union 
and paid everyone’s dues 
from the _store_’s profits. 
 
Rachel Cole 
drank in secret.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Lydia Pinkham’s Blood Restorer_ : open card field "Lydia Pinkham’s Blood Restorer" 
[MS2_037_01_fieldLydia.jpg] 
   Field text: 
    " 
    One of the cast assortment of drugs and 
    tonics Mrs. Cole kept. This concoction 
    was one of the less harmless--only 
    20% alcohol. Others also contained 
    opium and _laudanum_. 
    "  
     Field links: 
      _laudanum_ : card 089 "Counting" 
[MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
 
   _baby preventatives_  : opens card field "baby preventatives" [MS2_037_01_fieldBaby.jpg] 
   Field text: 
    " 
    Prophylactic skins for men and sponges for women, as 
    well as a variety of herbal abortifactants. Mortality rates 
    for women were highest during their childbearing years; 
    yet often contraceptive materials were banned as  
    obscene. Women could also see _Doc Nancy_ to rid 
    themselves of another, dangerous child. 
    " 
     Field links: 
      _Doc Nancy_ : card 048 "Doc Nancy" 
[MS2_048_01_text.jpg] 
 
  _Ladies Aid_     : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" 
[MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg] 
   _store_     : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General 
Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg]  
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--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_037_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_037_01_textB2.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
One night, when _Edna_ couldn’t sleep,  
she took to shelling peas in the dark  
on her front porch across from the _White Owl_,  
then closing, well past midnight.  
That was the night her _Joel_,  
still exhilarated after putting  
the Caller to bed, had been the one  
to buy Rachel’s last glass of gin,  
the one she needed most.  
As peas fell into the wooden bowl,  
Joel and Rachel thudded down  
the uneven steps, onto the street,  
whispering caution, not seeing  
Edna shelling peas in the dark.  
 
She watched them dance away,  
her Joel laughing as if he had children  
and they were sleeping, and he knew  
their names and distant futures.  
Rachel’s silvery knowledge of men  
led the owner of the Caller  
past trees and all that held Edna’s world  
together. She never stopped shelling  
the peas till they were gone.  She didn’t  
even mention the evening to anyone  
but _Allison James_, who seemed  
to need to know how little  
temperance had to do with news.  
When even her Joel, a man of _precise habits_,  
a weekly duty to Marble Springs  
that would last more than 40 years,  
when even he could fall, 
Edna’s private despair became Allison’s  
last drink of temperance,  
the crusader’s last hope of finding  
a marriage where commitment traveled  
_slowly_, but still _fast_er than silver. 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Edna_   : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg] 
  _Joel_    : card 139 "Joel Harris" [MS2_139_01_text.jpg] 
  _Allison James_ : card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" [MS2_199_01_text.jpg]  
  _precise habits_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _slowly_   : card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg]  
  _fast_    : card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg]  
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--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_037_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Mrs. Matthew (Rachel) Cole 
1850–1926 
  
_Matthew_ Cole provided the money for the _mercantile_, the _post office_, and the  
_millinery_. Mrs. Cole ran the mercantile, the  
_Ladies Aid_, the Women’s Christian Temperance  
Movement, and the Church Choir.  
Two boys, _Wayne_ and _Walter_. 
Three girls, _Naomi_, _Ruth_, and _Leah_.  
Two stillbirths. 
Left Matthew after the children left home.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Matthew_   : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
  _mercantile_ : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg]  
  _post office_ : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
  _millinery_ : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg] 
  _Ladies Aid_ : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg] 
  _Wayne_  : card 120 "Wayne Cole" [MS2_120_01_text.jpg] 
  _Walter_  : card 119 "Walter Cole" [MS2_119_01_text.jpg]  
  _Naomi_  : card 200 "Gleaner" or "Naomi Cole" [MS2_200_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ruth_   : card 198 "Ruth Cole" [MS2_198_01_text.jpg]  
  _Leah_  : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg] 
 
[NOTE: the Title field text is partially obscured by the graphic image.] 
[FIXED: 05/24/2011 The text break has been changed to eliminate the problem. Now reads:] 
Title text: 
" 
Mrs. Matthew (Rachel) Cole 
1850–1926 
  
_Matthew_ Cole provided the money for the _mercantile_,  
the _post office_, and the _millinery_. Mrs. Cole ran the mercantile, the  
_Ladies Aid_, the Women’s Christian Temperance  
Movement, and the Church Choir.  
Two boys, _Wayne_ and _Walter_. 
Three girls, _Naomi_, _Ruth_, and _Leah_.  
Two stillbirths. 
Left Matthew after the children left home.◊ 
" 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_037_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
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---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_037_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Ladies Aid [Scripted in Black Chancery] 
~History of the Woman's Club of Denver~. Compiled by Cora V. Collett. Privately  
printed, 1930. Available at the Western History Department, Denver Public  
Library. 
 
[Note: some of this text runs over the graphic.] 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011 by rebreeding text as so:] 
see: [MS201_037_04_biblioFIX.jpg] 
 
Ladies Aid [Scripted in Black Chancery] 
~History of the Woman's Club of Denver~.  
Compiled by Cora V. Collett. Privately printed, 1930.  
Available at the Western History Department,  
Denver Public Library. 
 
Women's Suffrage in Colorado [Scripted in Black Chancery] 
Brown, Joseph G. ~The History of Equal Suffrage 
in Colorado 1868-1898~. Denver, Colorado:   
News Job Printing Company, 1898.  
Available at the Western History Department,  
Denver Public Library. 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_037_05_graphic.jpg] 
This graphic is of a proper and well dressed woman o the turn of the 20th century. 
 Graphic link: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
 
[Note: Button 2, described below, is the black triangle button that allows use to view the poem added by Len 
Edgerly. We will see this function on numerous cards in this stack.] 
but: 
 [MS2_037_05_but2.jpg]  
 Button name: v1 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 24 
 Icon ID: 8909 "NXT" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   set the hilite of me to not the hilite of me 
   set cursor to watch 
     lock screen 
   
     put the short name of me into suffix 
     put "text" && suffix into textField 
     put "card title" && suffix into cTitleField 
     put "Title" && suffix into titleField 
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     if the hilite of me then 
        prepCard 
        set the hilite of me to true 
        set the hilite of bg btn "Text" to true 
        show field textField 
        set the scroll of field textField to 0 
        show field cTitleField 
        hide field titleField 
     else 
        hide field textField 
        hide field cTitleField 
        hide field titleField 
        popText 
     end if 
  end mouseUp 
[This script, when the triangle button Button 2 is activated, changes the text in the Title field to reflect the title of 
the new poem, and changes the text in the "Text" field to the new poem.] 
 
 
Links to: "Intemperance" [MS2_037_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_037_01_textB2.jpg] (see above "Text Tab B"). 
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Card 038: “Cole Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_038_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/16/2011 
[2235] - [2400] 1.5 
02/17/2011 
[0000] - [0040].75 
2.25 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1030]-[1050] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_038_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 038 
Card Name: Cole Connections  
Card Number: 38  out of 204 
Card ID: 56429 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 34 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Proprietress" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: this script controls click in white space. The user will go to: card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg].] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
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---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_038_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Overseeing the bounty of 
 the town requires the eyes 
 of a _hawk_. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _hawk_ : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_038_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Rachel Cole 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Proprietress" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_038_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ladies Aid" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_038_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Laura Keeperly 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
[Type text] [Type text]   333 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quilts" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_038_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Doc Nancy"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg] 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_038_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Ivy 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Red Ribbons" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_038_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Alvina Heollstar 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Eyes" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_038_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Peggy Dagmar 
[Type text] [Type text]   334 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID:10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Peggy's Diary" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_038_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Hezekiah 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Baking" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_038_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Leah Cole 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Aspen Gold" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_038_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Cole's Mercantile 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: 13745 "Cole's store" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Cole's Store" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg]  
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------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 20 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_038_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Lottie Horner 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Firelight" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_038_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Jordan Harmon 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Jordan Harmon" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 136 "Jordan Harmon" [MS2_136_01_text.jpg]  
 
but13: 
 [MS2_038_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Black Queen Mine 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Black Queen"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg] 
 
but14: 
 [MS2_038_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Sarah Grimes 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
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   go to card "Sun's Gold" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but15: 
 [MS2_038_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: Katy Stoner 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Katy's Creek" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but16: 
 [MS2_038_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Sue Langley 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Confinement"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but17: 
 [MS2_038_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number: 17 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "The Washerwoman" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
 
 
but18: 
 [MS2_038_01_but18.jpg]  
 Button name: Red Birch 
 Card button number: 18 
 Card part number: 18 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
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 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Half-Breed" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but19: 
 [MS2_038_01_but19.jpg]  
 Button name: Matthew Cole 
 Card button number: 19 
 Card part number: 19 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Matthew Cole" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but20: 
 [MS2_038_01_but20.jpg]  
 Button name: Millinery 
 Card button number: 20 
 Card part number: 20 
 Card button ID: 24 
 Icon ID: 128 "New name" [Note the word "Millinery" is truncated at "Mil" in the icon.] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 by clicking "Show Name" in button info] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Penny and Ida Connections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 035 "Penny and Ida Connections" [MS2_035_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 21 -29 
------------------- 
but21: 
 [MS2_038_01_but21.jpg]  
 Button name: Post Office 
 Card button number: 21 
 Card part number: 21 
 Card button ID:25 
 Icon ID: 13744 "Post Office" [Note phrase "Post Office" seems to be missing altogether in this button on 
the card.] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 by clicking "Show Name" in button info] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
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   go to card "Literary Society" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but22: 
 [MS2_038_01_but22.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 22 
 Card part number: 22 
 Card button ID: 26 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but23: 
 [MS2_038_01_but23.jpg]  
 Button name: Walter Cole 
 Card button number: 23 
 Card part number: 23 
 Card button ID: 27 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Walter Cole" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 119 "Walter Cole" [MS2_119_01_text.jpg]  
 
but24: 
 [MS2_038_01_but24.jpg]  
 Button name: Wayne Cole 
 Card button number: 24 
 Card part number: 24 
 Card button ID: 28 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Wayne Cole"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 120 "Wayne Cole" [MS2_120_01_text.jpg]  
 
but25: 
 [MS2_038_01_but25.jpg]  
 Button name: T. M. Davidson 
 Card button number: 25 
 Card part number: 26 
 Card button ID: 32 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
[Type text] [Type text]   339 
   go to card "T. M. Davidson" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but26: 
 [MS2_038_01_but26.jpg]  
 Button name: Naomi Cole 
 Card button number: 26 
 Card part number: 27 
 Card button ID: 33 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Gleaner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 200 "Gleaner" or "Naomi Cole" [MS2_200_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but27: 
 [MS2_038_01_but27.jpg]  
 Button name: Ruth Cole 
 Card button number: 27 
 Card part number: 28 
 Card button ID: 34 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Ruth Cole" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 198 "Ruth Cole" [MS2_198_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but28: 
 [MS2_038_01_but28.jpg]  
 Button name: White Owl 
 Card button number: 28 
 Card part number: 29 
 Card button ID: 35 
 Icon ID: 22978 "Home Big 2" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "White Owl" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
but29: 
 [MS2_038_01_but29.jpg]  
 Button name: Cleo 
 Card button number: 29 
 Card part number: 30  
 Card button ID: 36 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
[Type text] [Type text]   340 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Cleo Cat" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
 
but30: 
 [MS2_038_01_but30.jpg]  
 Button name: Alison James 
 Card button number: 30 
 Card part number: 31 
 Card button ID: 37 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Tribulation" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" [MS2_199_01_text.jpg]  
 
------------------------------- 
Buttons 31-34 
------------------------------- 
but31: 
 [MS2_038_01_but31.jpg]  
 Button name: Alfred James 
 Card button number: 31 
 Card part number: 32 
 Card button ID: 38 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Alfred James" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 146 "Alfred James" [MS2_146_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but32: 
 [MS2_038_01_but32.jpg]  
 Button name: Penny Cernak 
 Card button number: 32 
 Card part number: 33 
 Card button ID: 39 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Silk Colors"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but33: 
 [MS2_038_01_but33.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   341 
 Button name: Ida May Jenkins 
 Card button number: 33 
 Card part number: 34 
 Card button ID: 40 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: 
[Note: Script is missing between mouseUps. Treated as whitespace click; goes to: card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg] ] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011, changed script] 
Now: 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Red Ribbons" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but34: 
 [MS2_038_01_but34.jpg]  
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 34 
 Card part number: 35 
 Card button ID:41 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over graphic of wagon wheel.] 
 Script: 
on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  put the ticks into theseTicks 
  if last char of theseTicks = 1 then 
    go to card "Hair" 
  else 
    if last char of theseTicks = 2 then 
      go to card "Ruth Cole" 
    else 
      if last char of theseTicks = 3 then 
        go to card "Breaking Points" 
      else 
        if last char of theseTicks = 4 then 
          go to card "Breaking Points" 
        else 
          if last char of theseTicks = 5 then 
            go to card "jail" 
          else 
            if last char of theseTicks = 6 then 
              go to card "Red Birch" 
            else 
              if last char of theseTicks = 7 then 
                go to card "Ute Crossing" 
              else 
                if last char of theseTicks = 8 then 
                  go to card "Peggy’s Diary" 
                else 
[Type text] [Type text]   342 
                  if last char of theseTicks = 9 then 
                    go to card "Graveyard" 
                  else 
                    if last char of theseTicks = 0 then 
                      go to card "White Owl" 
                    end if 
                  end if 
                end if 
              end if 
            end if 
          end if 
        end if 
      end if 
    end if 
  end if 
end mouseUp 
 
[Note: This script takes the user to 1 of 9 different cards, based on the final digit of the seconds in the computer's 
clock.] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011, no such card as "Red Birch"] 
Now: 
            if last char of theseTicks = 6 then 
              go to card "Half-Breed" 
            else 
 
 If the final digit of the seconds is:  button links to: 
  1: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg] 
  2: card 198 "Ruth Cole" [MS2_198_01_text.jpg]  
  3: card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
  4: card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
  5: card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
  6: card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  [This may not work, as the card is called Half-
breed, rather than "Red Birch". In fact click goes nowhere.] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 buy changing script] 
Now: 
  6: card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg] 
  7: card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text1.jpg]  
  8: card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg]  
  9: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
  0: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   343 
Card 039: “James Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_039_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/17/2011 
[1055] - [1120] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1050]-[1055] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_039_01.jpg] 
MS2 Card 039 
Card Name: James Connections 
Card Number: 39  out of 204 
Card ID: 38972 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 10 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Tribulation" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: clicks in white space will take users to: card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" [MS2_199_01_text.jpg] .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   344 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_039_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Our daughter will never 
 forget what we have done. 
 
 Letter scrap found in the  
 James' fire. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   [none] 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_039_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Cole's Mercantile 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: 13745 "Cole's store" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Cole's Store" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_039_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 26 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_039_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: White Owl 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 35 
 Icon ID: 22978 Home Big 2 
[Type text] [Type text]   345 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "White Owl" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_039_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Alfred James 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 38 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Alfred James"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 146 "Alfred James" [MS2_146_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_039_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Alison James 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 39 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Tribulation" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" [MS2_199_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_039_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Edna Harris 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 40 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Breaking Points" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_039_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Rachel Cole 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 41 
[Type text] [Type text]   346 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Proprietress" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_039_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Millie Horner 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 42 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Respect" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_039_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Pastor Horner 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 43 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ed Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [Note: this link will likely not work as the card is named "Pastor Horner" card 144 "Pastor 
Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg], not "Ed Horner" as in the above script.] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011, changed script] 
Now: 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Pastor Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_039_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Church 2 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 44 
 Icon ID: [none, graphic of church building] 
 Script: 
[Type text] [Type text]   347 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Church 2" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 018 "Church2" or "First Congregationalist Church" [MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg] 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   348 
Card 040: “Reflections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_040_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/17/2011 
[1120] - [1210] .75 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_040_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card  
Card Name:  
Card Number:   out of 204 
Card ID:  
Contains  card field 
Contains  card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_040_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
In those summer quilting evenings, 
the _Widow Jenson_ always 
talked about her wonder of 
a husband—"Never get the old bird  
started about _Sven_" was the motto of 
the _Ladies Aid_ from '03 on. 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   349 
Lillian listened, lion eyes 
big on the widow’s doughy 
breast that evidenced the murmurs 
of all the little things Sven did— 
 
Then she took a husband out  
to homestead in the Dakotas, 
sneaking glances around her  
unending tasks at the creek 
mud-line of trees; the sod house  
and he the only thing 
_breaking_ the grass horizon. 
 
The frost between them finally 
ate more than the _Mormon crickets_, 
and their table grew wider than the plain  
itself until it encircled the Badlands. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
 _Widow Jenson_  : card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg]  
 _Sven_    : card 147 "Sven Jenson" [MS2_147_01_text.jpg] 
 _Ladies Aid_   : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 _breaking_   : card 042 "Night Winds" [MS2_042_01_text.jpg]  
 _Mormon crickets_ : card field 1 "Mormon Crickets" [MS2_040_01_fieldCrickets.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Mormon crickets were actually  
   locusts that swarmed until the sky  
   was black with their bodies.  They  
   would strip the land barren of any  
   hint of green and then swarm on. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_040_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Lillian Cooper née McQuigg  
1887–1916  
 
Came with her family when her father _Sandy_  sought work in the quarry after  
his claims failed. Married _Troy_ Cooper and went out to the Dakotas to farm. Died  
after giving birth to her fourth stillborn baby. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Sandy_ : card 152 "Sandy McQuigg" [MS2_152_01_text.jpg]  
  _Troy_ : card 122 "Troy Cooper" [MS2_122_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
[Type text] [Type text]   350 
--------------------- 
[MS2_040_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_040_04_biblio.jpg] 
Jones-Eddy, Julie. ~Homesteading Women:  an Oral History of Colorado:  
1890-1950~. New York: Twayne Publishers, 1992. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_040_05_graphic.jpg] 
Image of a short-handled harvesting sickle. The graphic has 3 buttons over laid on it as seen in 
[MS2_040_01_butView.jpg] 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 - 3 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_040_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over sickle, point] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Crumbs" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_040_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 
 Card part number: 
 Card button ID: 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over sickle, handle] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_040_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 
[Type text] [Type text]   351 
 Card part number: 
 Card button ID: 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over sickle, curve] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Strength" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   352 
Card 041: “Cooper Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_041_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/17/2011 
[1220] - [1240] .33 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1055]-[1100] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_041_01.jpg] 
MS2 Card 041 
Card Name: Cooper Connection 
Card Number:  41 out of 204 
Card ID: 42624 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 7 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Settling In" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: clicks in white space will take users to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg] .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   353 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_041_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Lillian once sewed a _counterpane_, 
 the quilting sharp edges like 
 intricate shards of ice crystals. 
 She never told Troy why. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _counterpane_ : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
 
[FIXED missing word issue 05/24/2011] 
Now:  
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS201_041_02_fieldConnectFIX.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Lillian once sewed a _counterpane_, 
 the quilting grew sharp edges like 
 intricate shards of ice crystals. 
 She never told Troy why. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _counterpane_ : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 - 7 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_041_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Lillian Cooper 
 Card button number:  1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID:  [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard  
   go to card "Reflections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_041_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Sandy McQuigg 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID:  [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
[Type text] [Type text]   354 
   go to card "Sandy McQuigg" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 152 "Sandy McQuigg" [MS2_152_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_041_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Troy Cooper 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Troy Cooper" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 122 "Troy Cooper" [MS2_122_01_text.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_041_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Society 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Ladies Aid" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]   
 
but05: 
 [MS2_041_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_041_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Sven Jenson 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   355 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sven Jenson" 
 mouseUp 
 Links to: card 147 "Sven Jenson" [MS2_147_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_041_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Widow Jenson 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sven's Wife" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   356 
Card 042: “Night Winds,” Walkthrough 
MS2_042_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/17/2011 
[1240] - [1306] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1100]-[1106] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_042_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 042 
Card Name: Night Winds 
Card Number:  42 out of 204 
Card ID: 20127  
Contains 2 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_042_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
It was always the wind 
driving the snow that became  
[Type text] [Type text]   357 
another cloak around her. 
 
There had been no wind 
when she had climbed beside _Kurt_ 
behind eight yoke of good oxen, 
the wagon tongue obscuring  
the last view of her tired mother  
leaning against her Ohio picket fence. 
 
Now the wind froze her tears, 
drove the snow into fog  
that covered the mountains 
outside the quilt-covered door. 
 
Now the wind would bore 
holes into the mud-stuffed logs,  
forever playing with the _lamp wicks_. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Kurt_   : card 123 "Kurt Croft" [MS2_123_01_text.jpg] 
  _lamp wicks_ : card pop-up field "Lamp Wicks" [MS2_042_01_fieldLamp.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Lamp Wicks [set in Black Chancery 10 Bold] 
   Soaking lamps in vinegar 
   twenty four hours before 
   placing in the lamp assures a 
   clear _flame_. 
 
   ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
   " 
[Note: "Soaking lamps" should read "Soaking wicks" or "Soaking lamp wicks", shouldn't it?] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011, word change] 
Now:  
  _lamp wicks_ : card pop-up field "Lamp Wicks" [MS201_042_01_fieldLampFIX.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Lamp Wicks [set in Black Chancery 10 Bold] 
   Soaking wicks in vinegar 
   twenty four hours before 
   placing in the lamp assures a 
   clear _flame_. 
 
   ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _flame_ : card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_042_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Caroline Croft 
[Type text] [Type text]   358 
1875–1949 
 
Married _Kurt Croft_ at eighteen. After leaving their families’ farms in Ohio, they  
moved to Indian Territory. Thwarted by the _locusts_  and winter blizzards, they  
abandoned their homestead and moved to Marble Springs where Kurt found work  
 
as a carpenter. Three children;  
two others stillborn. 
" 
[Note: text overruns the graphic a bit and there is an extra blank line.] 
 
[FIXED 05/24/2011, moved picture and removed extra line] 
Now: 
[MS201_042_02_titleFIX.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Caroline Croft 
1875–1949 
 
Married _Kurt Croft_ at eighteen. After leaving their families’ farms in Ohio, they  
moved to Indian Territory. Thwarted by the _locusts_  and winter blizzards, they  
abandoned their homestead and moved to Marble Springs where Kurt found work  
as a carpenter. Three children;  
two others stillborn. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Kurt Croft_ : card 123 "Kurt Croft" [MS2_123_01_text.jpg] 
  _locusts_  : card pop-up field "locusts" [MS2_042_02_fieldLocusts.jpg] 
   Field text: 
    " 
    Blizzards of locusts swept over the  
    land, blackening the sky.  Their  
    whirring sounded as though the wind  
    had finally cracked and was now  
    insane. 
    " 
     Field links: 
      [none] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_042_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_042_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   359 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_042_05_graphic.jpg] 
Image of oil burning lamp. 
 
Clicking on lamp goes to: card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg]  
 
but01: 
 [MS2_042_05_graphic.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over oil lamp graphic] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Peggy's Diary" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   360 
Card 043: “The Seekers,” Walkthrough 
MS2_043_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/17/2011 
[1330] - [1410] .66 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1106]-[1110] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_043_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 043 
Card Name: The Seekers  
Card Number: 43  out of 204 
Card ID: 14154 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 5 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_043_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
_Martin_ kept looking for his unknown land  
floating his log raft down the Colorado— 
It was the Northwest Passage this  
[Type text] [Type text]   361 
and the Seven Cities of Gold that  
and the dowser with its ivory  
handles out at every hill. 
 
And Mabel kept on behind him 
with _Saskatee_ guiding her  
into the intricacies of turning 
venison hides and rabbit fur 
into cloaks and snowshoes 
and a Godey’s hoop skirt 
with lead tucked in the hem to keep 
the _wind_ from blowing it around. 
 
And after marking Martin’s grave 
at the top of _Crow’s Mountain_, 
she followed Crystal River  
back out of the mountains 
to the edge of Indian Territory. 
Homesteaded alone until  
her eight-by-ten cabin  
was swallowed up in the dust 
of the sun. ◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Martin_    : card 124 "Martin Crow" [MS2_124_01_text.jpg]  
  _Saskatee_   : "No poem is connected to this card." warning [Likely an 
error as link should go to card 195 "Saskatee" [MS2_195_01_text.jpg] .] 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011, by connecting work Saskatee to card title on card 204.] 
Now: 
  _Saskatee_   : card 195 "Saskatee" [MS2_195_01_text.jpg] .] 
  _wind_    : card 042 "Night Winds" [MS2_042_01_text.jpg]  
  _Crow’s Mountain_ : card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_043_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Mabel Crow 
1827–1879 
 
Wife of _Martin_ Crow, who explored Ute Territory and beyond to Yerba Buena. On  
his return trek to the States, he trapped beaver pelts and searched for Gold in  
Crystal River Valley. He died at the base of _Crow’s Mountain_ in 1844. His party  
continued eastward, and Mabel homesteaded out in the newly opened Indian  
Territory.  _Saskatee_, the Choctaw woman guide for Crow  
party, died from fever on the return journey. 
 
  ◊ 
 
" 
[Type text] [Type text]   362 
 Title links: 
 _Martin_    : card 124 "Martin Crow" [MS2_124_01_text.jpg]  
 _Crow’s Mountain_ : card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg] 
 _Saskatee_   : "No poem is connected to this card." warning [Likely an error as link 
should go to card 195 "Saskatee" [MS2_195_01_text.jpg] .] 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011, by connecting work Saskatee to card title on card 204.] 
Now: 
  _Saskatee_   : card 195 "Saskatee" [MS2_195_01_text.jpg] .] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_043_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_043_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Faragher, John Mack. ~Women and Men on the Overland Trail~. New Haven,  
Connecticut:  Yale University Press,1979. 
 
O’Meara, Walter. ~Daughters of the Country:  The Women of the Fur Traders and  
Mountain Men~. New York:  Harcourt, Brace, & World, Inc., 1968. 
 
Explorers 
Derby, George Horatio. ~Derby’s Report on Opening 
the Colorado, 1850-1851. From the Original 
Reports of George Horatio Derby~. Edited by  
Odie B. Faulk. Albuquerque, New Mexico: 
University of New Mexico Press, 1969. 
 
Pike, Zebulon Montgomery. ~The Expeditions 
of Zebulon Montgomery Pike to the  
Headwaters of  the Mississippi River 
through Louisiana Territory, and in New  
Spain, During the 1805-6-7~. A new edition, 
reprinted in full from the original of 1810.   
Edited by Elliot Coues.  Minneapolis,  
Minnesota:  Ross & Haines, 1965. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_043_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a pair of crossed snowshoes. There are 5 small buttons over laid on this graphic. They are 
described below: 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -5 
------------------- 
but01: 
[Type text] [Type text]   363 
 [MS2_043_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over laid on snowshoes, bottom most] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Moving On" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_043_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over laid on snowshoes, rightmost ] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Searches" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_043_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over laid on snowshoes, leftmost ] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Seeing the Elephant" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_043_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over laid on snowshoes, center of crossed snowshoes] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Left Behind" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 114 "Left Behind" [MS2_114_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
[Type text] [Type text]   364 
 [MS2_043_05_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over laid on snowshoes, topmost] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Abandoned"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 044: “Crow Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_044_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/17/2011 
[1420] - [1433]  .25 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_044_01.jpg] 
MS2 Card 044 
Card Name: Crow Connections  
Card Number:  44 out of 204 
Card ID: 43775 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 4 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Settling In" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: clicks in white space will take users to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg].] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_044_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
[Type text] [Type text]   366 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Saskatee asked Mabel 
 if Mister Crow nightly 
 had yet found what he 
 was looking for. Each 
 night, Mabel shook her 
 head and pointed to 
 the stars. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   [none] 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_044_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Mabel Crow 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "The Seekers" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 043 “The Seekers” 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_044_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Martin  Crow 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Martin Crow"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 124 "Martin Crow" [MS2_124_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_044_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Crow's Mountain 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 18 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
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   go to card "Crow's Mountain"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_044_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Saskatee 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID:  20 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Saskatee"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 195 "Saskatee" [MS2_195_01_text.jpg] 
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Card 045: “Peggy’s Diary,” Walkthrough 
MS2_045_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/17/2011 
[1435] - [1529] 1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_045_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card  
Card Name:   
Card Number:   out of 204 
Card ID:  
Contains   card field 
Contains  card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_045_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Silence falls through pale  
needles into the blue spruce,  
unshaken by swirling snow  
on half-burnt pages of paper 
stuffed under wet green branches 
as though she had tried 
to cover their bodies in fire: 
…~_Rachel_ Cole won’t give credit.~ 
[Type text] [Type text]   369 
~10¢ cornmeal 17¢ 5 eggs~... 
…~The Lady from Detroit~  
~two tents over~ 
~says nothing~… 
~I baked _Bread_~…~We set off~... 
~Cold...light snow~… 
~We have lost the Trail~... ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Rachel_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]   
  _Bread_ : card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_045_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Peggy Dagmar née Knoll 
1835–1886 
 
Married _Perdy_ Dagmar, a gold miner.  
Had two boys.  The boys died of ague at ages  
six and ten while the family crossed  
the plains into Colorado in 1860.  
Lived in Cripple Creek, Leadville,  
Aspen, and _Marble Springs_,  
following the gold and silver. 
 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Perdy_    : card 125 "Perdy Dagmar" [MS2_125_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_045_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_045_04_biblio.jpg] 
Frazier, Samuel Milligan. ~Secrets of the 
Rocks, or, the Story of the Hills and Gulches: 
a Manual of Hints and Helps for the  
Prospector and Miner~. Denver, Colorado: 
Hall and Williams, 1907.   Available at the  
Western History Department,  
Denver Public Library.  
 
[Type text] [Type text]   370 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_045_05_graphic.jpg] 
 The graphic element is a collection of 13 snow flakes. Each flake has a transparent box laid over it for a button, 
with a 14th box that straddles buttons 5 and 7, two of the largest snow flakes. The buttons are described below: 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_045_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: graves 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_045_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: graves  
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_045_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: graves  
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_045_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Moving on 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
[Type text] [Type text]   371 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Moving On" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_045_05_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: promises 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
 
but06: 
 [MS2_045_05_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: left behind 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Left Behind" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 114 "Left Behind" [MS2_114_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_045_05_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: left behind 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Left Behind" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 114 "Left Behind" [MS2_114_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_045_05_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: left behind 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Script: 
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  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Left Behind" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 114 "Left Behind" [MS2_114_01_text.jpg]  
 
but09: 
 [MS2_045_05_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: wanderers 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "The Washerwoman" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_045_05_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: wanderers 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Conning Through" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 098 "Conning Through" [MS2_098_01_text.jpg]  
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 14 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_045_05_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: wanderers 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Seeing the Elephant" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_045_05_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: promises 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Script: 
[Type text] [Type text]   373 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
 
but13: 
 [MS2_045_05_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: promises 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
 
but14: 
 [MS2_045_05_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: wanderers 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "The Accomplice" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
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------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_046_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card  
Card Name:   
Card Number:   out of 204 
Card ID:  
Contains   card field 
Contains  card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_046_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
To come from the best  
side of Boston 
to beyond the backwoods 
for _Mr. Davidson_’s foolish hopes  
of _marble and gold_ 
held enough contempt for 
Elizabeth Quincy Davidson. 
 
But when Mr. Davidson  
[Type text] [Type text]   375 
asked her to actually  
play the Lady Bountiful 
and to see to the workers’ comforts 
in their hovels, 
she recoiled  
in proper horror. 
 
_Marble Springs_ would see only 
the thin wraiths of cottonwood seeds 
that swept out of her dark-curtained  
windows each spring.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Mr. Davidson_ : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
  _marble and gold_ : card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg] 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_046_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Elizabeth Quincy Davidson née Appleton 
1859–1906 
 
_T.M. Davidson_’s Boston sweetheart, she  
succumbed to his promises of a socially  
prominent life in the Rockies. Married 
him to preside over _Goliath Manor_. 
No children. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _T.M. Davidson_ : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
  _Goliath Manor_ : card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg] 
   
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_046_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_046_04_biblio.jpg] 
Ruland, Sylvia. ~The Lion of Redstone~. Boulder, Colorado:  1981.  
 
Ruland, Sylvia. ~“Colorado’s Mysterious Lady Bountiful.”~ Denver Post,  March 25,  
1979. 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_046_05_graphic.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   376 
The graphic element on this card is a tree, perhaps a cottonwood, if we read a clue form the Text tab. The tree has 6 
wide transparent boxes over laid on it, and each on opens a card field. No field script closes the previously opened 
field, so all six fields can be opened at the same time, revealing something more about Elizabeth Quincy Davidson. 
See [MS2_06_06_fieldAll.jpg]. Each field is type set in Black Chancery 12 Regular.] 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_046_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: P1 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "P1" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "P1" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "P1" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "P1" [MS2_046_06_fieldP1.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   With only the finest 
   Vassar education 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_046_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: P5 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "P5" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "P5" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "P5" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "P5" [MS2_046_06_fieldP5.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Scions of Roosevelts, Lodges, and 
   Adams mingled in her delicate  
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   veins 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_046_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: P4 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "P4" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "P4" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "P4" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "P4" [MS2_046_06_fieldP4.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   With claims to the Mayflower 
   and an honored member of the 
   DAR 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_046_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: P3 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "P3" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "P3" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "P3" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "P3" [MS2_046_06_fieldP3.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Royal connections from every 
   side 
   " 
    Field links: 
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     [none]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_046_05_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: P6 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "P6" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "P6" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "P6" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "P6" [MS2_046_06_fieldP6.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Which were, Mr. Davidson had 
   declared, a superior grade. 
   " 
    Field links:  
     [none] 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_046_05_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: P2 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "P2" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "P2" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "P2" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "P2" [MS2_046_06_fieldP2.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   And her father the head 
   of Banker's National Trust 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none]  
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Card 047: “Davidson Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_047_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/17/2011 
[1841] - [1906] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_047_01.jpg] 
MS2 Card 047 
Card Name: Davidson Connections 
Card Number: 47  out of 204 
Card ID: 56759 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 8 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   put the ticks into theseTicks 
   if last char of thesesTicks < 3 then 
    go to card "Quarry" 
   else 
    if last char of thesesTicks < 6 then 
     go to card "Goliath Manor" 
    else 
     go to card "History" 
    end if 
   end if 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: This script takes the user who click in white space to 1 of 3 different cards, based on the final digit of the 
seconds in the computer's clock.] 
 
 If the final digit of the seconds is:  button links to: 
  less than 3  : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
  greater than or equal to 3 but less than 6 : card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg]  
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  greater than or equal to 6 : card 008 "Histories" [MS2_008_01_text.jpg]  
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_047_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Who you finally are," _T. M. Davidson_ 
 once said, "depends on what you finally 
 make." 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _T. M. Davidson_ : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_047_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Elizabeth Quincy Davidson 
 Card button number: 1  
 Card part number:  1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect dissolve slow 
   go to card "Lady Bountiful" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 046 "Lady Bountiful" [MS2_046_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_047_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: T.M. Davidson 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "T.M. Davidson"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   381 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_047_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Quarry 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
  Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: 18814 Quarry 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quarry" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_047_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Sugar Boy Mine 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: 32159 Marker Cross 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sugar Boy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_047_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Goliath Manor 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: 2799 Goliath Manor 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect dissolve slow 
   go to card "Goliath Manor" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg] 
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_047_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Edifice 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [none, graphic of church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Marble Edifice"  
  end mouseUp 
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 Links to: card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg] 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_047_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID:9 
 Icon ID:8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg] 
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_047_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Dell Harmon 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Mountain Sunrise" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 048: “Doc Nancy,” Walkthrough 
MS2_048_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
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Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1112]-[1120] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_048_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 048 
Card Name:  Doc Nancy 
Card Number: 48  out of 204 
Card ID: 21439 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 7 card buttons 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_048_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
When you travel into the mountains 
alone, the roots hold you.  
They want to heal you  
[Type text] [Type text]   384 
in secret. 
 
Doc Nancy tried to explain it once. 
But words tore at her throat the way 
a flower tears when forced open. 
 
Willow bark, they whisper,  
will soothe _Ruby_’s leg. 
Wild cucumber seeds will cure  
unmentionable sores. In secret, 
she dosed _Billie Rose_ and _Bridget_.  
Squawroot seed for _Anne_’s eyes 
and lemongrass tea when squawroot failed. 
Mugwort leaves crushed into wine  
eased _Rachel Cole_’s sciatica.  
 
Rosehip pastes would sooth babies,  
but they never did anything for  
Bridget’s _baby_’s screaming colic. 
Shepherd’s purse to stop the bleeding  
when babies kicked and tore from inside  
and to give strength for a good birth. 
 
Foxglove and ergot would lose babies, 
the leaves giggled in her ear. 
She gave ergot twice to _Zandra_ Miller  
before the girl turned fifteen,  
and it had been painful both times. 
 
But it was better than dying, the roots told her. 
Better than living with shame. 
She believed them and told Zandra that  
it happened to every girl,  
sooner or later. 
Then she would pull out  
her _chokecherry_ wine— 
for comfort.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Ruby_   : card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
  _Billie Rose_  : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg] 
   _Bridget_   : card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
   _Anne_   : card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Rachel Cole_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _baby_   : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
  _Zandra_   : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _chokecherry_ : card pop-up field "chokecherry" [MS2_048_01_fieldChoke.jpg] 
   Field text: 
    " 
    Chokecherry wine [set in Black Chancery 10 Regular] 
 
    The chokecherries should be quite ripe. Stem, mash,  
    and strain them, adding a half pint of water and less  
    than a pound of sugar, to a quart of mashed fruit.  Stir  
    well up together and pour in a clean cask, leaving the  
    bung-hole open, or covered with a piece of lace. It   
[Type text] [Type text]   385 
    should stand for a month to _ferment_, when it will   
    be ready for bottling. 
 
    ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
    " 
    Field links: 
     _ferment_ : card 201 "Chokecherry wine" 
[MS2_201_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_048_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Nancy Ellimar 
1858–1941 
  
Born in Philadelphia, she left her family  
to attend medical school at the University of  
Colorado. Midwife in _Crystal River Valley_ 
from 1877–1929, when she retired to  
Denver to live with her niece. Taught her trade 
to _Straw_ Morrison, among others.  Unmarried. 
 
  ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
  _Straw_     : card 166 "Straw Morrison" [MS2_166_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_048_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_048_04_biblio.jpg] 
Cornell, Virginia. ~Doc Susie:  The True Story of a Country Physician in the  
Colorado Rockies~. California:  Manifest  Publications, 1991. 
 
De Mund, Mary. ~Women Physicians in Colorado~. Denver, Colorado: The Range  
Press, 1976. 
 
Forbes, Thomas Rogers. ~The Midwife and the Witch~.  
New Haven, Connecticut:  Yale University  
Press, 1966. 
 
Hall, Dr. J.N. ~Tales of a Pioneer Practice~.   
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Denver, Colorado: Carson Printing, 1937.  
Available at the Western History Department, 
Denver Public Library. 
 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 Added space between Available and at] 
 
Mayer, Clarence.  ~American Folk Medicine~.  
New York:   New American Library, 1987. 
 
Shikes, Robert H.  ~Rocky Mountain Medicine:   
Doctors, Drugs, and Diseases in Early Colorado~.  
Boulder, Colorado:  Johnson Books, 1986. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_048_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a group of 3 jars with unknowable contents, a spider web connecting the larger 2. There are 7 
transparent box buttons laid over the jars, as seen in [MS2_048_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons and their links are 
described below: 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 - 7 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_048_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: White Owl 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "White Owl"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_048_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: quarry 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quarry"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_048_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Jail 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
[Type text] [Type text]   387 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect dissolve slow 
   go to card "Proprietress"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
[Note: Perhaps this was intended to go to the jail, or perhaps the button is miss named] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 Changed Button Name] 
 [MS2_048_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Rules 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_048_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Ladies Aid 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Ladies Aid"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_048_05_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Hair 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Hair"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_048_05_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Hair 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Hair"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_048_05_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Hair 
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 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Eyes"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg] 
[Note: Perhaps this was intended to go to the "Hair", or perhaps the button is miss named] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 changed script] 
Now: 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Hair"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
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Card 049: “Doc Nancy Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_049_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/17/2011 
[2110] - [2200] 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1120]-[1123] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_049_01.jpg] 
MS2 Card 049 
Card Name: Doc Nancy Connections 
Card Number: 49  out of 204 
Card ID: 57798 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 13 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Doc Nancy" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: clicks in white space will take users to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
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---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_049_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 When you _name_ the secret 
 places within them, it doesn't 
 matter if they know you. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _name_ : card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg] 
[Note: the field is partially obscured by the button for "Maddy Bates"] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 by bringing field closer using Objects menu] 
see [MS201_049_02_fieldConnectFIX.jpg] 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_049_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 1  
 Card part number:  1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_049_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Laura Keeperly 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Quilts"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_049_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Anne Harmon 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
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  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Wildflowers" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_049_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Dell Harmon 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Mountain Sunrise" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_049_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Zandra Miller 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Hair" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_049_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Sue Langley 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Confinement"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_049_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 7 
[Type text] [Type text]   392 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_049_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: The White Owl 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: 22978 Home Big 2 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "White Owl"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_049_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Crow's Mountain 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over image and words on card] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Crow's Mountain"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg]  
 
but10: 
 [MS2_049_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Straw Morrison 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Straw Morrison"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 166 "Straw Morrison" [MS2_166_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 13 
------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   393 
but11: 
 [MS2_049_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Maddy Bates 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Maddy Bates" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_049_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Chokecherry Wine 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over image of bottle] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "Chokecherry Wine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 201 "Chokecherry wine" [MS2_201_01_text.jpg]  
 
but13: 
 [MS2_049_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Straw Morrison 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number:14 
 Card button ID:14 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  
[Note: there is no argument in this script, treated like a white space click and goes to "Doc Nancy."] 
 
[Error Correct" Changed button to "Washerwoman" as Straw Morrison was repeated]: 
 
but13: 
 [MS2_049_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number:14 
 Card button ID:14 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "The Washerwoman"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman"  
[Type text] [Type text]   394 
Card 050: “Promises,” Walkthrough 
MS2_050_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/17/2011 
[2215] - [2245] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 050 
Card Name: Promises  
Card Number:  50 out of 204 
Card ID: 10950 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 4 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Now the vein would be struck. 
Now the earth would yield up  
to her shame, and she would sink 
into that promised silver mine. 
 
Pick-axes strike wood, bone— 
echoes of those winks, whispers, 
his leave-takings in the quiet nights.  
[Type text] [Type text]   395 
 
Pick-axes fall into earth, _flesh_— 
like spring snows striking meadows  
that tease with _Clancy_’s old promises. 
 
After now the rocks would again be 
as still as her husband’s _chest_ 
when the pick-axe went through it again. 
  and 
    again 
       and 
          again.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _flesh_  : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _Clancy_ : card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg]  
  _chest_ : card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_050_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Edith Gaylor née Huntington 
1854–1887 
 
Married to _Clancy Gaylor_. Had eight children, with four sons surviving infancy:  
_Douglas_, _Gilbert_, _Andrew_, and _Earle_. Was convicted of killing Clancy with a  
pick-axe and sentenced to thirty years.  _Asa_ Miller, an old friend of Clancy's,  
defended her.  During the trail, _Abigail_ visited her frequently at the _jail_. After  
three years in Colorado City Women’s Prison, she  
killed several inmates before knifing   
herself to death ◊ 
 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Clancy Gaylor_ : card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg]  
  _Douglas_   : card 191 "Douglas Gaylor" [MS2_191_01_text.jpg]  
  _Gilbert_   : card 192 "Gilbert Gaylor" [MS2_192_01_text.jpg]  
  _Andrew_   : card 193 "Andrew Gaylor" [MS2_193_01_text.jpg]  
  _Earle_   : card 194 "Earle Gaylor" [MS2_194_01_text.jpg] 
    _Asa_     : card 153 "Asa Miller" [MS2_153_01_text.jpg]  
   _Abigail_    : card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg] 
   _jail_    : card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_050_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   396 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_050_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Silver [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
Hall, Henry. ~Inch by Inch; or The Guide of Guides into the Rocky Mountains, and  
among the Silver Mines of San Juan~. Topeka, Kansas:  Kansas Farmer Printing  
House, 1878. Available at the Western History Department, Denver Public   
Library.  
  
Female Offenders [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
Glueck, Sheldon. ~Five Hundred Delinquent Women~.  
Reprint of 1934 edition. New York: Kraus  
Reprint Corporation, 1965. 
 
Vincent, Arthur. ~The Lives of Twelve Bad 
Women, Illustrations and Reviews of Female 
Turpitude Set Forth by Impartial Hands~. 
Boston, Massachusetts: L.C. Page, 1897.  
Available at the Western History Department,  
Denver Public Library. 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_050_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a pick axe. It has 4 transparent button over laid on it, see 
[MS2_051_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below: 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_051_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: promised connections 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Strength"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_051_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: promised connections 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
[Type text] [Type text]   397 
   go to card "Cover Up"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_051_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: promised connections 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Strength"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_051_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: promised connections 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Strength"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   398 
Card 051: “Gaylor Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_051_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/17/2011 
[2245] - [2315] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_051_01.jpg] 
MS2 Card 051 
Card Name: Gaylor Connections 
Card Number:  51 out of 204 
Card ID: 57859 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 10 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Promises" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: clicks in white space will take users to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_051_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
[Type text] [Type text]   399 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Secrets bind stronger 
 than deeds. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   [none]  
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_051_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Edith Gaylor 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID:  [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_051_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Clancy Gaylor 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Clancy Gaylor"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_051_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Mathilda Granger 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "In His Name" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but04: 
[Type text] [Type text]   400 
 [MS2_051_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Jail 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: 1011 jail 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect dissolve slow 
   go to card "jail" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_051_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Abigail Miller 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Cover Up"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_051_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Asa Miller 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Asa Miller"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 153 "Asa Miller" [MS2_153_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_051_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Douglas Gaylor 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Douglas Gaylor" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 191 "Douglas Gaylor" [MS2_191_01_text.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   401 
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_051_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Andrew Gaylor 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Andrew Gaylor" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 193 "Andrew Gaylor" [MS2_193_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_051_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Gilbert Gaylor 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Gilbert Gaylor" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 192 "Gilbert Gaylor" [MS2_192_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_051_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Earle Gaylor 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Earle Gaylor" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 194 "Earle Gaylor" [MS2_194_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   402 
Card 052: “Moving On,” Walkthrough 
MS2_052_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/18/2011 
[2345] - [2400] .25 
02/19/2011 
[0000] - [0044] .75 
1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1125]-[1145] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_052_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 052 
Card Name:  Moving On 
Card Number: 52  out of 204 
Card ID: 6544 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_052_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
[Type text] [Type text]   403 
Windmill arms incessantly 
rolling the cotton in ice water. 
Sand against stone against shirts. 
Moving on today. And again 
tomorrow. 
  
Nailed to the back of the hollow 
in the third tree on the left side 
of Crane’s Creek in Cane, Virginia— 
just behind the pool where _Timmy_ 
Horne drowned in 1829— 
was her mother’s locket; 
the tin heart _webb_ed over softly 
by thirty generations  
of velveteen spiders. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Timmy_ : card 143 "Timmy Horne [MS2_143_01_text.jpg]  
  _webb_ :  card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_052_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Perry Sue Gladston 
1857–1927 
 
Married to _Charles_ Gladston, a farmer turned itinerant miner. Five children, one  
buried in _Marble Springs_  _graveyard_. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Charles_    : card 128 "Charles Gladston" 
[MS2_128_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _graveyard_   : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_052_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_052_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Watkins, T.W. ~Gold and Silver in the West:  The Illustrated History of the  
American Dream~. Palo Alto, California: American West Publishing Company,  
1971. 
[Type text] [Type text]   404 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_052_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of an opened and possibly broken heart-shaped locket, with a spider's web in the 
left-half and a small spider in the right half. The graphic is over laid by two transparent box buttons that link to other 
pages. They are described below. 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_052_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: web 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over right-hand half of graphic, with smaller spider button nested inside] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   show card field "web" 
  end mouseUp 
 
  Opens card field "web" [MS2_052_01_fieldWeb.jpg 
   Field text: 
    " 
    Behind every light  
    shadows weave their _webs_. 
    " 
 
    Field links: 
     _webs_ :  card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
[NOTE: this button was added on 05/24/2011 to make previously hidden card field work] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_052_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: elephant 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over left-hand half of graphic] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Seeing the Elephant" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_052_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Promises 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over spider only] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   405 
   visual effect checkerboard slow to black 
   wait 60 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
[NOTE 05/24/2011 This was formerly button01, but that changed when I, following Deena's instructions, created 
the Button "Web" to make the field pop open] 
 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Unlinked Field 
---------------------- 
[Note possible error: The card info window notes 1 card field. But no active link seems to activate the field, and 
neither button is scripted to go to it. The field is exposed by going to the "Go" menu going to "Message" and 
entering "show card field 1". The field is pictured in [MS2_052_01_fieldWeb.jpg]. The field text and its link is 
described below.] 
 
[MS2_052_01_fieldWeb.jpg] 
Field name: Web 
Card Field 1 
Card part number 3 
Card field ID 12 
 
Field text: 
 " 
 Behind every light  
 shadows weave their _webs_. 
 " 
 
  Field links: 
   _webs_ :  card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011, now works via card button 01] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   406 
Card 053: “In His Name,” Walkthrough 
MS2_053_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/19/2011 
[0045] - [0130] .75 
  
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1146]-[1150] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_053_text1.jpg] 
MS2 Card 053 
Card Name:  In His Name 
Card Number:  53 out of 204 
Card ID: 55989 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
[Note: This card contains a second poem, "Keeping the Peace," by Sandra Smith. The poem is viewed by clicking 
the black triangle button at the top of the card next to the name Sandra Smith. The text and its links are described 
below in Text Tab B.] 
 
--------------------------------- 
Text Tab A "In His Name" 
--------------------------------- 
[MS2_053_01_text1.jpg], [MS2_053_text2.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Love thy neighbor as thineself. 
[Type text] [Type text]   407 
This is the Law of the Lord. 
 
Love thine husband, too,  
as he straps on his guns. 
 
Keep the _coffee_ warm  
on the woodstove. And pray. 
 
Sweep out the jail and keep it clean. 
Comfort them as he locks them in: 
 
Little _Sue_ Langley raped and waiting, 
motherless, to mother her own child. 
 
_Billie Rose_ and _Bridget_, coming in  
drunk from the miners’ Saturday nights. 
 
_Bart_ Morrison who shot up 
the town after _Ruby_ came back. 
 
Crazed _Edith_, shouting strange nothings 
after axing her wandering husband. 
 
And outside, grey-faced _Ilsa_ chanting 
to her God to follow her husband. 
 
Love is knowing when to follow.◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _coffee_   : card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg]  
  _Sue_   : card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg] 
  _Billie Rose_  : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Bridget_  : card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
  _Bart_    : card 154 " Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg] 
  _Ruby_   : card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
  _Edith_   : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ilsa_    : card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------------------------- 
Text Tab B "Keeping the Peace" 
--------------------------------------- 
[MS2_053_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
The one who cleaned up at the end of _Ladies' Aid_. 
The one who put the choir music away. 
The one who _tidied flowers_ on _neglected graves_. 
The one who helped _Sue Langley_ in her need 
and two years later brought the baby back from the orphanage 
saying it was her orphaned niece from Wichita. 
The one who 
   when _Sheriff Granger_ lost the election 
      knew he took comfort in _Cleo_'s arms 
and said nothing. 
[Type text] [Type text]   408 
She was as good and calm as a summer sky. 
She never _gossiped_. 
      Many women liked her, 
          though she had _no friends_. 
The week after Paul Granger died 
Matilda took her daughter back East 
and married a lawyer in Wichita 
whom she'd been writing to for twenty years. 
_Leah Cole_ took over tidying the flowers. 
She was as good and calm as a summer sky. 
She never _gossiped_. 
      Many women liked her, 
          though she had no _friends_. 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Ladies' Aid_   : ["No poem connected to this text" warning. Likely an error, 
should go to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg] .] 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011] 
Now: 
  _Ladies' Aid_   :  card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" 
[MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg] 
  _tidied flowers_   : card 190 "Mariah Horner" [MS2_190_01_text.jpg]  
  _neglected graves_ : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg] 
  _Sue Langley_  : card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Sheriff Granger_  : card 129 "Paul Granger" [MS2_129_01_text.jpg]  
  _Cleo_     : card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
  _gossipe_     : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _no friends_   : card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Leah Cole_   : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
  _gossipe_     : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _friends_   : card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_053_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Matilda Granger née Reed 
1856–1918 
 
Wife of _Paul_ Granger, sheriff of _Marble Springs_ from 1877 until 1918. Both died of the influenza epidemic of 
1918. Seven children; three died in infancy. 
 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Paul_     : card 129 "Paul Granger" [MS2_129_01_text.jpg] 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
[Type text] [Type text]   409 
--------------------- 
[MS2_053_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_053_04_biblio.jpg] 
Backus, Harriet Fish. ~Tomboy Bride~. Boulder, Colorado:  Pruett Publishing  
Company, 1969. 
 
Micheal, Gladys. ~The Peaceful Sheriff of Elbert County~. Boulder, Colorado:   
Johnson Publishing Company, 1968. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_053_05_graphic.jpg] 
 
The graphic element is a drawing of a coffee pot. It is overlaid by 1 transparent box button. It is described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_053_05_graphic.jpg] 
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Breaking Point" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
The second card button is the black triangle that toggles between the poems "In His Name" and "Keeping the 
Peace." It is located between the "Credits" background button and "Sarah Smith's name. It is described below. 
 
but02: 
 Button name: v1 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: 8909 "NXT" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
     set the hilite of me to not the hilite of me 
     set cursor to watch 
     lock screen 
     put the short name of me into suffix 
     put "text" && suffix into textField 
     put "card title" && suffix into cTitleField 
     put "Title" && suffix into titleField 
[Type text] [Type text]   410 
   
     if the hilite of me then 
        prepCard 
        set the hilite of me to true 
        set the hilite of bg btn "Text" to true 
        show field textField 
        set the scroll of field textField to 0 
        show field cTitleField 
        hide field titleField 
     else 
        hide field textField 
        hide field cTitleField 
        hide field titleField 
        popText 
     end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
 
This script activates the changes in the Title field and Text field when the button is clicked. It also returns the scroll 
to the top of the text. 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   411 
Card 054: “Granger Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_054_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/05/2011 
[1315] - [1345]  .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1149]-[1151] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_054_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 054  
Card Name: Granger Connections 
Card Number: 54  out of 204 
Card ID: 59261 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 9 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "In His Name" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[This script controls clicks in white space, sending user to: 
 card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg] .] 
 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   412 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_054_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 _Matilda_ put bluebonnets on the 
 jail trays each spring morning 
 and extra candles in the winter. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Matilda_ : card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_054_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Red Birch 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Half-Breed" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_054_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Sue Langley 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Confinement" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_054_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Jail 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: 1011 jail 
[Type text] [Type text]   413 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect dissolve slow 
   go to card "jail" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_054_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard  
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: 8348 "graveyard" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_054_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Paul Granger 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Paul Granger" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 129 "Paul Granger" [MS2_129_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_054_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Matilda Granger 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "In His Name" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_054_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: The White Owl 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
[Type text] [Type text]   414 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: 22978 Home Big 2 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "White Owl" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_054_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Society 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Changer 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Ladies Aid"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_054_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Bart Morrison 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Bart Morrison" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 154 " Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
[FIXED Removed per Deena's instructions 05/24/2011 (not original)] 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   415 
Card 055: “Seeing the Elephant,” Walkthrough 
MS2_055_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/05/2011 
[1350] - [1430] .66 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_055_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 055 
Card Name:  Seeing the Elephant 
Card Number:  55 out of 204 
Card ID: 5044 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 6 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_055_01_text1.jpg], [MS2_055_01_text2.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
When Victoria Green went off  
with _Hank_ to _See the Elephant_,  
her mamma vowed to send  
snippets of hair each year— 
For keepsakes, she said. 
 
When the packets of hair came  
from Back East, Victoria wove 
[Type text] [Type text]   416 
them into curlicues and spirals  
to mock the delicate 
elephant ear stems outside 
her cabin door. 
 
And she wondered about the faces 
of the nieces she’d never seen; 
her mother’s raven black hair that 
slowly turned light. 
 
After her mother died, 
Victoria turned to weave the 
mountain goat hair left behind 
on the sharp cold branches 
of _Crow’s_ Mountain. 
 
And she dried thin stalks 
of wildflowers into wreaths— 
For mamma, she said. 
Who never saw 
the elephant. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Hank_    : card 130 "Hank Green" [MS2_130_01_text.jpg] 
  _See the Elephant_ : card pop-up field 1 "See the Elephant" 
[MS2_055_01_fieldElephant.jpg] 
  Field Text: 
   " 
   When circus parades first featured  
   elephants, a farmer went to sell his  
   vegetables and see the sights. His  
   terrified horses bolted, overturned  
   his wagon, and ruined his  
   vegetables. 
    “I have seen the Elephant,” the  
   farmer said, “nothing else matters.”  
   This became the motto for  
   adventurers who streamed West,  
   _search_ing for the Elephant. 
   " 
    Field Links: 
     _search_ : card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg]  
  _Crow's_    : card 017 "Crow's Mountain" 
[MS2_017_01_crows.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_055_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Victoria Green née Wilson 
1862–1918 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   417 
Married _Hank Green_ at sixteen and came out 
seeking silver. After failing to make a strike,  
Hank set off for the Klondike Rush in the Yukon. 
Victoria stayed behind to run a boarding house  
in _Marble Springs_. No children.  
Died in the flu epidemic of  ’18. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Hank Green_  : card 130 "Hank Green" [MS2_130_01_text.jpg] 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_055_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_055_04_biblio.jpg] 
Boarding Houses [set in Black Chancery 10 Regular] 
Landry, Wanda A. _Boardin’ in the Thicket:  Reminiscences and Recipes of Early  
Big Thicket Boarding Houses_.  
Benton, Texas:  University of North Texas Press, 
1990. 
 
Explorers  [set in Black Chancery 10 Regular] 
Levy, Joann. _They Saw the Elephant:  Women  
in the California Gold Rush_. Connecticut:   
Archon Books, 1990. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_055_05_graphic.jpg] 
[The graphic element connected to this card is a wildflower stalk, possible a milk weed stem, but it is hard to say. 
There are 6 card buttons overlaid on various parts of the plant, as seen in [MS2_055_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons 
are detailed below: 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_055_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over laid on plant, lowest right] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  go to card "Settling In"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   418 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_055_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over laid on plant, lowest left] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  go to card "The Washerwoman"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
 
but03: 
 [MS2_055_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over laid on plant, middle right] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  go to card "Moving On" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_055_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over laid on plant, topmost right] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  go to card "The Seekers" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 043 "The Seekers" [MS2_043_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_055_05_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over laid on plant, middle left] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  go to card "Searches" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   419 
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_055_05_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number:  7 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over laid on plant, topmost left] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  go to card "Peggy's Diary" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   420 
Card 056: “Strength,” Walkthrough 
MS2_056_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/05/2011 
[1445] - [1509] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1152]-[1158] 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_056_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card  
Card Name:   
Card Number:   out of 204 
Card ID:  
Contains   card field 
Contains  card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_056_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
A man like that, her mother had said,  
never amounts to much. 
Just look at his weak blue eyes, 
she’d go on, the _stove_ lids 
[Type text] [Type text]   421 
rattling her hate. 
 
To marry _Dickon_, to pretend 
to believe his boasts of  
next week, next year, 
was Enid’s final act of weakness. 
 
He repaid her only 
with a _defective child_ 
and a stillborn son. 
 
The land was good, he said. 
Their claim would come, he said. 
His next child . . . a new life. 
 
In her one moment of strength, 
Enid Grimes left. ◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _stove_   : card pop-up field "stove" [MS2_056_01_fieldStove.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   If the stove is cracked, a good cement should be applied as follows:  
   Wood ashes and salt in equal proportions, reduce to a paste with  
   cold water, and fill in the cracks when the stove is cool.  It will  
   soon harden. 
 
   ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
   " 
  _Dickon_   : card 132 "Dickon Grimes" [MS2_132_01_text.jpg]  
  _defective child_ : card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_056_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Enid Grimes née Bashor 
1863-? 
 
From Kentucky. Married _Dickon_ who promised her wealth in the gold fields of  
California. Followed him through California to _Marble Springs_ and left after  
three years. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Dickon_    : card 132 "Dickon Grimes" [MS2_132_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] [Note: this link does 
not work as it is overlaid by the graphic button 02.] 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011 by breaking text in new spot.] 
Now: 
[MS201_056_02_titleFIX.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   422 
Title text: 
" 
Enid Grimes née Bashor 
1863-? 
 
From Kentucky. Married _Dickon_ who promised her wealth in the gold fields of  
California. Followed him through California  
to _Marble Springs_ and left after three years. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Dickon_    : card 132 "Dickon Grimes" [MS2_132_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_056_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_056_04_biblio.jpg] 
Pomeroy, Henry R. ~Prospector’s Pocket Manual:  Where and How to Find Gold  
and Silver Mines~. St Louis: self-published, 1881. Available at the Western  
History Department, Denver Public Library.  
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_056_05_graphic.jpg] 
[The graphic element is a picture of cast iron stove, likely wood or coal burning. It has two buttons overlaid on it. 
They are described below:] 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_056_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [transparent box, over laid on stove, lower two-thirds]  
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_056_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 15 
[Type text] [Type text]   423 
 Icon ID: [transparent box, over laid on stove, upper one-third]  
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Eyes" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
    
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   424 
Card 057: “Grimes Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_057_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/05/2011 
[1715] - [1745] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_057_01.jpg] 
MS2 Card 057 
Card Name: Grimes Connections 
Card Number:  57 out of 204 
Card ID: 59469 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 8 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Sun's Gold" 
  end if  
 end mouseUp 
 
[Note: clicks in white space will take users to: card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_057_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
[Type text] [Type text]   425 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Old _spiderstrands_ blow and fade 
 in the weak sun through the 
 doorway of the Grimes' cabin. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _spiderstrands_ : card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_057_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Enid Grimes 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Strength" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_057_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Dickon Grimes 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Dickon Grimes"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 132 "Dickon Grimes" [MS2_132_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_057_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Rachel Cole 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Proprietress" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
 
[Type text] [Type text]   426 
but04: 
 [MS2_057_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Zandra Miller 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Hair" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_057_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_057_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Sarah Grimes 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Sun's Gold" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_057_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Society 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ladies Aid" 
  end mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   427 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_057_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Church and School 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over picture of school] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "School"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 087 "School Days" [MS2_087_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   428 
Card 058: “Sun’s Gold,” Walkthrough 
MS2_058_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/05/2011 
[2010] - [2055] .75 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1158]-[1211] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_058_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 058 
Card Name: Sun's Gold 
Card Number: 58  out of 204 
Card ID: 13033 
Contains 1  card field 
Contains 3 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_058_01_text1.jpg], [MS2_058_01_text2.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
She was born quiet, her father said. 
and her mother left quiet one night, 
leaving her to grow silently with the moon. 
[Type text] [Type text]   429 
After the first hour of school, 
Sarah skipped home, smiling at the sun. 
_Miss Miller_ shook her head when 
Sarah couldn’t say her name. 
 
Home she stayed, salting trout and  
following her father’s traps— 
looking when her birds surprised her. 
Sometimes she played in the pilings, 
Fool’s gold glinting through  
her copper hair and she would scramble 
to her feet after dark—hands  
scraping at stars 
which never joined her play. 
But she felt the sun laughing  
as the creek-gold eluded her fingers 
and mud plastered her skirt. 
 
When her father went to _Marble Springs_,  
he’d lead her with a string to jerk her  
away from wagons and shocked looks. 
For days after, she would push pine  
needles and ashes into her mouth 
until her father got out the town candy— 
licorice with green rivulets. 
 
Then he struck his tracer vein, 
and went off drunk to Cripple Creek 
to find his old friends. Left Sarah 
with a three-month supply of bear’s  
meat and corn flour and some 
_store_-bought candy on the top shelf. 
 
After the gossip had gone around, 
_Mrs. Cole_ declared it a scandal. 
So the _Ladies Aid_ collected 
for a one-way ticket and board 
to place her in the _Belle Hope Asylum_  
where she could rock and gaze 
at the roof in perfect safety. 
 
_Pastor Horner_ commended their efforts 
when they marked her _grave_ 
a year later.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Miss Miller_    : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _store_     : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General 
Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg]  
  _Mrs. Cole_     : "No poem connected to this text" warning, likely an 
error, should go to card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
[FIXED 05/24/2011 by connecting "Mrs. Cole" to "Proprietress" in card 204] 
  _Mrs. Cole_     :  card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
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  _Ladies Aid_     : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" 
[MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
  _Belle Hope Asylum_  : opens card pop-up field "Belle Hope Asylum" 
[MS2_058_01_fieldAsylum.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Belle Hope Asylum [Black Chancery 10 Regular] 
 
   Founded in 1890. For the care of dependent,  
   defective, and delinquent children.  A 1919  
   report said:  "One hesitates to criticize where  
   the altruistic spirit is manifest, even when  
   conditions are below standard, in these times  
   of  high cost of living, discontent among wage  
   workers, and general reconstruction." 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _Pastor Horner_    : "No poem connected to this text" warning, likely an error, 
should go to card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
[FIXED on 05/24/2011 by changing blank line above "Pastor Horner" link from Group to Plain in the Style menu] 
Now: 
  _Pastor Horner_    :  to card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _grave_     : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_058_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Sarah Grimes 
1882 –1894 
 
_Enid_ and _Dickon_ Grimes’ only child.  
The Grimes moved to _Marble Springs_  
from Cripple Creek where Dickon had  
failed to find silver. Enid left after  
three years of failure in Marble Springs. 
Dickon finally struck silver and  
left Sarah to recruit help from old friends. 
 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Enid_    : card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg]  
  _Dickon_    : card 132 "Dickon Grimes" [MS2_132_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   431 
[MS2_058_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_058_04_biblio.jpg] 
Barton, George Edward. ~Re-education; An Analysis of the Institutional System of  
the United States~. Boston, Massachusetts: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1917. 
 
Henderson, Charles Richmond. ~Introduction to the Study of the Dependant,  
Defective, and Delinquent Classes, and Their Social Treatment~. Boston: D.C.  
Heath & Company, 1901. 
 
Slingerland, W.H., ~Child Welfare Work  
in Colorado~. University of Colorado  
Bulletin vol 20, no. 10, general series  
no. 161, 1919. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_058_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of woman standing in front of the sun, or possibly a Madonna, see 
[MS2_058_05_graphic.jpg]. The picture has 3 transparent box buttons overlaid on it. The buttons are described 
below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_058_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box, over laid on picture, middle third] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_058_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Katy's Creek 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box, over laid on picture, left third] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Katy's Creek" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   432 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_058_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Hazel Wringle 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [transparent box, over laid on picture, third 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Abandoned" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 059: “Wildflowers,” Walkthrough 
MS2_059_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/05/2011 
[2105] - [2205] 1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_059_01_text1.jpg] 
MS2 Card 059 
Card Name:  Wildflowers 
Card Number: 59  out of 204 
Card ID: 5089 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 6 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_059_01_text1.jpg], [MS2_059_01_text2.jpg], [MS2_059_01_text3.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
After the accident, 
_Doctor Hudson_ came out twice. 
And _Doc Nancy_ hunted out  
all the squawroot in the valley. 
_Tim_ finally sought out _Alvina_, 
whose potions only burned  
Anne’s bare eyes deeper. 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   434 
Salt tears flowing freely  
over the cold ground 
were of no more use 
than the poultices and remedies. 
 
_Laura_ laughed, her small legs 
tied with bells for Anne to hear. 
And then in spring their fingers knelt  
together in mud,  
drinking in the last of the snow. 
 
Anne asked Tim to connect the kitchen  
to a garden on the hillside, 
the garden to the well, 
the well to the barn 
with a series of clotheslines.  
 
Later, Anne gathered stalks of 
her imported lavender and 
lemongrass, leaving her  
sage and _mint_ borders 
to spill over the old _railroad_ ties, 
brimming with scent. 
 
Dried stalks of herbs hung down  
the kitchen door, always open now 
as she baked sweet-smelling pies  
for neighbors on Sundays. 
 
Tim made a flower-press and  
carved a rude outline of a columbine 
on the front. Anne kept it on the 
mantelpiece for company. 
 
She laughed when the children came  
sliding in snowy spring afternoons— 
swooping down from the top of the hill 
right into her kitchen on soaped wood boards— 
 
And  
~I have lived so much 
and laughed so long~ 
she said.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Doctor Hudson_ : card 145 "Doctor Hudson" [MS2_145_01_text.jpg]  
  _Doc Nancy_   : card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
  _Tim_     : card 138 "Tim Harmon" [MS2_138_01_text.jpg]  
  _Alvina_    : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
  _Laura_    : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
  _mint_    : opens card pop-up field "Mint" [MS2_059_01_fieldMint.jpg] 
   Field text: 
    " 
    Mint Sauce [Black Chancery 10 Bold] 
 
    Mix one tablespoon of white sugar to  
[Type text] [Type text]   435 
    half a teacup of good vinegar; add the  
    mint and let it infuse for half an hour in  
    a cool place before sending to the table.  
    Serve with roast _lamb_. 
 
    ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
    " 
     Field links: 
      _lamb_ : card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg] 
  _railroad_    : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" 
[MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_059_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Anne Harmon, née Kingston 
1849–1904 
 
Wife of _Tim_ Harmon, who owned the  
_Black Queen_ Mine with his brother.  
A wagon accident took her sight as well as two of her 
 children, _Margaret_ and _Esther_, but  
Anne persevered to raise her three remaining 
 children:  _Laura_, _Jordan_, and _Isaac_.  
Tim helped to run the Black Queen until  
the Silver Panic of ’93 when he was reduced to  
taking a foreman’s job at the _quarry_.  
" 
 Title links: 
  _Tim_     : card 138 "Tim Harmon" [MS2_138_01_text.jpg]  
  _Black Queen_ : card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
   _Margaret_    : "No poem is connected to this text" warning, user may add card. 
  _Esther_    : "No poem is connected to this text" warning, user may add 
card. 
  _Laura_   : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jordan_   : card 136 "Jordan Harmon" [MS2_136_01_text.jpg]  
  _Isaac_   : card 135 "Isaac Harmon" [MS2_135_01_text.jpg] 
  _quarry_   : card 025 "Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_059_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_059_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   436 
Brown, Robert Leaman.  ~An Empire of  Silver~. Denver, Colorado:  Sundance  
Publications, 1984. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_059_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is stem of four flower blossoms. There are 6 transparent buttons overlaid on the graphic 
element, which can be seen on [MS2_059_01butView.jpg]. 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_059_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on flowers, second blossom from top] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Settling In" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_059_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3  
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid, left most scroll, center 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Quilts" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_059_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on blossoms, third from top] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Seeing the Elephant" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_059_05_but04.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   437 
 Button name: Graphic 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on bottom scroll work, bottommost button] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg] 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_059_05_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on top most blossom] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Katy's Creek" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]   
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_059_05_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on bottommost blossom] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Mountain Sunrise" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   438 
Card 060: “Harmon Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_060_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/06/2011 
[1945] - [2046] 1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1213]-[1233] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_060_01.jpg] 
MS2 Card 060 
Card Name: Harmon Connections 
Card Number:  60 out of 204 
Card ID: 77835 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 21 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   put the ticks into theseTicks 
     if last char of theseTicks < 4 then 
       else 
    go to cd "Wildflowers" 
        if last char of theseTicks < 6 then 
          go to card "Quilts" 
        else 
     go to cd "Mountain Sunrise" 
 
    end if 
   end if 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   439 
[Note: This script takes the user to 1 of 2 different cards, based on the final digit of the seconds in the computer's 
clock. Note: that this script is written as if it is meant to go to 3 different cards, but the redirect for less than 4 seems 
to be missing, or the "else" is extraneous. The poor syntax, in practice means that Hypercard tries to go to both 
"Wildflowers"  [card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg] ] and then either "Quilts" or "Mountain Sunrise," 
with the result that "Wildflowers" gets skipped going forward, but if you use meta-~ to go back one card, you end up 
at "Wildflowers" rather than at "Harmon Connections."] 
 
 If the final digit of the seconds is:  button links to: 
  less than 6    : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
  greater than or equal to 6 : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011 changed script] 
Now: 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   put the ticks into theseTicks 
     if last char of theseTicks < 4 then 
    go to cd "Doc Nancy" 
       else 
        if last char of theseTicks < 6 then 
          go to card "Quilts" 
        else 
     go to cd "Mountain Sunrise" 
 
    end if 
   end if 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
 
 If the final digit of the seconds is:  button links to: 
  less than 4         : card 
048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg] 
  greater than or equal to 4 and less than 6 : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
  greater than or equal to 6     : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" 
[MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_060_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
[Type text] [Type text]   440 
 Connections pour into 
 your mind as gossamer 
 trails from another 
 world. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   [none] 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_060_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Society 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Ladies Aid" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_060_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_060_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Sadie Stoner 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Scraps" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but04: 
[Type text] [Type text]   441 
 [MS2_060_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Emmy Mateson 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID:  
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Whispers in Wine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_060_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Black Queen Mine 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID:32159 Marker Cross 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Black Queen" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_060_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Goliath Manor 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: 2799 Goliath Manor 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect dissolve slow 
   go to card "Goliath Manor" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg] 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_060_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Laura Keeperly 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quilts" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   442 
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_060_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Anne Harmon 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Wildflowers"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_060_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Dell Harmon 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Mountain Sunrise" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_060_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Quarry 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
  Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: 18814 Quarry 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quarry" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 20 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_060_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Crow's Mountain 
 Card button number: 
 Card part number: 
 Card button ID: 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over Crow's Mountain text and icon] 
[Type text] [Type text]   443 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Crow's Mountain" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg]  
[Note: this link does not work. It appears to be scripted correctly, but will not redirect.] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 by pasting card tittle from card 17 directly into the script. Likely the apostrophe is causing the 
problem.] 
 
 
but12: 
 [MS2_060_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Tim Harmon 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Tim Harmon"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 138 "Tim Harmon" [MS2_138_01_text.jpg] 
 
but13: 
 [MS2_060_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Sam Harmon 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card " Sam Harmon" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 137 "Sam Harmon" [MS2_137_01_text.jpg]  
 
but14: 
 [MS2_060_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Jordan Harmon 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Jordan Harmon" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 136 "Jordan Harmon" [MS2_136_01_text.jpg]  
 
but15: 
 [MS2_060_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: Leah Cole 
[Type text] [Type text]   444 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Aspen Gold" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but16: 
 [MS2_060_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Isaac Harmon 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Isaac Harmon" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 135 "Isaac Harmon" [MS2_135_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but17: 
 [MS2_060_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: Fred Keeperly 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number: 17 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Fred Keeperly" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 149 "Fred Keeperly" [MS2_149_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but18: 
 [MS2_060_01_but18.jpg]  
 Button name: Goliath Manor 
 Card button number: 18 
 Card part number:  18 
 Card button ID:  20 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over text] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect dissolve 
   go to card "Goliath Manor" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg] 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   445 
but19: 
 [MS2_060_01_but19.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 19 
 Card part number: 19 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but20: 
 [MS2_060_01_but20.jpg]  
 Button name: Eric Harmon 
 Card button number: 20 
 Card part number: 20 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Eric Harmon"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 133 "Eric Harmon" [MS2_133_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Button 21 
------------------- 
but21: 
 [MS2_060_01_but21.jpg]  
 Button name: Ernest Harmon 
 Card button number: 21 
 Card part number: 21 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Ernest Harmon" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 134 "Ernest Harmon" [MS2_134_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   446 
Card 061: “Mountain Sunrise,” Walkthrough 
MS2_061_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/06/2011 
[2045] - [2115] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card  
Card Name:   
Card Number:   out of 204 
Card ID:  
Contains   card field 
Contains  card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Dell Harmon made wickerware  
chairs from old lupine stems  
and young willow bark shoots. 
 
Steeped them with 
her husband’s old  
cigar butts— 
for color, she said. 
[Type text] [Type text]   447 
 
And the sun poured  
her colors on _Crow’s Mountain_ 
where she gathered them 
in the early morning light. 
 
_Doc Nancy_ sat with  
her there a few times,  
both silently gazing 
into the sun. ◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Crow’s Mountain_ : card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg]  
  _Doc Nancy_   : card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_061_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Dell Harmon 
1850–1894 
 
Came to _Marble Springs_ from Vermont in 1878 to seek work as a domestic. After  
working for the _Goliath Manor_ for six months, she married _Sam_ Harmon, who  
owned the _Black Queen_ Mine with his brother, _Tim_. Two sons, _Eric_ and _Ernest_.  
She died of fever after the Silver Panic of ’93. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]   
  _Goliath Manor_ : card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg] 
  _Sam_    : card 137 "Sam Harmon" [MS2_137_01_text.jpg]  
  _Black Queen_  : card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg] 
  _Tim_     : card 138 "Tim Harmon" [MS2_138_01_text.jpg] 
  _Eric_     : card 133 "Eric Harmon" [MS2_133_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ernest_   : card 134 "Ernest Harmon" [MS2_134_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_061_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_061_04_biblio.jpg] 
Miller, Bruce W. and John Widess. ~Caner’s Handbook~. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold,1983. 
 
 
---------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   448 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_061_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of wicker chair. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the chair, described 
below. 
 
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over drawing of chair] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   Go to card "Quilts" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   449 
Card 062: “Breaking Points,” Walkthrough 
MS2_062_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/06/2011 
[2200] - [2300]  1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1235]-[1237] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 062 
Card Name:  Breaking Points 
Card Number: 62  out of 204 
Card ID: 53160 
Contains  2 card fields 
Contains  9 card buttons 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Edna Harris probed the _news_ 
her husband wrung out 
of black printer’s ink. 
[Type text] [Type text]   450 
 
She pasted it into 
long snakes of columns 
in old census books, 
 
feeling what had happened 
behind the double  
screen of black words 
 
until she had spread out 
the _edge_s of each tale 
to its breaking point. 
 
And _understood_. 
 
Tired, she took to shelling 
peas on her front porch 
across from the _White Owl_, 
 
watching people _passing by_, 
fingering the thin shell walls  
until they no longer held surprises.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _news_  : opens card pop-up field "news" [MS2_062_01_fieldNews.jpg] 
   Field text: 
    " 
    Mrs. _Dell_ Harmon departed on Friday to visit  
    friends in Aspen, she will return in two weeks. 
 
    Many Marblites went to the _dance_ in Redstone  
    Saturday, a good time was had by all. 
 
    The _Coles_ are entertaining Mrs. _Maude_  
    Newsome, a cousin from New York, for the  
    summer. We wish her the best of times here. 
 
    Old _Joe_ Cattering has hired on a new hand at  
    his mine. 
    " 
     Field links:  
      _Dell_  : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" 
[MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
      _dance_ : card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
      _Coles_ : [Note: this link does not work, it is supposed to link 
to "Rachel Connections" but there is no card by that name, should likely go to card 038 "Cole Connections" 
[MS2_038_01.jpg] .] 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011 by changing script to link on card 204] 
      _Coles_ :  card 038 "Cole Connections" [MS2_038_01.jpg] 
      _Maude_ : "No poem is connected to this text" 
warning. User my add a poem." 
      _Joe_   : card 116 "Joe Cattering" 
[MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg] 
  
 
  _edge_   : card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   451 
  _understood_ : opens card pop-up field "understood" [MS2_062_01_fieldUnderstood.jpg] 
   Field text: 
    " 
    _Red Birch_ who bled through Thistletop  
    Ridge. 
    _Bridget_ O’ Shanty who stole the  
    _Pastor_’s shay. 
    _Edith_ Clancy who collapsed in _jail_.  
    _Lottie_ Horner who went away. 
    " 
     Field links: 
      _Red Birch_ : card 093 "Half-breed" 
[MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  
      _Bridget_  : card 089 "Counting" 
[MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
      _Pastor_  : card 144 "Pastor Horner" 
[MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
      _Edith_   : card 050 "Promises" 
[MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
      _jail_   : card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs 
Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
      _Lottie_   : card 066 "Firelight" 
[MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]   
  _passing by_  : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_062_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Edna Harris 
1865–1935 
 
Wife of _Joel_ Harris, owner and editor of the ~Marble Springs Caller~. They moved to  
_Marble Springs_ from Ohio 
 in 1880 and set up the newspaper, 
 producing a weekly issue until  
Joel’s death in 1928.  
No children. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Joel_    : card 139 "Joel Harris" [MS2_139_01_text.jpg]   
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_062_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   452 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_062_04_biblio.jpg] 
Gregory, Doris H. ~The life of Henry Ripley, Publisher of the Ouray Times, Ouray’s  
First Newspaper~. Self-published, 1985. Available at the Western History  
Department, Denver Public Library.  
 
McMurtrie, Douglas C. and Albert 
H. Allen. ~Early Printing in Colorado~. 
Denver, Colorado:  The A.B.  
Hirschfield Press, 1935. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_062_05_graphic.jpg] 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_062_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connections 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on drawing, compare to [MS2_062_01_butView.jpg, for placement] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "In His Name" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_062_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connections 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on drawing, compare to [MS2_062_01_butView.jpg, for placement] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Peggy's Diary" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_062_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connections 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on drawing, compare to [MS2_062_01_butView.jpg, for placement] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   453 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "French" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_062_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connections 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on drawing, compare to [MS2_062_01_butView.jpg, for placement] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Strength" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg]   
 
but05: 
 [MS2_062_05_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connections 
 Card button number: 5  
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on drawing, compare to [MS2_062_01_butView.jpg, for placement] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Strength" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_062_05_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connections 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on drawing, compare to [MS2_062_01_butView.jpg, for placement] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Strength" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_062_05_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connections 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on drawing, compare to [MS2_062_01_butView.jpg, for placement] 
[Type text] [Type text]   454 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_062_05_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connections 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on drawing, compare to [MS2_062_01_butView.jpg, for placement] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Investments" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_062_05_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connections 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on drawing, compare to [MS2_062_01_butView.jpg, for placement] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   455 
Card 063: “Harris Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_063_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/07/2011 
[1450] - [1525] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_063_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 063 
Card Name: Harris Connections 
Card Number:  63 out of 204 
Card ID: 60102 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 12 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Breaking Points" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Note: By the above script, clicks in unassigned white space are directed to: card 062 "Breaking Points" 
[MS2_062_01_text.jpg] .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_063_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
[Type text] [Type text]   456 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Form in the 
 _hollowness_ of words. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _hollowness_ : card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_063_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Ruby Mateson 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "French" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_063_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Edna Harris 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Breaking Points" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_063_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Joel Harris 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3  
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Joel Harris" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 139 "Joel Harris" [MS2_139_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
[Type text] [Type text]   457 
 [MS2_063_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number:4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card " The Washerwoman"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
 
but05: 
 [MS2_063_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Springs 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: 26884 Town 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open 
   go to card "Town map"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_063_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Society 
 Card button number: 6  
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ladies Aid" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]   
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_063_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Church and School 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [none, graphic of church] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Marble Edifice"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   458 
 
 
 
but08: 
 Button name: Jail 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: 1011 jail 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "jail" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_063_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open  
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]   
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_063_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: The White Owl 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: 22978 Home Big 2 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "White Owl" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]   
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 12 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_063_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Cole's Mercantile 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: 13745 "Cole's store" 
[Type text] [Type text]   459 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Cole's Store" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg] 
 
but12: 
 [MS2_063_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Maddy Bates 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number:13 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Maddy Bates" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   460 
Card 064: “Eyes,” Walkthrough 
MS2_064_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/07/2011 
[1525] - [1555] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_064_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 064 
Card Name:  Eyes 
Card Number:  64 out of 204 
Card ID: 10594 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 4 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_064_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Alvina's eyes were small red spots 
left over from _Joey_'s measles 
and _Jimmy_'s smallpox. 
 
And Alvina spat at _Millie_ 
when she came to see 
about _Judy_'s funeral. 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   461 
_Ruby_ claimed catgut held 
those eyes to the fat paste 
of Alvina's white face. 
 
_Rachel Cole_ always said 
how her red-eye _whiskey_ 
soured in the light. 
 
But _Abigail_ knew 
her potions were _worth_ 
the price and the sneer. 
 
_Susannah_ spied her once 
when there was no moon, 
leering into an iron pot, 
muttering about eyes. Eyes. Eyes.♢ 
" 
 Text links: 
 _Joey_   : card 141 "Joey Heollstar" [MS2_141_01_text.jpg]  
 _Jimmy_   : card 140 "Jimmy Heollstar" [MS2_140_01_text.jpg]  
 _Millie_   : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 _Judy_   : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 _Ruby_   : card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 _Rachel Cole_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
 _whiskey_  : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg]  
 _Abigail_   : card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg] 
 _worth_   : card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg]  
 _Susannah_  : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_064_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Alvina Heollstar 
1872-1931 
 
Married to _Jud_ Heollstar, who worked as a carpenter and blacksmith for the 
_Sugar Boy_ Mine. Two boys, _Joey_ and _Jimmy_. Her only girl, _Judy_, died of scarlet  
fever at five years old. 
" 
 Title links: 
 _Jud_   : card 142 "Jud Heollstar" [MS2_142_01_text.jpg]  
 _Sugar Boy_ : card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg]  
 _Joey_  : card 141 "Joey Heollstar" [MS2_141_01_text.jpg]  
 _Jimmy_  : card 140 "Jimmy Heollstar" [MS2_140_01_text.jpg]  
 _Judy_  : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_064_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   462 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_064_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_064_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a large pot or cauldron. There are four transparent box buttons overlaid on it, as 
seen in [MS2_064_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_064_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on cauldron, middle third of body] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "The Washerwoman" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
 
but02: 
 [MS2_064_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on cauldron, opening or mouth] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Literary Society" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_064_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on cauldron, left third of body] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Cover Up] 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   463 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_064_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on cauldron, right third of body] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Proprietress" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   464 
Card 065: “Heollstar Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_065_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/07/2011 
[1600] - [1620] .33 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_065_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 065 
Card Name: Heollstar Connections 
Card Number: 65  out of 204 
Card ID: 60248 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 11 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Eyes" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[On mouse click in unassigned white space, user is redirected to: card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg] .] 
 
 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   465 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_065_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 _You_ who look at me only 
 with your eyes, 
 who do you see? 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _You_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_065_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Jud Heollstar 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Jud Heollstar" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 142 "Jud Heollstar" [MS2_142_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_065_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Anne Davidson 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Wildflowers" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_065_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Susannah Smith 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Literary Society" 
  end mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   466 
 Links to: card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_065_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Abigail Miller 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Cover Up" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_065_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Sugar Boy Mine 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: 32159 Marker Cross 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sugar Boy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg] 
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_065_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Alvina Heollstar 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Eyes" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_065_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
[Type text] [Type text]   467 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]   
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_065_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Rachel Cole 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Proprietress" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_065_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Jimmy Heollstar 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Jimmy Heollstar" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 140 "Jimmy Heollstar" [MS2_140_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_065_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Joey Heollstar 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Joey Heollstar" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 141 "Joey Heollstar" [MS2_141_01_text.jpg]  
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_065_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Judy Heollstar 
 Card button number: 11 
[Type text] [Type text]   468 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   469 
Card 066: “Firelight,” Walkthrough 
MS2_066_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/07/2011 
[1635] - [1655] .33 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_066_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 066 
Card Name: Firelight  
Card Number:  66 out of 204 
Card ID: 51331 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_066_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
_Pastor Horner_ forbade his daughter 
to attend dances in _Jenson_’s barn. 
Or anywhere else for that matter. 
 
Lottie went anyway, 
her smile-filled eyes 
turning the boys faster 
than the caller’s thumping feet. 
[Type text] [Type text]   470 
Her long curls twirled in  
the lamp light, throwing gold shadows 
on the fine organdy and lace 
_Leah Cole_ lent her. 
 
One of the boys would  
see her home, helping 
her climb quietly back 
into her window, 
softly _laughing_, 
_kissing_, 
_knowing_   
in the dark.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Pastor Horner_  : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jenson_    : card 071 "Jenson Connections" [MS2_071_01.jpg]  
  _Leah Cole_   : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
  _laughing_   : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _kissing_    : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
  _knowing_    : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_066_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Lothia (Lottie) Horner 
1880–? 
 
Eldest daughter of _Pastor_ and _Millie_ Horner. 
Disappeared from _Marble Springs_ when she was 18.  
_Leah_ Cole occasionally received  
letters from Chicago marked L. Horner. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Pastor_    : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _Millie_    : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Leah_    : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_066_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_066_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   471 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_066_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a lace and flower heart. 
 
 Button name: Graphic Connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over drawing of heart] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   Go to card "French" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   472 
Card 067: “Horner Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_067_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/07/2011 
[1700] - [1755] 1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1310]-[1315] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_067_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 067 
Card Name: Horner Connections 
Card Number: 67  out of 204 
Card ID: 60589 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 22 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Respect" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to: card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg] .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   473 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_067_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 "There can be no _escape_ 
 from the Lord your God." 
 
 _Pastor Horner_'s sermon, 
 September 12, 1899 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _escape_   : card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
   _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_067_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Society 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number:  1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Ladies Aid" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_067_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_067_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Leah Cole 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
[Type text] [Type text]   474 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Aspen Gold" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_067_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Alvina Heollstar 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Eyes" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_067_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Sadie Stoner 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Scraps"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_067_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Laura Keeperly 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quilts" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_067_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Sarah Grimes 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 7 
[Type text] [Type text]   475 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sun's Gold"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_067_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Sue Langley 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Confinement" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_067_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "The Washerwoman"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_067_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Lottie Horner 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Firelight" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 20 
[Type text] [Type text]   476 
------------------- 
but11:  
 [MS2_067_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Ida Jenkins 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Red Ribbons" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_067_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Penny Cernak 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Silk Colors" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg]  
 
but13: 
 [MS2_067_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Pastor Horner 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Pastor Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
[Note: this button is completely overlaid by button 19, also Pastor Horner. Therefore there are effectively only 21 
buttons on this card.] 
 
but14: 
 [MS2_067_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Church 2 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [none, graphic of church building] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Church 2" 
[Type text] [Type text]   477 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 018 "Church2" or "First Congregationalist Church" [MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg] 
 
but15: 
 [MS2_067_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: Millie Horner 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Respect" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but16: 
 [MS2_067_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Bridget O'Shanty 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but17: 
 [MS2_067_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 17  
 Card part number:  18 
 Card button ID:  18 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over word "Graveyard" overlaps button 2] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
 
but18: 
 [MS2_067_01_but18.jpg]  
 Button name: Mariah Horner 
 Card button number: 18 
 Card part number: 19 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Regular] 
 Script: 
[Type text] [Type text]   478 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Mariah Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 190 "Mariah Horner" [MS2_190_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but19: 
 [MS2_067_01_but19.jpg]  
 Button name: Pastor Horner 
 Card button number: 19 
 Card part number: 20 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Pastor Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
[Note: this button is completely overlays button 13, also Pastor Horner. Therefore there are effectively only 21 
buttons on this card.] 
 
 
but20: 
 [MS2_067_01_but20.jpg]  
 Button name: Ephraim Horner 
 Card button number: 20 
 Card part number: 21 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Pastor Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
[Note: This seems to be a mistake: this should probably go to: card 187 "Ephraim Horner" 
[MS2_187_01_text.jpg] .] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011] 
 Button name: Ephraim Horner 
 Card button number: 20 
 Card part number: 21 
 Card button ID: 21 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ephraim Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 187 "Ephraim Horner" [MS2_187_01_text.jpg] .] 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 21 -22 
[Type text] [Type text]   479 
------------------- 
but21: 
 [MS2_067_01_but21.jpg]  
 Button name: Josiah Horner 
 Card button number: 21 
 Card part number: 22 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Pastor Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
[Note: This seems to be a mistake: this should probably go to: card 188 "Josiah Horner" [MS2_188_01_text.jpg]. ]  
[FIXED 05/24/2011] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Josiah Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 188 "Josiah Horner" [MS2_188_01_text.jpg]. ]  
 
 
 
but22: 
 [MS2_067_01_but22.jpg]  
 Button name: Saul Horner 
 Card button number: 22 
 Card part number: 23 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Pastor Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
[Note: This seems to be a mistake: this should probably go to: card 189 "Saul Horner" [MS2_189_01_text.jpg] . ]  
[FIXED 05/24/2011] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Saul Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 189 "Saul Horner" [MS2_189_01_text.jpg] . ]  
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Card 068: “Respect,” Walkthrough 
MS2_068_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/07/2011 
[1920] - [1950] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_068_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card  
Card Name:   
Card Number:   out of 204 
Card ID:  
Contains   card field 
Contains  card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_068_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
When _Bridget_ O’Shanty, whore at the _White Owl_, 
dug up her unconsecrated child  
that fine May morning 
and stole The _Pastor_’s shay  
[Type text] [Type text]   481 
with the red fringed top from New York, 
and drove off— 
some said to Devil’s Hole  
and others, simply straight to Hell— 
  
Millie wondered how long Bridget would keep riding, 
and if the casket would break open 
when that right wheel wrenched back, 
which it did each time the rims hit a rut. 
And Millie thought about how she must  
sit next to _Ed_ on those long  
drives between towns— 
The Pastor’s Wife who always smiled  
in the tight, respectable style. 
  
When the children scream 
and The Pastor stomps off to the outhouse 
to write his sermons in _peace_, 
Millie wonders what she would have grabbed  
on the way down to the waiting shay— 
had Bridget scratched on her windowsill 
in the predawn starry darkness 
of that almost spring morning.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Bridget_   : card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _Pastor_   : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ed_    : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _peace_   : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_068_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Millie Horner 
1860–1933 
 
Born in Dover, England. Her family moved to Pittsburg when she was thirteen.   
At seventeen, she married _Ed Horner_, who became the Congregationalist Pastor  
for the _Crystal River Valley_.   In 1878, burdened with a sickly one-year-old child,  
she followed her husband's call to minister to the god-gambling west.   
 
Three sons, _Ephraim_, _Josiah_, and _Saul_. Two daughters:   Lothia (_Lottie_) and  
_Mariah_.  Four stillbirths.  ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Ed Horner_    : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
  _Ephraim_    : card 187 "Ephraim Horner" [MS2_187_01_text.jpg]  
  _Josiah_     : card 188 "Josiah Horner" [MS2_188_01_text.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   482 
  _Saul_     : "No poem is connected to this text" warning, user 
may add this card. 
[FIXED Connected to : card 189 "Saul Horner" [MS2_189_01_text_.jpg]] 
  _Saul_     : card 189 "Saul Horner" [MS2_189_01_text_.jpg] 
  _Lottie_      : card 066 "Firelight" 
[MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
  _Mariah_     : card 190 "Mariah Horner" 
[MS2_190_01_text.jpg]  
   
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_068_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_068_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Bacon, Leonard Woolsey. ~The Congregationalists~. New York: The Baker and  
Taylor Company, 1904. Available at the Western History Department, Denver  
Public Library.  
 
Hopkins, Walter Sawyer. ~The Bible and the Gold Rush:  a Century of  
Congregationalism in Colorado~. Denver: Big Mountain Press, 1962. 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_068_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of horse drawn buggy, likely a shay. There are two transparent buttons overlaid on 
it, as seen in [MS2_068_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below. 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_068_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Back to counting 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [transparent box covering front 90% of drawing] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_068_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: french escape 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
[Type text] [Type text]   483 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box, overlaid on rear wheel of buggy, lower right corner of drawing] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "French" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 069: “Red Ribbons,” Walkthrough 
MS2_069_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/07/2011 
[1950] - [2010] .33 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_069_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 069 
Card Name:  Red Ribbons  
Card Number:  69 out of 204 
Card ID: 18450 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_069_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Ida always clucked when  
_Penny_ tried to pin  
bright red berries  
onto summer straw hats. 
 
For pins of jet and  
ropes of pearls 
were ~de rigueur~  
[Type text] [Type text]   485 
for members of the _Ladies Aid_. 
 
And girls at the _White Owl_  
wanted ostrich _feathers_ or 
pink glass beads—anything 
shiny and cheap. 
 
Ida always waited  
to take Penny’s colors off,  
laying them carefully in her chest 
by the window.  
 
And then just before  
opening, she'd rearrange  
the scattered ribbons  
into dark somber rows. 
 
After church, they'd go  
for long drives with _Millie_,  
clasping soft sweaty hands 
under bright crazy quilts. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Penny_   : card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ladies Aid_ : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _feathers_   : opens pop-up card field "Feathers" [MS2_069_01_fieldFeathers.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   To clean feathers [set in Black Chancery 10 Regular] 
 
   Cover the feathers with a paste made of pipe-clay  
   and water, rubbing them one way only. When quite  
   dry, shake off all the powder and curl with a knife.   
   Grebe feathers may be washed with white soap in  
   soft water. 
 
   ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
  _Millie_  : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_069_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Ida May Jenkins 
1867–1941 
                    
Worked in a mill in Ipswich Falls,  
Massachusetts, from the age of eleven  
to supplement the family’s farm income.  
When her father died, she took her legacy to go out West with _Penny_.  
[Type text] [Type text]   486 
Ran the millinery with Penny for _Matthew_ Cole.  
Moved to her nephew’s home in Kansas after Penny died in 1930. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Penny_   : card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg]  
  _Matthew_ : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_069_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_069_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Fashion [Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 
Davray, Piekolek. ~Femmes Fin de Siecle  
1885–1895~. Palais Galliera:  
Musée de la Mode et du Costume, 1990. 
 
Schroeder, Joseph J. ~The Wonderful World of Ladies Fashion, 1850–1920~.  
Chicago:  Follett Publishers, 1971. 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_069_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a brace of woman's hats. There is one transparent button overlaid on the 
drawing, described below. 
 
 Button name: go see Penny 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over hats] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect scroll left very slow 
   play "flute" tempo 200 d g b d d b 
   go to card "Silk Colors" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 070: “Sven’s Wife,” Walkthrough 
MS2_070_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/07/2011 
[2030] - [2100] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_070_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card  
Card Name:   
Card Number:   out of 204 
Card ID:  
Contains   card field 
Contains  card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_070_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
_Sven_ liked his _coffee_ 
boiled just so— 
with a spoonful of molasses. 
Or chicory smoked into honey 
when she couldn’t get his coffee. 
 
He would stand quietly 
over the breakfast table, 
[Type text] [Type text]   488 
crumbs of cornbread licking his  
mottled gold whiskers. 
He’d take a tin cup up past the barns— 
for coffee and memory, he’d say,  
and his eyes would smile. 
 
When his clothes piled up 
by the scrub-board on washing day,  
she would stand for a moment, 
drinking his scent.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Sven_ : card 147 "Sven Jenson" [MS2_147_01_text.jpg]  
  _coffee_ : opens card pop-up field "coffee" [MS2_070_01_fieldCoffee.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   To make coffee [Black Chancery 10] 
 
   Take a good-sized cupful of ground coffee, and pour it into a  
   quart of boiling water, with the white of an egg and the  
   crushed shell.  Stir well together, adding a half-cupful of  
   cold water to clear.  The coffee should be stirred as it boils.  
   Put into the coffee-boiler and boil for about a quarter of an  
   hour; after standing for a little while to settle, pour into  
   your coffee pot, which should be well scalded, and send to  
   the table. 
 
   ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_070_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Ingrid Jenson 
1845–1906 
 
Farmer’s wife from Sweden. Her husband, _Sven_, had the only successful farm in  
the _Valley_. When Sven died in 1901, Ingrid sold the mansion he had built her to  
_Michael_ Nolan and his new wife _Mariam_.  Moved into _Victoria_ Green’s boarding  
house. Five children. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Sven_  : card 147 "Sven Jenson" [MS2_147_01_text.jpg]  
  _Valley_  : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
  _Michael_  : card 167 "Michael Nolan" [MS2_167_01_01_text.jpg]  
  _Mariam_ : card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Victoria_ : card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   489 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_070_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_070_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Carlson, Carl Adolph. ~Northmen Who Went West~. Greeley, Colorado:  The McVey  
Printery, 1935. Available at the Western History Department, Denver Public  
Library.  
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_070_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a washtub. There are two transparent buttons overlaid on it, as seen in 
[MS2_070_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_070_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Wifely connections 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over lower half of tub] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "His Hands" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_070_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Wifely connections 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over upper half of tub] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Reflections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   490 
Card 071, “Jenson Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_071_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/07/2011 
[2110] - [2145] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1415]-[1445] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_071_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 071 
Card Name: Jenson Connections 
Card Number:  71 out of 204 
Card ID: 61038 
Contains 2 card field 
Contains 12 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Sven's Wife" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to: card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg].] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   491 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_071_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 _Ingrid_ once 
 crossed-stitched a sampler: 
 
 ~_Memory_ is the mortar for 
 the bricks of our days.~ 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Ingrid_ : card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg] 
   _Memory_ : card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg]  [Note: The last four 
letters of the work "Memory" are overlaid by button 10, and clicking there will send the user to card 091 "His 
Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  instead.] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 by bringing field closer under Objects menu.] 
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_071_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: egypt 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over upper half of couple dancing] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Out of Egypt" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_071_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Society 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Ladies Aid" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_071_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 3 
[Type text] [Type text]   492 
 Card part number:  3 
 Card button ID:  4 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_071_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Lottie Horner 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Firelight" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_071_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Zandra Miller 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Hair" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_071_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Mariam Nolan 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "The Accomplice" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_071_01_but07.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   493 
 Button name: Lillian Cooper 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Reflections"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg]   
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_071_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Sven Jenson 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sven Jenson" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 147 "Sven Jenson" [MS2_147_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_071_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Ingrid Jenson 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sven's Wife" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_071_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: hands 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over lower half of couple dancing] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "His Hands" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   494 
 
 
------------------ 
Buttons 11 - 13 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_071_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Naomi Cole 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Gleaner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 200 "Gleaner" or "Naomi Cole" [MS2_200_01_text.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_071_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Ruth Cole 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ruth Cole" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 198 "Ruth Cole" [MS2_198_01_text.jpg]  
 
but13: 
 [MS201_071_01_but13.jpg] 
 Button name: dancing 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: 11045 "Sml Black Home" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   show card field "dancing" 
  end mouseUp 
 Opens card pop-up field "dancing" [MS201_017_02_fieldDancing.jpg] 
 Field text: 
 " 
 It becomes our painful duty to chronicle something at once strange 
 and sad in the history of Crystal River. An entire week has 
 elapsed and there has been no dance. For seven whole days, nary 
 floor has resounded to the tread of dancing feet, notr [sic] wall echoed to 
 the sound of _laughing_ voices. During this vast space of time, we 
 have not heard Sven's booming voice demand "Form figure eights 
 and alemand left" nor the musical accounts of _Robert_ as he gave 
 command to "cage that bird." 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   495 
 The Marble Springs Caller, August 18, 1896. 
 " 
 
 Field links: 
  _laughing_ : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Robert_ : card 181 "Robert Vernon" [MS2_181_01_text.jpg]  
[Note: Button 13 added on 05/24/2011 to activate field] 
 
---------------------- 
Unknown field 2 
----------------------- 
The card info mentions 2 card fields. When using "Go >> Message >> show card field 2 the field "dancing" is 
exposed, see [MS2_071_02_fieldDancing.jpg]. However, I can find no link to this field. This may be an error. 
 
Field text: 
" 
It becomes our painful duty to chronicle something at once strange 
and sad in the history of Crystal River. An entire week has 
elapsed and there has been no dance. For seven whole days, nary 
floor has resounded to the tread of dancing feet, not a wall echoed to 
the sound of _laughing_ voices. During this vast space of time, we 
have not heard Sven's booming voice demand "Form figure eights 
and alemand left" nor the musical accounts of _Robert_ as he gave 
command to "cage that bird." 
 
The Marble Springs Caller, August 18, 1896. 
" 
 
 Field links: 
  _laughing_ : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Robert_ : card 181 "Robert Vernon" [MS2_181_01_text.jpg]  
 
[FIXED on 05/24/2011, see button 13] 
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Card 072, “Sing Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_072_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/07/2011 
[2145] - [2155] .16 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1445]-[1448] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_072_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 072 
Card Name: Sing Connections 
Card Number: 72  out of 204 
Card ID: 87856 
Contains 2 card field 
Contains 4 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Miss Sing" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to: card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg] .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   497 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_072_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 The _dirt_ binds us. 
 That is all. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _dirt_ : card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg]  
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_072_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_072_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Ken Jones 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ken Jones" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 148 "Ken Jones" [MS2_148_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_072_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Luc San 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Luc San" 
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  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 175 "Luc San" [MS2_175_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_072_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Miss Sing 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Miss Sing" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Unknown field 2 
----------------------- 
The card info mentions 2 card fields. When using "Go >> Message >> show card field 2 the field "dancing" is 
exposed, see [MS2_071_02_fieldDancing.jpg]. However, I can find no link to this field. This may be an error. 
 
Field text: 
" 
It becomes our painful duty to chronicalesomething at once strange 
and sad in the history of Crystal River. An entire week has 
elapsed and there has been no dance. For seven whole days, nary 
floor has resounded to the tread of dancing feet, notr [sic] wall echoed to 
the sound of _laughing_ voices. During this vast space of time, we 
have not heard Sven's booming voice demand "Form figure eights 
and alemand left" nor the musical accounts of _Robert_ as he gave 
command to "cage that bird." 
 
The Marble Springs Caller, August 18, 1896. 
" 
 
 Field links: 
  _laughing_ : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Robert_ : card 181 "Robert Vernon" [MS2_181_01_text.jpg]  
 
[FIXED: deleted from card 72, it belongs on card 071, 05/24/2011] 
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Card 073: “Quilts,” Walkthrough 
MS2_073_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/07/2011 
[2210] - [2240] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_073_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 073 
Card Name: Quilts  
Card Number:  73 out of 204 
Card ID: 4729 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_073_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Laura’s first was a Nine-Patch variation; 
the corners cut into triangles to make  
the most of Aunt _Dell_’s Sunday poplin 
with its clean red lines. And to hide 
a corner pocket _filled_ with maple leaves,  
pungent saps, and sharp milk quartz. 
 
The mountains framing pine trees  
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and cornflower skies led to a Lone Star 
with a border of triangles and Amish bars. 
Kneeling on it, _Fred_ proposed to her. 
His scrapes from the mine reopened 
and were staunched by the clove-scented border. 
 
Her Tumbling Blocks became hexagons— 
squares surrounded by diamonds 
that juggled into triangles when held to light.  
_Rachel_ Cole said it was the best she’d seen.  
The _Ladies Aid_ girls all laughed 
at her crowded colors. 
 
Then _Sadie_ down the hill got married. 
Laura made her a counterpane.  
_Ruby_ said it wouldn’t work— 
all one color white like that. 
But the quilting made iced diamonds 
like water flowing fast over worn granite. 
  
After the Panic, Fred gave up. 
Went to the _quarry_. 
The children came.  
Laura fashioned a Broken Star  
out of her Sunday satin  
that was ruined when Fred  
came home _drunk_.  
Up close, it was squares  
falling over themselves.  
Away, it was a grey star  
growing out of blocks green like rain. 
 
The Ladies Aid one from _Pastor Horner_’s old suits 
won the State Fair in ’18. Laura called it 
Night-Stars and Quartered-Moon. 
_Sadie_ said it shone like tree branches  
and mossy springs babbling out of dark cloth. 
_Doc Nancy_ said it was babies tears. 
  
Scraps over time became tiny triangles  
worked into variegated quilts 
that were always uneven. 
It was hard to sew  
when you had run out of _coffee_.  
Then _flour_. 
 
A Jacob’s Ladder came last of all. 
Coal-ash cotton from Fred’s funeral 
mingled with scarlet-ribbed satin that 
the children sent from Kansas.  
She’d been saving it for a long skirt, 
and there wasn’t any need now. 
This quilt was left unfinished. 
 
Fox and Geese, Log Cabins, 
and Rose Hoops were left 
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chasing themselves in her hope-chest. 
Laura always had had a way with patterns, 
the women allowed. 
 
The men sold the cot, 
sawed the trees, 
dammed the stream, 
and sold the scrap quilts for debts.◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Dell_   : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
  _filled_   : card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Fred_   : card 149 "Fred Keeperly" [MS2_149_01_text.jpg] 
  _Rachel_   : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ladies Aid_ : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
  _Sadie_   : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Ruby_   : card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
  _quarry_   : card 025 "Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
  _drunk_   : card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg]  
  _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _Sadie_   : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg] 
  _Doc Nancy_ : card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
  _coffee_   : card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg]  
  _flour_   : card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_073_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Laura Keeperly 
1872 –1925 
 
Youngest daughter of _Tim_ and _Anne_ Harmon.  
Born and bred in Marble Springs.  
Married _Fred_ Keeperly, a foreman at her  
father’s mine, the _Black Queen_.  
When the mine closed in ’93, Fred sought work 
 at the _quarry_. Two children, as well as  
two miscarriages and one stillbirth. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Tim_    : card 138 "Tim Harmon" [MS2_138_01_text.jpg]  
  _Anne_    : card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg] 
  _Fred_   : card 149 "Fred Keeperly" [MS2_149_01_text.jpg] 
  _Black Queen_ : card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
  _quarry_   : card 025 "Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_073_03_margins.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   502 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_073_04_biblio.jpg] 
Bishop, Robert. ~The Romance of Double  
Wedding Ring Quilts~. New York:   
E.P. Dutton, 1989. 
 
Duke, Dennis, and Deborah Harding, ed.  
~America’s Glorious Quilts~. New York:   
Park Lane, 1987. 
 
Ferrero, Pat. ~Hearts and Hands:  The Influence  
of Women & Quilts on American Society~.  
San Francisco:  The Quilt Digest Press, 1987. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_073_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a quilting hoop, quilt, needle, and thread. It is overlaid with 2 buttons, as seen in 
[MS2_073_01_butView.jpg]. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_073_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent button, laid over lower half of graphic] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Scraps" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_073_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [transparent button, laid over lower half of graphic] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Whispers in Wine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
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Card 074: “Confinement,” Walkthrough 
MS2_074_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/07/2011 
[2300] - [2340] .66 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_074_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 074 
Card Name: Confinement  
Card Number: 74  out of 204 
Card ID: 11411 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 4 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_074_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Sue was thrown off of the midnight _train_ 
and no one knew how she’d gotten that  
far without a ticket or a husband to help her 
in her condition. _Sheriff Granger_ 
took her in for Disturbing the Peace 
so she wouldn’t have to show herself. 
_Matilda_, his wife, fixed up a 
large, comforting room in the jail’s attic 
[Type text] [Type text]   504 
that overlooked the horse troughs 
and wood planks of Carlton Street. 
She put up pink flour sack curtains,  
tied them with blue ribbons, 
and carried up the best 
fried chicken with blood gravy. 
 
Sue said she didn’t want the baby, 
but _Doc Nancy_ said it was too late 
for foxglove or _ergot_. 
 
_Millie_ Horner came every third Sunday 
with her five children in tow and her pitying looks. 
_Emmy_ sent up a buffalo-blood broth and dried apples. 
_Susannah_ delivered an old ~Ladies Companion~. 
Then _Rachel Cole_ kept all of the _Ladies Aid_ away— 
Charity was fine she’d say. But not  
for such a fall from grace as that. 
When _Bridget_ came in on her  
Saturday Drunk and Disorderly charges, 
she rubbed Sue’s neck and child-heavy legs. 
 
There was talk of  sending her off  
to the _Denver Cottage Home_. 
But that was dropped when Sue cried out  
that she wouldn’t show herself in public  
now and pressed stained handkerchiefs  
through the bars. 
 
When _Doctor Hudson_ was called for 
from the Redstone Inn, 
he never showed up and 
Matilda did the honors with Doc Nancy. 
_Pastor Horner_ took the baby 
to another town and erased the _blot_ 
from his records, just like the snow-laden  
clouds erased the stars  
 when Matilda escorted Sue back  
to the midnight train. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _train_      : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River 
Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
  _Sheriff Granger_   : card 129 "Paul Granger" [MS2_129_01_text.jpg]  
  _Matilda_      : card 053 "In His Name" 
[MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Doc Nancy_     : card 048 "Doc Nancy" 
[MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
  _ergot_      : card 086 "Hair" 
[MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _Millie_      : card 068 "Respect" 
[MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Emmy_      : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" 
[MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Susannah_     : card 101 "Literary Society" 
[MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
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  _Rachel Cole_     : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ladies Aid_     : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid 
Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
  _Bridget_      : card 089 "Counting" 
[MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Denver Cottage Home_ : opens card pop-up field "Denver Cottage Home" 
[MS2_074_01_fieldHome.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Denver Cottage Home [set in Black Chancery 10 Regular] 
 
   Founded 1881. For a place of refuge for betrayed  
   girls, where they may be persuaded to lead virtuous  
   lives and where their progeny may be distributed to  
   upright families without taint. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _Doctor Hudson_    : card 145 "Doctor Hudson" [MS2_145_01_text.jpg]  
  _Pastor Horner_    : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
  _blot_       : card 190 "Mariah Horner" 
[MS2_190_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_074_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Sue Langley 
1868–? 
 
Origin unknown. When fourteen and pregnant, she rode the rails for as much  
money as she had and ended up in _Marble Springs_. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_074_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_074_04_biblio.jpg] 
Folks, Homer. ~The Care of Destitute, Neglected, and Delinquent Children~.  
Reprint of 1902 edition. Washington: National Association of Social Workers,  
1978. 
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---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_074_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of young pregnant woman. There are 4 transparent buttons overlaid on the picture, 
as seen in [MS2_074_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below. 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_074_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: teddy'seye   [Note: there is no space between the words] 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over head of woman] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect venetian blinds very slow 
   go to card "Hair" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_074_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID:  [transparent box laid over chest of woman] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect venetian blinds very slow 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_074_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Matilda 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID:  [transparent box laid over right forearm of woman] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "In His Name" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_074_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Counting 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
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 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over abdomen of woman] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Counting"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   508 
Card 075: “Baking,” Walkthrough 
MS2_075_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/08/2011 
[0000] - [0030] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1449]-[1450] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_075_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 075 
Card Name: Baking  
Card Number:  75 out of 204 
Card ID: 15925 
Contains  2 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_075_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Hezekiah Lincoln carried _Ivy_, the only child left her, 
     ~Sweet Jesus~ 
 out from under those dark green bayous 
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    ~Dear Jesus~ 
where secret places hung under Spanish moss. 
     ~Carry Me Lord~ 
Thought she’d be free in the West where the sky is open. 
     ~Rise Up Lord~ 
_Miz Cole_ wants _lamb_ and wine tonight. Boil more _soap_. 
     ~Lord Jesus~ 
Bread rises up, steam curls in letters Ivy knows. 
     ~Lift Me Up Lord~ 
 
And Ivy can read. 
     ~Yes, Lord~ 
And Ivy can climb out from slavery 
     ~Take Us Home~  
And they can laugh together into the promised land. 
     ~Take Us Home, Lord.~◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Ivy_   : card 077 "How It Is" [MS2_077_01_text.jpg]  
  _Miz Cole_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]   
  _lamb_  : opens card pop-up field "lamb" [MS2_075_01_fieldLamb.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Lamb Chops [set in Black Chancery 10 Regular] 
 
   Loin of lamb, a little salt. Cut and trim off the  
   superfluous fat. Have ready a nice clear fire (it  
   need not be a very wide, large one), put down  
   the meat, dredge with flour and baste well until  
   it is done. 
 
   ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _soap_  : opens card pop-up field "soap" [MS2_075_01_fieldSoap.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   An Excellent Hard Soap 
 
   Pour twelve quarts soft boiling water on two and one half  
   pounds of unslacked lime; dissolve five pounds sal [sic] soda in  
   water; then mix and let them remain from twelve to  
   twenty-four hours. Pour off all the clear fluid, being careful  
   not to allow any of the sediment to run off; boil three and  
   one-half pounds clean grease and three or four ounces of  
   rosin in the above lye till the grease disappears, pour into  
   a box and let it stand a day to stiffen and then cut in bars.  
 
   ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
[Type text] [Type text]   510 
--------------------- 
[MS2_075_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Hezekiah Lincoln  
1835–1900 
 
Former slave from New Orleans.  
Fleeing persecution from the Reconstruction,  
she came to Marble Springs in 1887. She worked  
as a domestic for the _Coles_. Hezekiah had eight 
children; seven were sold from her before the Civil War.  
_Ivy_, her youngest, was born in freedom. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Coles_ : [Note: this link does not work, as it is instructed to go to a card called "Rachel 
Connections" which does not exist. It should likely go to: card 038 "Cole Connections" [MS2_038_01.jpg]. This is 
likely an error.] 
[FIXED when Coles link was repaired for an earlier card, 05/24/2011] 
  _Coles_ : card 038 "Cole Connections" [MS2_038_01.jpg] 
  _Ivy_ : card 077 "How It Is" [MS2_077_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_075_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_075_04_biblio.jpg] 
Brown, Clara. ~"Aunt" Clara Brown:  Story of a  
Black Pioneer~. Boulder, Colorado:  Pruett 
Publishing Company, 1970. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_075_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a loaf of bread. There are two transparent buttons laid over the load, as seen in 
[MS2_075_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_075_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over lower half of the loaf] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   Go to card "Left Behind" 
[Type text] [Type text]   511 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 114 "Left Behind" [MS2_114_01_text.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_075_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over upper half of the loaf] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   Go to card "Moving On"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   512 
Card 076: “Lincoln Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_076_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/08/2011 
[1040] - [1100] .33 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_076_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 076 
Card Name: Lincoln Connections 
Card Number:  76 out of 204 
Card ID: 61840 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 6 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   put the ticks into theseTicks 
   if last char of theseTicks < 5 then 
    go to cd "Baking" 
   else 
    go to cd "How It Is" 
   end if 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to: card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg]  if the last 
digit of the seconds counter on the is less than 5, where if the last digit is 5 or greater, the user will be redirected to: 
card 077 "How It Is" [MS2_077_01_text.jpg] .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   513 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_076_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 So many are lost. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   [none] 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_076_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Hezekiah Lincoln 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Baking" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_076_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Ivy Lincoln 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "How It Is" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 077 "How It Is" [MS2_077_01_text.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_076_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Cole's Mercantile 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: 13745 "Cole's store" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Cole's Store" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   514 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_076_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_076_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Church and School 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over picture of school] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "School"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 026 "School" or "Marble Springs School" [MS2_026_01.jpg]  
 
but06: 
 [MS2_076_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: The Cole's House 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over picture of house] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   answer "Who would you like to see?" with "Rachel" or "Leah" or "No one" 
   if it = "No one" then 
   end if  
   if it = "Rachel" then 
    go to card "Proprietress" 
   end if 
   if it = "Leah" then 
    go to card "Aspen Gold" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens choice dialogue box [MS2_076_02_Choice.jpg], giving the user the option to see "Rachel," 
"Leah," or "No one." 
  Choice links: 
   "Rachel" : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
   "Leah" : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
   "No one" : kills dialogue, stays on card   
[Type text] [Type text]   515 
Card 077: “How It Is,” Walkthrough 
MS2_077_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/08/2011 
[1100] - [1130] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1451]-[1458] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_077_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 077 
Card Name:  How It Is 
Card Number:  77 out of 204 
Card ID: 20877 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 6 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_077_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Girls smile and curtsey for their tea, 
bobbing their prim white pinafores 
in a ~McGuffey’s Reader~ _Miz Miller_ lent her. 
[Type text] [Type text]   516 
 
Girls smile as their long, light _hair_ 
sweeps itself up into full silk skirts 
in posters for Pears Hair Tonic on _Miz Cole_’s walls. 
 
Ivy tossed her short dark braids,  
smoothed her old patched apron, and  
tucked her smile under a marble-white 
cornerstone of the _Marble Edifice_ 
while she stood under the damp eaves, 
listening to the daily recitations 
and scrawling on a borrowed slate. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Miz Miller_  : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _hair_    : "No poem is connected to this text" warning: is this an error? 
  _Miz Cole_   : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Edifice_ : card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg]  
[FIXED 05/24/2011 by making "hair" plain text instead of group text] 
Now: 
[MS201_077_01_textFIX.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Girls smile and curtsey for their tea, 
bobbing their prim white pinafores 
in a ~McGuffey’s Reader~ _Miz Miller_ lent her. 
 
Girls smile as their long, light hair 
sweeps itself up into full silk skirts 
in posters for Pears Hair Tonic on _Miz Cole_’s walls. 
 
Ivy tossed her short dark braids,  
smoothed her old patched apron, and  
tucked her smile under a marble-white 
cornerstone of the _Marble Edifice_ 
while she stood under the damp eaves, 
listening to the daily recitations 
and scrawling on a borrowed slate. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Miz Miller_  : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _Miz Cole_   : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Edifice_ : card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_077_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Ivy Lincoln 
1877–1955 
 
Daughter of _Hezekiah_ Lincoln. She was not  
welcome in the _school_ nor in the town since  
she was black.  Left _Marble Springs_ and  
[Type text] [Type text]   517 
flowered in the Harlem Renaissance as a writer.  
" 
 Title links: 
   _Hezekiah_    : card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg] 
   _school_    : card 026 "School" or "Marble Springs School" 
[MS2_026_01.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_077_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_077_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_077_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a climbing vine or ivy. There are 6 transparent buttons over laid on the drawing, 
as seen in [MS2_077_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_077_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Zandra 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number:1  
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on plant, upper right] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Hair"   
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_077_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Mother  
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on plant, upper left] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Baking" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
[Type text] [Type text]   518 
 [MS2_077_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: School 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on plant, middle right] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Mail Order Bride" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 115 "Mail Order Bride" [MS2_115_01_text.jpg]  
[This button may be misnamed, although this has no effect on function.] 
[ERROR FIX: function restored on 05/24/2011]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_077_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: School 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on plant, lower left] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "School" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 026 "School" or "Marble Springs School" [MS2_026_01.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_077_05_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on plant, middle left] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
 
but06: 
 [MS2_077_05_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Mother  
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on plant, on lowermost stem] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Baking' 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg]   
[Type text] [Type text]   519 
Card 078: “The Accomplice,” Walkthrough 
MS2_078_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/08/2011 
[1625] - [1650] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1459]-[1502] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_078_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 078 
Card Name: The Accomplice  
Card Number:  78 out of 204 
Card ID: 8533 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_078_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
When _Michael_ took her in _Jenson_’s  
old mansion that first night  
just like Mother said he would, 
[Type text] [Type text]   520 
she lay still, 
staring at the patterns  
left by old barkbugs 
on the naked log walls. 
 
When he had company 
every Saturday night and 
demanded _store_-bought whiskey, 
she said nothing—went out early, 
gathering fresh-cut junipers 
to disentangle the alien smells of  
smoke and sweated cards. 
 
When he quickly packed the new 
Packard and they left for Alaska 
at 2:20 a.m. on a star-dimmed fall  
Sunday, he whined bitterly 
as she went back to tie up  
her rust chrysanthemums and mint. 
 
And he refused to let her leave  
a note at the bank for Father.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Michael_ : card 167 "Michael Nolan" [MS2_167_01_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jenson_  : card 071 "Jenson Connections" [MS2_071_01.jpg]  
  _store_  : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_078_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Mariam Nolan née Rubenstien 
1886–1913 
 
Only daughter of _Jacob_ and _Ilsa_ Rubenstien. She married her father’s partner in  
the bank, _Michael_ Nolan, in 1906. Five years later, they quickly left _Marble  
Springs_ after the county auditor discovered embezzling at the bank. She died two  
years later giving birth to a stillborn girl. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Jacob_    : card 174 "Jacob Rubenstien" [MS2_174_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ilsa_     : card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Michael_   : card 167 "Michael Nolan" [MS2_167_01_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
[Note: There is an anomalous white space covering part of the text, that may be related to the graphic image. The 
effect can be seen by looking at [MS2_078_02_title.jpg].] 
 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 erased white space with eraser tool] 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   521 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_078_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_078_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Pratt, Lester Amos. ~Bank Frauds:  Their Detection and Prevention~. New York:   
Ronald Press Company, 1947. 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_078_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a early 1900s car. There is a single transparent box button overlaid on the 
graphic. 
 
 [MS2_078_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: speculation 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over car] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Conning Through" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 098 "Conning Through" [MS2_098_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   522 
Card 079: “Rubenstien Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_079_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/08/2011 
[1650] - [1710] .33 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1512]-[1515] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_079_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 079 
Card Name: Rubenstien Connections 
Card Number:  79 out of 204 
Card ID: 63392 
Contains 2 card field 
Contains 9 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   put the ticks into theseTicks 
   if last char of theseTicks < 5 then 
    go to cd "The Accomplice" 
   else 
    go to cd "Investments" 
   end if 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to:  
 card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]    
if the last digit of the seconds counter on the is less than 5, where if the last digit is 5 or greater, the user will be 
redirected to:  
 card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  .] 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   523 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_079_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Sabbath candles lit in 
 a window welcome 
 the _wanderer_. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _wanderer_ : card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
 
[NOTE 05/24/2011 Field moved to the left to avoid interference with buttons. 
See [MS201_079_02_fieldWanderFIX.jpg] 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -9 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_079_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number:  1 
 Card button ID:  1 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_079_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Society 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number:  2 
 Card button ID:  2 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ladies Aid" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_079_01_but03.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   524 
 Button name: Mariam Nolan 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "The Accomplice" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_079_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Jacob Rubenstien 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Jacob Rubenstien" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 174 "Jacob Rubenstien" [MS2_174_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_079_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Michael Nolan 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Michael Nolan" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 167 "Michael Nolan" [MS2_167_01_01_text.jpg]  
 
but06: 
 [MS2_079_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Jeremiah Cohen 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Jeremiah Cohen" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 118 "Jeremiah Cohen" [MS2_118_01_text.jpg]  
 
but07: 
 [MS2_079_01_but07.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   525 
 Button name: Ilsa Rubenstien 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Investments" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_079_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Jail 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number:  8 
 Card button ID:  8 
 Icon ID: 1011 jail 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card (the short name of the target) 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
 
but09: 
 [MS2_079_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Bank 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: 12361 "Bank" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Bank" is true 
   then 
    hide card field "Bank" 
   else 
    show card field "Bank" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp  
 Links to: opens card field "Bank" [MS2_079_02_fieldBank.jpg] 
  Field text: 
  " 
  "We must strike down those who abuse 
  their trusted positions, those who 
  siphon off the lifeblood of  
  society--money." 
 
  _Pastor Horner_'s sermon, 
  June 15th, 1911 
  " 
   Field links: 
    _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]   
[Type text] [Type text]   526 
Card 080: “Whispers in Wine,” Walkthrough 
MS2_080_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/08/2011 
[1930] - [1955] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_080_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 080 
Card Name:  Whispers in Wine 
Card Number:  80 out of 204 
Card ID: 11889 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_080_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Emmy wasn’t told 
about _Ruby_ until years afterwards. 
She stayed home anyway; 
pulled the loft beds tight; 
made the thick corn _chowder_ 
the _White Owl_ was famous for— 
the one that took four stirring spoons. 
Followed her mother’s  
[Type text] [Type text]   527 
tightly whispered orders 
to come right home from school. 
Gave up trying altogether 
when she caught her father’s scowl 
as she tromped back up the steps  
one Friday afternoon with _Laura_ and _Sadie_ 
pulling at her long braids. 
  
When her mother’s white lips  
fell silent, she was denied even 
time for the _Ladies Aid_ meetings 
as she cared alone for the White Owl. 
  
Sometimes she’d hear the pines rustling 
and a voice that offered her sweet wine  
when she stood at the window at night— 
but no one ever asked _Jake_ for her. 
She lost track of the years; 
caring for her father until 
only his hoarse voice remained— 
woman, Get me that bread. 
woman, Where’s that whiskey.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Ruby_   : card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
  _chowder_  : opens card pop-up field "chowder" [MS2_080_01_fieldChowder.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Corn Chowder [Set in Black Chancery 12 Bold] 
   Soak dry ground corn for twelve hours; then put  
   in a layer of onions, and then potatoes, all cut in  
   exceedingly thin slices; stir, then corn, then  
   onions, then potatoes again, stir, till your  
   materials are all in. Split some hard biscuits, dip  
   them in water, and put them round the sides and  
   over the top; put in water enough to come up in  
   sight; stir; stew for over half an hour on a low,  
   clear fire, add half a pint of milk, or a teacup of  
   sweet cream, five minutes before you take it up.  
   ~Everyday Cookbook~ 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _Laura_   : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
  _Sadie_   : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Ladies Aid_ : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
  _Jake_   : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_080_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
[Type text] [Type text]   528 
" 
Emmy Mateson 
1870 –1929 
 
Youngest daughter of _Jake_ and _Mollie_ 
 Mateson. Took care of the _White Owl_  
until she died along with her sister in a snowslide in the winter  
of 1929. Unmarried. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Jake_   : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
  _Mollie_   : card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_080_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_080_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Brown, Robert Leaman. ~Saloons of the American West: 
an Illustrated Chronicle~. Silverton, Colorado: 
Sundance Books, 1978. 
 
Erdoes, Richard. ~Saloons of the Old West~.  
New York:  Knopf, 1979. 
 
Hull, Betty Lyne. ~Cobwebs and Crystal:  Colorado’s Grand Old Hotels~.  Boulder,  
Colorado:  Pruett Publishing Company, 1982. 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_080_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a owl in flight. There is one transparent button overlaid on it, described below. 
 
 Button name: go to White Owl 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box overlaid on drawing of owl in flight] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect shrink to center very slow 
   play "Harpsicord" Tempo 200 a d c d b a  
   play "gunshot" tempo 400 g d g g 
   go to card "White Owl" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   529 
Card 081: “Mateson Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_081_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/08/2011 
[2230] - [2300] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_081_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 081 
Card Name: Mateson Connections 
Card Number:  81 out of 204 
Card ID: 62167 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 20 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   put the ticks into theseTicks 
   if last char of thesesTicks < 3 then 
    go to card "Crumbs" 
   else 
    if last char of thesesTicks < 6 then 
     go to card "Whispers in Wine" 
    else 
     go to card "French" 
    end if 
   end if 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect users based on the final digit of the seconds on the clock to:  
 < 3 : card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
 < 6 : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
 6 or > : card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg] .] 
  
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
[Type text] [Type text]   530 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_081_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 "_Society_ may shut her doors, 
 but the heart know no bonds." 
 
 Signature from _Laura_ Rose 
 Harmon for _Emmy_ Margaret 
 Mateson's autograph book, 
 Commencement, 1888 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Society_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
   _Laura_ : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg] 
   _Emmy_ : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_081_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: The White Owl 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: 22978 Home Big 2 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card (the short name of the target) 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_081_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
[Type text] [Type text]   531 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_081_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Emmy Mateson 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Whispers in Wine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_081_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Laura Keeperly 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quilts" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_081_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Sadie Stoner 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Scraps" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_081_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   532 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "The Washerwoman" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_081_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Sue Langley 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Confinement" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_081_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Billie Rose Cattering 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Settling In" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_081_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Bridget O'Shanty 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_081_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Jake Mateson 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
[Type text] [Type text]   533 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Jake Mateson" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 20 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_081_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Bart Morrison 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID:   
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Bart Morrison" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 154 " Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_081_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Mollie Mateson 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Crumbs" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
 
but13: 
 [MS2_081_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Ruby Mateson 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "French" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
but14: 
 [MS2_081_01_but14.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   534 
 Button name: Alvina Heollstar 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Eyes" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
 
but15: 
 [MS2_081_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but16: 
 [MS2_081_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Red Birch 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Half-Breed"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but17: 
 [MS2_081_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: Mathilda Granger 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number: 17 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "In His Name"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
 
[Type text] [Type text]   535 
 
but18: 
 [MS2_081_01_but18.jpg]  
 Button name: Susannah Smith 
 Card button number: 18 
 Card part number: 18 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Literary Society" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but19: 
 [MS2_081_01_but19.jpg]  
 Button name: Edna Harris 
 Card button number: 19 
 Card part number: 19 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Breaking Points" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but20: 
 [MS2_081_01_but20.jpg]  
 Button name: Crystal River Railroad 
 Card button number: 20 
 Card part number: 20 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: 3404 R engine 1 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   536 
Card 082: “Crumbs,” Walkthrough 
MS2_082_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/08/2011 
[2300] - [2325] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_082_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 082 
Card Name:  Crumbs 
Card Number:  82 out of 204 
Card ID: 17713 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_082_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
A spider trapped 
under a tin cup 
will live for ten days,  
feeding on darkness. 
 
Under _Jake_'s fist 
Mollie Mateson fed for twenty years 
on the _dark_ corners of the _White Owl_.♢ 
[Type text] [Type text]   537 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Jake_   : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
  _dark_   : opens pop-up card field "dark" [MS2_082_01_fieldDark.jpg] 
   Field text: 
    " 
    To Remove Discoloration from Bruises [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
 
    Apply a cloth wrung out in very hot water, 
    and renew frequently until the pain ceases. 
 
    ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
    " 
     Field links: 
      [none] 
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_082_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Mollie Mateson 
1851-1882 
 
Wife of _Jake_ Mateson. She started at the _White Owl_ saloon and inn with her  
husband in 1876. Two girls, _Ruby_ and _Emmy_, and one son who died in infancy. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Jake_   : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _Ruby_  : card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg] 
  _Emmy_  : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_082_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_082_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
[Type text] [Type text]   538 
---------------------- 
[MS2_082_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a coffee mug, with a spider web spun in the handle. There are 2 transparent box 
buttons overlaid on the drawing, as seen in [MS2_082_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below. 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_082_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over body of cup] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Nowhere" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_082_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box laid over handle of cup] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Moving On" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   539 
Card 083: “French,” Walkthrough 
MS2_083_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/08/2011 
[2330] - [2355] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_083_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 083 
Card Name:  French 
Card Number:  83 out of 204 
Card ID: 27636 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_083_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
_Jake_ Mateson kept the _White Owl_ Saloon, 
and it was rumored that he gambled 
away his first daughter, 
since Ruby was given to _Bart_ 
when she was only fifteen— 
and ran off three days later. 
_Edna_ Harris once claimed  
to have seen a letter marked
[Type text] [Type text]   540 
France when visiting _Emmy_. 
 
Ruby came back five weeks late  
for her father’s funeral. 
Her leg was crushed, she said,  
on the Riviera. 
She took to sitting 
on the front porch of the White Owl, 
hollering at Emmy  
for cold-water compresses 
and hot spiced ale. 
  
The white-caned chair she rocked in 
slowly bleached around her, 
leaving ivory shadows  
behind.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Jake_   : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _Bart_   : card 154 " Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
  _Edna_   : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
  _Emmy_ : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_083_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Ruby Mateson 
1867-1929 
 
Eldest daughter of _Jake_ and _Mollie_ Mateson.  Left _Marble Springs_ when she was  
fifteen after being given to _Bart_ Morrison. 
Returned thirteen years later in 1895 with an crushed  
leg.  Died with her sister, _Emmy_, in a snowslide  
in the winter of 1929. 
 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Jake_    : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
  _Mollie_   : card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Bart_    : card 154 " Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
  _Emmy_   : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_083_03_margins.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   541 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_083_04_biblio.jpg] 
Noel, Thomas J. ~The City and the Saloon~. Lincoln, Nebraska:  University of  
Nebraska Press, 1987. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_083_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a rocking chair. There are 2 transparent buttons overlaid on the chair, as seen in 
[MS2_083_01_butView.jpg] 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_083_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over head of rocking chair] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Conning Through"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 098 "Conning Through" [MS2_098_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_083_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over body of rocking chair] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Breaking Point"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   542 
Card 084: “Cover Up,” Walkthrough 
MS2_084_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/09/2011 
[0000] - [0030] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1502]-[1504] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_084_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 084 
Card Name: Cover Up  
Card Number:  84 out of 204 
Card ID: 24388 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 3 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_084_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
When _Edith’s_ husband 
_Clancy_ was found  
down in Willow Creek  
[Type text] [Type text]   543 
with twenty-nine pick-axe  
wounds to the chest, 
_Mr. Miller_, the town lawyer,  
was called in Edith’s defense. 
 
His wife, Abigail, went down to _Alvina_’s  
with her famous gooseberry pies  
in the long summer twilight. 
 
She brought back  
packets tied with Alvina’s  
coarse black hairs 
at midnight.  
Scattered some  
into the _White Owl_’s well 
to blind the gossips.  
Strewed some  
through the courtroom 
to blind the jurors. 
Ground some 
into the muddy boardwalks 
to blind the rest. 
 
Now no one would see  
Clancy’s obvious eyes 
in her little _Cassandra_. 
No one now could condemn her. 
 
Abigail never dared  
to call at Clancy’s secret mine, 
to search out her old case: 
the one with her hearts-ease worked on it. 
He had leered when he said he kept 
her letters there, 
along with five months of her  
house-keeping money 
(letters drenched in the perfume of another time 
when they both had been 
too young, too foolish, too daring). 
Had she dared,  
she would have opened  
her case to find  
only her blue sateen ribbons 
and some dusty papers for failed claims. 
 
_Marble Springs_ never saw a thing.◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Edith_     : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
  _Clancy_    : card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg]  
  _Mr. Miller_  : card 153 "Asa Miller" [MS2_153_01_text.jpg]  
  _Alvina_    : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _Cassandra_  : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   544 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_084_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Abigail Miller 
1850–1888 
 
Wife of town lawyer _Asa_ Miller. Blackmailed by _Clancy_ Gaylor. One daughter,  
Cassandra (_Zandra_). Died in childbirth with a stillborn son. 
 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Asa_    : card 153 "Asa Miller" [MS2_153_01_text.jpg] 
  _Clancy_    : card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg]  
  _Cassandra_  : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_084_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_084_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Kania, Alan J. ~The Bench and the Bar:  a  Centennial View of Denver’s Legal  
History~. Chatsworth, California:  Windsor Publicatons, [sic] 1993. 
 
[FIXED 05/24/2011] 
Kania, Alan J. ~The Bench and the Bar:  a  Centennial View of Denver’s Legal  
History~. Chatsworth, California:  Windsor Publications, 1993. 
 
Parkhill, Forbes. ~The Law Goes West~. Denver, Colorado:  Sage Books, 1956.  
Available at the Western History Department, Denver Public Library.  
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_084_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a set of scales, as one might see in a courtroom. There are 3 transparent buttons 
laid over the drawing, as seen in [MS2_084_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below. 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_084_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
[Type text] [Type text]   545 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on left third of scales] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_084_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on center of scales] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_084_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3  
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on right third of scales] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Town Map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   546 
Card 085: “Miller Connector,” Walkthrough 
MS2_085_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/09/2011 
[0030] - [0051] .33 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_085_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 085 
Card Name: Miller Connector 
Card Number:  85 out of 204 
Card ID: 62401 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 12 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Hair" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to:  
 card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg] .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_085_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
[Type text] [Type text]   547 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 _Roots_ grasp each other in 
 _darkness_, never knowing quite 
 what it is they struggle to hold. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Roots_ : card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg] 
   _darkness_ : card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_085_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Abigail Miller 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Cover Up 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_085_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Ivy 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "How It Is" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 077 "How It Is" [MS2_077_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_085_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Church and School 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over picture of school] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "School"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 026 "School" or Marble Springs School" [MS2_026_01.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   548 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_085_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Sarah Grimes 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sun's Gold" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_085_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Washerwoman 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "The Washerwoman" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_085_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Katy Stoner 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Katy's Creek" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]   
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_085_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Sadie Stoner 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Scraps" 
[Type text] [Type text]   549 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_085_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_085_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Zandra Miller 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Hair" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg] 
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_085_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Asa Miller 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Asa Miller"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 153 "Asa Miller" [MS2_153_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 12 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_085_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Clancy Gaylor 
 Card button number: 11 
[Type text] [Type text]   550 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Clancy Gaylor" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_085_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Edith Gaylor 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   551 
Card 086: “Hair,” Walkthrough 
MS2_086_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/09/2011 
[0050] - [0120] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_086_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 086 
Card Name:  Hair 
Card Number:  86 out of 204 
Card ID: 12366 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_086_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Zandra Miller had always hated her name. 
Her father, the town lawyer, bestowed it— 
Cassandra— 
thinking it sounded like Persian chandeliers. 
When she was five, he had turned it exotic— 
Zandra— 
like anything not of the mountains. 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   552 
After the explosion in _Jenson_’s barn  
that singed off her hair, 
her father forced her to wear  
sunbonnets and mob caps— 
he said it was more stylish.  
He stroked the new growing _hair_ 
and those long dark nights began. 
 
He called _Doc Nancy_, 
the old midwife, out twice 
and told them both to keep 
the shame quiet. 
 
Zandra took everything on faith. 
Took her tests, received her marks, 
taught _school_ in _Marble Springs_.  
Her father drank away her money each week. 
Her kerosene evenings faded 
into smudged essays long past dark 
until she could hear her father snore.  
Then she brushed her waist-length hair 
until it crackled in her hands.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Jenson_   : card 071 "Jenson Connections" [MS2_071_01.jpg]  
  _hair_    : opens card pop-up field "Hair" [MS2_086_01_fieldHair.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Hair 
   Let the hair be ever so tawdry, broken, or dull of  
   appearance, this preparation will increase its growth  
   and impart a beautiful shine. Boil a double handful of  
   leaf sage with one-half teaspoon of salt and sulphur in  
   one quart water. Strain into a large bottle, add as  
   much quinine as you can hold on a knife blade, five  
   cents worth of bay rum, and ten cents worth of  witch  
   hazel. Apply to the scalp nightly with vigor. 
 
   _Asa_ Miller’s contribution to the ~Marble Springs  
   Caller~, August 24, 1884. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Asa_ : card 153 "Asa Miller" [MS2_153_01_text.jpg]  
  _Doc Nancy_  : card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
  _school_    : card 026 "School" or "Marble Springs School" 
[MS2_026_01.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_086_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Zandra Miller 
[Type text] [Type text]   553 
1872-1948 
 
Daughter of _Abigail_ and _Asa_ Miller,  
_Marble Springs_’ lawyer.  
_School_teacher for Marble Springs.  
Unmarried.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Abigail_   : card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Asa_    : card 153 "Asa Miller" [MS2_153_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _school_    : card 026 "School" or "Marble Springs School" 
[MS2_026_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_086_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_086_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Seibel, Harriet. ~A History of  the Colorado Springs Schools, District 11~. Colorado  
Springs, Colorado:  Century One Press, 1975. 
 
Zion, Lettie B. ~Fairview:  True Tales of  a Country  
Schoolhouse~. Oceano, California:  Tower Press, 1981. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_086_05_graphic.jpg] 
 
The graphic element is a drawing of a hair brush. There is 1 transparent button laid over it, described below. 
 
 Button name: doc 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over hair brush] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   play "Flute" tempo 100 f g d f f 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   554 
Card 087: “School Days,” Walkthrough 
MS2_087_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/09/2011 
[1125] - [1140] .25 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_087_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 087 
Card Name:  School Days 
Card Number:  87 out of 204 
Card ID: 8157  
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 1' card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_087_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
When Emily Morrison thought 
of Plato, it was of the plucked 
chicken some greek or other 
had thrown over his wall. 
 
Then her mind would squawk  
at the chicken house shit 
that still needed cleaning 
[Type text] [Type text]   555 
and the damned red _hen_  
who always hid her eggs 
in the third rafter from the 
left and how _Ellen Anne_ 
broke her arm last summer 
gathering those eggs.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _hen_    : opens card pop-up field "Hen" [MS2_087_01_fieldHen.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
 
   To make hens lay in winter [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
 
   Keep them warm; keep corn constantly  
   by them, but do not feed it to them. Feed  
   them with meat scraps. Let them have a  
   frequent taste of green food, a little  
   gravel and lime, or clam shells.  
   ~Everyday Cookbook~ 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _Ellen Anne_ : card 155 "Ellen Anne  Morrison" [MS2_155_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_087_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Emily Morrison 
1884–1949 
 
Eldest daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison. One of thirteen children.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_087_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_087_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
[Type text] [Type text]   556 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_087_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a chicken. There is one transparent button overlaid on it, described below. 
 
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over drawing] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Hair"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   557 
Card 088: “Morrison Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_088_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/09/2011 
[1200] - [1240] .66 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_088_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 088 
Card Name:  Morrison Connections 
Card Number:  88 out of 204 
Card ID: 51130 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 24 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "School Days" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to:  
 card 087 "School Days" [MS2_087_01_text.jpg]  
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_088_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
[Type text] [Type text]   558 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Smother under the gray dust of time. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   [none] 
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_088_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Lizzie Morrison 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Lizzie Morrison" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_088_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Church and School 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number:  2 
 Card button ID:  5 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over picture of school] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "School"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 026 "School" or Marble Springs School" [MS2_026_01.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_088_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Emily Morrison 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "School Days" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 087 "School Days" [MS2_087_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_088_01_but04.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   559 
 Button name: Bart Morrison 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 25 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Bart Morrison" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 154 " Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_088_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Bartholomew 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 32 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Bartholomew Morrison" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 157 "Bartholomew Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_088_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Trials 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 33 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Trials Morrison" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 164 "Trials Morrison" [MS2_164_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_088_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Straw 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 34 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Straw Morrison"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 166 "Straw Morrison" [MS2_166_01_text.jpg]  
 
[Type text] [Type text]   560 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_088_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Ella May 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 35 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ella May Morrison" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 156 Ella May Morrison [MS2_156_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_088_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Faith 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 36 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Faith Morrison"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 161 "Faith Morrison" [MS2_161_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_088_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Spent 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 37 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Spent Morrison"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 163 "Spent Morrison" [MS2_163_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 20 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_088_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Troubles 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 38 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
[Type text] [Type text]   561 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Trouble Morrison"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 165 "Troubles Morrison" [MS2_165_01_text.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_088_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Patience 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 39 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Patience Morrison" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 162 "Patience Morrison" [MS2_162_01_text.jpg]  
 
but13: 
 [MS2_088_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Hope 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 40 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Hope Morrison"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 160 "Hope Morrison" [MS2_160_01_text.jpg]  
 
but14: 
 [MS2_088_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Bonnie 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 41 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Bonnie Morrison" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 159 Bonnie Morrison [MS2_159_01_text.jpg]  
 
but15: 
 [MS2_088_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: Scott 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 42 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
[Type text] [Type text]   562 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Scott Morrison"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 158 Scott Morrison [MS2_158_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but16: 
 [MS2_088_01_but16.jpg]  
 Button name: Ellen Anne 
 Card button number: 16 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 43 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ellen Anne Morrison" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 155 "Ellen Anne  Morrison" [MS2_155_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
but17: 
 [MS2_088_01_but17.jpg]  
 Button name: The White Owl 
 Card button number: 17 
 Card part number:  17 
 Card button ID: 44 
 Icon ID: 22978 Home Big 2 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card (the short name of the target) 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
but18: 
 [MS2_088_01_but18.jpg]  
 Button name: Jail 
 Card button number: 18 
 Card part number:  18 
 Card button ID:  45 
 Icon ID: 1011 jail 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card (the short name of the target) 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
 
but19: 
 [MS2_088_01_but19.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 19 
[Type text] [Type text]   563 
 Card part number:  19 
 Card button ID: 46 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
 
but20: 
 [MS2_088_01_but20.jpg]  
 Button name: Jake Mateson 
 Card button number: 20 
 Card part number: 20 
 Card button ID: 47 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Jake Mateson"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 21 -24 
------------------- 
but21: 
 [MS2_088_01_but21.jpg]  
 Button name: Ruby Mateson 
 Card button number: 21 
 Card part number: 21 
 Card button ID: 48 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "French" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
but22: 
 [MS2_088_01_but22.jpg]  
 Button name: Matilda Granger 
 Card button number: 22 
 Card part number: 22 
 Card button ID: 49 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "In His Name" 
[Type text] [Type text]   564 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but23: 
 [MS2_088_01_but23.jpg]  
 Button name: Zandra Miller 
 Card button number: 23 
 Card part number: 24 
 Card button ID: 50 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Hair"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
but24: 
 [MS2_088_01_but24.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 24  
 Card part number: 25 
 Card button ID: 51 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 089 “Counting,” Walkthrough 
MS2_089_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/09/2011 
[1240] - [1310] .5 
[1330] - [1410] .66 
1.16 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1507]-[1512] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_089_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 089 
Card Name:  Counting 
Card Number:  89 out of 204 
Card ID: 13193 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 4 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
[Note: This card contains an original poem "Counting" by Deena Larsen, and a second poem by Ray Kerr, "Lone 
Rock Canyon Road." The second poem can be read by toggling the black triangle button near the top right of the 
card. This poem is reproduced below under the heading "Text Tab B".] 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab A 
--------------------- 
[MS2_089_01_text1.jpg], [MS2_089_01_text2.jpg] 
Text: 
[Type text] [Type text]   566 
" 
From Bridget’s small log _crib_  
with her one window, two quilts,  
and hard pine bed, 
it is 64 steps up to the old well, 
the one that dried out 
eight days after _Catriona_’s birth. 
89 over to the _White Owl_— 
987 from there to the _churchyard_.  
From the outskirts of that wood fence  
to Catriona’s grave—thirty steps.  
 
The headstone reads only: 
"Two years, five months, four days." 
She had carved it herself 
when _Pastor_ Horner refused. 
 
Two years, five months, four days 
with so little sleep. 
Catriona screaming. 
The men leaving 
Bridget with nothing  
but Shut that damn kid up. 
Nineteen cents to Glenwood Springs. 
137 steps to the chemist’s 
from the _train_ station. 
Eighteen cents for the laudanum. 
Four doses too many for the child. 
 
And too many to the top  
of _Crow’s Mountain_ 
where the twisted stumps 
fight each grain of wind. 
And too many to God.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _crib_     : opens card pop-up field "crib" 
[MS2_089_01_fieldCrib.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   An eight-by-ten cabin  
   where prostitutes lived  
   and entertained  
   customers. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _Catriona_    : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
  _White Owl_   : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _churchyard_   : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
  _Pastor_     : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _train_     : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" 
[MS2_020_01.jpg] 
  _Crow's Mountain_ : card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg]  
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   567 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_089_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_089_01_textB2.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Bridget buried God 
on Lone Rock Canyon Road. 
Hacked a shallow trench 
out of a barren crust of red earth. 
Laid Him down beside 
her darling _Catriona_; poor dear, 
conceived in _despair_ 
 and born to _neglect_. 
 
The broken wheel of _Pastor Horner_'s shay 
marked the stone-heaped mound. 
Bridget slumped to mourn 
 the passing of her last hope. 
 The earth is hard and 
the heavens are indifferent. 
And that is that. 
 
 Her baby is laid to rest, 
cold beneath the uncomfortable stars. 
Life no longer grows around her, 
only death. 
 "I am the silent earth," she cries 
by the makeshift grave. 
And those bristling 
bearded miners in Devil's Hole 
who come to thrash  
in fits and moans on Bridget's bed: 
They are all buried in her. 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Catriona_   : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
  _despair_   : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _neglect_   : card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
[Note: there are subtle differences between the Title tab cards depending on whether "Counting" or "Lone Rock 
Canyon Road" is highlighted. The differences are in the text. There appears to be no difference in the links. See 
"Title Tab A" and "Title Tab B" for differences.] 
--------------------- 
Title Tab A 
--------------------- 
[MS2_089_02_titleA.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Bridget O’Shanty 
1862–? 
 
Prostitute. Unmarried. Worked at the White Owl for seven years, from 1880-1887,  
[Type text] [Type text]   568 
the longest she'd been in any one place her entire life.  A friend of _Billie Rose_ and  
_Emmy_.   
 
One child, _Catriona_, who died of overdose of laudanum at two years. _Pastor  
Horner_ refused to bury the child, so Bridget dug her own _grave_ for Catriona  
outside of the _churchyard_.  She _left_ with the child’s body in the Pastor’s shay.  ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Billie Rose_  : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Emmy_   : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Catriona_   : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg] 
  _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
  _grave_    : card 190 "Mariah Horner" [MS2_190_01_text.jpg]  
  _churchyard_  : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
  _left_     : card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
   
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_089_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Bridget O’Shanty 
1862–1898 
 
Prostitute. Unmarried. Worked at the White Owl for seven years, from 1880-1887,  
the longest she'd been in any one place her entire life.  A friend of _Billie Rose_ and 
_Emmy_.   
 
One child, _Catriona_, who died of overdose of laudanum at two years. _Pastor  
Horner_ refused to bury the child, so Bridget dug her own _grave_ for Catriona  
outside of the _churchyard_.  She _left_ with the child’s body in the Pastor’s shay and  
carried on withthe [sic] only trade she knew.  ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Billie Rose_  : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Emmy_   : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Catriona_   : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg] 
  _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
  _grave_    : card 190 "Mariah Horner" [MS2_190_01_text.jpg]  
  _churchyard_  : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
  _left_     : card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_089_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   569 
[MS2_089_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Barnhart, Jaqueline Baker. ~The Fair but Frail:  Prostitution in  
San Franciso 1849–1900~. Reno, Nevada:  University of Nevada Press, 1986. 
 
Butler, Anne M. ~Daughters of Joy, Sisters of Misery:  Prostitutes in the American  
West, 1865-1890~. Chicago, Illinois:  University of Illinois Press, 1984. 
 
Goldman, Marion S. ~Gold Diggers & Silver  
Miners:  Prostitution and Social Life on  
the Comstock Lode~. Ann Arbor, Michigan: 
 The University of Michigan Press, 1981. 
 
~ Ladies of the Night~. Compiled by  Gladden,  
Stanford Charles. Boulder, Colorado:   
Early Boulder Series no. 5., 1979.   
Clippings from early Boulder newspapers.  
Available at the Western History  
Department, Denver Public Library.  
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_089_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a picture of a tree with a small grave stone to the left of it. There are two buttons overlaid on 
the graphic, as seen in [MS2_089_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_089_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over small grave stone] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   Go to card "Graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_089_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over tree] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   Go to card "Respect"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 
[Type text] [Type text]   570 
------------------- 
Other buttons 
------------------- 
but03: 
 [MS2_089_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Ray's version 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [textbox, Marble Springs 10 Bold, in upper right of card, overlaying part of "Bibliography" tab. 
This may be an error.] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Ray's popup" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Ray's popup" 
    hide card field "Ray's title" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Ray's popup" 
    show card field "Ray's title" 
    set the scroll of card field "Ray's popup" to 0 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: [Note: we get a "There is no card field named "Ray's popup" warning, see 
 [MS2_089_01_but03Warn.jpg]. This may be an error, there may be a missing element.] 
 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 This button was deleted per Deena] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_089_01_but04a.jpg], [MS2_089_01_but04b.jpg]  
 Button name: v1 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: 8909 "NXT" 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
    set the hilite of me to not the hilite of me 
    set cursor to watch 
    lock screen 
    put the short name of me into suffix 
    put "text" && suffix into textField 
    put "card title" && suffix into cTitleField 
    put "Title" && suffix into titleField 
   
    if the hilite of me then 
      prepCard 
      set the hilite of me to true 
      set the hilite of bg btn "Text" to true 
      show field textField 
      set the scroll of field textField to 0 
      show field cTitleField 
      hide field titleField 
    else 
[Type text] [Type text]   571 
      hide field textField 
      hide field cTitleField 
      hide field titleField 
      popText 
    end if 
  end mouseUp 
  
[This script controls the display of the additional poem's(s') Text tab and Title tab.] 
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Card 090: “O’Shanty Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_090_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/11/2011 
[0950] - [1020] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_090_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 090 
Card Name: O'Shanty Connections 
Card Number: 90  out of 204 
Card ID: 62563 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 13 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Counting" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to:  
card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
  
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_090_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
[Type text] [Type text]   573 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 "The Lord has _driven_ out 
 the evil from this place." 
 
 Pastor Horner's sermon, 
 May 9, 1883 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _driven_ : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_090_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Matilda Granger 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "In His Name" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_090_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Doc Nancy 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_090_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Billie Rose Cattering 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Settling In" 
[Type text] [Type text]   574 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_090_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Sue Langley 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Confinement" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_090_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Millie Horner 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Respect" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but06: 
 [MS2_090_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Jail 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: 1011 jail 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card (the short name of the target) 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_090_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: The White Owl 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: 22978 Home Big 2 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   575 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card (the short name of the target) 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_090_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Bridget O'Shanty 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_090_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Crystal River Railroad 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: 3404 R engine 1 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
but10: 
 [MS2_090_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Crow's Mountain 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over Crow's Mountain text and icon] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Crow's Mountain" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg]  
 
------------------- 
Buttons 11 - 20 
------------------- 
but11: 
 [MS2_090_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Catriona O'Shanty 
 Card button number: 11 
[Type text] [Type text]   576 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Graveyard"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_090_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but13: 
 [MS2_090_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Edna Harris 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow  
   go to card "Breaking Points" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   577 
Card 091” His Hands,” Walkthrough 
MS2_091_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/11/2011 
[1210] - [1255]  .75 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1520]-[1530] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_091_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 091 
Card Name:  His Hands 
Card Number:  91 out of 204 
Card ID: 11709 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 4 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_091_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
His hands lingered on afterwards, 
a translucent counterpoint  
over her _work_-blue veins. 
[Type text] [Type text]   578 
They intertwined themselves 
into her memory  
while she churned  
butter for hours, 
_kneaded_ and rekneaded  
the _bread_ and _wove_ and _spun_ 
until in darkness 
in sleep 
their hands became  
the same.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _work_ : card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
  _kneaded_ : opens card pop-up field "kneaded" [MS2_091_01_fieldKneaded.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Plain Brown Family Bread [set in Black Chancery 10 Regular] 
 
   Take one pint of flour and half a pint of hop yeast, and  
   stir. Put one-half gallon of flour in a tray. Knead it all  
   up with tepid water made salt, work it well, and put  
   it in a jar to rise.  Next morning, knead it with a little  
   flour, make in two loaves, and set in a warm place  
   until ready. then [sic] put it to bake, and when done, wrap  
   it in a nice coarse towel. 
 
   ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
   "  
    Field links: 
    [none] 
[FIXED typo 05/24/2011] 
Now: 
  _kneaded_ : opens card pop-up field "kneaded" [MS201_091_01_fieldKneadFIX.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Plain Brown Family Bread [set in Black Chancery 10 Regular] 
 
   Take one pint of flour and half a pint of hop yeast, and  
   stir. Put one-half gallon of flour in a tray. Knead it all  
   up with tepid water made salt, work it well, and put  
   it in a jar to rise.  Next morning, knead it with a little  
   flour, make in two loaves, and set in a warm place  
   until ready. Then put it to bake, and when done, wrap  
   it in a nice coarse towel. 
 
   ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
   "  
    Field links: 
    [none] 
 
  _bread_ : card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg]  
  _wove_ : card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg] 
  _spun_  : card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   579 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_091_02_title.jpg] 
[Note: As seen in the picture, the text overlays the graphic element is difficult to read. Further the buttons interfere 
with the linked text. This is an error.] 
 
Title text: 
" 
Charity Paine 
1864–1930 
 
Charity's parents were freed after the Civil War 
 and moved to Kansas to start a homestead.    
She married _Kevin_ Paine in 1881, and they went  
West to follow the silver.  Kevin found work  
in the town's lumber yard.  In 1908, the yard  
went bankrupt. Penniless, they went to live in  
on the Western slope in Grand Junction, Colorado 
and work for their son, _Jonah_'s lumber yard. 
Three children, Jonah, _Micah_, and _Ezekial_. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Kevin_ : card 168 "Kevin Paine" [MS2_168_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jonah_ : card 169 "Jonah Paine" [MS2_169_01_text.jpg] 
  _Micah_ : card 170 "Micah Paine" [MS2_170_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ezekial_ : [Note: should go to: card 171 "Ezekial Paine" [MS2_171_01_text.jpg]. 
However, the text overlaps the graphic element and the buttons interfere with the linked text. This is an error.] 
[FIXED 05/24/2011 broke text in new places] 
Now: 
[MS201_091_02_titleFIX.jpg] 
 
Title text: 
" 
Charity Paine 
1864–1930 
 
Charity's parents were freed after the Civil War 
 and moved to Kansas to start a homestead.    
She married _Kevin_ Paine in 1881, and they went  
West to follow the silver.  Kevin  
found work in the town's lumber  
yard.  In 1908, the yard went  
bankrupt. Penniless, they went  
to live in on the Western slope  
in Grand Junction, Colorado 
and work for their son,  
_Jonah_'s lumber yard. 
Three children, Jonah,  
_Micah_, and _Ezekial_. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Kevin_ : card 168 "Kevin Paine" [MS2_168_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jonah_ : card 169 "Jonah Paine" [MS2_169_01_text.jpg] 
  _Micah_ : card 170 "Micah Paine" [MS2_170_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ezekial_ : card 171 "Ezekial Paine" [MS2_171_01_text.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   580 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_091_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_091_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
~We are Your Sisters:  Black Women in the Nineteenth Century~. Edited by Dorothy  
Sterling. New York:  W.W. Norton, 1984. 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_091_05_graphic.jpg] 
 
The graphic element is of a woman working an old butter churn or similar shaped appliance. There are 4 transparent 
box buttons laid over the picture, as seen in [MS2_091_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_091_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on churn] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Out of Egypt" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_091_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on woman's torso] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Sven's Wife" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_091_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 3 
[Type text] [Type text]   581 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on woman's head] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Settling In" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_091_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on skirt of woman's dress] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Sven's Wife" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 092: “Paine Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_092_walkthrough.txt 
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[1300] - [1315] .25 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_092_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 092 
Card Name: Paine Connections 
Card Number:  92 out of 204 
Card ID: 52802 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 5 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "His Hands" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to:  
 card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_092_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
[Type text] [Type text]   583 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 _Love is_ welcome anywhere, 
 Charity told her son on 
 _Sundays_. It's just that 
 sometimes it is asked to 
 wait on the doorstep. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Love is_ : card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg]  
   _Sundays_ : card 018 "Church2" or "First Congregationalist Church" 
[MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg]  
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_092_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Kevin Paine 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Kevin Paine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 168 "Kevin Paine" [MS2_168_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_092_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Jonah Paine 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Jonah Paine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 169 "Jonah Paine" [MS2_169_01_text.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_092_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Ezekial Paine 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
[Type text] [Type text]   584 
   go to card "Ezekial Paine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 171 "Ezekial Paine" [MS2_171_01_text.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_092_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Charity Paine 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "His Hands" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_092_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Micah Paine 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Micah Paine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 170 "Micah Paine" [MS2_170_01_text.jpg]  
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Card 093: “Half-breed,” Walkthrough 
MS2_093_walkthrough.txt 
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------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_093_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 093 
Card Name:  Half-breed 
Card Number:  93 out of 204 
Card ID: 24829 
Contains  3 card field 
Contains 3 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_093_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
The mountains still spoke  
to her mother in the old tongue 
when she ground corn. 
But Red Birch’s stiff _stays_ 
formed barriers of bone and calico. 
Quietly, she moved within 
their familiar crush, 
that unutterable longing to undo  
[Type text] [Type text]   586 
the long catches in back— 
and run free of it forever. 
 
Boys from the _quarry_ would always  
ask her to dance with them.  
But she _knew_. 
Even these silent cliffs 
_condemned_ her, 
their blood-red and ash-white  
sands standing side by side,  
never merging. 
 
Her knife split into her  
dark red blood. 
But even the blood  
seeping into the clean white  
cliff was silent.◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _stays_   : opens card pop-up field "stays" [MS2_093_01_fieldStays.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   How to clean corsets [set in Black Chancery 10 Regular] 
 
   Take out the steels at front and sides, then  
   scrub thoroughly with tepid or cold lather of  
   white castile soap, using a very small  
   scrubbing brush.  Do not lay them in water.  
   When quite clean, let cold water run on them  
   freely from the spigot to rinse out the soap  
   thoroughly. Dry without ironing (after  
   pulling lengthwise until they are straight  
   and shapely) in a cool place. 
 
   ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _quarry_  : card 025 "Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
  _knew_  : 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Only good indian’s a dead one. _Ruby_’s strident voice lingers after her. 
 
   Well you know of course what my husband always says,  
   that the Utes are the most shiftless, idle and hateful of the  
   savages. ’Cept I don’t know as how half-breeds are worse.  
   _Edna_ says to _Matilda_, who doesn’t answer. 
 
   Women like that, declares _Rachel Cole_, have no business  
   breathing God’s clean air. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Ruby_  : card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
     _Edna_  : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   587 
     _Matilda_  : card 053 "In His Name" 
[MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
     _Rachel Cole_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _condemned_ : 
   Field text: 
   " 
   We ought never to forget that we are dealing  
   with savages—brutal, bloody savages—and we  
   should never deal with savages as we deal with  
   civilized people. . . Must the State of Colorado be  
   cursed then by the presence of these people  
   whose future promises no improvement? 
 
   On the final _removal_ of Utes from the Colorado  
   Rockies, Congressional Record, 46th Congress,  
   2cnd Session, 1879-80, Vol. X, part 3, p. 2069. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _removal_ : card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_093_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Red Birch Pitkin 
1863–1883 
 
Only daughter of _Towee_ and _Henry_ Pitkin. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Towee_ : card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Henry_ : card 172 "Henry Pitkin" [MS2_172_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_093_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_093_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   588 
[MS2_093_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of corset. There are 3 transparent box buttons over laid on the corset, as seen in 
[MS2_093_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_093_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on bust of corset] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Miss Sing" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_093_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on waist and hips of corset] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "How It Is" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 077 "How It Is" [MS2_077_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_093_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on garter portion of corset] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "The Washerwoman" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
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Card 094: “Pitkin Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_094_walkthrough.txt 
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[1400] - [1415] .25 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_094_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 094 
Card Name: Pitkin Connections 
Card Number:  94 out of 204 
Card ID: 62952 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 6 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   put the ticks into theseTicks 
   if last char of thesesTicks < 5 then 
    go to card "Half-Breed" 
   else 
    go to card "Ute Crossing" 
   end if 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to:  
 if final digit of user's computer clock is less than 5: card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  
 if final digit of user's computer clock is 5 or greater: card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text1.jpg]  
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   590 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_094_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Voices of the past echo 
 through the ground when we 
 walk, holding us to the earth. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   [none] 
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_094_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_094_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Red Birch 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Half-Breed" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_094_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Quarry 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
  Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [transparent box of drawing and text] 
 Script: 
[Type text] [Type text]   591 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card (the short name of the target) 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_094_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Towee 
 Card button number: 4  
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ute Crossing" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_094_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Crow's Mountain 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over Crow's Mountain text and icon] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Crow's Mountain" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg]  
 
but06: 
 [MS2_094_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Henry Pitkin 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Henry Pitkin" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 172 "Henry Pitkin" [MS2_172_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   592 
Card 095: “Ute Crossing,” Walkthrough 
MS2_095_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/11/2011 
[1415] - [1445] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_095_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 095 
Card Name:  Ute Crossing 
Card Number:  95 out of 204 
Card ID: 24906 
Contains  3 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_095_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Coming home from the summer land, 
Towee’s tribe met the soldiers, 
who showed the chief a paper. 
How could a paper, the color of bark, change the world? 
she asked her mother, who did not _know_— 
 
Knew only  
that they were to _cross_  
[Type text] [Type text]   593 
the summer trail into winter.  
And live somehow in the deserts beyond. 
Wondered only  
how to dig graves far  
from where the Ute buried their dead. 
 
The summer trails lie empty. 
Eagles cree for no one. 
And soldiers leered at her  
from their horses. 
_Private Pitkin_ rode beside her  
blood-worn tracks. 
And her mother too tired to fight. 
 
Private Pitkin bought her for  
three bottles of whiskey and  
one long bowie knife. 
Honor gone, she followed him, 
washing and whoring. 
After years of forts and cold canvas tents,  
he came back to _Marble Springs_ for _quarry_ work 
near her old summer lands. 
 
After _Red Birch_, her only daughter, died, 
Towee would not look up to see the eagles. 
She only ground her corn in the old way. 
~_Metate_~ and ~manos~, she told her sons. 
The small stone grinds corn against the larger,  
grinds until the wound it makes is too deep. 
 
She worked quietly— 
Squaw of Pitkin.  
Bearer of sons. 
Grinder of corn. ◊ 
 
" 
 
 Text links: 
  _know_    : opens card pop-up field "know" 
[MS2_095_01_fieldKnow.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   It is far more important that these lands  
   should be made to yield up their treasure of  
   mineral and bounteous harvests from the soil  
   for the benefit of mankind, then that a few idle  
   and worthless Indians should be maintained at  
   the public expense. . . Humanitarianism is an  
   idea. The western empire is an inexorable fact.  
   He who gets in the way will be crushed. 
 
   “The Indian Question,” Denver, ~Daily Times~. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
[Type text] [Type text]   594 
  _cross_    : opens card pop-up field "know" 
[MS2_095_01_fieldCross.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Sunday morning, the Utes bid adieu to their old hunting grounds and  
   folded up their tents and rounded up their dogs, sheep, goats, ponies and  
   traps, and took the line of march for the new reservation, followed by  
   General Mackenzie and his troops. This is an event which has been  
   prayed for by all our people. How joyful it sounds and with satisfaction  
   one can say 'The Utes have gone.' 
 
   Ouray, ~Times~. 
 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _Private Pitkin_  : card 172 "Henry Pitkin" [MS2_172_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _quarry_    : card 025 "Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
  _Red Birch_   : card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  
  _Metate_    : opens card pop-up field "know" 
[MS2_095_01_fieldMetate.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Metate and manos were  
   the Ute grinding stones.   
   The manos fit into the  
   small of your hand, and  
   you would grind down the  
   larger metate stone as you  
   ground the corn. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_095_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Towee Pitkin 
1847–1913 
 
Umcompaghre Ute, full-blooded. Followed Private _Henry_ Pitkin after he had taken her. She bore him one 
daughter, _Red Birch_, and three sons. 
 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Henry_  :card 172 "Henry Pitkin" [MS2_172_01_text.jpg]  
  _Red Birch_ : card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   595 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_095_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_095_04_biblio.jpg] 
Hughes, J. Donald. ~American Indians in Colorado~. Second edition. Boulder,  
Colorado:  Pruett Publishing Company, 1987. 
 
Marsh, Charles S. ~People of the Shining Mountains~. Boulder, Colorado:  Pruett  
Publishing Company, 1982. 
 
Neithammer, Carolyn. ~American Indian Food and Lore~. New York: Macmillan  
Publishing Company, Inc., 1974. 
 
Petit, Jan. ~Utes:  The Mountain People~.  
Boulder, Colorado:  Johnson Books, 1990. 
 
Stewart, Julian H. ~Ute Indians~. 
New York:  Garland Publishing, Inc.,  
1974.  
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_095_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a metate and a manos, the corn grinding stones described in the field "Matete," 
above. There are 2 transparent box buttons over the drawing, as seen in [MS2_095_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons 
are described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_095_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: red Birch [sic] 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on the entire drawing] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Half-Breed" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_095_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Eyes 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 17 
[Type text] [Type text]   596 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on just the manos] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Promises' 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   597 
Card 096: “Waiting,” Walkthrough 
MS2_096_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/11/2011 
[1445] - [1455] .16 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_096_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 96 
Card Name:  Waiting 
Card Number:  96 out of 204 
Card ID: 9885 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_096_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Lucy Rainer darns 
the mud into his socks 
in the near dark 
of onrushing winter. 
 
Wind whines down 
through the cracks 
in the roof, darkens the fire, 
[Type text] [Type text]   598 
sputters near the sod hearth. 
 
Footsteps loom loud. 
The door swings. 
The _ache_ in her 
shoulders begins again. 
 
She outlived him.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _ache_ : card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_096_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Lucy Rainer 
1858-1927 
 
Wife of _Ben_ Rainer, freighter for the CR&R _Railroad_. Four stillbirths. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Ben_  : card 173 "Ben Rainer" [MS2_173_01_text.jpg]  
  _railroad_ : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_096_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_096_04_biblio.jpg] 
Ormes, Robert M. ~railroads and the Rockies: a Record of Lines in and Near 
Colorado~. Denver, Colorado: Sage Books, 1963. Available at the Western History 
Department, Denver Public Library. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_096_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of basket of knitting or sewing, including a sock. There is 1 button overlaid on the 
drawing, described below. 
 
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
[Type text] [Type text]   599 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on knitting basket] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Reflections" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg]   
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   600 
Card 097: “Rainer Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_097_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/11/2011 
[1545] - [1600] .25 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_097_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 097 
Card Name: Rainer Connections 
Card Number: 97   out of 204 
Card ID: 47862 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 4 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Waiting" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to:  
 card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg] .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_097_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
[Type text] [Type text]   601 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 Like _spiderwebs_ that hang in 
 tatters for years, our 
 thoughts bind us together. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _spiderwebs_ : card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_097_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_097_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Ben Rainer 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ben Rainer" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 173 "Ben Rainer" [MS2_173_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_097_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Lucy Rainer 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Waiting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg]  
 
[Type text] [Type text]   602 
but04: 
 [MS2_097_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Society 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Ladies Aid" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   603 
Card 098: “Conning Through,” Walkthrough 
MS2_098_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/11/2011 
[1600] - [1620] .33 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_098_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 098 
Card Name:  Conning Through 
Card Number: 98  out of 204 
Card ID: 7695 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 3 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_098_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
When you have long lace sleeves, 
and a fancy hemmed handkerchief, 
and leather luggage to swing around, 
no one much notices where you are from 
or when or why.  
 
And you can dance  
into the arms of a married man, 
[Type text] [Type text]   604 
then _gamble_ his good mine stocks 
and _family_ treasures 
into your pocket. 
 
Rebecca Reaver always made sure 
all her lace was untattered 
and that she left the day before 
anything at all was uncovered. ◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _gamble_ : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
  _family_ : card 153 "Asa Miller" [MS2_153_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_098_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Rebecca Reaver 
1856–1905 
 
A conwoman, adventuress. She stayed for five weeks in the _White Owl_ the  
summer of 1882. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_098_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_098_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Parkhill, Forbes. ~The Wildest of the West~.  
New York:  Henry Holt and Company, 1951. 
 
Randolph, Vance. ~Wildcats in Petticoats: a Garland of Female 
Desperados, Lizzie Merton, Zoe Wilkins, Flora Quick Mundis, Bonnie Parker,  
Katie Bender, and Belle Star~. 
Girard, Kansas: Haldeman-Julius Publications, 1945. 
 
Ray, Grace Ernestine. ~Wily Women of the West~. 
San Antonio, Texas:  Naylor Company, 1972. 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   605 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_098_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a woman in dress and hat. There are 3 transparent box buttons overlaid on the 
drawing, as seen in [MS2_098_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_098_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: conning connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid over most of drawing from nose to hips]  
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "French" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_098_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on lowest portion of dress skirts] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Firelight" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_098_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on woman's head from the nose up] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "White Owl" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   606 
Card 099: “Investments,” Walkthrough 
MS2_099_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/11/2011 
[1650] - [1720] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_099_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 99 
Card Name: Investments  
Card Number: 99  out of 204 
Card ID: 8918 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 9 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_099_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Ilsa used to gaze out from the bay  
windows of her Nob Hill girlhood  
to store up visions of the sun melting  
on the backs of blue herons. 
 
She banked her visions  
at the far corners of the moon,  
hugging the grey-gold shadows of 
[Type text] [Type text]   607 
her investment safely tucked away: 
 
away from the portly brass of her  
father’s pocketwatch 
—an Old World shipper 
turned New World banker— 
 
away from the diamond panes 
of the window when her 
father traded her for interest  
in Marble Springs Bank— 
 
away from the smoke-silver 
of her husband’s cigar-filled den 
where he mortgaged her only 
daughter to _Michael Nolan_— 
 
away from the poured gold  
of her daughter’s curls 
which shone in 
the pungent pine church— 
 
away from the stern iron bars 
when they took _Jacob_ away 
for 5 to 10 after someone 
had gone off with the money— 
 
and also  
away from her grey locks tucked  
under her trim, worn bonnet 
when she went up to Canon City 
to fetch him home 15 years later.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Michael Nolan_ : card 167 "Michael Nolan" [MS2_167_01_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jacob_   : card 174 "Jacob Rubenstien" [MS2_174_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_099_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Ilsa Rubenstien 
1862–1929 
 
Daughter of _Jeremiah_ Cohen, banker in San Francisco. She grew up in San  
Francisco and married _Jacob_ Rubenstien,  
who ran the Marble Springs Bank. One daughter,  
_Mariam_. Two other children stillborn.  
Jacob gave Mariam to _Michael_ Nolan,   
who took her away the day after the  
county auditor found discrepancies in the  
[Type text] [Type text]   608 
bank’s accounts. Falsely accused of embezzlement,  
Jacob spent fifteen years in the Canon City prison,  
and Ilsa became a recluse within the town.  
 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Jeremiah_ : card 118 "Jeremiah Cohen" [MS2_118_01_text.jpg]  
   _Jacob_  : card 174 "Jacob Rubenstien" [MS2_174_01_text.jpg]  
  _Mariam_  : card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Michael_ : card 167 "Michael Nolan" [MS2_167_01_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_099_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_099_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Jews [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
Uchill, Ida Libert. ~Pioneers, Peddlers, and Tsadikim~. Denver, Colorado: Sage  
Books, 1957. 
 
Proceedings [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
Stanly, Edward. ~Arguments of the Hon. Edward  
Stanly of Counsel for the Receiver, and T.W. Park, Esq. 
of Counsel for Alvin Adams, with the Charge of the 
Court, at the Trial of Alfred A. Cohen, on a Charge of 
Embezzlement in the Case of Adams & Company,  
by H.M. Naglee, Receiver, Versus Alfred A. Cohen, 
in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial  
District of the State of California, Hon. John S.  
Hayes, Presiding, March, 1856.~  San Francisco: 
Whitton, Towne, and Company, 1856. Available 
 at the Western History Department,  
Denver Public Library.  
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_099_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a picture of a pocket watch on a chain. There are 9 transparent box overlaid on the picture, as 
seen in [MS2_099_01_butView.jpg]. The buttons are described below. 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_099_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: connections 
 Card button number: 1 
[Type text] [Type text]   609 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on the winding knob and chain loop] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Sven's Wife" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_099_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: heart connections 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on much of the face of the watch] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "The Accomplice" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_099_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: connections 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on chain button loop] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "French" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_099_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: heart connection 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on watch face, and overlaps button 2] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "The Accomplice" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_099_05_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: connections 
 Card button number: 5 
[Type text] [Type text]   610 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 17 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on chain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "French" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
but06: 
 [MS2_099_05_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: connections 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on small section of chain] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "French" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
but07: 
 [MS2_099_05_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: connections 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on small section of chain]  
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "French" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
but08: 
 [MS2_099_05_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: connections 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on chain loop near back and bottom of watch] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "French" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
but09: 
 [MS2_099_05_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: heart connections 
 Card button number: 9 
[Type text] [Type text]   611 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 16 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on watch face at "1" and "2"] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "The Accomplice" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   612 
Card 100: “Miss Sing,” Walkthrough 
MS2_100_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/11/2011 
[1930] - [1955] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_100_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 100 
Card Name:  Miss Sing 
Card Number:  100 out of 204 
Card ID: 2423 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_100_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Youngest daughter of youngest daughter, 
She was born unlucky. 
Honored to be sold for three sacks 
of rice and one of millet, 
she did not weep 
as a whore in San Francisco. 
But her voice wavered  
when the bit prices 
[Type text] [Type text]   613 
echoed through the mud streets. 
  
When her eyes _faded_  
into flabby cheeks, 
she was given to _Luc San_, 
who followed the Denver & Rio Grande 
and drank homemade wheat wine. 
He fell in the sun; she  
followed the _foreman_ to _Marble Springs_. 
They stayed there—the _quarry_ being easier  
than finishing the _narrow gauge_. 
 
She kneels sometimes to roll the dirt 
into her fingers— 
pretending to remember  
that the dust in China 
is just as silent. ◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _faded_    : opens card pop-up field "faded" 
[MS2_100_01_fieldFaded.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   For articles that fade [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
 
   One ounce of sugar of lead in a pail of rain water.  
   Soak over night. 
 
   ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _Luc San_   : card 175 "Luc San" [MS2_175_01_text.jpg] 
  _foreman_   : card 148 "Ken Jones" [MS2_148_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _quarry_    : card 025 "Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
  _narrow gauge_  : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_100_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Hui Sing 
1833–1896 
 
Sold in China, brought to San Francisco as a prostitute. _Luc San_, local Chinese  
merchant, bought her as a wife. After the San Francisco riots, he followed the  
railroad and died. She followed _Ken_ Jones, foreman, who settled in _Marble  
Springs_ to work at the _quarry_. Three children with Ken Jones, but they died in infancy. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Luc San_   : card 175 "Luc San" [MS2_175_01_text.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   614 
  _railroad_    : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" 
[MS2_020_01.jpg]  
  _Ken_     : card 148 "Ken Jones" [MS2_148_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _quarry_    : card 025 "Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_100_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_100_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
The Chinese Problem [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
Coolidge, Mary. ~Chinese Immigration~. New York:  Henry Holt and Company,  
1909. Available at the Western History Department, Denver Public Library.  
 
McLeod, Alexander. ~Pigtails and Gold Dust~. Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printers,  
Ltd, 1947. Available at the Western History Department, Denver Public Library.  
 
Railroad [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
Davis, E.D. ~The First Five Years of the Railroad  
Era in Colorado:  June 19, 1867 to June 19, 1872~.  
Golden, Colorado:  Sage Books, 1948.  
Available at the Western History Department,  
Denver Public Library.  
 
LeMassena, Robert A. ~Colorado’s Mountain Railroads~.  
Revised edition. Denver, Colorado:  Sundance  
Publications, 1984. 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_100_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a tree. There is one transparent button overlaid on the drawing, described below, 
and can be seen in [MS2_100_01_butView.jpg]. 
 
 
 Button name: Missing connections 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on tree] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Mail Order Bride" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 115 "Mail Order Bride" [MS2_115_01_text.jpg]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   615 
Card 101: “Literary Society,” Walkthrough 
MS2_101_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/11/2011 
[1955] - [2025] .5 
 
Error fix 05/23/2011 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_101_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 100 
Card Name: Literary Society   
Card Number:  101 out of 204 
Card ID: 10404 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_101_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Susannah took in the literary  
papers from Denver’s Literary Society , 
Boulder’s _Fortnightly_,  
and a dozen extra from back East. 
Never wrote them back; 
paid in _Rachel_ Cole’s name. 
Read by the _firelight_  
[Type text] [Type text]   616 
smoking up through choke-grasses. 
Read by the _sun_light 
filtering down through summer aspens. 
  
Sorted the mail 
and she delivered it all 
up Crystal River Valley— 
she sorted the bars too, till 
_Ruby_ snapped it out 
that her drunk husband  
wouldn’t be found. 
  
Met the grizzly over by _Alvina_’s— 
and it was surmised that her eyes  
were too weak to shoot it.  
  
The literary papers still  
piled up all that year until 
the dues ran out.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Fortnightly_: opens card pop-up field "Fortnightly" [MS2_101_01_fieldFort.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " Ladies would form literary societies  
   and meet every week or so to discuss  
   books, the news of the day, and other  
   suitable matters.  Members would be  
   expected to contribute to their  
   literary paper. 
 
   The Boulder Fortnightly was one of 
   many literary papers, which would  
   feature reviews, full novels, and  
   other erudite musings to fill the time. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _Rachel_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _firelight_ : "No poem is connect to this text" warning. 
[Error Fix 05/23/2011] 
  _firelight_ : card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg]  
  _sun_  : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ruby_ : card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg] 
  _drunk_ : card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg]  
  _Alvina_ : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_101_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Susannah Smith 
1847–1882 
 
Married to _Herbert_ Jenkins Smith, the town postmaster and general _lush_. Three  
[Type text] [Type text]   617 
children, including two daughters who died in infancy.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Herbert_ : card 176 "Herbert Jenkins Smith" [MS2_176_01_text.jpg]  
  _lush_  : card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_101_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_101_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Literary Societies [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
Graff, Gerald and Michael Warner. ~The Origins of Literary Studies in America~.  
New York:  Routledge, Chapman and Hall, Inc., 1989. 
 
Harding, Thomas S. ~College Literary Societies:  Their Contribution to Higher  
Education in the United States 1815-1876~. New York:  Pageant Press  
International Corp., 1971. 
 
Mail [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
Chauncy, Thomas. ~Early Colorado Mails~. n.d. Available 
at the Western History Department, Denver Public 
Library. 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_101_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a silhouette of a bear standing on its rear legs. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the 
picture, as seen in [MS2_101_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: grizzly 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on drawing] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   play "Shatter" tempo 50 f g f d f g 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Eyes" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   618 
Card 102: “Smith Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_102_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/11/2011 
[2030] - [2050] .66 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_102_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 102 
Card Name: Smith Connections 
Card Number:  102 out of 204 
Card ID: 63589 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 7 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   go to cd "Literary Society" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to:  
 card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg] .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_102_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
[Type text] [Type text]   619 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 _Edna_ overheard _Susannah_ 
 muttering to herself once at the  
 post office: "Fictional characters 
 are ever so much more _real), don't 
 you think?" 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Edna_  : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
   _Susannah_ : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
   _real_   : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_102_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Alvina Heollstar 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Eyes" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_102_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Susannah Smith 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Literary Society" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_102_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Herbert Jenkins Smith 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow  
[Type text] [Type text]   620 
   go to card "Herbert Jenkins Smith" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 176 "Herbert Jenkins Smith" [MS2_176_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_102_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: The Ladies Aid Society 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Ladies Aid" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_102_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Sue Langley 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Confinement" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but06: 
 [MS2_102_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Maddy Bates 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Maddy Bates" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_102_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: White Owl Saloon 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: 22978 Home Big 2 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   621 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "White Owl" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   622 
Card 103: “Reassurances,” Walkthrough 
MS2_103_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/11/2011 
[2100] - [2115] .25 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1535]-[1548] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_103_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 103 
Card Name:  Reassurances 
Card Number: 103  out of 204 
Card ID: 3608 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_103_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Chirpy was born from a songbird 
and had the bare feet to prove it-- 
that's what her mother said 
[Type text] [Type text]   623 
even though none of the men said so. 
 
Washing for one man's the same 
as cooking for ten, and 
coking for ten's the same 
as boarding four and twenty. 
 
That's what her mother said 
and it had to be so, for in 
the cold-star stillness 
her mother's hand 
 
stroke her long hair 
to wake her, 
brushed it in the 
struggling firelight, 
 
and braided it down 
her back with red 
ribbons--even on washing day.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  [none] 
 
[CHANGE 05/24/2011 Deena notes some changes she wanted here, links added. Those changes have been made on 
noted.] 
Now: 
[MS201_103_01_textFIX.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Chirpy was born from a songbird 
and had the bare feet to prove it-- 
that's what her mother said 
even though none of the men said so. 
 
Washing for one man's the same 
as cooking for ten, and 
coking for ten's the same 
as boarding four and twenty. 
 
That's what her mother said 
and it had to be so, for in 
the cold-star stillness 
her mother's hand 
 
stroke her long _hair_ 
to wake her, 
brushed it in the 
struggling _firelight_, 
 
and braided it down 
her back with  
_red ribbons_--even on washing day.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _hair_   : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   624 
  _firelight_  : card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg]  
  _red ribbons_ : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_103_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Chirpy Stokes 
1869-1943 
 
_Martha Stokes_' oldest child.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Martha Stokes_ : card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_103_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_103_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_103_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a bird on a branch. There is  transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen 
in [MS2_103_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: Chirp sound 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on drawing] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   play harpsichord A a c d a a 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Nowhere" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   625 
Card 104: “Stokes Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_104_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/11/2011 
[2125] - [2145] .33 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_104_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 104 
Card Name: Stokes Connections 
Card Number:   104 out of 204 
Card ID: 64045 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 5 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   put the ticks into theseTicks 
   if last char of thesesTicks < 5 then 
    go to card "Nowhere" 
   else 
    go to card "Reassurances" 
   end if 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to:  
 if the final seconds digit of the user's computer clock is less than 5 : card 105 "Nowhere" 
[MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]; 
 if the final seconds digit of the user's computer clock is equal to or greater than 5 : card 103 "Reassurances" 
[MS2_103_01_text.jpg]  
  .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
[Type text] [Type text]   626 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_104_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 _Chirpy_ once sewed this 
 sampler: 
 
 ~Though loved ones are 
 _distant,_ they are never far 
 away. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Chirpy_ : card 103 "Reassurances" [MS2_103_01_text.jpg]  
   _distant,_ : card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg] 
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_104_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Martha Stokes 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Nowhere" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_104_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Chirpy Stokes 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Reassurances" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 103 "Reassurances" [MS2_103_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
[Type text] [Type text]   627 
 [MS2_104_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Constanza Ascencione 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Searches" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_104_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Crystal River Railroad 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: 3404 R engine 1 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "CR&R" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]   
 
but05: 
 [MS2_104_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Richard Stokes 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Richard Stokes" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 177 "Richard Stokes" [MS2_177_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   628 
Card 105: “Nowhere,” Walkthrough 
MS2_105_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/105/2011 
[2145] - [2210] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1548]-[1600] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_105_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 105 
Card Name:  Nowhere 
Card Number:  105 out of 204 
Card ID: 10083 
Contains  2 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_105_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
They had all come out from  
Stone, New Jersey long before. 
_Richard_ leading his army buddies in four wagons. 
[Type text] [Type text]   629 
She the only woman— 
Foreman’s privilege, they called her. 
She was one month along at the start, 
and Richard died one month in— 
first from the thirst-_fever_. 
  
The night they pulled rocks over his body  
they were silent. 
The fire burned long and low  
into thick grass shadows.  
They took her after  
they had finished up  
her ash-black bread— 
cracking her arms behind her.  
Their ice eyes taunted her: 
“No way back, girlie, no way back.” 
  
Next morning she brought wood and tended  
fire for the five men, _sidestepped_ her bruises. 
And when she tried to sleep 
crushed up against the wagon, 
one came in. Stared a minute. Patted a minute. 
“There’s no way back, girlie—” 
his beard was rough in her ear. 
 
Others came in.  
She lost the baby.  
Got another. 
They left her alone when the time came, 
in the newspaper-covered canvas tent. 
Heated creek water herself. 
Shouted as the girl tore out. 
 
She kept _Chirpy_ safe, like the redbirds that 
came sometimes for spare seeds  
on ice-cracked mud outside  
the lean-to they finally built her. 
Cooked. Cleaned. _Ironed_. 
 
But they still came in to her— 
now in _whispers_ to quiet 
the girl sleeping by her cot— 
There’s no way back. ◊ 
 
" 
 
[CHANGED Text Deena noted some links to added.. They have been added as of 05/24/2011] 
Now: 
[MS201_105_01_text2FIX.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
They had all come out from  
Stone, New Jersey long before. 
_Richard_ leading his army buddies in four wagons. 
She the only woman— 
Foreman’s privilege, they called her. 
[Type text] [Type text]   630 
She was one month along at the start, 
and Richard died one month in— 
first from the thirst-_fever_. 
  
The night they pulled rocks over his body  
they were silent. 
The fire burned long and low  
into thick grass shadows.  
They took her after  
they had finished up  
her ash-black bread— 
cracking her arms behind her.  
Their ice eyes taunted her: 
“No way back, girlie, no way back.” 
  
Next morning she brought wood and tended  
fire for the five men, _sidestepped_ her bruises. 
And when she tried to sleep 
crushed up against the wagon, 
one came in. Stared a minute. Patted a minute. 
“There’s no way back, girlie—” 
his beard was _rough_ in her ear. 
 
Others came in.  
She lost the baby.  
Got another. 
They left her alone when the time came, 
in the newspaper-covered canvas tent. 
Heated creek water herself. 
Shouted as the girl tore out. 
 
She kept _Chirpy_ safe, like the redbirds that 
came sometimes for spare seeds  
on ice-cracked _mud_ outside  
the lean-to they finally built her. 
Cooked. Cleaned. _Ironed_. 
 
But they still came in to her— 
now in _whispers_ to quiet 
the girl sleeping by her cot— 
There’s no way back. ◊ 
 
" 
 
 Text links: 
  _Richard_  : card 177 "Richard Stokes" [MS2_177_01_text.jpg]  
  _fever_   : opens card pop-up field "Fever" [MS2_105_01_fieldFever.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Fever and Ague [set in Black Chancery 10 Bold] 
 
  Four ounces galangal root in  
  a quart of gin, steeped in a  
  warm place, take often. 
 
  ~Everyday Cookbook~ 
[Type text] [Type text]   631 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
[FIXED Cook Book is usually two words in MS2. Change made.] 
Now: 
  _fever_   : opens card pop-up field "Fever" [MS201_105_01_fieldFeverFIX.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Fever and Ague [set in Black Chancery 10 Bold] 
 
  Four ounces galangal root in  
  a quart of gin, steeped in a  
  warm place, take often. 
 
  ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _sidestepped_ : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _rough_  : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg] [added 05/24/2011] 
  _Chirpy_   : card 103 "Reassurances" [MS2_103_01_text.jpg]  
  _mud_  : card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ironed_   : opens card pop-up field "Ironed" 
[MS2_105_01_fieldIroned.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   To keep starch from sticking to irons, rub the irons  
   with a little piece of  wax or whale sperm. 
 
   ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
   " 
    Field links: 
 
  _whispers_  : card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_105_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Martha Stokes 
1849 –1930 
 
Married _Richard_ Stokes, wealthy New Jersey farmer. Richard led a wagon train  
out West in 1869  with his old Civil War buddies but died during the journey. The  
rest of the train decided  
to mine in the recently opened Ute Territory,  
in the _Crystal River Valley_ . Without a way  
back to Stone, New Jersey, Martha stayed 
 to cook and clean for the rest of the men.  
Three living children, three miscarriages.   
When the _railroad_ came in, she bundled up  
her children and went back East. 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   632 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Richard_     : card 177 "Richard Stokes" 
[MS2_177_01_text.jpg]  
  _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
  _railroad_     : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River 
Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_105_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_105_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_105_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a pedal sewing machine. There are 2 transparent buttons overlaid on the picture, 
as seen in [MS2_105_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_105_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on the sewing table]  
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Searches" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_105_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on legs and pedal of the sewing machine] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Crumbs" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   633 
Card 106: “Katy’s Creek,” Walkthrough 
MS2_106_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/12/2011 
[1235] - [1300] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[0840]-[0848] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_106_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 106 
Card Name:  Katy's Creek 
Card Number:  106 out of 204 
Card ID: 13697 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 3 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_106_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
After _Sadie_ died,  
_Tom_ went without shaving— 
wore the same red flannel for years. 
[Type text] [Type text]   634 
Everyone said it was a shame 
the way he never remarried, 
and how he let Katy run loose 
through the old woods. 
 
She wandered, hopping on 
the sharp stones of Settler’s Creek, 
slipping between pines 
that revealed small groves of wildflowers— 
black-eyed-susans, queen-annes-lace,  
occasional columbines and red indian paintbrush. 
Once she teetered for a moment,  
leaning on a thick, low branch 
to stare quietly into the summer green. 
“Daisies,” _Miss Miller_ had shaken her head, 
“Do Not Speak.”  
Katy listened to the daisies anyway 
while they whispered their long tales of other worlds. 
Then she stomped crawfish out of the creek and 
shinnied up the cool aspen bark. 
 
_Rachel Cole_ said it was a judgement on him 
when Katy died of influenza 
after she came home shivering in the dark. 
_Tom_ said nothing. 
Just beat his hand against the _quarry_ marble. 
Years later, he would sit rocking 
on the front porch. 
I always told her to wear her shoes 
he would say. 
Just like her mother. 
Heedless. ◊ 
" 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 Added link per Deena's request] 
[MS201_106_01_textFIX.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
After _Sadie_ died,  
_Tom_ went without shaving— 
wore the same red flannel for years. 
Everyone said it was a shame 
the way he never remarried, 
and how he let Katy run loose 
through the old woods. 
 
She wandered, hopping on 
the sharp stones of Settler’s Creek, 
slipping between pines 
that revealed small groves of wildflowers— 
black-eyed-susans, queen-annes-lace,  
occasional columbines and red indian paintbrush. 
Once she teetered for a moment,  
leaning on a thick, low branch 
to stare quietly into the summer green. 
“Daisies,” _Miss Miller_ had shaken her head, 
“Do Not Speak.”  
[Type text] [Type text]   635 
Katy listened to the daisies anyway 
while they whispered their long tales of _other worlds_. 
Then she stomped crawfish out of the creek and 
shinnied up the cool aspen bark. 
 
_Rachel Cole_ said it was a judgement on him 
when Katy died of influenza 
after she came home shivering in the dark. 
_Tom_ said nothing. 
Just beat his hand against the _quarry_ marble. 
Years later, he would sit rocking 
on the front porch. 
I always told her to wear her shoes 
he would say. 
Just like her mother. 
Heedless. ◊ 
" 
 
 Text links: 
  _Sadie_   : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Tom_    : card 178 "Tom Stoner" [MS2_178_01_text.jpg]  
  _Miss Miller_ : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _other worlds_ : card 103 "Reassurances" [MS2_103_01_text.jpg] 
  _Rachel Cole_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Tom_    : card 178 "Tom Stoner" [MS2_178_01_text.jpg]  
  _quarry_   : card 025 "Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_106_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Katy Stoner 
1892-1900 
 
_Tom_ and _Sadie_ Stoner's only daughter. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Tom_  : card 178 "Tom Stoner" [MS2_178_01_text.jpg]  
  _Sadie_ : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_106_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_106_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
[Type text] [Type text]   636 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_106_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a stem of daisies. There are 3 transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen 
in [MS2_106_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_106_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: SCraps [sic] 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on left-hand daisy.] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard very slow 
   go to card "Scraps" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_106_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Creek 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on leaf and stem] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard very slow 
   go to card "Main map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_106_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Miller 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on right-hand daisy] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard very slow 
   go to card "Hair" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]   
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   637 
Card 107: “Stoner Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_107_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/12/2011 
[1300] - [1330] .5  
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/24/2011 
[1630]-[1700] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_107_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 107 
Card Name: Stoner Connections 
Card Number:   107 out of 204 
Card ID: 63751 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 11 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   put the ticks into theseTicks 
   if last char of theseTicks < 5 then 
    go to cd "Scraps" 
   else 
    go to cd "Katy's Creek" 
   end if 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to:  
 if the final seconds digit of the user's computer clock is less than 5: card 108 "Scraps" 
[MS2_108_01_text1.jpg] 
 if the final seconds digit of the user's computer clock is equal to or greater than 5: card 106 "Katy's Creek" 
[MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]  
  .] 
[Type text] [Type text]   638 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_107_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 "When you piece scraps, you must 
 first pierce them. So, too, with 
 friendships." Autograph signature 
 from _Laura_ Rose Harmon to _Sadie_ 
 Anne Burch, Commencement, 1890 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Laura_ : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
   _Sadie_ : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -12 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_107_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Sadie Stoner 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Scraps" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_107_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Laura Keeperly 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quilts" 
[Type text] [Type text]   639 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_107_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Katy Stoner 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Katy's Creek" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_107_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
 
but05: 
 [MS2_107_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Emmy Mateson 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Whispers in Wine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but06: 
 [MS2_107_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Church and School 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [none, transparent box over picture of school] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "School"    
[Type text] [Type text]   640 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 026 "School" or Marble Springs School" [MS2_026_01.jpg]  
 
but07: 
 [MS2_107_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Quarry 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
  Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: 18814 Quarry 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Quarry" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
but08: 
 [MS2_107_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Crow's Mountain 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over Crow's Mountain text and icon] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Crow's Mountain" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg]  
 
but09: 
 [MS2_107_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Sun's Gold 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over top part of drawing of daisy] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Sun's Gold" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but10: 
 [MS2_107_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Sun's Gold 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over lower petals of daisy] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Abandoned" 
[Type text] [Type text]   641 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg]  
 
but11: 
 [MS2_107_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Sun's Gold 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [transparent box over stem of daisy] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_107_01_but12.jpg] 
 Button name: Tom Stoner 
 Card Button number: 12 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [none, rectangle with text] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Tom Stoner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 178 "Tom Stoner" [MS2_178_01_text.jpg]  
[NOTE: This button was added on 05/24/2011 per Deena's instructions] 
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   642 
Card 108: “Scraps,” Walkthrough 
MS2_108_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/12/2011 
[1500] - [1530] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_108_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card  
Card Name:   
Card Number:   out of 204 
Card ID:  
Contains   card field 
Contains  card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_108_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Sadie had always collected paper 
and wrote in _secret_. 
On the edges of smudged newsprint  
old bills and backs of envelopes, 
knights on shining chargers  
vowed to slay all her dragons. 
Once, she almost saw her _creations_— 
but it was only _Old Joe’s mine_. 
[Type text] [Type text]   643 
 
After _Zandra_ Miller took the only teaching job, 
Sadie married _Tom_—since he’d been asking. 
She wrote how it should have been, 
fingers grasping at her _pen_.  
The cache of paper grew, 
sewn into chapters and hidden  
in a flour sack behind the wood pile. 
 
She knew there’d be no time  
after children came— 
_Millie_ said they’d sap strength. 
 
Complications developed  
with her first child. 
She sat up in bed writing— 
letters, she lied to _Laura_,  
who’d only come to help. 
She shouted at the pain, and  
they told her to fight 
to push to live to now push. 
The pain breathed into her  
with bursts of dragon’s fire. 
 
Tom’s rough hand caressed  
her forehead, smearing the sweat.  
Sadie tore his hand away. 
Stared at the newly planked floor 
where gossamer and lace butterflies  
lay stripped into birthing rags. 
Her breath tore out for her knights. 
But her knights leered at her 
and sank further into their poker games. 
And her body tore itself into more strips. 
 
Tom named the child _Katy_, 
and burned the scraps of paper 
for kindling. ◊ 
 
" 
 Text links:     
  _secret_    : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
  _creations_   : card 009 "Authors" [MS2_009_01_text.jpg]  
  _Old Joe's mine_ : card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg]  
  _Zandra_    : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _Tom_    : card 178 "Tom Stoner" [MS2_178_01_text.jpg]  
  _pen_     : opens card pop-up field "pen" 
[MS2_108_01_fieldPen.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Ink Spots [set in Black Chancery 10 Bold] 
 
   Ink spots on the fingers may be instantly removed 
   by a little ammonia. 
   ~Everyday Cook Book~ 
   " 
[Type text] [Type text]   644 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _Millie_    : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Laura_    : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
  _Katy_    : card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_108_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Sadie Stoner née Burch 
1874 -1892 
 
Family came to _Marble Springs_  
from Maryland. School friends  
with _Laura_ and _Emmy_.   
Married _Tom Stoner_, blacksmith  
for the _quarry_.  
Died in childbirth with her first child  
one year later.  
The child, _Katy_, survived. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
  _Laura_    : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
  _Emmy_    : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" 
[MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Tom Stoner_  : card 178 "Tom Stoner" [MS2_178_01_text.jpg]  
  _quarry_    : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
  _Katy_    : card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]   
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_108_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_108_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_108_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of dragon. There are 2 transparent buttons overlaid on the picture, as seen in 
[MS2_108_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
but01: 
[Type text] [Type text]   645 
 [MS2_108_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Literary connections 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on dragon's head] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Literary Society" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_108_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on body of the dragon] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   646 
Card 109: “Striking Silver,” Walkthrough 
MS2_109_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/12/2011 
[1530] - [1600] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[0830]-[] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_109_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 109 
Card Name:  Striking Silver 
Card Number: 109  out of 204 
Card ID: 49579 
Contains  2 card field 
Contains 4 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_109_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
After _Will_ died in the third 
explosion at the _Sugar Boy_ mine, 
Mandy thought of her four children  
[Type text] [Type text]   647 
and the dollar-a-week piecework  
she could get from _Cole’s store_. 
 
She donned Will’s overalls and 
went to Old _Joe Cattering_ 
asking for the job. 
 
_Billie Rose_ went with her 
into the miners’ _dry shack_ 
to change before each shift,  
and Mandy _singlejacked_ 
in the dripping dark, 
 
placing her blows carefully 
under the low shimmering 
of a single candle. 
 
Her thoughts melted into a prairie hen 
she found once after  
a Kansas blizzard— 
her chicks stuffed under its dead wing, 
stiff with care. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Will_   : card 180 "Will Turner" [MS2_180_01_text.jpg]  
  _Sugar Boy_  : card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg]  
  _Cole’s store_ : "No poem is connected to the text" warning. 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 by fixing group link on card 204] 
  _Cole’s store_ : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg]  
  _Joe Cattering_ : card 116 "Joe Cattering" [MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg]  
  _Billie Rose_ : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _dry shack_  : opens card pop-up field "Dry Shack" [MS2_109_01_fieldShack.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Dry Shack [set in Black Chancery 12 Bold] 
 
   A small, heated cabin where  
   miners could change from their  
   drenched clothing from the  
   snow or the mines. Owners  
   watched the miners change to  
   ensure that they did not hide  
   the high-grade ore in their  
   clothes. 
 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _singlejacked_ : opens card pop-up field "Jacking" [MS2_109_01_fieldJacking.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Jacking [set in Black Chancery 12 Bold] 
 
   Miners would place large chisels to  
   pound holes in the tunnel for blasting. A  
   singlejacker held his own chisel to swing  
[Type text] [Type text]   648 
   at. Doublejackers worked in trusted  
   teams:  one held a large chisel and the  
   other swung at it in the constant dark. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_109_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Mandy Turner née Johnson 
1852-1894 
 
Mandy married _Will_ Turner in 1872,  
and they moved from Georgia to  
_Marble Springs_ in search of silver.  
After Will’s claims didn’t pan out,  
he worked for Old _Joe_’s _Sugar Boy_ mine.  
Four children, two others died in infancy.  
Mandy died from fever in the winter  
of ’94 after the mine had closed down.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Will_    : card 180 "Will Turner" [MS2_180_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
  _Joe_     : card 116 "Joe Cattering" 
[MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg]  
  _Sugar Boy_   : card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" 
[MS2_027_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_109_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_109_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Keeler, Bronson C.  ~Where to go to Become Rich:   
Farmer’s, Miner’s, and Tourist’s Guide to Kansas,  
New Mexico, Arizona, and Colorado; with  
Complete Text of the Mining Laws,  
Glossary of Mining Terms, and  
Maps of New Mexico, Arizona, and  
Colorado~. Chicago, Illinois:   
[Type text] [Type text]   649 
Belford, Clarke, and Company, 1880.  
Available at the Western History  
Department, Denver Public Library.  
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_109_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of miner swinging a pickaxe at a rock face.. There are 4 transparent buttons 
overlaid on the picture, as seen in [MS2_109_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_109_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on pickaxe] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Promises" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_109_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on rock face] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_109_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on the miner's body] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Settling In" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_109_05_but04.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   650 
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on lamp] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Night Winds" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 042 "Night Winds" [MS2_042_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   651 
Card 110: “Out of Egypt,” Walkthrough 
MS2_110_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/12/2011 
[1615] - [1630] .25 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_110_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 110 
Card Name:  Out of Egypt 
Card Number:  110 out of 204 
Card ID: 6003 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 4 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_110_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Out under dark stars 
Missy's voice kept her warm, 
humming under layers 
of the thick scarves 
her mother had woven. 
 
Coming in, she unwrapped them, 
her neck copper in the dimness 
[Type text] [Type text]   652 
of the kerosene light. 
 
_Robert_ would nod, and she would sing 
 low 
  so 
 low 
murmuring tales of Scheherazade, of Moses, of God 
under the breath of Crystal River. 
And they slept neck on neck, 
granting to God the taming power of her song. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Robert_ : card 181 "Robert Vernon" [MS2_181_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_110_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Missy Vernon 
1860-1928 
 
Her family escaped slavery and moved to Canada 
ten years before she was born. Married 
_Robert_ Vernon, who came to work 
in the livery in _Marble Springs_. 
Eight children, four survived infancy. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Robert_    : card 181 "Robert Vernon" [MS2_181_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_110_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_110_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Harvey, James Rose. ~Negroes in Colorado~. University of 
Colorado master's thesis. Available at the Western 
History Department, Denver Public Library. 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   653 
[MS2_110_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a bare-foot woman. There are 4  transparent button overlaid on the picture, as 
seen in [MS2_110_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_110_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: sleeping 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on dress skirt] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "His Hands" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_110_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: sleeping connections 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on woman's head] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Baking" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_110_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: sleep 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on woman's chest] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Sven's Wife" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_110_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: sleep 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on woman's feet] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
[Type text] [Type text]   654 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "The Washerwoman" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   655 
Card 111: “The Washerwoman,” Walkthrough 
MS2_111_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/12/2011 
[1630] - [1705] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[0848]-[0852] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_111_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 111 
Card Name:  The Washerwoman 
Card Number:  111 out of 204 
Card ID: 2245 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 12 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_111_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
There were rumors, of course. 
Some said she’d been a washerwoman 
for the Confederates. 
[Type text] [Type text]   656 
Others guffawed at this— 
she’d been left behind 
after the Spanish-American War. 
But what about that man they saw once— 
talking to her— 
a mulatto with green eyes. 
Her own were as brown as her feet, 
bare under the scars of a cotton skirt 
the grey of cut cliffs. 
Grass stalks of hair 
clumped across her sweaty back. 
_Edna_ said they see her in Schofield,  
Redstone, and Carbondale right regular. 
She will come again 
on the last day of the month. 
Stay three days and move on. 
She will disappear 
after the snow falls, 
coming back in the second thaw  
to breakfast over scraps behind the _White Owl_. 
_Emmy_ always was careful to short  
the Christmas hog 
during the last week of the month. 
_Pastor Horner_ sees her 
three, four times a year 
’pending on his route. 
Then he leads the pews into song 
about misfortunes of devils 
who drink whiskey and _dance_. 
Though nobody has ever seen her dance. 
_Zandra Miller_ steadfastly maintains 
it was a broken love affair, 
and gives her old knitted shawls every fall. 
_Rachel Cole_ keeps her distance. 
Listen.  
          You can hear her now 
           in the moonlight 
           shaking her empty fist into the hills.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Edna_    : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _Emmy_    : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" 
[MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _dance_    : card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
  _Zandra Miller_ : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]   
  _Rachel Cole_  : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_111_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
[Type text] [Type text]   657 
" 
Name unknown. Origin unknown.  
 
A street woman who traversed a circular path along the Crystal River _Valley_,  
completing one circuit during each summer month. She was seen regularly in  
_Marble Springs_ from  
1900 until1929 when she was found dead  
behind the _White Owl_.◊ 
" 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 Per Deena's request changed line breaks] 
[MS201_111_02_titleFIX.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Name unknown. Origin unknown.  
 
A street woman who traversed a circular path along the Crystal River _Valley_,  
completing one circuit during each summer month. She was seen regularly in  
_Marble Springs_ from 1900 until1929 when she was found dead behind the _White  
Owl_.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Valley_    : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_111_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_111_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_111_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a woman walking in hills. There are 12  transparent button overlaid on the 
picture, as seen in [MS2_111_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_111_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Pig connections 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid in front of woman, just below right elbow] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
[Type text] [Type text]   658 
   go to card "Nowhere" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_111_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Pig connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 12 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on right-hand hills] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Church 2" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 018 "Church2" or "First Congregationalist Church" [MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg] 
 
but03: 
 [MS2_111_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Pig connections 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 13 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on top of right-most hill] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Ute Crossing" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text1.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [MS2_111_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Pig connections 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 14 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on top of left-most hill] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Respect" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_111_05_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Pig connections 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 15 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on top of center hill and woman's head] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
[Type text] [Type text]   659 
   go to card "Peggy's Diary" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg]   
 
but06: 
 [MS2_111_05_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Pig connection 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 19 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on woman's outstretched right arm] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Counting' 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but07: 
 [MS2_111_05_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Pig connections 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 20 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on woman's hips] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Conning Through" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 098 "Conning Through" [MS2_098_01_text.jpg]  
 
but08: 
 [MS2_111_05_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Pig connections 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 22 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on woman's chest] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Pastor Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
 
but09: 
 [MS2_111_05_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Pig connections 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 9 
 Card button ID: 23 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on woman's left hand] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
[Type text] [Type text]   660 
   go to card "Proprietress" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
 
but10: 
 [MS2_111_05_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: Pig connections 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 24 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on woman's thighs] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Hair" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
but11: 
 [MS2_111_05_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Pig connections 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 25 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on woman's knees] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Whispers in Wine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_111_05_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Pig connections 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 26 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on woman's feet] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "town map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   661 
Card 111: 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   662 
Card 112: “Abandoned,” Walkthrough 
MS2_112_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/12/2011 
[1710] - [1728] .33 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[0852]-[0858] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_112_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 112 
Card Name:  Abandoned 
Card Number:  112 out of 204 
Card ID: 31169 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 3 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_112_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
On their long _journey_ 
West, the kept 
_sinking_ into the tall 
[Type text] [Type text]   663 
sunburnt grasses. 
 
Hazel played a game 
with the buffalo _bones_ 
whose whitened wholeness 
bleached the grasses around them. 
 
~This one is Charley, that one is Marley 
Bill Bennett Bailey, Mary Jenkins Railey~. 
 
And the bones grasped 
at the sounds, 
soaking in the names 
that Hazel _left_ behind.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _journey_ : card 002 "Journeys" [MS2_002_01_text.jpg]  
  _sinking_ : card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
  _bones_ : card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
  _left_  : card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
[FIXED: Changed links per Deena’s request] 
Now: 
[MS201_112_01_textFIX.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
On their long journey 
West, the kept 
_sinking_ into the tall 
sunburnt grasses. 
 
Hazel played a game 
with the buffalo _bones_ 
whose whitened wholeness 
bleached the grasses around them. 
 
~This one is Charley, that one is Marley 
Bill Bennett Bailey, Mary Jenkins Railey~. 
 
And the bones grasped 
at the sounds, 
soaking in the _names_ 
that Hazel _left_ behind.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _sinking_ : card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
  _bones_ : card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]  
  _names_ : card 117 "Mentioned Characters" or "Denizens of Marble Springs" 
[MS2_117_01_characters.jpg]   
  _left_  : card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_112_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   664 
Title text: 
" 
Hazel Wringle 
1862-1874 
 
Only daughter of _Jenny_ 
and _Peter_ Wringle, she was 11 
where her family left Connecticut 
to follow the gold rush into Colorado. 
She succumbed to the  
_ague_ shortly after reaching 
_Marble Springs_.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Jenny_    : card 114 "Left Behind" [MS2_114_01_text.jpg]  
  _Peter_    : card 182 "Peter Wringle" [MS2_182_01_text.jpg]  
  _ague_    : opens card pop-up field "ague" 
[MS2_112_02_fieldAgue.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Ague [set in Black Chancery 10 Bold] 
 
   A type of malaria that often 
   brought the gold-seekers low. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_112_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_112_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_112_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a covered wagon with bovine skull in the foreground. There are 3 transparent 
button overlaid on the picture, as seen in [MS2_112_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_112_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 1 
[Type text] [Type text]   665 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on grass and bones] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_112_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: katy 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid over bulk of wagon] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Katy's Creek" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_112_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: suns gold 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 10 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on drivers seat and front of covered wagon] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Sun's gold" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   666 
Card 113: “Wringle Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_113_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/12/2011 
[1730] - [1740] .16 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_113_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 113 
Card Name: Wringle Connections 
Card Number: 113  out of 204 
Card ID: 64316 
Contains 1 card field 
Contains 6 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
   put the ticks into theseTicks 
   if last char of theseTicks < 5 then 
    go to cd "Abandoned" 
   else 
    go to cd "Left Behind" 
   end if 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
[Mouse clicks in unassigned white space will redirect user to:  
 if the final seconds digit of the user's computer clock is less than 5: card 112 "Abandoned" 
[MS2_112_01_text.jpg]  
 if the final seconds digit of the user's computer clock is equal to or greater than 5: card 114 "Left Behind" 
[MS2_114_01_text.jpg]  
  .] 
 
Card Background Name:  Connections bkgnd 
Background ID: 54711 
[Note: For information on the buttons, fields, and functions common to cards with this bkgnd ID, 54711, please 
see[MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt].] 
[Type text] [Type text]   667 
 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Connections" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Connections", see 
[MS2_113_02_fieldConnect.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 _Millie_ stitched a pink 
 sunbonnet and placed it 
 over Hazel's grave. 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Millie_ : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 
- 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -10 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_113_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [transparent button overlaid on upper-half of drawing of flowers] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Reassurances" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 103 "Reassurances" [MS2_103_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_113_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [transparent button overlaid on lower-half of drawing of flowers] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Nowhere" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_113_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Hazel Wringle 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
[Type text] [Type text]   668 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Abandoned" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_113_01_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Jenny Wringle 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 12 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Left Behind" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to:  card 114 "Left Behind" [MS2_114_01_text.jpg]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_113_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: 8348 graveyard 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but06: 
 [MS2_113_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Peter Wringle 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 6 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [text, Marble Springs 10 Bold] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Peter Wringle" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 182 "Peter Wringle" [MS2_182_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   669 
Card 114: “Left Behind,” Walkthrough 
MS2_114_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/12/2011 
[1740] - [1800] .33 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_114_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 114 
Card Name:  Left Behind 
Card Number:  114 out of 204 
Card ID: 4021 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 4 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_114_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
In five new-christened _graveyard_s, 
each firmly fenced against wolves, 
she buried four sons 
and one daughter. 
Rock-ice sluices of gold 
washed her husband's blood, 
rushed them on and into 
wildernesses of white winter passes 
[Type text] [Type text]   670 
and bark-chewing starvations-- 
It would have been such an easy thing to die-- 
she of course had done no such thing. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _graveyard_ : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_114_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Jenny Wringle 
1847-1892 
 
Wife of _Peter_ Wringle, a Connecticut farmer turned miner. 
Five children--four sons and one daughter--all died 
and were buried throughout their travels. 
Their daughter, _Hazel_, was buried in 
_Marble Springs_. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Peter_    : card 182 "Peter Wringle" [MS2_182_01_text.jpg]  
  _Hazel_    : card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_114_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_114_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_114_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a rough cross with a string of beads or bones around it. There are 4  transparent 
buttons overlaid on the picture, as seen in [MS2_114_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_114_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Moving on 
[Type text] [Type text]   671 
 Card button number:  1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 4 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on upper-left of drawing] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Moving On" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_114_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Hazel 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on bottom half of drawing] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Abandoned" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_114_05_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Moving on 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on upper-right part of drawing] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Crumbs' 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
 
but04: 
 [MS2_114_05_but04.jpg]  
 Button name: Eyes 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 5 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on center of crossed sticks] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open slow 
   go to card "Graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   672 
Card 115: Mail Order Bride,” Walkthrough 
MS2_115_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/13/2011 
[2140] - [2205] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_115_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 115 
Card Name:  Mail Order Bride 
Card Number: 115  out of 204 
Card ID: 50231 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Poems bkgnd 
Background ID: 2815 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the Poem bkgnd 2815, see 
[MS2_poembkgnd_walkthrough.txt]] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_115_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
The man who met the boat  
and carried off her bags never spoke— 
as though the memory of her old tongue 
were as colorless as her cheeks 
and the sounds of the new one 
were as meaningless as shadows in  
the moon-flower she was named for.  
They sat facing each other  
[Type text] [Type text]   673 
for two days on the _train_. 
She refingered the golden crane 
that _Kenji_ had sent to her parents 
to seal the marriage agreement. 
His father knew your father 
_Obasan_ had whispered 
through the paper screens. 
This stranger who had left so many years ago 
and taken a new name in  
a new country... 
 
She pressed the crane back into  
Kenji’s thick fingers when he 
came to take her from the train. 
Silently, she folded the silk kimono 
away after the plain foreign wedding 
in the marble _building_ 
with strange iron-rimmed benches. 
Forever silent as the wedding dish  
she offered from her knees— 
the shadowed and white koi 
formed from bacon rinds and corn flour. ◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _train_   : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
  _Kenji_  : card 184 "Kenji Yamamoto" [MS2_184_01_text.jpg]  
  _Obasan_  : opens card pop-up field "Obasna" [MS2_115_01_fieldObasan.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Obasan [set in Black Chancery 10 Bold] 
 
   Honored grandmother.    
   Silently she moves through  
   the house, ensuring  
   serenity and order. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _building_ : card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_115_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Hatsuki Yamamoto née Kato 
1879-1944 
 
Born in Kobe, Japan. Married _Kenji_ Yamamoto to fulfill 
the vow her family had made to the Yamamoto family  
before Kenji went to California. After working 
[Type text] [Type text]   674 
on the CR&R _Railroad_, Kenji settled in  
_Marble Springs_. He made money with a  
laundry and sent for Hatsuki in 1902.  
The laundry prospered, and they retired  
to San Francisco in 1925. Hatsuki died shortly  
after being deported to Japan in 1942.  
Her son, _Ichiro_, died in the Japanese  
Regiment in Italy, 1944.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Kenji_    : card 184 "Kenji Yamamoto" [MS2_184_01_text.jpg]  
  _Railroad_    : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" 
[MS2_020_01.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Ichiro_    : card 183 "Ichiro Yamamoto" [MS2_183_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_115_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_115_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
Mills, H.A., ~The Japanese Problem in the U.S.~ New York:  The MacMillan  
Company, 1915. 
 
Ozawa, Fumio. ~Japanese in Colorado 1900-1910~. University of Denver, master's  
thesis, 1957. 
 
Suzuki, Rokuhiko. ~The Development of the Inter- 
mountain Japanese Colonies~. Denver, Colorado:  
The Denver Shimpo Sha, 1909 (?) Biography of  
300 Japanese in Colorado. In Japanese.  
Available at the Western History Department,  
Denver Public Library. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_115_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of 2 fish. There are 2 transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in 
[MS2_115_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 
but01: 
 [MS2_115_05_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
[Type text] [Type text]   675 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on bottom fish] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Miss Sing" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg]  
 
but02: 
 [MS2_115_05_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Graphic connection 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on top fish] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to card "Moving On" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   676 
Card 116: “Joe Cattering,” walkthrough 
MS2_116_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/13/2011 
[2230] - [2236] .10 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_116_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 116 
Card Name:  Joe Cattering 
Card Number:  116 out of 204 
Card ID: 70301 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_116_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
[Blank] 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_116_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Joe Cattering 
[Type text] [Type text]   677 
1830-1904 
 
Prospected _Sugar Boy_ Mountain. In 1872, he uncovered two large silver veins, 
and he secretly mined what he could. _Mr. Davidson_ helped him buy out all other 
claims in Sugar Boy and financed the Sugar Boy Mine, which produced 
$100,000 of silver a year in its heyday. The mine had not tapped out when the 
Silver Crash of 1893 forced the mine to close. He and his wife, _Billie Rose_, stayed 
on to raise their sons and gain respectability in _Marble Springs_.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Sugar Boy_  : card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg]  
  _Mr. Davidson_ : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
  _Billie Rose_  : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_116_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_116_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   678 
Card 117 “Denizens of Marble Springs,” Walkthrough 
MS2_117_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[1250] - [1302]  .20 
[1445] - [1715] 2.5 
     2.7 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[0900]-[0912] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_117_01_text01.jpg] 
MS2 Card 117 
Card Name:  Mentioned Characters 
Card Number: 117  out of 204 
Card ID: 2332 
Contains  2 card field 
Contains 1 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
--• CRB  This permits the scrolling to work, by having both scrolling fields 
--• CRB  with the same number of lines 
on openCard 
  put return into line (the number of lines of field "Text") of cd field "Checklist" 
  pass openCard 
end openCard 
 
 
on mouseUp 
  set the cursor to busy 
  visual effect dissolve fast to white 
  visual effect dissolve fast to card 
  if the optionKey is up then 
    go to cd "Directory" 
  end if 
end mouseUp 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   679 
function theFields 
  return "field id 1,cd field id 1" 
end theFields 
 
 
[Note: the script above references a second scrolling field. This field, "Checklist," is designed to place a diamond 
next to each mentioned character once visited. However, this field is hidden from the user, and therefore it seems 
that it was decided not to use this field as part of the user experience. The field is noted here but not described 
further.]  
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_117_01_text01.jpg] through [MS2_117_01_text08.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
_Constanza_ Ascencione 
 
_Maddy_ Bates 
 
_Cleo_ Cat 
 
_Billie Rose_ Cattering 
_Joe_ Cattering (_Billie Rose_’s husband) 
 
_Penny_ Cernak 
  
_Jeremiah_ Cohen (_Ilsa_’s father) 
 
_Rachel_ Cole 
_Matthew_ Cole (_Rachel_’s husband) 
_Leah_ Cole 
_Naomi_ Cole 
_Ruth_ Cole 
_Walter_ Cole (_Rachel_’s son) 
_Wayne_ Cole (_Rachel_’s son) 
 
_Lillian_ Cooper  
_Troy_ Cooper  (_Lillian_’s husband) 
 
_Caroline_ Croft 
_Kurt_ Croft (_Caroline_’s husband) 
 
_Mabel_ Crow 
_Martin_ Crow (_Mabel_’s husband) 
 
_Peggy_ Dagmar 
_Perdy_ Dagmar (_Peggy_’s husband) 
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_Elizabeth_ Quincy Davidson 
_T.M._ Davidson  (_Elizabeth_’s husband) 
 
Doc _Nancy_ Ellimar  
 
_Edith_ Gaylor 
_Clancy_ (Clarence) Gaylor (_Edith_’s husband) 
_Douglas_ Gaylor (_Edith_’s son) 
_Gilbert_ Gaylor  (_Edith_’s son) 
_Andrew_ Gaylor  (_Edith_’s son) 
_Earle_ Gaylor  (_Edith_’s son) 
 
_Perry_ Sue Gladston 
_Charles_  Gladston (_Perry Sue_’s husband) 
 
_Matilda_ Granger 
_Paul_ Granger (_Matilda_’s husband) 
 
_Victoria_ Green 
_Hank_ Green (_Victoria_’s husband) 
 
_Griffith_, a prospector 
 
_Enid_ Grimes 
_Dickon_ Grimes (_Enid_ Grimes’ husband) 
_Sarah_ Grimes 
 
_Dell_ Harmon 
_Sam_ Harmon (_Dell_’s husband) 
_Eric_ Harmon (_Dell_’s son) 
_Ernest_ Harmon (_Dell_’s son) 
 
_Anne_ Harmon 
_Tim_ Harmon (_Anne_’s husband) 
_Isaac_ Harmon (_Anne_’s son) 
_Jordan_ Harmon (_Anne'_s son) (_Leah_ Cole’s husband) 
 
_Edna_ Harris 
_Joel_ Harris (_Edna_ Harris’ husband) 
 
_Alvina_ Heollstar 
_Jimmy_ Heollstar (_Alvina_’s son) 
_Joey_ Heollstar (_Alvina_’s son) 
_Jud_ Heollstar (_Alvina_’s husband) 
 
_Timmy_ Horne (died in 1829— see _Perry Sue_ Gladston) 
 
_Millie_ Horner 
_Ed_ Horner, (Pastor, _Millie_’s husband) 
_Lottie_ Horner 
_Ephraim_ Horner, (_Millie_'s son) 
_Josiah_ Horner,  (_Millie_'s son) 
_Saul_ Horner,  (_Millie_'s son) 
_Mariah_ Horner 
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_Doctor Hudson_ has a large practice throughout  
          _Crystal River Valley_.  
 
_Allison_ James 
_Alfred_ James (_Allison_’s husband) 
 
_Ida May_ Jenkins 
 
_Ingrid_ Jenson 
_Sven_ Jenson (_Ingrid_’s husband) 
 
_Ken_ Jones (_Miss Sing_’s second mate) 
 
_Laura_ Keeperly 
_Fred_ Keeperly (_Laura_’s husband) 
 
_Randall_ Klaron, schoolteacher from 1873 to 1893 
 
_Sue_ Langley 
 
_Hezekiah_ Lincoln 
_Ivy_ Lincoln 
 
_Mollie_ Mateson 
_Jake_ Mateson (_Mollie_’s husband) 
_Emmy_ Mateson 
_Ruby_ Mateson 
 
_Sandy_ McQuigg (_Lillian_’s father) 
 
_Abigail_ Miller 
_Asa_ Miller (_Abigail_’s husband) (_Zandra_’s father) 
_Zandra_ Miller 
 
_Lizzie_ Morrison 
_Bart_ Morrison (_Emily_’s father)  (Gambles for _Ruby_) 
_Emily_ Morrison 
_Ellen Anne_  and _Ella May_ Morrison, (daughters of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_)  
_Bartholomew_ Morrison, (son of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_)  
_Scott_ Morrison, (son of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_)   
_Bonnie_  Morrison, (daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_)  
_Hope_  Morrison, (daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_)  
_Faith_ Morrison, (daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_)  
_Patience_ Morrison, (daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_)   
_Spent_ Morrison, (son of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_)   
_Troubles_ and _Trials_  Morrison, (sons of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_)  
_Straw_  Morrison, (daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_)  
 
_Mariam_ Nolan 
_Michael_ Nolan (_Mariam_’s husband) 
 
_Bridget_ O’Shanty 
 
_Charity_ Paine 
_Kevin_ Paine (_Charity_’s husband) 
_Jonah_ Paine (_Charity_’s son) 
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_Micah_ Paine ((_Charity_’s son) 
_Ezekial_ Paine (_Charity_’s son) 
 
_Towee_ Pitkin 
_Red Birch_ Pitkin 
_Henry_ Pitkin (_Towee_’s mate) 
 
_Sandor_ Popovic 
 
_Lucy_ Rainer 
_Ben_ Rainer (_Lucy_’s husband) 
 
_Rebecca_ Reaver 
 
_Ilsa_ Rubenstien 
_Jacob_ Rubenstien (_Ilsa_’s husband) 
 
_Saskatee_ (Guide for the _Crow_ Party) 
 
_Luc San_ (_Miss Sing_’s first husband) 
_Hui_ Sing 
 
_Susannah_ Smith 
_Herbert_ Jenkins Smith (_Susannah_’s husband) 
 
_Chirpy_ Stokes 
_Richard_ Stokes (_Martha_’s husband) 
_Martha_ Stokes 
 
_Sadie_ Stoner 
_Tom_ Stoner (_Sadie_’s husband) 
_Katy_ Stoner 
 
_Mandy_ Turner 
_Will_ Turner (_Mandy_’s husband) 
 
_Missy_ Vernon 
 
_Hazel_ Wringle 
_Peter_ Wringle (_Jenny_’s husband) 
_Jenny_ Wringle 
 
_Hatsuki_ Yamamoto 
_Ichiro_ Yamamoto (_Hatsuki_’s son) 
_Kenji_ Yamamoto (_Hatsuki_’s husband) 
 
_Washerwoman_◊ 
  ◊ 
_Trygve Lode_ 
" 
 
 
 Text links: 
  _Constanza_  : card 030 "Searches" [MS2_030_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _Maddy_   : card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg]  
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   [Note: see also: card 029 "Bates Connections" [MS2_029_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Cleo_    : card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _Billie Rose_   : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Joe_      : card 116 "Joe Cattering" 
[MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg]  
    _Billie Rose_ : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 033 "Cattering Connections" [MS2_033_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Penny_    : card 034 "Silk Colors" [MS2_034_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 035 "Penny and Ida Connections" [MS2_035_01.jpg] ] 
  
  _Jeremiah_   : card 118 "Jeremiah Cohen" [MS2_118_01_text.jpg] 
     _Ilsa_  : card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 079 "Rubenstien Connections" [MS2_079_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Rachel_    : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Matthew_   : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
    _Rachel_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Leah_    : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
  _Naomi_    : card 200 "Gleaner" or "Naomi Cole" [MS2_200_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ruth_    : card 198 "Ruth Cole" [MS2_198_01_text.jpg]  
  _Walter_    : card 119 "Walter Cole" [MS2_119_01_text.jpg]  
    _Rachel_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Wayne_   : card 120 "Wayne Cole" [MS2_120_01_text.jpg]  
    _Rachel_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 038 "Cole Connections" [MS2_038_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Lillian_    : card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg]  
  _Troy_   : card 122 "Troy Cooper" [MS2_122_01_text.jpg]  
    _Lillian_ : card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 041 "Cooper Connections" [MS2_041_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Caroline_   : card 042 "Night Winds" [MS2_042_01_text.jpg]  
  _Kurt_    : card 123 "Kurt Croft" [MS2_123_01_text.jpg]  
    _Caroline_ : card 042 "Night Winds" [MS2_042_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _Mabel_  : card 043 "The Seekers" [MS2_043_01_text.jpg]  
  _Martin_    : card 124 "Martin Crow" [MS2_124_01_text.jpg]  
    _Mabel_ : card 043 "The Seekers" [MS2_043_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 044 "Crow Connections" [MS2_044_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Peggy_    : card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg]  
  _Perdy_   : card 125 "Perdy Dagmar" [MS2_125_01_text.jpg]  
    _Peggy_ : card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _Elizabeth_   : card 046 "Lady Bountiful" [MS2_046_01_text.jpg]  
  _T.M._    : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
    _Elizabeth_ : card 046 "Lady Bountiful" [MS2_046_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 047 "Davidson Connections [MS2_047_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Nancy_   : card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 049 "Doc Nancy Connections" [MS2_049_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Edith_   : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
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  _Clancy_   : card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg]  
    _Edith_ : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
  _Douglas_   : card 191 "Douglas Gaylor" [MS2_191_01_text.jpg]  
    _Edith_ : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
  _Gilbert_    : card 192 "Gilbert Gaylor" [MS2_192_01_text.jpg]  
    _Edith_ : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
  _Andrew_   : card 193 "Andrew Gaylor" [MS2_193_01_text.jpg]  
    _Edith_ : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
  _Earle_    : card 194 "Earle Gaylor" [MS2_194_01_text.jpg]  
    _Edith_ : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 051 "Gaylor Connections' [MS2_051_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Perry_     : card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
  _Charles_     : card 128 "Charles Gladston" [MS2_128_01_text.jpg]  
    _Perry Sue_ : card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _Matilda_   : card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Paul_    : card 129 "Paul Granger" [MS2_129_01_text.jpg]  
    _Matilda_ : card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 054 "Granger Connections" [MS2_054_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Victoria_   : card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Hank_   : card 130 "Hank Green" [MS2_130_01_text.jpg]  
    _Victoria_ : card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg]  
 
  _Griffith_  : card 131 "Griffith" [MS2_131_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _Enid_   : card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg]  
  _Dickon_   : card 132 "Dickon Grimes" [MS2_132_01_text.jpg]  
    _Enid_ : card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg]  
  _Sarah_   : card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 057 "Grimes Connections" [MS2_057_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Dell_   : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
  _Sam_   : card 137 "Sam Harmon" [MS2_137_01_text.jpg]  
    _Dell_ : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
  _Eric_   : card 133 "Eric Harmon" [MS2_133_01_text.jpg]  
    _Dell_ : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ernest_ : card 134 "Ernest Harmon" [MS2_134_01_text.jpg]  
    _Dell_ : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 060 "Harmon Connections" [MS2_060_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Anne_   : card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Tim_    : card 138 "Tim Harmon" [MS2_138_01_text.jpg]  
    _Anne_ : card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Isaac_ Harmon : card 135 "Isaac Harmon" [MS2_135_01_text.jpg]  
    _Anne_ : card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Jordan_   : card 136 "Jordan Harmon" [MS2_136_01_text.jpg]  
    _Anne'_ : "No poem is connected to this text" warning [Note: likely an error due 
to the misplacement of the apostrophe.] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011] 
    _Anne'_ : card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg] 
    _Leah_ : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 060 "Harmon Connections" [MS2_060_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Edna_    : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
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  _Joel_    : card 139 "Joel Harris" [MS2_139_01_text.jpg]  
    _Edna_ : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg] 
   [Note: see also:  card 063 "Harris Connections" [MS2_063_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Alvina_   : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jimmy_   : card 140 "Jimmy Heollstar" [MS2_140_01_text.jpg]  
    _Alvina_ : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
  _Joey_   : card 141 "Joey Heollstar" [MS2_141_01_text.jpg]  
    _Alvina_ : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jud_     : card 142 "Jud Heollstar" [MS2_142_01_text.jpg]  
    _Alvina_ : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 065 "Heollstar Connections" [MS2_065_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Timmy_     : card 143 "Timmy Horne [MS2_143_01_text.jpg]  
    _Perry Sue_ : card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _Millie_   : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Ed_    : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
    _Millie_ : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Lottie_   : card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ephraim_   : card 187 "Ephraim Horner" [MS2_187_01_text.jpg] 
    _Millie_ : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Josiah_   : card 188 "Josiah Horner" [MS2_188_01_text.jpg]  
    _Millie_ : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Saul_    : "No poem is connected to this test" warning. [Note: likely an 
error, should connect to : card 189 "Saul Horner" [MS2_189_01_text.jpg] ] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011] 
  _Saul_    : card 189 "Saul Horner" [MS2_189_01_text.jpg]  
    _Millie_ : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Mariah_   : card 190 "Mariah Horner" [MS2_190_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 067 'Horner Connections" [MS2_067_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Doctor Hudson_     : card 145 "Doctor Hudson" 
[MS2_145_01_text.jpg]  
            _Crystal River Valley_ : "No poem is connected to this test" warning. [Note: likely an 
error, should connect to : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg] ] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011] 
            _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg] 
  _Allison_   : card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" 
[MS2_199_01_text.jpg]  
  _Alfred_   : card 146 "Alfred James" [MS2_146_01_text.jpg] 
    _Allison_ : card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" 
[MS2_199_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also" card 039 "James Connections" [MS2_039_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Ida May_  : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 035 "Penny and Ida Connections" [MS2_035_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Ingrid_    : card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg]  
  _Sven_    : card 147 "Sven Jenson" [MS2_147_01_text.jpg]  
    _Ingrid_ : card 070 "Sven's Wife" [MS2_070_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 071 "Jenson Connections" [MS2_071_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Ken_     : card 148 "Ken Jones" [MS2_148_01_text.jpg]  
    _Miss Sing_ : card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 072 "Sing Connections" [MS2_072_01.jpg] ] 
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  _Laura_   : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]   
  _Fred_    : card 149 "Fred Keeperly" [MS2_149_01_text.jpg]  
    _Laura_ : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _Randall_  : card 150 "Randall Klaron" [MS2_150_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _Sue_    : card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg]  
 
  _Hezekiah_  : card 075 "Baking" [MS2_075_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ivy_    : card 077 "How It Is" [MS2_077_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 076 "Lincoln Connections" [MS2_076_01,jpg] ] 
 
  _Mollie_    : card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jake_    : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
    _Mollie_ : card 082 "Crumbs" [MS2_082_01_text.jpg]  
  _Emmy_    : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Ruby_    : card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 081 "Mateson Connections" [MS2_081_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Sandy_   : card 152 "Sandy McQuigg" [MS2_152_01_text.jpg]  
    _Lillian_ : card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _Abigail_   : card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg] 
  _Asa_     : card 153 "Asa Miller" [MS2_153_01_text.jpg]  
     _Abigail_ : card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg] 
    _Zandra_ : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _Zandra_    : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 085 "Miller Connector" ] 
 
  _Lizzie_    : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _Bart_    : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
    _Emily_ : card 087 "School Days" [MS2_087_01_text.jpg]  
    _Ruby_ :card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
  _Emily_    : card 087 "School Days" [MS2_087_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ellen Anne_  : card 155 "Ellen Anne  Morrison" [MS2_155_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ella May_   : card 156 Ella May Morrison [MS2_156_01_text.jpg]  
    _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
    _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _Bartholomew_  : card 157 "Bartholomew Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg] 
    _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
    _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _Scott_    : card 158 Scott Morrison [MS2_158_01_text.jpg]  
    _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
    _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _Bonnie_    : card 159 Bonnie Morrison [MS2_159_01_text.jpg]  
    _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
    _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]   
  _Hope_     : card 160 "Hope Morrison" [MS2_160_01_text.jpg]  
    _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
    _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _Faith_    : card 161 "Faith Morrison" [MS2_161_01_text.jpg]  
    _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
    _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _Patience_   : card 162 "Patience Morrison" [MS2_162_01_text.jpg]  
    _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
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    _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _Spent_   : card 163 "Spent Morrison" [MS2_163_01_text.jpg]  
    _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
    _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _Troubles_  : card 165 "Troubles Morrison" [MS2_165_01_text.jpg]  
  _Trials_   : card 164 "Trials Morrison" [MS2_164_01_text.jpg]  
    _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
    _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _Straw_   : card 166 "Straw Morrison" [MS2_166_01_text.jpg]  
    _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
    _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also:  card 088 "Morrison Connections" [MS2_088_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Mariam_   : card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Michael_  : card 167 "Michael Nolan" [MS2_167_01_01_text.jpg]  
    _Mariam_ : card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
 
  _Bridget_   : card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 090 'O'Shanty Connections" [MS2_090_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Charity_   : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
  _Kevin_    : card 168 "Kevin Paine" [MS2_168_01_text.jpg]  
    _Charity_ : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jonah_   : card 169 "Jonah Paine" [MS2_169_01_text.jpg]  
    _Charity_ : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
  _Micah_  : card 170 "Micah Paine" [MS2_170_01_text.jpg]  
    _Charity_ : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ezekial_   : card 171 "Ezekial Paine" [MS2_171_01_text.jpg]  
    _Charity_ : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 092 "Paine Connections" [MS2_092_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Towee_   : card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Red Birch_  : card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  
  _Henry_    : card 172 "Henry Pitkin" [MS2_172_01_text.jpg]  
    _Towee_ : card 095 "Ute Crossing" [MS2_095_01_text1.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 094 "Pitkin Connections" [MS2_094_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Sandor_ : card 196 "Sandor Popovic" [MS2_196_01_text.jpg] 
 
  _Lucy_   : card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ben_    : card 173 "Ben Rainer" [MS2_173_01_text.jpg]  
    _Lucy_ : card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 097 Rainer Connections" [MS2_097_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Rebecca_  : card 098 "Conning Through" [MS2_098_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _Ilsa_    : card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Jacob_   : card 174 "Jacob Rubenstien" [MS2_174_01_text.jpg]  
    _Ilsa_  : card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 079 "Rubenstien Connections" [MS2_079_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Saskatee_  : "No poem connected to this text" warning. [Note: likely an error, 
should connect to: card 195 "Saskatee" [MS2_195_01_text.jpg] ] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 when Saskatee link was repaired on card 204 for earlier instance] 
  _Saskatee_  : card 195 "Saskatee" [MS2_195_01_text.jpg] ] 
    _Crow_ : card 043 "The Seekers" [MS2_043_01_text.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   688 
 
  _Luc San_   : card 175 "Luc San" [MS2_175_01_text.jpg]  
    _Miss Sing_ : card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg]  
  _Hui_     : card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg]   
   [Note: see also: card 072 "Sing Connections" [MS2_072_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Susannah_   : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Herbert_    : card 176 "Herbert Jenkins Smith" 
[MS2_176_01_text.jpg]  
    _Susannah_ : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 102 "Smith Connections" [MS2_102_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Chirpy_   : card 103 "Reassurances" [MS2_103_01_text.jpg]  
  _Richard_   : card 177 "Richard Stokes" [MS2_177_01_text.jpg]  
    _Martha_ : card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Martha_   : card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 104 "Stokes Connections" [MS2_104_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Sadie_    : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Tom_    : card 178 "Tom Stoner" [MS2_178_01_text.jpg]  
    _Sadie_ : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Katy_    : card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 107 "Stoner Connections" [MS2_107_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Mandy_    : card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Will_    : card 180 "Will Turner" [MS2_180_01_text.jpg]  
    _Mandy_ : card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
 
  _Missy_   : card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _Hazel_   : card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg]  
  _Peter_    : card 182 "Peter Wringle" [MS2_182_01_text.jpg]  
    _Jenny_ : card 114 "Left Behind" [MS2_114_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jenny_   : card 114 "Left Behind" [MS2_114_01_text.jpg]  
   [Note: see also: card 113 "Wringle Connections" [MS2_113_01.jpg] ] 
 
  _Hatsuki_   : card 115 "Mail Order Bride" [MS2_115_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ichiro_    : card 183 "Ichiro Yamamoto" [MS2_183_01_text.jpg]  
    _Hatsuki_ : card 115 "Mail Order Bride" [MS2_115_01_text.jpg]  
  _Kenji_    : card 184 "Kenji Yamamoto" [MS2_184_01_text.jpg]  
    _Hatsuki_ : card 115 "Mail Order Bride" [MS2_115_01_text.jpg]  
 
  _Washerwoman_ : card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
   
  _Trygve Lode_ : card 202 "Trygve Lode" [MS2_202_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_117_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
[Type text] [Type text]   689 
This page lists all characters named in conjunction with characters whose poems  
already appear in _Marble Springs_. The characters listed on this page do not yet  
have stories, so feel free to write these characters’ stories or to create new  
characters to further populate Marble Springs. When you create your own  
characters, check this list first to make sure that you are not taking another  
person’s name, thereby causing fits of confusion.   
 
Click for on the button below to create a new denizen.   
 
Click for information on _copyright_s or how to _add_ links and buttons. 
 
◊ ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _copyright_   : "No poem is connected to this text." warning. This is likely 
an error as this should link to: card 004 "Copyrights" [MS2_004_01_text.jpg] .] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011, group link copyright on card 204] 
  _copyright_   : card 004 "Copyrights" [MS2_004_01_text.jpg] 
  _add_     : card 011 "How to Write" [MS2_011_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_117_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_117_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_117_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element the "Create a new denizen" button.  
 
 Button name: Create a new denizen 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID:30426 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   createDenizen 
  end mouseUp 
 Opens: create Denizen dialog box [MS2_204_01_but14_Create.jpg], which when filled in and "OK' is 
clicked, creates a new blank poem card with the new denizens name in the title field. 
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   690 
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Card 118: “Jeremiah Cohen,” walkthrough 
MS2_118_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/13/2011 
[2250] - [2300] .1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[0912]-[0915] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_118_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 118 
Card Name:  Jeremiah Cohen 
Card Number:  118 out of 204 
Card ID: 68488 
Contains 1  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_118_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   692 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_118_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Jeremiah Cohen 
18?-? 
 
Banker in San Francisco. Gave _his_ daughter, _Ilsa_ 91862-1929) to _Jacob 
Rubenstien_ in a _failed_ bid to monopolize the new banks in the _silver_ rush towns. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _his_       : opens card pop-up field "his" 
[MS2_116_02_fieldHis.jpg]. This is likely an error or an artifact from demonstrating how linking works, possibly to 
me by Deena. 
   Field text: 
   " 
   jklklkl 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _Ilsa_      : card 099 "Investments" 
[MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Jacob Rubenstien_ : card 174 "Jacob Rubenstien" [MS2_174_01_text.jpg]  
  _failed_     : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _silver_      : card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 link for his removed per Deena's request] 
Now: 
[MS201_118_02_titleFIX.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Jeremiah Cohen 
18?-? 
 
Banker in San Francisco. Gave his daughter, _Ilsa_ (1862-1929) to _Jacob 
Rubenstien_ in a _failed_ bid to monopolize the new banks in the _silver_ rush towns. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Ilsa_      : card 099 "Investments" 
[MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Jacob Rubenstien_ : card 174 "Jacob Rubenstien" [MS2_174_01_text.jpg]  
  _failed_     : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _silver_      : card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_118_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   693 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_118_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   694 
Card 119: “Walter Cole,” walkthrough 
MS2_119_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/13/2011 
[2305] - [2315] .16 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[0915]-[0918] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_119_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 119 
Card Name:  Walter Cole 
Card Number: 119  out of 204 
Card ID: 72644 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_119_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
-------------------- 
Unknown Field 
[Type text] [Type text]   695 
-------------------- 
There is a field mentioned in the info above, but nothing links to it. The field is shown in 
[MS2_119_01_fieldMagic.jpg]. 
Field text: 
" 
something to do 
with magic 
" 
 Field links: 
  [none] 
This may be an error, or a place holder for a forgotten character trait for Walter. 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 Field deleted per Deena's instruction] 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_119_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Walter Cole 
1885-? 
 
Younger son of _Rachel_ (1850-1926) and _Matthew_ Cole. They owned the 
_mercantile_, the _post office_, and the _millinery_.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Rachel_  : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Matthew_  : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
  _mercantile_ : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg] 
  _post office_ : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
  _millinery_ : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_119_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_119_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   696 
Card 120: “Wayne Cole,” walkthrough 
MS2_120_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/13/2011 
[2315] - [2319] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_120_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 120 
Card Name:  Wayne Cole 
Card Number:  120 out of 204 
Card ID: 72335 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_120_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_120_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Wayne Cole 
1877-? 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   697 
Older son of _Rachel_ (1850-1926) and _Matthew_ Cole. They owned the 
_mercantile_, the _post office_, and the _millinery_.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Rachel_  : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Matthew_  : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
  _mercantile_ : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg] 
  _post office_ : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
  _millinery_ : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_120_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_120_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   698 
Card 121 “Matthew Cole” Walkthrough 
MS2_121_walkthrough.txt 
03/13/2011 
[2320] - [2400] .66 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[0920]-[0932] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_121_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card  
Card Name:   
Card Number:   out of 204 
Card ID:  
Contains   card field 
Contains  card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card contains no original poem by Deena Larsen. However, there are two poems by other authors: 
"Untitled" by Kathy House, and "Untitled" by Chris Willerton. The second and third poem can be read by toggling 
the black triangle button next to each author's name, near the top right of the card. These poems are reproduced 
below under the heading "Text Tab B" and "Text Tab C".] 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_121_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank]1 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   699 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_121_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_121_01_textB2.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Matthew had the golden touch. 
Some said  
he'd robbed a _bank_ 
or sold his soul. 
But it was _Rachel_’s father gave the money, 
sold off his disapproving daughter 
to a man with ambition. 
 
Matthew had a largeness inside, apetites. 
He wanted: 
_Money_, _a wife_, _buildings_, _business_, _family_. 
He pushed, prodded, plowed 
But he could not move Rachel. 
 
She was a good wife. 
Honest, skillful, worked as hard as he. 
He ran the business, Rachel ran the town. 
But his teeth and his belly frightened her. 
Her natural hunger shrunken in the tight-laced years. 
 
Matthew tried to grasp her 
but she melted, flowing like the spring streams, 
swift and cold. 
 
There came a time when business ran itself. 
Gambling dwindled into postal service. 
Rachel sat in state in her own world. 
And _Leah_, golden daughter, slipped his grasp. 
 
The world he was to conquer shriveled. 
And Matthew, with no purpose, sat, 
growing a Victorian belly 
to house the stillbirth of his _dreams_. 
" 
 Text links: 
  _bank_  : card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Rachel_  : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Money_ : card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
  _a wife_  : card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
[FIXED per Deena’s request] 
  [MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
  _buildings_ : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" [MS2_019_01.jpg]  
  _business_ : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
  _family_  : card 153 "Asa Miller" [MS2_153_01_text.jpg]  
  _Leah_  : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
  _dreams_ : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   700 
Text Tab C 
--------------------- 
[MS2_121_01_textC1.jpg], [MS2_121_01_textC2.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
“What people value, they pay for,” he’d tell his sons. 
“You don’t have to read minds.  Just notice  
when folks reach for their wallets.” 
But he did believe in the public good.  _Rachel_ 
always saw to the public good, leading the Ladies Aid 
and stirring the church to good works. 
When she’d made him close his gambling hall, 
he’d sighed, confessing, yes, the public good. 
The General Store he’d built, the millinery, 
the post office, yes, made for the public good 
and gave him a kind of _consecrated_ profit 
to pay for their mansion. 
 
He knew himself as good a man as _Davidson_. 
But he had to admit, gazing at _Goliath Manor_, 
that he himself was no Captain of Industry. 
It was Davidson planning a workers’ utopia, 
Davidson standing with President Roosevelt, 
grinning in photographs after their hunting trip. 
But—and Matthew smiled—it was _Davidson_, too, 
with the icy _Boston wife_ 
who never joined Rachel and their daughter Leah 
in the _Ladies Aid_, who never left Goliath Manor 
even in spring.  Davidson would leave behind 
a mansion, Matthew thought, but no sons or daughters. 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Rachel_    : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _consecrated_  : "No poem is connected to this text" warning. User may connect it. 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 per Deena's request] 
  _consecrated_  : card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg]  
  _Davidson_   : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
  _Goliath Manor_ : card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg]  
  _Davidson_   : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
  _Boston wife_  : card 046 "Lady Bountiful" [MS2_046_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ladies Aid_  : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" 
[MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
 
 
[Note: As there are 3 Text Tabs, there are also 3 Title Tabs below. Each one is described below. Title B belongs 
with Text B, etc.] 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_121_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Matthew Cole 
1848-1920 
[Type text] [Type text]   701 
 
One of the first inhabitants of _Marble Springs_. Came in 1869 with his wife,  
_Rachel_, to set up a general store.  With Rachel, he founded the _store_, the  
_millinery_, and the _post office_. He tried to set up a gambling hall, but Rachel closed  
it.  Secretly funded the _White Owl_ while _Cleo_ was managing it.  Five children,  
including  _Leah_, his youngest.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Rachel_    : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _store_    : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" 
[MS2_019_01.jpg] 
  _millinery_   : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
  _post office_  : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]   
  _Cleo_    : card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
  _Leah_    : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_121_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Matthew Cole 
1848-1920 
 
One of the first inhabitants of _Marble Springs_. Came in 1869 with his wife,  
_Rachel_, to set up a general store.  With Rachel, he founded the _store_, the  
_millinery_, and the _post office_. He tried to set up a gambling hall, but Rachel closed  
it.  Secretly funded the _White Owl_ while _Cleo_ was managing it.   Honorary  
member of the Elks Lodge. Five children, including  _Leah_, his youngest. When  
Rachel left, he closed the store and would not speak to anyone.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Rachel_    : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _store_    : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" 
[MS2_019_01.jpg] 
  _millinery_   : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
  _post office_  : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]   
  _Cleo_    : card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
  _Leah_    : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab C 
--------------------- 
[MS2_121_02_titleC.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Matthew Cole 
[Type text] [Type text]   702 
1848-1920 
 
One of the first inhabitants of _Marble Springs_. Came in 1869 with his wife,  
_Rachel_, to set up a general store.  With Rachel, he founded the _store_, the  
_millinery_, and the _post office_. He tried to set up a gambling hall, but Rachel closed  
it.  Secretly funded the _White Owl_ while _Cleo_ was managing it.   Honorary  
member of the Elks Lodge. Five children, including  _Leah_, his youngest. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Rachel_    : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _store_    : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" 
[MS2_019_01.jpg] 
  _millinery_   : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
  _post office_  : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]   
  _Cleo_    : card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
  _Leah_    : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_121_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_121_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_121_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a coat of arms. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in 
[MS2_121_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
  
 Button name: Goliath Manor 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on coat of arms] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Goliath Manor" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   703 
Card 122 “Troy Cooper,” Walkthrough 
MS2_122_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/15/2011 
[1000] - [1010] .16 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_122_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 122 
Card Name:  Troy Cooper 
Card Number: 122  out of 204 
Card ID: 57367 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_122_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_122_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
[Type text] [Type text]   704 
" 
Toy Cooper 
18?-? 
 
Raised in _Marble Springs_. Left to farm in the Dakotas in 1906. Wife, _Lillian_, died 
in childbirth. No living children.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Lillian_    : card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg]   
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_122_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_122_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   705 
Card 123 “Kurt Croft,” Walkthrough 
MS2_123_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/15/2011 
[1010] - [1016] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_123_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 123 
Card Name:  Kurt Croft 
Card Number: 123  out of 204 
Card ID: 18193 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_123_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_123_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   706 
Title text: 
" 
Kurt Croft 
1873-1929 
 
Left his family's farm in Ohio with his young wife, _Caroline_, to homestead in 
Indian Territory. Thwarted by the locusts and winter blizzards, he abandoned 
the homestead and moved to _Marble Springs_ where he worked as a carpenter. 
Moved to Denver to work fro himself. Three children.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Caroline_   : card 042 "Night Winds" [MS2_042_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_123_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_123_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_123_05_graphic.jpg] 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   707 
Card 124 “Martin Crow,” Walkthrough 
MS2_124_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/15/2011 
[1016] - [1023] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_124_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 124 
Card Name:  Martin Crow 
Card Number:  124 out of 204 
Card ID: 73180 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_124_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_124_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   708 
Title text: 
" 
Martin Crow 
1817-1844 
 
One of the first English explorers in the West. In a feverish search for fabled 
riches, he explored Ute Territory and beyond to Yerba Buena. On his return trek 
to the States, he trapped beaver pelts and searched for gold in _Crystal River 
Valley_. He died at the base of _Crow's Mountain_. Wife _Mabel_ followed him.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
  _Crow's Mountain_  : card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg]  
  _Mabel_   : card 043 "The Seekers" [MS2_043_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_124_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_124_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   709 
Card 125 “Perdy Dagmar,” Walkthrough 
MS2_125_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/15/2011 
[1023] - [1033] .16 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_125_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 125 
Card Name:  Perdy Dagmar 
Card Number:  125 out of 204 
Card ID: 74395 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_125_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_125_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   710 
Title text: 
" 
Perdy Dagmar 
18-?-1886 
 
Married _Peggy_ Knoll, went off looking for his fortune in the new West. Had two 
boys, who died of ague at ages 10 and 6, while the family crossed the plains into 
Colorado in 1860. Lived in Cripple Creek, Leadville, Aspen, and _Marble Springs_, 
following his fortune. Died outside of Marble Springs on his way to a new claim.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Peggy_   : card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg]  
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_125_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_125_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   711 
Card 126 “T.M. Davidson,” Walkthrough 
MS2_126_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/15/2011 
[1032] - [1047] .25 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_126_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 126 
Card Name:  T. M. Davidson 
Card Number:  126 out of 204 
Card ID: 46216 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_126_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_126_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   712 
Title text: 
" 
T. M. Davidson 
1856-1914 
 
_Boston_ financier. Came out to _Marble Springs_ to create a visionary town of 
prosperous, happy workers. Owned or controlled the _quarry_, _railroad_, _Sugar Boy_ 
Mine, and other interests around Marble Springs. Built the _Marble Edifice_ for 
the benefit of the town. Built _Goliath Manor_ for his lovely, highly connected wife, 
_Elizabeth Quincy Davidson_. Invited three Presidents to hunting trips there.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Boston_     : card 185 "Maddy Bates" 
[MS2_185_01_text.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_  : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _quarry_     : card 025 " Quarry" 
[MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
  _railroad_    : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" 
[MS2_020_01.jpg]  
  _Sugar Boy_    : card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" 
[MS2_027_01.jpg]  
  _Marble Edifice_   : card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg] 
  _Goliath Manor_   : card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg] 
  _Elizabeth Quincy Davidson_ : card 046 "Lady Bountiful" [MS2_046_01_text.jpg]  
 
   
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_126_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_126_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   713 
Card 127 “Clancy Gaylor,” Walkthrough 
MS2_127_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/15/2011 
[1050] - [1110] .33 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_127_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 127 
Card Name:  Clancy Gaylor 
Card Number:  127 out of 204 
Card ID: 41281 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
[Note: There is a poem by another author linked to this card, "Un-mining Clancy," by Harry Fulsom. It is described 
under "Text Tab B" below. It can be viewed by clicking on the black triangle button between the "Credits" button 
and Harry Fulsom's name, in the upper center-right.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_127_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
[Type text] [Type text]   714 
--------------------- 
[MS2_127_01_textB.jpg] 
"Un-mining Clancy" 
Text: 
" 
 
To be unstruck by miner's fever 
one has only to see mountains move. 
 
One questions the wisdom of waiting 
to be _mined by a pick-axe_ in 
a bed that _belongs to another_. 
 
Better to go and stand between 
two mountains; however not as 
they are--rather--how they would be  
to you. 
 
Clancy would raise his glass: 
 
~And if I may, after Jack London, 
say: Mine America First.~◊  
" 
 Text links: 
  _mined by a pick-axe_  : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
  _belongs to another_ : card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_127_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Clarence (Clancy) Gaylor 
1854-1884 
 
Left Columbia law school in 1871 after an affair with the Dean's wife. He also 
seduced _Abigail_ Miller, the fiancée/wife of a friend and follow student. With the 
Millers and his new wife, _Edith_, made hi way out West as a miner. His claims 
near _Marble Springs_ failed, so he turned to blackmail Abigail. 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Abigail_   : card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg] 
  _Edith_   : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
[Note: the Title Tab text changes if the second poem is highlighted. It is described below.] 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_127_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Clarence (Clancy) Gaylor 
[Type text] [Type text]   715 
1854-1884 
 
Left Columbia law school in 1871 after an affair with the Dean's wife. He also 
seduced _Abigail_ Miller, the fiancée/wife of a friend and follow student. With the 
_Millers_ and his new wife, _Edith_, made hi way out West as a miner. His claims 
near _Marble Springs_ failed, so he turned to blackmail Abigail. 
 
He never wrote philosophy.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Abigail_   : card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg] 
  _Millers_   : "No poem is connected to this text" warning. 
[FIXED per Deena's instructions 05/25/2011] 
  _Millers_   : card 85 "Miller Connector" [MS2_085_01.jpg] 
  _Edith_   : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_127_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_127_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_127_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of mountains. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in 
[MS2_127_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: Bridget 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 6 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   716 
Card 128 “Charles Gladston,” Walkthrough 
MS2_128_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/15/2011 
[1155] - [1201] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_128_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 128 
Card Name:  Charles Gladston 
Card Number:  128 out of 204 
Card ID: 46444 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_128_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_128_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
[Type text] [Type text]   717 
" 
Charles Gladston 
18?-? 
 
A ne'er-do-well farmer in Cane, Virginia, he married _Perry Sue_ (857-1927) and  
wandered out West to try his luck. Five children, one buried in _Marble Springs_' 
_graveyard_. 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Perry Sue_   : card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
  _graveyard_  : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]     
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_128_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_128_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   718 
Card 129 “Paul Granger,” Walkthrough 
MS2_129_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/15/2011 
[1204] - [1211] .1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[0932]-[0937] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_129_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 129 
Card Name:  Paul Granger 
Card Number: 129  out of 204 
Card ID: 74056 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_129_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   719 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_129_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Paul Granger 
1850-1918 
 
Sheriff of _Marble Springs_ from 1877 until 1918. Stopped closing down the _White 
Owl_ after _Cleo_ started to manage it in 1910. He and his wife, _Matilda_, died in the 
influenza epidemic of 1918. Four children.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _Cleo_    : card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
  _Matilda_   : card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg] 
[FIXED per Deena's instructions 05/25/2011] 
[MS201_129_02_titleFIX.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Paul Granger 
1850-1918 
 
Sheriff of _Marble Springs_ from 1877 until 1918. Stopped closing down the _White 
Owl_ after _Cleo_ started to manage it in 1910. He and his wife, _Matilda_, died in the 
influenza epidemic of 1918. Four children.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Matilda_   : card 053 "In His Name" [MS2_053_01_text1.jpg] 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_129_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_129_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   720 
Card 130 “Hank Green,” Walkthrough 
MS2_130_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/15/2011 
[1212] - [1218] .1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[0936]-[0939] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_130_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 130 
Card Name:  Hank Green 
Card Number:  130 out of 204 
Card ID: 66804 
Contains 1  card field [Note: this field is blank and there is no link. Likely an error.] FIXED 05/25/2011, card field 
deleted per Deena's instruction] 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_130_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   721 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_130_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Hank Green 
18?-? 
 
Married _Victoria_ (1862-1918) when she was only 16. Came out to _Marble Springs_ 
to see the elephant and strike it rich. Left for the Yukon Rush.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Victoria_   : card 055 "Seeing the Elephant" [MS2_055_01_text1.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_130_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_130_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   722 
Card 131 “Griffith,” Walkthrough 
MS2_131_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/15/2011 
[1219] - [1233] .25 
03/16/2011 
[1334] - [1344] .16 
     .41 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_131_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 131 
Card Name:  Griffith 
Card Number:  131 out of 204 
Card ID: 65835 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_131_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_131_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_131_01_textB2.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   723 
Text: 
" 
Loud. 
Griffith was getting louder. 
_Emmy_ looked up from the table 
and fled into the kitchen again. 
 
"I had a golden dream 
a myth of me 
my mother's golden griffin 
that I tracked into a canyon 
and fed upon my dream 
till nothing was left _to_ eat!" 
 
"You'll find your arse in the street!" 
_Jake_ warned him 
not too unkindly. 
This was their ritual,  
6 days a week 
for 7 years running. 
 
Jake would pour.   
Griffith would leave  
the gamblers alone. 
Dark gold at 4 o’clock. 
Griffith would stare at the drink, 
and sip and talk  
to himself till he passed out. 
 
He thought he had found some magic  
vessel, an alchemist’s sign  
that his mother’s belief was not weak. 
Like her veins at the end, like the vein 
he had followed 
through that damned canyon. 
 
Three years digging, alone 
in a marble box. 
Except for the skull and bones  
of a mountain cat. 
Not much reward  
but dark gold at 4 o’clock. 
Then, when the sun hit the west wall 
so hard that it lit the whole canyon 
like whiskey punch in a cut glass bowl 
he stopped for the day.  And toasted 
the skeleton. 
 
They floated together and floated apart 
The head of a man on the body of a cat 
The head of a cat on the body of a man 
The skin of a man on a skeleton. 
 
◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
[Type text] [Type text]   724 
  _Emmy_ : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
  _to eat_ : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jake_  : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
   
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_131_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Griffith 
18?-? 
 
Prospector. Found a large box canyon of marble cliffs and named it the Devil's 
Punch Bowl in 1870. Sold the claim to _T. M. Davidson_, a financier from Boston, for 
$500.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _T. M. Davidson_ : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_131_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Griffith 
1829 - 1892 
 
Came out west from Chicago, where he had worked as a librarian.    Tried his  
hand at prospecting but found his mind was not up to the task. In 1870, he found  
a large box canyon of marble cliffs and named it the Devil’s Punch Bowl.  After  
filing his claim, he knew he could not look at those cliffs again.   _Jake_ convinced  
him to sell the claim to _T.M. Davidson_ for $500.  This, Jake said, would be enough  
to cover 500 drunken afternoons.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
 Title links: 
  _T. M. Davidson_ : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jake_     : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_131_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_131_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   725 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_131_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a skull and crossed shovel and pick-axe, or miner's tools rather than bones. 
There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in [MS2_131_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on drawing] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Jake Mateson" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   726 
Card 132 “Dickon Grimes,” Walkthrough 
MS2_132_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/16/2011 
[1345] - [1355] .16 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_132_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 132 
Card Name:  Dickon Grimes 
Card Number:  132 out of 204 
Card ID: 46605 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_132_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_132_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   727 
Title text: 
" 
Dickon Grimes 
18?-? 
 
Went to California to seek his fortune and married Enid (1863-?). Followed the 
silver rush out to Colorado. Met up with old friends in Cripple Creek, but pressed  
on for _Marble Springs_. After three fruitless years, _Enid_ abandoned him. Found 
his strike in 1893, three months before the Silver Panic. Left his defective 
daughter, _Sarah_ (1882-1894), and went off to recruit his friends to work his  
claim. The Panic struck while he was away, and he failed to return for his  
daughter.  
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Enid_    : card 056 "Strength" [MS2_056_01_text.jpg]  
  _Sarah_    : card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_132_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_132_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   728 
Card 133 “Eric Harmon,” Walkthrough 
MS2_133_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/16/2011 
[1356] - [1401] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_133_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 133 
Card Name: Eric Harmon  
Card Number: 133  out of 204 
Card ID: 65418 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_133_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_133_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   729 
Title text: 
" 
Eric Harmon 
18?-? 
 
Elder son of _Dell_ (1850-1894) and _Sam_ Harmon (partner in the _Black Queen_ 
Mine).◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Dell_   : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
  _Sam_   : card 137 "Sam Harmon" [MS2_137_01_text.jpg]  
  _Black Queen_ : card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_133_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_133_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   730 
Card 134 “Earnest Harmon,” Walkthrough 
MS2_134_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/16/2011 
[1403] - [1407] .1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[0940]-[0943] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_134_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 134 
Card Name:  Ernest Harmon 
Card Number:  134 out of 204 
Card ID: 65676 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_134_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   731 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_134_02_title.jpg] 
" 
Ernest Harmon 
18?-? 
 
Younger son of _Dell_ (1850-1894) and _Sam_ Harmon (partner in the _Black Queen_ 
Mine).◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Dell_   : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
  _Sam_   : card 137 "Sam Harmon" [MS2_137_01_text.jpg]  
  _Black Queen_ : card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_134_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_134_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   732 
Card 135 “Isaac Harmon,” Walkthrough 
MS2_135_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/16/2011 
[1408] - [1414] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_135_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 135 
Card Name:  Isaac Harmon 
Card Number:  135 out of 204 
Card ID: 67629 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_135_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_135_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   733 
" 
Eric Harmon 
18?-? 
 
Younger son of _Tim_  and _Anne_ Harmon (1849-1904). Tim was a partner in the 
_Black Queen_Mine.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Tim_    : card 138 "Tim Harmon" [MS2_138_01_text.jpg]  
  _Anne_    : card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Black Queen_ : card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_135_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_135_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   734 
Card 136 “Jordan Harmon,” Walkthrough 
MS2_136_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/16/2011 
[1415] - [1420] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_136_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 136 
Card Name:  Jordan Harmon 
Card Number: 136  out of 204 
Card ID: 68090 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_136_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_136_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   735 
" 
Jordan Harmon 
1868-? 
 
Eldest son of _Tim_  and _Anne_ Harmon (1849-1904). Tim was a partner in the _Black  
Queen_Mine. Jordan married _Leah_ Cole, and her father, _Matthew_ Cole, set him 
up in a dry goods store in Denver.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Tim_    : card 138 "Tim Harmon" [MS2_138_01_text.jpg]   
  
  _Anne_   : card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Black Queen_ : card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
  _Leah_   : card 036 "Aspen Gold" [MS2_036_01_text.jpg] 
  _Matthew_  : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_136_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_136_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   736 
Card 137 “Sam Harmon,” Walkthrough 
MS2_137_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/16/2011 
[1421] - [1429] .14 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_137_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 137 
Card Name:  Sam Harmon 
Card Number:  137 out of 204 
Card ID: 73290 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_137_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_137_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   737 
Title text: 
" 
Sam Harmon 
1850-18? 
 
Owned the _Black Queen_ Mine with his brother. Married _Dell_, a housekeeper up 
at _Goliath Manor_. Two sons, _Eric_ and _Ernest_. The _Black Queen_ closed down after 
the Panic of 1893. Sam's wife dies of fever the next year, and he moved back  
East.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Black Queen_  : card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
  _Dell_    : card 061 "Mountain Sunrise" [MS2_061_01_text.jpg] 
  _Goliath Manor_ : card 021 "Goliath Manor" [MS2_021_01.jpg] 
  _Eric_     : card 133 "Eric Harmon" [MS2_133_01_text.jpg]  
    
  _Ernest_   : card 134 "Ernest Harmon" [MS2_134_01_text.jpg]   
    
  _Black Queen_  : card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_137_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_137_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   738 
Card 138 “Tim Harmon,” Walkthrough 
MS2_138_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/16/2011 
[1433] - [1503] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_138_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 138 
Card Name:  Tim Harmon 
Card Number:  138 out of 204 
Card ID: 73519 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card contains the poem "Untitled" by Jennifer Whitten. It is described under "Text Tab B" and "Title 
Tab B" below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_138_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_138_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
[Type text] [Type text]   739 
When Anne moved, he thought, 
~slim roots of new trees 
led by nothing  
tangible, travelling [sic] 
dark ground~.  When he strung the line 
to help her find the garden, or held her hand and led her— 
still:  what miracle  
that she moved at all. 
Pushed her feet forward  
and swept.  Kneaded yeasty dough as though sight 
was something she had never known, never needed. 
 
She was a hummingbird flashing green inside his ribs. 
She was the tangle of hay in the horse's stall, golden and useful. 
Sometimes when he felt like a walnut shell, emptied, 
rocking, he reached 
for words to tell her and all he found 
was color. 
 
To tell her she was turquoise 
and he, the dull shade of drought 
seemed worse than blasphemy.  If she could not see, could she 
recall color, or the ring he'd given her, blue-green stones  
in silver? 
 
But she was turquoise, and light. 
He was dun, dusty, could do little  
with his sight; could not bring hers back. 
 
All night, in sleep, she shone into him 
like some mysterious, forgiving star. ◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  [None] 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_138_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Tim Harmon 
1849–1900 
 
Owned the _Black Queen_ Mine with his brother, _Sam_. Married _Anne_ 
Kingston, belle of Lake City, Vermont. On July 14, 1878, the family 
came back from a trip into Denver. He was driving a wagon over 
Monarch Pass into _Marble Springs_ when a wheel went off the rut. 
Tried to recover, but a horse shied.  Anne lost her sight. Two of the children,  
_Margaret_ and Esther, died. Three remaining children: 
_Laura_, _Jordan_, and _Isaac_. The Silver Panic of  ’93 shut the mine down, 
and _T.M. Davidson_ offered him a  foreman’s job at the _quarry_.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Black Queen_ : card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   740 
  _Sam_    : card 137 "Sam Harmon" [MS2_137_01_text.jpg]  
  _Anne_   : card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
  _Margaret_  : "No poem is connected to this text" warning, use may add card. 
  _Laura_   : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jordan_   : card 136 "Jordan Harmon" [MS2_136_01_text.jpg]  
  _Isaac_   : card 135 "Isaac Harmon" [MS2_135_01_text.jpg] 
  _T.M. Davidson_ : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
  _quarry_   : card 025 "Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_138_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Tim Harmon 
1849–1900 
 
Owned the Black Queen Mine with his brother, Sam. Married Anne 
Kingston, belle of Lake City, Vermont. On July 14, 1878, the family 
came back from a trip into Denver. He was driving a wagon over 
Monarch Pass into Marble Springs when a wheel went off the rut. 
Tried to recover, but a horse shied.  Anne lost her sight. Two of the children,  
Margaret and Esther, died. Three remaining children: 
Laura, Jordan, and Isaac. The Silver Panic of  ’93 shut the mine down, 
and T.M. Davidson offered him a  foreman’s job at the quarry.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  [None] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_138_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_138_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_138_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of some calligraphic scrollwork . There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the 
picture, as seen in [MS2_138_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 7 
[Type text] [Type text]   741 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on  
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Wildflowers" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   742 
Card 139 “Joel Harris,” Walkthrough 
MS2_139_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/16/2011 
[1505] - [1512] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_139_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 139 
Card Name:  Joel Harris 
Card Number:  139 out of 204 
Card ID: 70112 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_139_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_139_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   743 
Title text: 
" 
Joel Harris 
1865-1928 
 
Owner and editor of the ~Marble Springs Caller~. Married _Edna_ (1865-1928). 
Moved to _Marble Springs_ from Ohio in 1880 and set up the newspaper, producing 
a weekly issue until his death. No children.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Edna_    : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]    
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_139_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_139_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   744 
Card 140 “Jimmy Heollstar.” Walkthrough 
MS2_140_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/16/2011 
[1513] - [1519] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_140_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 140 
Card Name:  Jimmy Heollstar 
Card Number:  140 out of 204 
Card ID: 69042 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_140_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_140_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   745 
Title text: 
" 
Jimmy Heollstar 
1892-1932 
 
Youngest living son of _Jud_ and _Alvina_ Heollstar (1845-1931). ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Jud_  : card 142 "Jud Heollstar" [MS2_142_01_text.jpg]  
  _Alvina_ : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_140_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_140_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_140_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a . There is  transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in 
[MS2_140_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   746 
Card 141 “Joey Heollstar,” Walkthrough 
MS2_141_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/16/2011 
[1519] - [1523] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_141_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 141 
Card Name:  Joey Heollstar 
Card Number:  141 out of 204 
Card ID: 69160 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_141_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_141_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   747 
" 
Joey Heollstar 
1890-1955 
 
Oldest living son of _Jud_ and _Alvina_ Heollstar (1845-1931). ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Jud_  : card 142 "Jud Heollstar" [MS2_142_01_text.jpg]  
  _Alvina_ : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_141_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_141_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   748 
Card 142 “Jud Heollstar,” Walkthrough 
MS2_142_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/16/2011 
[1523] - [1529] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_142_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 142 
Card Name:  Jud Heollstar 
Card Number:  142 out of 204 
Card ID: 69453 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_142_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_142_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   749 
Title text: 
" 
Jud Hoellstar 
1835-1895 
 
Carpenter and blacksmith at the _Sugar Boy_ Mine. Married _Alvina_ (1845-1931). 
Two living sons, _Joey_ and _Jimmy_.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Sugar Boy_  : card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg]  
  _Alvina_   : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
  _Joey_   : card 141 "Joey Heollstar" [MS2_141_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jimmy_   : card 140 "Jimmy Heollstar" [MS2_140_01_text.jpg] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_142_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_142_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   750 
Card 143 “Timmy Horne,” Walkthrough 
MS2_143_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/16/2011 
[1530] - [1535] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_143_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 143 
Card Name:  Timmy Horne 
Card Number:  143 out of 204 
Card ID: 76117 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_143_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_143_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   751 
Title text: 
" 
Timmy Horne 
18?-1829 
 
Drowned in Crane's Creek near Cane, Virginia. See _Perry Sue_ Gladston.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Perry Sue_ : card 052 "Moving On" [MS2_052_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_143_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_143_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   752 
Card 144 “Pastor Horner,” Walkthrough 
MS2_144_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/16/2011 
[2230] - [2330] 1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1005]-[1010] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 144 
Card Name:  Pastor Horner 
Card Number:  144 out of 204 
Card ID: 39665 
Contains  7 card field 
Contains 3 card buttons 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: There are two poems about Pastor Horner written by authors other than Deena Larsen. "Untitled" by Chris 
Willerton and "The Perfect Strength" by Adolph Montana are described under "Text Tab B" and "Text Tab C" 
respectively.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   753 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_144_01_textB1.jpg], [MS2_144_01_textB2.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Sometimes he envied the Apostle Paul 
though he wouldn’t call it envy. 
When ice rimed the wheels of the little _shay_ 
and _Millie_ stayed home to nurse the kids, 
he’d set out down the frozen road 
to the little churches where the faithful waited. 
Those days, he envied Paul the Holy Land’s heat. 
When his eyes ached in the kerosene light 
as he sifted the Letter to the Romans, 
ramming his brain against the unthinkable Doctrine of Grace, 
he envied Paul his intellect 
and the simplicity of his times. 
And when their only daughter _Lottie_ ran away, 
headed no doubt to dance halls and men, 
and Millie tore her hair-- 
the only shrieking scene of their long marriage-- 
and his bowels ached as he closed up their compassion, 
he envied Paul his gift of singleness. 
 
As years went on, the pastor began to say so. 
To Paul.  In public.  “I have not built 
on another man’s foundation,” 
he would say to the air. 
“I count my righteousness but filthy rags,” 
he would say as Millie clasped his arm 
to stop the oratorical lift. 
He preached till he was eighty-one, 
a voice crying in a wilderness which  
the mines and railroads had made fairly comfortable,  
a thin voice rising into the cobwebs and empty spire 
of the First Congregational _Church_ of _Marble Springs_. 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _shay_    : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Millie_    : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Lottie_     : card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
  _Church_    : card 018 "Church2" or "First Congregationalist 
Church" [MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg] 
  _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]   
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab C 
--------------------- 
[MS2_144_01_textC1.jpg], [MS2_144_01_textC2.jpg], [MS2_144_01_textC3.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Sometimes. . . guilt eats at the bowels,  
much like some bug that crept in 
from distant tropics, perhaps 
[Type text] [Type text]   754 
hidden in a freighter's cargo.   It takes hold 
and no amount of _herbs_ or magic 
would be enough to cool the burning, 
stop the fevered trembling 
and restore peace to the broken body. 
         
                               At those times, it means nothing 
to be told that anyone's grace 
is _sufficient_ or their strength  
is made perfect in your own suffering. 
 
                                           Frenzied visions of poppied nights 
and _Bridget_'s warmth and wetness 
gnaw at the core of  what Horner 
at least in the past was pleased to call 
his soul.                              
                 Now he calls it corrosion 
and curses its existence.  The Apostle's isolation 
was his greatest blessing and Horner longs 
for the freedom of indifference.  
                                                                In the beginning, 
Bridget was _only flesh_ from the enemy.  
Then somehow, a tendril of _something else_ sprouted, 
began to grow, insinuate itself into Horner's 
momentary lapse in control—what had been stumbling 
became a headlong _fall from grace_, 
into the love of Bridget.   
                                                  
                                                  He could not tell himself 
to stop, at first, or even pause.  A dalliance? 
How could this be love?  How could it be anything 
but the prelude to damnation, brimstone, 
and the eternal lake of fire, the second death, 
not the seemingly endless nights of _little deaths_ 
in the arms of his Bridget.   Finally, 
the _stern rebuke_ of the other Apostle prevailed 
and Bridget reacted to the words as if 
pierced by a centurion's spear.  
             
                                                                How could she 
see but not perceive, not understand his torment,  
turn with him, and be healed?   Wallowing in her _harlotry_, 
she must take refuge in rage and bitterness— 
not the nail bed of sanctification and grace, 
not Horner's mad attempt to crawl back up 
the slippery walls of his fall, back to 
the forgiving arms of his Apostles. 
 
                               Like the _haunting caress_  
of some insistent wraith, 
she will not leave his mind or body, nor will 
the question:  Whose child was it, 
                                                                  really?  ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _herbs_    : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   755 
  _sufficient_   : opens card pop-up field "sufficient" 
[MS2_144_01_fieldSufficient.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   My grace is sufficient for you,   
   because my strength is made  
   perfect in weakness. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _Bridget_    : card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
  _only flesh_   : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
  _something else_  : card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg]  
  _fall from grace_  : card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg]  
  _little deaths_   : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
  _stern rebuke_  : opens card pop-up field "stern rebuke" 
[MS2_144_01_fieldRebuke.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   I consel thee to buy of  
   me... white raiment,  
   that thou mayest be  
   clothed, and that the  
   shame of thy  
   nakedness do not  
   appear. 
 
      ---Rev. 3: 18 (KJV) 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
  _harlotry_    : card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
  _haunting caress_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]    
   
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_144_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Pastor Ed Horner 
1850-1932 
 
From Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. Married Millicent (_Millie_) Horner and felt the call  
to go to _Marble Springs_.  In 1878, Pastor Horner established three parish  
_church_es in the _Crystal River Valley_. Served the churches faithfully until the  
last church (in Marble Springs) closed its doors in 1931.  Died a year later.◊ I'm  
_typing_.  ◊ 
◊ 
" 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 Removed erroneous text] 
[MS201_144_02_titleFIX.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Pastor Ed Horner 
[Type text] [Type text]   756 
1850-1932 
 
From Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. Married Millicent (_Millie_) Horner and felt the call  
to go to _Marble Springs_.  In 1878, Pastor Horner established three parish  
_church_es in the _Crystal River Valley_. Served the churches faithfully until the  
last church (in Marble Springs) closed its doors in 1931.  Died a year later.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Millie_     : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _church_     : card 018 "Church2" or "First 
Congregationalist Church" [MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg]  
  _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
  _typing_    : opens card pop-up field "typing" 
[MS2_144_02_fieldTyping.jpg] [Note: This is very likely an error. Probably an artifact of demonstrating how 
HyperCard works, possibly to me by Deena.] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   This is a typing 
   note. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_144_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Pastor Ed Horner 
1850-1932 
 
From Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. Married Millicent (_Millie_) Horner and felt the call  
to go to _Marble Springs_.  In 1878, Pastor Horner established three parish  
_church_es in the _Crystal River Valley_. Served the churches faithfully until the  
last church (in Marble Springs) closed its doors in 1931. A year later, Pastor  
Horner was found dead in his pulpit, his fists raised toward God.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Millie_     : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _church_     : card 018 "Church2" or "First 
Congregationalist Church" [MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg]  
  _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab C 
--------------------- 
[MS2_144_02_titleC.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Pastor Ed Horner 
1850-1932 
[Type text] [Type text]   757 
 
From Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. Married Millicent (_Millie_) Horner and felt the call  
to go to _Marble Springs_.  In 1878, Pastor Horner established three parish  
_church_es in the _Crystal River Valley_.  After _Bridget_ O'Shanty ran off in his  
shay, he would disappear for months.   He would come back from these trips  
wild-eyed and his sermons would thunder of Hell's Wrath.   Served the churches  
until the last church (in Marble Springs) closed its doors in 1931.  Died a year  
later.  ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Millie_     : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _church_     : card 018 "Church2" or "First 
Congregationalist Church" [MS2_018_01_FCchurch.jpg]  
  _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
  _Bridget_     : card 089 "Counting" 
[MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_144_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_144_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_144_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a human right arm holding a large book, likely a bible. There is 1 transparent 
button overlaid on the picture, as seen in [MS2_144_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 18 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   go to card "counting" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   758 
Card 145 “Doctor Hudson,” Walkthrough 
MS2_145_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1026] - [1034] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_145_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 145 
Card Name:  Doctor Hudson 
Card Number:  145 out of 204 
Card ID: 65013 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_145_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_145_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
[Type text] [Type text]   759 
" 
Doctor Hudson 
18?-? 
 
Doctor for the _Crystal River Valley_. Treated _Anne_ Harmon for her blindness after 
the accident in 1878. Did not show up to deliver _Sue Langley_'s baby.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
  _Anne_     : card 059 "Wildflowers" [MS2_059_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Sue Langley_   : card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_145_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_145_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   760 
Card 146 “Alfred James,” Walkthrough 
MS2_146_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1035] - [1105] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1010]-[1032] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_146_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 146 
Card Name:  Alfred James 
Card Number:  146 out of 204 
Card ID: 52534 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card contains a poem submitted by another author. "Providing" by Marion Albrecht is described in "Text 
Tab B" and "Title Tab B" below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
[Type text] [Type text]   761 
--------------------- 
[MS2_146_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
When _Allison_ took her fool notion, 
there was nothing to stop her. 
 
She had to be out in the West 
where the women were winning 
her glorious fight—the vote  
vanquishing the gin once and for all. 
 
Alfred pleaded with her, saying 
The panic was on out here 
and besides, there was no work for   
a river surveyor in the riverless West. 
 
There is always work for the _god-fearing_ 
she replied.  Especially in the godless West. 
 
So she packed and they went, 
taking the _train_ out just as far as 
his last dollars would take them. 
This is far enough, she said. 
 
And behold, there was _no work_. 
no food. 
no rest. 
Even for the _god-fearing_.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Allison_ : card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" [MS2_199_01_text.jpg]  
  _god-fearing_ : "No poem is connected to this text." warning. [User may select connection. Or 
this is an error, as _god-fearing_ at the end of the poem connects to "Pastor Horner."] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 per Deena's Instruction] 
  _ god-fearing_ : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _train_   : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
  _no work_  : opens card pop-up field "no work" [MS2_146_01_fieldWork.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   …Votes cannot make work, 
   when work does not exist…" 
 
   ~Wages and the Ballot~ by Miss 
   Mary Dean Adams 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
  _god-fearing_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
[Note: There is an artifact on the card, a rectangular whole, that obscures text on the "Title" and "Bibliography" 
Tabs. This is not part of the regular background and is likely an error.] 
[FIXED on 05/25/2011 using Eraser tool to remove artifact] 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   762 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_146_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Alfred James 
1957-1894 
 
A river surveyor and bridge engineer, Alfred came out West with his wife,  
_Allison_, in the spring of 1894.  The Silver Panic of 1893 had obliterated the  
economy, and Alfred was unable to find work.  Too penniless to afford a ticket  
back East, both Alfred and his wife died of starvation in the winter of 1894.  ◊ 
 
" 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 Date change and remove artifact] 
[MS201_146_02_titleFIX.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Alfred James 
1857-1894 
 
A river surveyor and bridge engineer, Alfred came out West with his wife,  
_Allison_, in the spring of 1894.  The Silver Panic of 1893 had obliterated the  
economy, and Alfred was unable to find work.  Too penniless to afford a ticket  
back East, both Alfred and his wife died of starvation in the winter of 1894.  ◊ 
 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Allison_ : card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" [MS2_199_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_146_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Alfred James 
 
 
A river surveyor and bridge engineer, Alfred came out West with his wife,  
_Allison_, in the spring of 1894.  The Silver Panic of 1893 had obliterated the  
economy, and Alfred was unable to find work.  Too penniless to afford a ticket  
back East, both Alfred and his wife died of starvation in the winter of 1894.  ◊ 
" 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 added vital stats] 
[MS201_146_02_titleBFIX.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Alfred James 
1857-1894 
 
A river surveyor and bridge engineer, Alfred came out West with his wife,  
_Allison_, in the spring of 1894.  The Silver Panic of 1893 had obliterated the  
economy, and Alfred was unable to find work.  Too penniless to afford a ticket  
back East, both Alfred and his wife died of starvation in the winter of 1894.  ◊ 
" 
[Type text] [Type text]   763 
 Title links: 
  _Allison_ : card 199 "Tribulation" or "Allison James" [MS2_199_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_146_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_146_04_biblio.jpg] 
~Wages and the Ballot~, Mary Dean Adams, Late Investigator for Inter-Municipal  
Research Committee and State Immigration Committee, 1909. Issued by The  
New York State Association Opposed to Woman Suffrage, 29 West 39th Street,  
New York City. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_146_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of 3-masted ship. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the picture, as seen in 
[MS2_146_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Matthew Cole" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   764 
Card 147 “Sven Jenson,” Walkthrough 
MS2_147_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1108] - [1114] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_147_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 147 
Card Name:  Sven Jenson 
Card Number:  147 out of 204 
Card ID: 75838 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_147_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_147_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   765 
Title text: 
" 
Sven Jenson 
18?-1901 
 
Came with his wife Ingrid from Sweden. Pioneered hydroponic techniques to 
allow him to grow crops in the short, harsh summers of _Crystal River Valley_ and 
to clear a large profit by selling his crop to minders in Aspen (30 miles away) and 
the _quarry_ workers in _Marble Springs_.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Crystal River Valley_  : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
  _quarry_      : card 025 " Quarry" 
[MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_  : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_147_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_147_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   766 
Card 148 “Ken Jones,” Walkthrough 
MS2_148_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1119] - [1127] .14 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_148_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 148 
Card Name:  Ken Jones 
Card Number: 148  out of 204 
Card ID: 70453 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_148_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_148_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   767 
Title text: 
" 
Ken Jones 
1830-1892 
 
Foreman on the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, connecting it to the _Marble 
Springs_ spur of the _CR&R_ Railroad. Picked up _Miss Sing_ from a dead Chinese 
worker. Settled in Marble Springs to work at the _quarry_. Three children who 
died in infancy. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _CR&R_     : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" 
[MS2_020_01.jpg]  
  _Miss Sing_   : card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg]  
  _quarry_    : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_148_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_148_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   768 
Card 149 “Fred Keeperly,” Walkthrough 
MS2_149_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1127] - [1132] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_149_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 149 
Card Name:  Fred Keeperly 
Card Number: 149  out of 204 
Card ID: 66423 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_149_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_149_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   769 
Title text: 
" 
Fred Keeperly 
1870-1925 
 
Foreman at the _Black Queen_ Mine. Married _Tim Harmon_'s daughter, _Laura_.  
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Black Queen_ : card 016 "Black Queen" or "Black Queen Mine" [MS2_016_01.jpg]  
  _Tim Harmon_ : card 138 "Tim Harmon" [MS2_138_01_text.jpg]  
  _Laura_   : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_149_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_149_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   770 
Card 150 “Randall Klaron,” Walkthrough 
MS2_150_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1133] - [1138] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_150_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 150 
Card Name:  Randall Klaron 
Card Number:  150 out of 204 
Card ID: 74785 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_150_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_150_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   771 
Title text: 
" 
Randall Klaron 
18?-? 
 
Taught at _Marble Springs_ _school_ from 1873 to 1893.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _school_   : card 026 "School" or Marble Springs School" 
[MS2_026_01.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_150_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_150_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   772 
Card 151 “Jake Mateson,” Walkthrough 
MS2_151_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1139] - [1146] .12 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_151_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 151 
Card Name:  Jake Mateson 
Card Number:  151 out of 204 
Card ID: 68741 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_151_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_151_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   773 
Title text: 
" 
Jake Mateson 
1840-1895 
 
Jake started the _White Owl_, best saloon in the Valley, in 1876. Chair-bound after 
being injured in a gambling accident, he ruled the _White Owl_ until his death. He 
used the winnings he got from _Bart_ Morrison to stake _Griffith_. 
 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _Bart_   : card 154 " Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
  _Griffith_  : card 131 "Griffith" [MS2_131_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_151_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_151_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   774 
Card 152 “Sandy McQuigg,” Walkthrough 
MS2_152_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1147] - [1152] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_152_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 152 
Card Name:  Sandy McQuigg 
Card Number: 152  out of 204 
Card ID: 66236 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_152_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_152_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   775 
Title text: 
" 
Sandy McQuigg 
18?-? 
 
Father of _Lillian Cooper_ (1887-1926). Worked at the _quarry_ after his mines 
failed.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Lillian Cooper_ : card 040 "Reflections" [MS2_040_01_text.jpg] 
  _quarry_   : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_152_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_152_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   776 
Card 153 “Asa Miller,” Walkthrough 
MS2_153_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1202] - [1210] .13 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_153_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 153 
Card Name:  Asa Miller 
Card Number:  153 out of 204 
Card ID: 37040 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_153_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_153_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   777 
Title text: 
" 
Asa Miller 
1848-1925 
 
Born in New York, attended Columbia law school form 1869-1871. Married  
_Abigail_ Miller while in law school. Friends with _Clancy Gaylor_ in law school. 
Fresh from law school, went out West with Clancy to seek a cure for his chronic 
asthma. Settled in _Marble Springs_ as a lawyer. Defended Clancy's wife, _Edith_, on 
charges of murdering her husband. Had on living daughter, Cassandra 
(_Zandra_).◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Abigail_   : card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg] 
  _Clancy Gaylor_ : card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Edith_   : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
  _Zandra_   : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_153_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_153_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   778 
Card 154 “Bart Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_154_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1217] - [1239] .40 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1032]-[1036] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_154_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 154 
Card Name:  Bart Morrison 
Card Number:  154 out of 204 
Card ID: 44177 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card contains a poem submitted by another author. "Cashed Out" by Robert L. Smith is described below 
under "Text Tab B" and "Title Tab B".]  
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_154_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
◊bart was a mass murderer and kills dogs for fun. His wife janet mossison made 
him mad because she starved him almost to death. He killed her with a crow bar 
[Type text] [Type text]   779 
and a tazer. Thats why hes in _jail_.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _jail_ : card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
 
[Note: this text is likely an error, given the anachronistic tazer and the poor spelling. As this copy of "Marble 
Springs 2" was copied from Deena's personal laptop, there are likely several such errors in this documentation. This 
text and its link was probably used to demonstrate functions to someone new to MS2.] 
 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 deleted text] 
[MS201_154_01_textFIX.jpg] 
[Blank] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_154_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
He named their thirteenth child _Straw_. 
_Lizzie_'s mouth tightened, 
but she said nothing. 
 
At the baptism, _Pastor Horner_ 
looked uncomfortable--it wasn't  
a name in any book of saints. 
 
Lizzie stood alone by the font, 
her _worn bonnet_ deepening 
the shadows in her face. 
 
Never a church going man, Bart waited 
outside, listening for something, 
rolling  bones in calloused hands.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Straw_   : card 166 "Straw Morrison" [MS2_166_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_   : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]    
  _worn bonnet_ : card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  
   
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_154_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Bart Morrison 
1862-? 
 
Chummed with _Jake_ Mateson, owner of the _White Owl_ Saloon. Won Jake's 
daughter, _Ruby_ , in a poker game in 1882, but she ran off. Married _Lizzie_ in 1883. 
Had thirteen children, oldest was _Emily_. When Ruby came back in 1895, Bart 
spent 3 months in the Marble Springs _jail_ after a drunken spree that left three 
saloons in tatters.◊ 
[Type text] [Type text]   780 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Jake_   : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _Ruby_  : card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_  : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _Emily_  : card 087 "School Days" [MS2_087_01_text.jpg]  
  _jail_   : card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_154_02_titleB.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_154_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_154_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_154_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a man in a cowboy hat riding a horse. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on 
the graphic element, as seen in [MS2_154_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Whispers in Wine" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   781 
Card 155 “Ellen Anne Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_155_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1251] - [1259] .14 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_155_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 155 
Card Name: Ellen Anne Morrison  
Card Number:  155 out of 204 
Card ID: 28277 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_155_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_155_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   782 
Title text: 
" 
1885-? 
 
Daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  _Ella May_ is her twin sister. One of 
thirteen children. 
◊ 
 
 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_    : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_  : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ella May_ : card 156 Ella May Morrison [MS2_156_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_155_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_155_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   783 
Card 156 “Ella May Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_156_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1259] - [1306] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_156_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 156 
Card Name:  Ella May Morrison 
Card Number: 156  out of 204 
Card ID: 28596 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_156_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_156_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
1885-? 
[Type text] [Type text]   784 
 
Daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  _Ellen Anne_ is her twin sister. One of 
thirteen children. 
◊ 
 
 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_    : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_  : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ellen Anne_ : card 155 "Ellen Anne Morrison" [MS2_155_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_156_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_156_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   785 
Card 157 “Bartholomew Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_157_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1307] - [1311] .06 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_157_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 157 
Card Name:  Bartholomew Morrison 
Card Number:  157 out of 204 
Card ID: 29767 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_157_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank} 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_157_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   786 
Title text: 
" 
1886-? 
 
Son of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  One of thirteen children. 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_157_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_157_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   787 
Card 158 “Scott Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_158_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1312] - [1315] .05 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_158_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 158 
Card Name:  Scott Morrison 
Card Number: 158  out of 204 
Card ID: 31969 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_158_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_158_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   788 
Title text: 
" 
1887-? 
 
Son of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  One of thirteen children. 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_158_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_158_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   789 
Card 159 “Bonnie Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_159_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1315] - [1318] .05 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_159_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 159 
Card Name:  Bonnie Morrison 
Card Number: 159  out of 204 
Card ID: 33288 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_159_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_159_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   790 
Title text: 
" 
1888 - ? 
 
Daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  One of thirteen children. 
 
 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_159_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_159_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   791 
Card 160 “Hope Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_160_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1319] - [1323] .066 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_160_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 160 
Card Name: Hope Morrison  
Card Number:  160 out of 204 
Card ID: 33772 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_160_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_160_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
[Type text] [Type text]   792 
" 
1889 - 1896 
 
Daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  One of thirteen children. Died in winter. 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_160_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_160_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   793 
Card 161 “Faith Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_161_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1323] - [1326] .05 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_161_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 161 
Card Name:  Faith Morrison 
Card Number: 161  out of 204 
Card ID: 34970 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0  card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_161_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_161_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   794 
Title text: 
" 
1890 - 1895 
 
Daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  One of thirteen children. Died in  
summer. 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_161_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_161_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   795 
Card 162 “Patience Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_162_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1327] - [1330] .05 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_162_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 162 
Card Name:  Patience Morrison 
Card Number: 162  out of 204 
Card ID: 39359 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_162_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_162_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   796 
Title text: 
" 
1891 - 1894 
 
Daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  One of thirteen children. Died unnoticed. 
 
 
 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_162_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_162_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   797 
Card 163 “Spent Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_163_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1330] - [1333] .05 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_163_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 163 
Card Name:  Spent Morrison 
Card Number: 163  out of 204 
Card ID: 39954 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_163_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_163_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   798 
Title text: 
" 
1892 - 1893 
 
Short for Spencer. Son of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  One of thirteen children. 
 
 
 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_  : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_ : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_163_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_163_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   799 
Card 164 “Trials Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_164_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1334] - [1341] .12 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1035]-[1045] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_164_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 164 
Card Name:  Trials Morrison 
Card Number:  164 out of 204 
Card ID: 40612 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_164_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   800 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_164_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
1893 - ? 
 
Son of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  One of thirteen children. _Toubles_ [sic] is his twin 
brother. 
 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_   : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_  : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
  _Toubles_ : "No poem is connected to this text" warning. [This is likely an error introduced 
by the misspelling of the name "Troubles". It should likely link to: card 165 "Troubles Morrison" 
[MS2_165_01_text.jpg] .] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 fixed typo] 
[MS201_164_02_titleFIX.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Trials Morrison 
1893 - ? 
 
Son of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  One of thirteen children. _Troubles_ is his twin 
brother. 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_   : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_  : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
  _Toubles_ :  card 165 "Troubles Morrison" [MS2_165_01_text.jpg] .] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_164_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_164_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   801 
Card 165 “Troubles Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_165_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1342] - [1345] .05 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_165_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 165 
Card Name:  Troubles Morrison 
Card Number:  165 out of 204 
Card ID: 49052 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_165_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_165_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
1893 - ? 
[Type text] [Type text]   802 
 
Son of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  One of thirteen children. _Trials_ is his twin 
brother. 
 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_   : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_  : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
  _Trials_  : card 164 "Trials Morrison" [MS2_164_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_165_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_165_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   803 
Card 166 “Straw Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_166_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1345] - [1418] .55 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1045]-[1047] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_166_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 166 
Card Name:  Straw Morrison 
Card Number: 166  out of 204 
Card ID: 49355 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: There is a second poem attached to this card. This time Deena Larsen added "Gathering Rituals" behind the 
field for "Straw Morrison". "Gathering Rituals" is described in "Text Tab B" and "Title Tab B" below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_166_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   804 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_166_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
First, the _chokecherries_, 
dark, bold, and bitter, 
framed by blood-red leaves-- 
too cutting for jam, 
too _knowing_ for wine 
without destruction. 
 
Then _elderberries_, 
day-slow globes fading 
to soft sunsets. Wait-- 
_Doc Nancy_ said. These 
become sweet only 
when the color of night. 
 
While they worked, Straw's hands 
prayed to the nettles 
to tell her of distant 
pains as the stings  
_gathered_ through tiny pricks 
of old stars.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _chokecherries_ : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _knowing_   : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _elderberries_  : opens card pop-up field "elderberries" [MS2_166_01_fieldElder.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   On the Use of Elderberries [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
 
   The expressed juice of the berries, 
   evaporated to the consistence of a syrup, 
   is a valuable aperient and alterative; one 
   ounce of it will purge. 
 
   ~The Herbalist~ 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _Doc Nancy_  : card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
  _gathered_   : card 201 "Chokecherry wine" [MS2_201_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_166_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
1894 - ? 
 
Youngest daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  One of thirteen children. 
Became apprenticed to _Doc Nancy_, who paid her way through high school and 
[Type text] [Type text]   805 
college. After graduating form the University of Colorado's medical school in 
1921, Straw returned to become the only medical 
doctor in the _Crystal River Valley_ outside  
of Glenwood Springs.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_      : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_    : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
  _Doc Nancy_   : card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
  _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_166_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
1894 - 1983 
 
Youngest daughter of _Bart_ and _Lizzie_ Morrison.  One of thirteen children. 
Became apprenticed to _Doc Nancy_, who paid her way through high school and 
college. After graduating form the University of Colorado's medical school in 
1921, Straw returned to become the only medical doctor in the _Crystal River  
Valley_ outside of Glenwood Springs. She bought a ranch near the old _Jenson_ 
place, and willed it to the Nature Conservancy.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_      : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Lizzie_    : card 179 "Lizzie Morrison" [MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
  _Doc Nancy_   : card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
  _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
  _Jenson_    : card 071 "Jenson Connections" [MS2_071_01.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_166_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_166_04_biblio.jpg] 
Meyer, J.E. Author and Compiler. 1934. ~The Herbalist~. Indian BOtanic [sic] 
Gardens, Hammond Indiana,  [sic] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 typo] 
[MS201_166_04_biblioFIX.jpg] 
Meyer, J.E. Author and Compiler. 1934. ~The Herbalist~. Indian Botanic 
Gardens, Hammond Indiana. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   806 
[MS2_166_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of branch with berries. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the graphic 
element, as seen in [MS2_166_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 3 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  put the ticks into theseTicks 
  if last char of theseTicks = 1 then 
    go to card "Hair" 
  else 
    if last char of theseTicks = 2 then 
      go to card "The Washerwoman" 
    else 
      if last char of theseTicks = 3 then 
        go to card "Proprietress" 
      else 
        if last char of theseTicks = 4 then 
          go to card "Breaking Points" 
        else 
          if last char of theseTicks = 5 then 
            go to card "jail" 
          else 
            if last char of theseTicks = 6 then 
              go to card "Maddy bates" 
            else 
              if last char of theseTicks = 7 then 
                go to card "Promises" 
              else 
                if last char of theseTicks = 8 then 
                  go to card "Peggy’s Diary" 
                else 
                  if last char of theseTicks = 9 then 
                    go to card "Graveyard" 
                  else 
                    if last char of theseTicks = 0 then 
                      go to card "White Owl" 
                    end if 
                  end if 
                end if 
              end if 
            end if 
          end if 
        end if 
      end if 
    end if 
  end if 
end mouseUp 
 
[Note: This script takes the user to 1 of 9 different cards, based on the final digit of the seconds in the computer's 
clock.] 
[Type text] [Type text]   807 
 
 If the final digit of the seconds is:  button links to: 
  1: card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  2: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
  3: card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  4: card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
  5: card 022 "jail" or "Marble Springs Jail" [MS2_022_01.jpg]  
  6: card 185 "Maddy Bates" [MS2_185_01_text.jpg]  
  7: card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
  8: card 045 "Peggy's Diary" [MS2_045_01_text.jpg] 
  9: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg] 
  0: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   808 
Card 167 “Michael Nolan,” Walkthrough 
MS2_167_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1510] - [1517] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_167_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 167 
Card Name:  Michael Nolan 
Card Number:  167 out of 204 
Card ID: 73870 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_167_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_167_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
[Type text] [Type text]   809 
Michael Nolan 
18?-19? 
 
Partner in the _Marble Springs_ bank, married _Mariam_, daughter of the senior 
partner, _Jacob Rubenstien_, in 1906. Left for the Yukon, a more hospitable climate, 
five years later when the county auditor discovered embezzling at the bank.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Mariam_  : card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Jacob Rubenstien_ : card 174 "Jacob Rubenstien" [MS2_174_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_167_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_167_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   810 
Card 168 “Kevin Paine,” Walkthrough 
MS2_168_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1529] - [1536] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_168_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 168 
Card Name:  Kevin Paine 
Card Number:  168 out of 204 
Card ID: 71863 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_168_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_168_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Kevin Paine 
[Type text] [Type text]   811 
1860-1930 
 
Married to _Charity_ (1864-1913) in 1881. Worked in _Marble Springs_' lumber yard 
until it went bankrupt in 1908. Went to live and work for his son, _Jonah_, in a  
lumber yard in Grand Junction, Colorado. Three living sons, Jonah, _Micah_, and 
_Ezekial_.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Charity_   : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Jonah_   : card 169 "Jonah Paine" [MS2_169_01_text.jpg] 
  _Micah_  : card 170 "Micah Paine" [MS2_170_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ezekial_   : card 171 "Ezekial Paine" [MS2_171_01_text.jpg] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_168_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_168_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   812 
Card 169 “Jonah Paine,” Walkthrough 
MS2_169_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1537] - [1544] .1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1047]-[1052] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_169_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 169 
Card Name:   Jonah Paine 
Card Number:  169 out of 204 
Card ID: 16708 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_169_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   813 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_169_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
1881-1947 
 
Eldest son of _Kevin_ and _Charit_y Paine. Jonah grew up in _Marble Springs_. 
Denied the chance to attend school, he worked alongside his father in the 
lumber yard.  When he was 15, he left for the other side of the mountains and  
started a lumber yard in Grand Junction, Colorado. His parents joined him in  
1908 when the Marble Springs lumber yard went bankrupt. 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Kevin_   : card 168 "Kevin Paine" [MS2_168_01_text.jpg]  
  _Charit_    : "No poem is connected to this text" warning. [Likely this is 
an error due to the misplaced link that ends in "Charit" instead of "Charity." Should link to: card 091 "His Hands" 
[MS2_091_01_text.jpg] .] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011] 
  _Charit_    : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg] 
   _Marble Springs_ : "No poem is connected to this text" warning. [Note: likely this is an error and 
the link was not completed. Should link to: card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] .] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011] 
   _Marble Springs_ :  card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_169_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_169_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   814 
Card 170 “Micah Paine,” Walkthrough 
MS2_170_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1545] - [1548] .05 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_170_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 170 
Card Name:  Micah Paine 
Card Number:  170 out of 204 
Card ID: 23568 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_170_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_170_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   815 
Title text: 
" 
Second son of _Kevin_ and _Charity_ Paine.  
 
 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Kevin_ : card 168 "Kevin Paine" [MS2_168_01_text.jpg]  
  _Charity_  : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_170_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_170_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   816 
Card 171 “Ezekial Paine,” Walkthrough 
MS2_171_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1549] - [1552] .05 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_171_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 171 
Card Name:  Ezekial Paine 
Card Number: 171  out of 204 
Card ID: 23914 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_171_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   817 
[MS2_171_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
1884-? 
 
Youngest son of _Kevin_ and _Charity_ Paine. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Kevin_  : card 168 "Kevin Paine" [MS2_168_01_text.jpg]  
  _Charity_  : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_171_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_171_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   818 
Card 172 “Henry Pitkin,” Walkthrough 
MS2_172_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1553] - [1559] .1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1052]-[1055] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_172_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 172 
Card Name:  Henry Pitkin 
Card Number: 172  out of 204 
Card ID: 67238 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_172_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
[Type text] [Type text]   819 
--------------------- 
[MS2_172_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Henry Pitkin 
18?-? 
 
Was serving in the army when they first escorted the Utes out of 
_Crystal River Valley_ in 1863. On that journey, he traded some trinkets for 
_Towee_. He then travelled through the West with army 
and finally settled back in _Marble Springs_. 
 
Three sons and one daughter, _Red Birch_, all from Towee. 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Crystal River Valley_ : "No poem is connected to this text" warning. [Note: likely this is an 
error and should link to: card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
[FIXED 05/25/2011] 
  _Crystal River Valley_ : card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg]  
  _Towee_     : card 095 "Ute Crossing" 
[MS2_095_01_text1.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Red Birch_    : card 093 "Half-breed" [MS2_093_01_text.jpg]  
  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_172_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_172_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   820 
Card 173 “Ben Rainer,” Walkthrough 
MS2_173_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1600] - [1605] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_173_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 173 
Card Name:  Ben Rainer 
Card Number:  173 out of 204 
Card ID: 44662 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_173_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_173_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   821 
Title text: 
" 
Ben Rainer 
1856-1918 
 
Married _Lucy Rainer_ (1858-1927) and they came out to _Marble Springs_ in 1888. 
Freighter for the _CR&R_ Railroad. No children. Died in the influenza outbreak in 
'18. 
 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Lucy Rainer_  : card 096 "Waiting" [MS2_096_01_text.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _CR&R_   : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" 
[MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_173_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_173_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   822 
Card 174 “Jacob Rubenstien,” Walkthrough 
MS2_174_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1518] - [1528] .16 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1056]-[1059] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_174_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 174 
Card Name:  Jacob Rubenstien 
Card Number:  174 out of 204 
Card ID: 68291 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_174_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Add in anything you _want_.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
[Type text] [Type text]   823 
  _want_ : card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
[Note: This text may be on the page as an error from demonstration, or as a prompt to new users.]  
 
[FIXED 05/25/2011] 
[MS201_174_01_textFIX.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_174_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Jacob Rubenstien 
1856-1927 
 
Married _Ilsa_, daughter of San Francisco banker _Jeremiah Cohen_, thus getting 
the leverage he needed to buy the bank in _Marble Springs_. Gave his banking 
partner, _Michael Nolan_, his only daughter, _Mariam_. Accused of embezzling the 
bank's funds, Jacob spent fifteen years in the Canon City prison.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Ilsa_   : card 099 "Investments" [MS2_099_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Jeremiah Cohen_ : card 118 "Jeremiah Cohen" [MS2_118_01_text.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Michael Nolan_ : card 167 "Michael Nolan" [MS2_167_01_01_text.jpg]  
  _Mariam_  : card 078 "The Accomplice" [MS2_078_01_text1.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_174_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_174_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   824 
Card 175 “Luc San,” Walkthrough 
MS2_175_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1605] - [1637] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1058]-[1102] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_175_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 175 
Card Name:  Luc San 
Card Number:  175 out of 204 
Card ID: 70837 
Contains 4  card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card has a poem contributed by another author. "Untitled" by Harry Fulsom is described in "Text Tab B" 
and "Title Tab B" below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_175_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
[Type text] [Type text]   825 
--------------------- 
[MS2_175_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
We in this new world were born unlucky. 
 
Budda, 
during his enlightenment, looked 
in the ten directions 
and made no _distinction_ 
between up and down. 
 
Shem shya, shang, li, chyu? 
What is up, down, 
in, and out? 
Without you there is neither 
up nor down. 
 
No one is left to tell us 
how to make the sound 
of one hand _clap_ against another. 
" 
 Text links: 
  _distinction_ : opens card pop-up field "distinction" [MS2_175_01_fieldDistinction.jpg] 
   Field text: 
   " 
   Male and Female 
   (Man and Wife) [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
 
   For there may be no yang 
   without yin because yang 
   often disappears in the 
    presence of no yin. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [none] 
  _clap_   : opens card pop-up field "clap" [MS2_175_01_fieldClap.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Sui Ling's Gonorrhoea Cure [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
 
   Mix in a large vat one and one half ounces of powdered 
   cubebs; one-half ounce dry gunpowder; 2 ounces crushed 
   elderberry leaves, and  three ounces of cinnamon water. 
   Take a teaspoonful at intervals eight times during the day 
   and once every time you see a full moon. 
   " 
    Field links:  
     [none] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   826 
[MS2_175_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Luc San 
18?-? 
[FIXED 05/25/2011] 
[MS201_175_02_titleFIX.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Luc San 
18?-1886 
 
Luc San's father, a Tibetan monk hidden in China, taught Luc San Buddhist 
precepts in _secret_. At twelve, Luc San left his hopes of an education to ease the 
burden of famine on his family. He owned a poultry shop in San Francisco's 
Chinatown. Prosperous, he bought _Miss Sing_ as a wife. After the San Francisco 
riots, he followed the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad and died before the rail 
connected with the _CR&R Railroad_.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _secret_   : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Miss Sing_  : card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg]  
  _CR&R Railroad_ : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_175_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Luc San 
Years are not important 
 
Luc San's father, a Tibetan monk hidden in China, taught Luc San Buddhist 
precepts in _secret_. At twelve, Luc San left his hopes of an education to ease the 
burden of famine on his family. He owned a poultry shop in San Francisco's 
Chinatown. Prosperous, he bought _Miss Sing_ as a wife. After the San Francisco 
riots, he followed the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad and died before the rail 
connected with the _CR&R Railroad_. 
 
These may or may not be the facts. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _secret_   : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Miss Sing_  : card 100 "Miss Sing" [MS2_100_01_text.jpg]  
  _CR&R Railroad_ : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_175_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   827 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_175_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_175_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a Taijitu, or yin yang symbol. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the 
graphic element, as seen in [MS2_175_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: Thinking 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   828 
Card 176 “Herbert Jenkins Smith,” Walkthrough 
MS2_176_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1653] - [1657] .55 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_176_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 176 
Card Name:  Herbert Jenkins Smith 
Card Number: 176  out of 204 
Card ID: 67515 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_176_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_176_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
[Type text] [Type text]   829 
" 
Herbert Jenkins Smith 
1842-1881 
 
Town postmaster and general lush. Married to _Susannah_ (1847-1882). Three 
children, one living son.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Susannah_  : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_176_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_176_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   830 
Card 177 “Richard Stokes,” Walkthrough 
MS2_177_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1658] - [1725] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1100]-[1112] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_177_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 177 
Card Name:  Richard Stokes 
Card Number: 177  out of 204 
Card ID: 75149 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card has a poem contributed by another author. "China" by Jenny Kimber is described in "Text Tab B" 
and "Title Tab B" below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_177_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   831 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_177_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Every night behind his eyelids 
the crusted earth drank Richard's blood 
and the black grass steamed his flesh 
in his dreams as it had in the war. 
Blood-brothers by battle-- 
not sibling of descent, 
but of death-- 
bonded together like scabs 
that remained beyond the killing, 
or _hidden scar_-tissue 
that should have been amputated 
like Joe's foot, full of gangrene. 
Drenched in the afterbirth of war 
they formed a family, 
and Richard led them west. 
 
     On the trail, he circled the wagons 
and stared at his wife in wonder, 
his fair skinned bride from New Jersey 
living with these men 
still _thirsting_ for murder 
He protected her beauty 
along with her meager heirlooms  
crated in the wagon-- 
her mother's rose lined cake platter, 
the silver candlestick holders, 
the crystal vase from Paris, 
and the prized china tea cups-- 
these were the things that would tame 
the west, she told him. 
He hoped she was right. 
When the fever ransacked his body, 
just one month of ground lay behind them. 
Her face floated at his side, 
and he thought he heard her whisper 
something about _a baby_, 
but a haunting chant swam in his ears, 
and he felt again the earth 
consuming his blood. 
He focused on the men 
whom he always knew 
would watch him die 
and worried about the china. 
He'd seen their _dirt_ callused hands 
handling glass, smearing lace, 
he'd caught them sneering at her. 
China couldn't survive their touch. ◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _hidden scar_ : [Note: this link does not seem to work, although according to the links list on 
card 204, it should link to: card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
[Type text] [Type text]   832 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 repaired link group] 
  _hidden scar_ : card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]  
  _thirsting_  : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _a baby_  : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
  _dirt_   : card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_177_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Richard Stokes 
1838 -1869 
 
Wealthy New Jersey farmer. Married _Martha_ in Stone, New Jersey. Richard led a  
wagon train out West with his old Civil War buddies but died during the journey.   
No children.◊ 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Martha_ : card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_177_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Richard Stokes 
1838 -1869 
 
Wealthy New Jersey farmer. Married _Martha_ in Stone, New Jersey.  Went to war  
and received a medal and festering bullet in his right shoulder.  Richard led a  
wagon train out West with his old Civil War buddies but died during the journey.   
No children.◊ 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Martha_ : card 105 "Nowhere" [MS2_105_01_text1.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_177_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_177_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   833 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_177_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a covered wagon. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the graphic element, 
as seen in [MS2_177_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Abandoned" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg] 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   834 
Card 178 “Tom Stoner,” Walkthrough 
MS2_178_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1725] - [1743] .33 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1118]-[1130] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_178_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 178 
Card Name:  Tom Stoner 
Card Number:  178 out of 204 
Card ID: 56203 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card has a poem contributed by another author. "Blacksmith" by Cindy Wood is described in "Text Tab 
B" and "Title Tab B" below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_178_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   835 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_178_01_textB.jpg] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011] 
[MS201_178_01_textBFIX.jpg] 
"Blacksmith" 
Text: 
" 
_Millie_ told her she would  
have no strength later. 
And she knew that. 
After their child was born, 
there would never again be time. 
 
She was not a good cook 
and didn't sew well. 
Tom kept the house together, 
even making a planked floor 
to keep the dust down 
when she did not sweep. 
 
Sometimes in the evening, 
she would gather her bits 
and read her tales of  
knights and dragons to Tom 
as they rocked by the fire 
he always kept burning. 
She would drape his red flannel shirt 
over her belly  
to keep the baby warm. 
 
He loved the way  
she stitched one word to another. 
He would reach for her soft hand,  
fearful she might pull away 
from the calluses on his rough hands. 
She only did once, 
as she was dying when _Katy_ was born. 
 
Tom saw her lying in the tatters and blood 
and wanted to cry out, 
to shout his pain that she was gone, 
but _Sadie_ had been his words. 
 
Instead, he beat his hand against  
the _quarry_ _marble_  
until his blood ran like hers 
and pain overcame pain. 
He went home to the sounds 
of a baby cooing in _Doc Nancy_'s arms. 
 
Tom grew a long beard  
and seldom spoke  
and day after day 
wore the shirt Sadie 
had once said she loved. 
[Type text] [Type text]   836 
 
Katy was a beautiful child 
who babbled as Tom rocked her. 
He brought her in a basket  
to the smithy to keep her warm  
when she was small. 
 
He tried to tell her Sadie's stories 
until she learned to make up her own tales 
of daisies and _crayfish_ to tell to him. 
_Mrs. Miller_ watched her  
as she grew like the flowers and trees. 
 
Though _Rachel Cole_  
gossiped that he was 
letting her run too wild, 
and that he should remarry, 
Tom knew only how much 
Katy loved the woods 
and he loved her, 
Sadie's own child. 
 
He had no words  
to tell a woman like Rachel Cole 
to keep her own mind. 
 
Tom believed in shoes. 
He spent his days nailing them 
to horses’ hooves at the quarry 
and put Katy’s by her door each morning.  
But Katy liked to feel the sharp stones 
and cool moss beneath her feet. 
 
One night Tom came home to find Katy 
shivering shoeless on the porch. 
He carried her inside  
and burned everything 
he could to keep her warm. 
When the fire burned low, 
he added _bits of paper_ 
with words he could not read 
to start it up again. 
 
For the first time,  
he wished that Sadie had pieced 
together _quilt_s instead of fantasies 
to keep them warm. 
 
Katy died that night wrapped in 
Tom’s red flannel shirt. 
He put it back on 
to keep her scent with him 
and buried her without a word. 
Day after day,  
he wore that red flannel 
to pound the iron shoes for horses’ feet 
[Type text] [Type text]   837 
until even the _washerwoman_ 
could not beat the shirt clean. 
 
He spent his nights rocking 
on the porch, 
listening to the memory of Sadie and Katy 
telling him their tales, 
sharing the words that were never his. 
 
His lonely heart kept beating, 
ringing in his ears like an anvil 
that no one else could hear. 
 
◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Millie_   : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Katy_    : card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Sadie_   : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
  _quarry_   : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
  _marble_    : card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg] 
  _Doc Nancy_   : card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
  _crayfish_   : card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Mrs. Miller_  : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _Rachel Cole_  : "No poem is connected to this text" warning. [Note: likely an error, 
should likely link to: card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg].] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 turned space after into plain text, was group text, under Style menu] 
  _Rachel Cole_  :  card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg].] 
  _bits of paper_  : "No poem is connected to this text" warning. [Note: likely an error, 
should likely link to: card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg] .] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 linked to Scraps card 204] 
  _bits of paper_  : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg] 
  _quilt_    : card 073 "Quilts" [MS2_073_01_text.jpg]  
  _washerwoman_ : card 111 "The Washerwoman" [MS2_111_01_text1.jpg]   
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_178_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Tom Stoner 
1870-1928 
 
Blacksmith for the _quarry_.  His wife, _Sadie_, died giving birth to his first child, 
_Katy_, who in turn died of influenza at age eight.◊ 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _quarry_   : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
  _Sadie_   : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Katy_    : card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
[Type text] [Type text]   838 
--------------------- 
[MS2_178_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Tom Stoner 
1870-1928 
 
Had to work in the coal mines to support his family at an early age. Moved from  
Pennsylvania to seek his fortune, but ended as a blacksmith for the _quarry_.  His  
wife, _Sadie_, died giving birth to his first child, _Katy_.  Katy  died of influenza at  
age eight.  Tom never left _Marble Springs_ after that.◊ 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _quarry_   : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
  _Sadie_   : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Katy_    : card 106 "Katy's Creek" [MS2_106_01_text1.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_178_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_178_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_178_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a knight on a horse. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the graphic 
element, as seen in [MS2_178_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card button ID: 2 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Sun's Gold" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   839 
Card 179 “Lizzie Morrison,” Walkthrough 
MS2_179_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1419] - [1447] .5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 179 
Card Name:  Lizzie Morrison 
Card Number:  179 out of 204 
Card ID: 27752 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card contains a second poem, "The Silence of Things," coauthored by Robert L. Smith and Deena 
Larsen. "The Silence of Things" is described in 'Text Tab B" and "Title Tab B" below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_179_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_179_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
[Type text] [Type text]   840 
Silence grows unnoticed-- 
like bind weed, its 
unnamed tendrils thicken 
over steady flows of years 
until it chokes out everything else. 
Except the litany 
Lizzie could not unbind: 
 
~_Hope_ died in winter. 
_Faith_ died in summer. 
Later, _Troubles_ and _Trials_ were born 
after three days of labor. 
_Patience_ died unnoticed.~ 
◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Hope_  : card 160 "Hope Morrison" [MS2_160_01_text.jpg]  
  _Faith_  : card 161 "Faith Morrison" [MS2_161_01_text.jpg]  
  _Troubles_ : card 165 "Troubles Morrison" [MS2_165_01_text.jpg] 
  _Trials_  : card 164 "Trials Morrison" [MS2_164_01_text.jpg] 
  _Patience_ : card 162 "Patience Morrison" [MS2_162_01_text.jpg]   
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_179_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Lizzie Morrison 
 
Married _Bart_ Morrison in 1883. Bart Shot up the town after _Ruby_ came back on 
1895. Had ten girls and three boys: 
 
_Emily_ 1884--1949 
_Ellen Anne_ and _Ella May_ 1885 - ? 
_Bartholomew_ 1886 - ? 
_Scott_ 1887 - ? 
_Bonnie_ 1888 - ? 
_Hope_ 1889 - 1896 
_Faith_ 1890 - 1895 
_Patience_ 1891 - 1894 
_Spent_ 1892 (m) - 1893 
_Troubles_ and _Trials_ 1893 - ? 
_Straw_ 1894  - ? 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_   : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ruby_  : card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
  _Emily_  : card 087 "School Days" [MS2_087_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ellen Anne_ : card 155 "Ellen Anne Morrison" [MS2_155_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ella May_ : card 156 Ella May Morrison [MS2_156_01_text.jpg] 
  _Bartholomew_ :card 157 "Bartholomew Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg] 
  _Scott_  : card 158 Scott Morrison [MS2_158_01_text.jpg]  
  _Bonnie_  : card 159 Bonnie Morrison [MS2_159_01_text.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   841 
  _Hope_  : card 160 "Hope Morrison" [MS2_160_01_text.jpg]  
  _Faith_  : card 161 "Faith Morrison" [MS2_161_01_text.jpg]  
  _Patience_ : card 162 "Patience Morrison" [MS2_162_01_text.jpg] 
  _Spent_  : card 163 "Spent Morrison" [MS2_163_01_text.jpg]       
  _Troubles_ : card 165 "Troubles Morrison" [MS2_165_01_text.jpg] 
  _Trials_  : card 164 "Trials Morrison" [MS2_164_01_text.jpg] 
  _Straw_  : card 166 "Straw Morrison" [MS2_166_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_179_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Lizzie Morrison 
 
Married _Bart_ Morrison in 1883. Bart Shot up the town after _Ruby_ came back on 
1895. Had ten girls and three boys. Died of grief. 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Bart_   : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_157_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ruby_  : card 083 "French" [MS2_083_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_179_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_179_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_179_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a . There is  transparent button overlaid on the graphic element, as seen in 
[MS2_179_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 7 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Breaking Points" 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   842 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   843 
Card 180 “Will Turner,” Walkthrough 
MS2_180_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1744] - [1750] .1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1133]-[1137] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_180_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 180 
Card Name:  Will Turner 
Card Number:  180 out of 204 
Card ID: 58202 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0  card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_180_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
[Type text] [Type text]   844 
--------------------- 
[MS2_180_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Will Turner 
1850-1883 
 
Married _Mandy_ Johnson in 1872, and they moved from Georgia to Marble 
Springs in search of silver. After trying to find silver on his own, he worked for 
_Old Joe_'s _Sugar Boy Mine_. Killed in an explosion at the mine. Four children. 
 
 
◊ 
" 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 needed to make Will Turners vital stats and means of death consistent with graveyard] 
[MS201_180_02_titleFIX.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Will Turner 
1850-1885 
 
Married _Mandy_ Johnson in 1872, and they moved from Georgia to Marble 
Springs in search of silver. After trying to find silver on his own, he worked for 
_Old Joe_'s _Sugar Boy Mine_. Killed in a mining accident. Four children.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Mandy_    : card 109 "Striking Silver" [MS2_109_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Old Joe_    : card 116 "Joe Cattering" 
[MS2_116_01_text_blank.jpg]  
  _Sugar Boy Mine_ : card 027 "Sugar Boy" or "Sugar Boy Mine" [MS2_027_01.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_180_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_180_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   845 
Card 181 “Robert Vernon,” Walkthrough 
MS2_181_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1751] - [1755] .07 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_181_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 181 
Card Name: Robert Vernon  
Card Number:  181 out of 204 
Card ID: 75298 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_181_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_181_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   846 
Title text: 
" 
Robert Vernon 
18?-? 
 
Born a free man in Canada. Came to seek his fortune in the West and ended up 
working in the livery in _Marble Springs_. Wife _Missy_. Eight children, four 
survived infancy.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Missy_    : card 110 "Out of Egypt" [MS2_110_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_181_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_181_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   847 
Card 182 “Peter Wringle,” Walkthrough 
MS2_182_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1757] - [1808] .16 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1130]-[1145] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_182_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 182 
Card Name:  Peter Wringle 
Card Number: 182  out of 204 
Card ID: 74580 
Contains 1  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: There is a field noted in the info above. However, there is no link for it on the card. When the field "Susan's 
popup" is opened in the "Parts" menu, we see the field as in [MS2_182_01_textB.jpg]. It appears to have been a new 
poem in progress, that did not get finished. This may be an error.] 
[NOT FIXED: difficult programming may not be worth time to fix. Linked to Susan Robinson on card 186. Fix in 
MS 3.0] 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_182_01_text.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   848 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_182_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Peter Wringle 
18?-18? 
 
Connecticut farmer turned miner. Wife _Jenny_. No living children. Daughter, 
_Hazel_, buried in _Marble Springs_.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Jenny_   : card 114 "Left Behind" [MS2_114_01_text.jpg]  
  _Hazel_   : card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg]  
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_182_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_182_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   849 
Card 183 “Ichiro Yamamoto,” Walkthrough 
MS2_183_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1809] - [1813] .07 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_183_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 183 
Card Name:  Ichiro Yamamoto 
Card Number:  183 out of 204 
Card ID: 71579 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_183_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_183_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   850 
Title text: 
" 
Ichiro Yamamoto 
1910 - 1944 
 
Only son of _Kenji_ and _Hatsuki_ Yamamoto. Died in the Japanese-American 
Regiment in Italy, 1944.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Kenji_ : card 184 "Kenji Yamamoto" [MS2_184_01_text.jpg]  
  _Hatsuki_ : card 115 "Mail Order Bride" [MS2_115_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_183_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_183_04_biblio.jpg] 
 [Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   851 
Card 184 “Kenji Yamamoto,” Walkthrough 
MS2_184_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[1813] - [1827] .25 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1148]-[1150] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_184_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 184 
Card Name:  Kenji Yamamoto 
Card Number:  184 out of 204 
Card ID: 71142 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_184_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   852 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_184_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Kenji Yamamoto 
1879-19? 
 
Born in Kobe, Japan. Went to California. After working on the _CR&R_ Railroad, 
Kenji settled in _Marble Springs_. He made money with a laundry and sent for his 
promised bride, _Hatsuki_, in 1902. The laundry prospered, and they retired to San 
Francisco in 1925. He was forcibly resettled at Amachi Relocation Camp near 
Granada, Colorado in 1943; his wife chose to return to Japan rather than to  
relocate. His only son, _Ichir_o, died in the Japanese-American Regiment in Italy, 
1944.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _CR&R_    : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" 
[MS2_020_01.jpg] 
   _Marble Springs_  : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Hatsuki_ : card 115 "Mail Order Bride" [MS2_115_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ichir_ : "No poem is connected to the text" warning. [This is likely an error do to the link 
misspelling. It should link to: card 183 "Ichiro Yamamoto" [MS2_183_01_text.jpg] .] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 fixed link grouping Style to match what already existed in card 204] 
  _Ichiro_ : "No poem is connected to the text" warning. [This is likely an error do to the link 
misspelling. It should link to: card 183 "Ichiro Yamamoto" [MS2_183_01_text.jpg] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_184_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_184_04_biblio.jpg] 
~Amache Colorado: Grenada Relocation Center, 1943.~ Pamphlet about the camp. 
Available at the Western History Department, Denver Public Library. 
 
Holsinger, M. Paul. ~Amache: the Story of Japanese Relocation in Colorado~. 
University of Denver master's thesis, 1964. Available  
at the Western History Department, Denver Public Library. 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   853 
Card 185 “Maddy Bates,” Walkthrough 
MS2_185_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[2050] - [2113] .4 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_185_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 185 
Card Name:  Maddy Bates 
Card Number:  185 out of 204 
Card ID: 37495 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card has a poem contributed by another author. "Chests of Stone" by Alex Brown is described in "Text 
Tab B" and "Title Tab B" below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_185_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_185_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
[Type text] [Type text]   854 
_Edna_ Harris always wondered aloud 
whatever could Maddy see on her long days 
staring up at the unfinished logs of 
the _White Owl's_ enclosed porch. 
She can't even sit up to read, 
murmured _Susannah_, scurrying by. 
 
Mostly, Maddy watched the snow 
as small flakes broke from the path 
and mined the currents of her jerking breath, 
bringing up the tailings of her body-- 
the small nuggets of blood that waited  
for _Doc Nancy_ to clean. 
 
All that winter, Maddy slept on the open porch, 
hoping the cure of cold would transform  
the crumbling crystal flakes of her lungs  
into some smoothed marble sculpture. 
Make me anything, she _told God_. 
but make me whole.◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Edna_   : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg] 
  _Susannah_ : card 101 "Literary Society" [MS2_101_01_text1.jpg] 
  _Doc Nancy_ : card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg] 
  _told God_ : card 187 "Ephraim Horner" [MS2_187_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_185_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Maddy Bates 
 1845-1895 
 
 
Worked as a nurse in Boston during the Civil War.  Became consumptive from  
overwork and exposure.  Fled west in search of a cure.  Didn't find one.  ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  [None] 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_185_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Maddy Bates 
 1845-1895 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   855 
Worked as a nurse in Boston during the Civil War.  Became consumptive from  
overwork and exposure.  Fled west in search of a cure.  Didn't find anything.  
Wanted to write and never did. 
" 
 Title links: 
  [None] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_185_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_185_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_185_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of either a shaving mug and brush or mortar and pestle. There is 1 transparent 
button overlaid on the graphic element, as seen in [MS2_185_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 11 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Breaking Points" 
 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   856 
Card 186 “Credits” or “New Authors,” Walkthrough 
MS2_186_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/17/2011 
[2115] - [2306]  1.83 
03/18/2011 
[0000] - [0015] .25 
      2.08 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1150]-[1207] 
      
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_186_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 186 
Card Name:  New Authors [or "Credits" as the card Title field reads.] 
Card Number: 186  out of 204 
Card ID: 19077 
Contains  25 card fields 
Contains 2 card buttons 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card records the authors who have contributed poems to MS2, the characters they have written poems 
about, and the title of the poem, and the authors name again. On the MS2 card, the name is in very tiny font size, and 
is likely an artifact of list building, before the headings were added.. This card has only 1 window, rather than 4 tabs. 
By scrolling in the window the user can read through the list of authors. The background functions are the same as 
the other cards with background 51519. The text of this card will be duplicated immediately below under "Text", 
will the links will be listed farther down the document, under "Text links".] 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   857 
[Images relating to this card and its functions: 
 [MS2_186_01_butView.jpg]; 
 [MS2_186_01_writedialog.jpg]; 
 [MS2_186_02_card186_info.jpg]; 
 [MS2_186_03_newAuthors_01.jpg]; 
 [MS2_186_03_newAuthors_02.jpg]; 
 [MS2_186_03_newAuthors_03.jpg].] 
            
 
---------------------- 
Title Field Text 
--------------------- 
Clicking on the card title field "Credits" [Black Chancery 18 Bold] opens the card field "Title popup", see 
[MS2_186_02_fieldTitle.jpg]. 
 Field text [Marble Springs 12 Regular]: 
 " 
 _Thanks_, you guys! 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _Thanks_ : card pop-up field "" [MS2_186_02_fieldThanks.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Well folks, it's been a 
   long hard haul, but 
   we made it. Hurrah! 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
 
--------------------- 
Text 
--------------------- 
[MS2_186_03_newAuthors_01.jpg], [MS2_186_03_newAuthors_02.jpg], [MS2_186_03_newAuthors_03.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
New _additions_ to Marble Springs are from: 
 
~Marion _Albrecht_~ 
_Allison_ James, Tribulation, Marion Albrecht  
_Alfred_ James, Providing, Marion Albrecht 
 
~Alex _Brown_~ 
_Maddy Bates_, Chests in Stone, Alex Brown 
 
Sandora _Chappelle_  [Note: This header should have been italicized.] [FIXED on 05/25/2011] 
~Sandora _Chappelle_~ 
_Griffith_, The Griffith's Price, Sandora Chappelle 
 
~Len _Edgerly_~ 
_Rachel Cole_, Intemperance, Len Edgerly 
 
~Harry _Fulsom_~ 
_Luc San_ , Untitled, Harry Fulsom 
_Clancy Gaylor_, Un-mining Clancy, Harry Fulsom 
 
~Kathy _House_~ 
[Type text] [Type text]   858 
_Matthew Cole_, Untitled, Kathy House 
 
~Ray _Kerr_~ 
_Bridget_ O'Shanty, Lone Rock Canyon Road, Ray Kerr 
 
~Jenny _Kimber_~ 
_Richard Stokes_, China, Jenny Kimber 
 
~Deena _Larsen_~ 
_Naomi_ Cole, Gleaner, Deena Larsen 
_Mariah_ Horner, Caretaker, Deena Larsen 
_Straw_ Morrison, Gathering Rituals, Deena Larsen 
 
~Adolph _Montaña_~ 
_Pastor Horner_, THE PERFECT STRENGTH, Adolph Montaña 
 
~Robert Lavett _Smith_~ 
_Chokecherry Wine_, ., Robert L. Smith 
_Bart Morrison_, Cashed Out, Robert L. Smith 
_Sàndor_ Popovìc, Opening the Quarryman’s Grave, Robert L. Smith 
 
~Robert Lavett _Smith/Deena_ Larsen~ 
_Ephraim Horner_, Salvation’s Hands, Robert and Deena 
_Lizzie_ Morrison, The Silence of Things, Robert and Deena 
 
Sarah _Smith_  [Note: This header should have been italicized.] [FIXED on 05/25/2011] 
~Sarah _Smith_ ~  
_Cleo_ Cat, Cleo at the White Owl, Sarah Smith 
_Ruth_ Cole, Marriage, Sarah Smith 
_Matilda_ Granger, Keeping the Peace, Sarah Smith 
 
~Jennifer _Whitten_~ 
_Tim Harmon_, Untitled, Jennifer Whitten 
 
~Chris _Willerton_~ 
_Pastor Horner_, Untitled, Chris Willerton 
_Matthew_  Cole, Untitled, Chris Willerton 
 
~Cindy _Woods_~ 
_Tom Stoner_, Blacksmith, Cindy Woods 
 
◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
_additions_   :  card pop-up field "additions" [MS2_186_02_fieldAdditions.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   To make New Writing Look Old [set in Black Chancery 14 Bold] 
 
   Take a few pinches of saffron and infuse 
   it into a bottle of ink, and warm it over a  
   gentle fire. Cool overnight by an open 
   window. The ink will turn the page 
   yellow, and appears as if of many years' 
   standing. Use wild yarrow if saffron is 
   unavailable. 
[Type text] [Type text]   859 
 
   Everyday Cook Book [set in Black Chancery 12 Regular] 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Albrecht_    :  card pop-up field "Albrecht" [MS2_186_02_fieldAlbrecht.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Marion is a  
   wandering soul 
   with two 
   angel-girls. She 
   loved to research 
   before they 
   demanded picture 
   ids and stated 
   purposes. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Allison_    : card 199 "Tribulation" on "Allison James" [MS2_199_01_textB.jpg]  
_Alfred_     : card 146 "Providing" on "Alfred James" [MS2_146_01_textB.jpg]  
_Brown_    : card pop-up field "Brown" [MS2_186_02_fieldBrown.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Alex Brown  
   worked as a  
   nurse's aid for 20 
   years. This is her 
   first publication. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Maddy_    : card 185 "Chests of Stone" on "Maddy Bates" 
[MS2_185_01_textB.jpg]  
_Chappelle_    : card pop-up field "Chappelle" [MS2_186_02_fieldChappelle.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Sendora [sic] Chappelle is a  
   _lover_ of places who dreams 
   of having her own 
   transporter pad. 
   " 
[FIXED typo 05/25/2011] 
  [MS201_186_02_fieldChappelleFIX.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Sandora Chappelle is a  
   _lover_ of places who dreams 
   of having her own 
   transporter pad. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _lover_ : card pop-up field "lover" [MS2_186_02_fieldLover.jpg] 
      Field text: 
      " 
[Type text] [Type text]   860 
      The flying crow, the flowing eye, the 
      crying crow, the crowing fly. 
      " 
       Field links: 
        [None] 
_Griffith_    : card 131 "The Griffin's Price" on "Griffith" [MS2_131_01_text.jpg]  
_Edgerly_    : card pop-up field "" [MS2_186_02_fieldEdgerly.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Leonard S. Edgerly has published poetry in the  
   ~Beloit Poetry Journal~, ~New York Quarterly~, and 
   ~High Plains Literary Review~. 
 
   He is a trustee of the Western States Art 
   Federation and a member of the Wyoming Arts 
   Council. He and his wife are co-directors of The 
   Center at Garden Creek, a conference center 
   located at their home on Casper Mountain in 
   central Wyoming. 
   " 
    Field links:  
     [None] 
_Rachel Cole_   : card 037 "Intemperance" on "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
_Fulsom_    : card pop-up field "Fulsom" [MS2_186_02_fieldFulsom.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Harry's poems have led him 
   to general opposition and 
   oriental studies. Harry has 
   traveled extensively 
   throughout the US in 
   search of truth and work. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Luc San_    : card 175 "Untitled" on "Luc San" [MS2_175_01_text.jpg]  
_Clancy Gaylor_  : card 127 "Un-mining Clancy" on "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg] 
_House_   : card pop-up field "House" [MS2_186_02_fieldHouse.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Kathy House is a  
   technical writer 
   at the Bureau of 
   Reclamation. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Matthew Cole_  : card 121 "Untitled" on "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
_Kerr_     : card pop-up field "Kerr" [MS2_186_02_fieldKerr.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Ray Kerr lives in San Francisco and 
   works as a carpenter. An 
   accomplished roller blader, he has 
   written a non-fiction book about his  
   experiences, ~Pulling Down the Sky: a 
[Type text] [Type text]   861 
   Journal on Skates~. His other works 
   include ~The barefoot god of Spirit 
   Mountain~. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Bridget_    : card 089 "Lone Rock Canyon Road" on "Counting" 
[MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
_Kimber_    : card pop-up field "Kimber" [MS2_186_02_fieldKimber.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Jenny Kimber currently 
   lives in Tallahassee, Florida, 
   with her husband, John 
   Kimber. She has a BA in 
   English from Abilene 
   Christian University and is 
   pursuing a graduate degree 
   in English Literature at 
   Florida University. Jenny 
   plans to teach English at the 
   university level. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Richard Stokes_  : card 177 "China" on "Richard Stokes" [MS2_177_01_text.jpg]  
_Larsen_    : card pop-up field "Larsen" [MS2_186_02_fieldLarsen.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Deena Larsen lives 
   in Marble Springs 
   whenever she can.  
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Naomi_    : card 200 "Gleaner" on "Naomi Cole" [MS2_200_01_text.jpg]  
_Mariah_    : card 190 "Caretaker" on "Mariah Horner" [MS2_190_01_text.jpg]  
_Straw_    : card 166 "Gathering Rituals" on "Straw Morrison" [MS2_166_01_text.jpg] 
_Montaña_   : card pop-up field "Montaña" [MS2_186_02_fieldMontana.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Adolph Montaña was born 
   in Colorado and has lived 
   there all his life. Has 
   taught, counseled, and 
   written all sorts of stuff. 
   Currently working on 
   something or other. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Pastor Horner_  : card 144 "THE PERFECT STRENGTH" on  "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
_Smith_    : card pop-up field "Smith" [MS2_186_02_fieldSmith.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Robert Lavett Smith was born in 
[Type text] [Type text]   862 
   Michigan in 1957, and grew up in the 
   New York area. He holds a BA in French 
   from Oberlin College, and an MA in  
   Creative Writing from the University of 
   New Hampshire, where he studied with 
   Charles Simic and Mekeel McBride. He 
   now lives in San Francisco. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Chokecherry Wine_ : card 201 "Chokecherry wine" [MS2_201_01_text.jpg] 
_Bart Morrison_  : card 154 "Cashed Out" on "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg] 
_Sàndor_    : card 196 "Opening the Quarryman's Grave" on "Sandor Popovic" 
[MS2_196_01_text.jpg]  
_Smith/Deena_  : card pop-up field "Smith/Deena" [MS2_186_02_fieldSmithDeena.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Ok. ok., we confess. 
   We have worked on 
   many poems 
   together--a great  
   way to keep in 
   touch. We 
   collaborated on  
   these works. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Ephraim Horner_  : card 187 "Salvation's Hands" on "Ephraim Horner" [MS2_187_01_text.jpg] 
_Lizzie_    : card 179 "The Silence of Things" on "Lizzie Morrison" 
[MS2_179_01_text.jpg]  
_Smith_    : card pop-up field " Smith" [MS2_186_02_fieldSSmith.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Sarah Smith is the author of the 
   dark-fantasy hypertext ~King of Space~ 
   (Eastgate, 1991) and of the Web-based 
   serials ~Riders~ and ~Doll Street~. On 
   paper, she has written ~The Vanished 
   Child~ (Ballantine 1992) and ~The 
   Knowledge of Water~ (Ballantine 
   1996), both ~New York Times~ Notable 
   Books and bestsellers. She is working  
   on a third book. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Cleo_     : card 197 "Cleo at the White Owl" on "Cleo Cat" 
[MS2_197_01_text.jpg] 
_Ruth_     : card 198 "Marriage" on "Ruth Cole" [MS2_198_01_text.jpg]  
_Matilda_    : card 053 "Keeping the Peace" on  "In His Name" 
[MS2_053_01_text1.jpg] 
_Whitten_    : card pop-up field "Whitten" [MS2_186_02_fieldWhitten.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Jennifer Whitten has a BA in 
[Type text] [Type text]   863 
   creative writing from the 
   University of New Hampshire and 
   an MA from the University of 
   Colorado. She teachers in a special 
   ed resources room in a Newmarket, 
   New Hampshire high school. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Tim Harmon_  : card 138 "Untitled" on "Tim Harmon" [MS2_138_01_text.jpg]  
_Willerton_   : card pop-up field "Willerton" [MS2_186_02_fieldWillerton.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Chris Willerton 
   teaches at Abilene 
   Christian  
   University. His 
   "Londondale 
   Hotel" is part of a 
   hypertext  
   collection from  
   Eastgate. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Pastor Horner_  : card 144 "Untitled" on "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
_Matthew_   : card 121 "Untitled" on "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg] 
_Woods_    : card pop-up field "Woods" [MS2_186_02_fieldWoods.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Cindy Woods has a BA in English 
   literature/creative writing from California 
   State University, Long Beach. She was the 
   editor-in-chief of the literary magazine 
   ~riprap~ for three years. She has been 
   published in an assortment of journals, 
   including ~kayak~. She is working as an 
   internet administrator for the Western 
   Region of the University of Phoenix. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
_Tom Stoner_   : card 178 "Blacksmith" on "Tom Stoner" [MS2_178_01_text.jpg] [Note: on the 
card 178 the title "Blacksmith" is not visible. Rather it says "Tom Stoner." This may be an error.] 
[FIXED on 05/25/2011 Retitled Woods poem "Blacksmith" 
- 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_186_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a skeleton key. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the graphic element, as 
seen in [MS2_186_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 2 
[Type text] [Type text]   864 
 Card button ID: 1 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect iris close very slow 
   go to card "Confessions" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 003 "Confessions" or "Notes from somewhere else" [MS2_03_01_text_scroll1.jpg]   
 
 
 
 
----------------------- 
Excess Fields 
----------------------- 
[Note: In the "Parts" menu, there are several fields that are not represented by the Authors or poems listed above. 
They are described below.] 
 
 
[NOT FIXED: related to card 184, will fix in MS3] 
card pop-up field "Robinson" [MS2_186_02_fieldRobinson.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Susan Robinson writes poems 
   and stories for children. She is 
   currently a doctoral candidate 
   in Special Education at the  
   University of Northern, 
   Colorado, in Greeley. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
 
card pop-up field "Sarah Smith" [MS2_186_02_fieldSarahSmith.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   Sarah Smith 
   " 
    Field links: 
     [None] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011: Deleted] 
card pop-up field "Turner-Suarez" [MS2_186_02_fieldTurner.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   [Blank] 
   " 
[FIXED 05/25/2011: Deleted] 
These fields may have been false starts or meant to be used for authors that were not included, or are errors. 
[FIXED 05/25/2011: Deleted]      
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   865 
Card 187 “Ephraim Horner,” Walkthrough 
MS2_187_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[0019] - [0034] .25 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1207]-[1208] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_187_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 187 
Card Name:  Ephraim Horner 
Card Number: 187  out of 204 
Card ID: 55556 
Contains  2 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card has a poem contributed by another author. "" by  is described in "Text Tab B" and "Title Tab B" 
below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_187_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
[Type text] [Type text]   866 
--------------------- 
[MS2_187_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
When Ephraim talked to God 
God answered back  
Not filtered in the voices from the choir loft  
on Sunday mornings or the tinny hymns  
that rose from the upright piano. 
 
God spoke to Ephraim directly 
handing down his commandment  
as routinely as his father  
would tell him to clean the outhouse  
or harness the s_hay_. 
 
And God would say, Behold 
my mountain which they have torn  
asunder.  The milk white breasts  
lying shamed, covering themselves only  
in the cold crystal of my tears. 
 
The _mountain_ will lie forever ruined  
from the dark hand of man.   
And I shall turn my face from you.   
And my tears will tear  
down all that you have raised. 
 
But you shall find grace in my sight,  
yea,  yet shall my hand spare even thee 
if the mountain drink from my healing river." 
Ephraim would rise from the outhouse 
or drop the curry combs,   
 
Climb the familiar cliffs, 
knees sinking in nettles, cooling  
himself on the marble's torn flesh. 
Groping for words 
as the workers came down,  
 
He would call to them, "It is not  
too late.  Flood the _quarry_  
to quench God's wrath. 
Dam the river at the cleft above 
to save His mountain and your souls." 
 
On the trail, the workers would hurry by, 
silently breathing the marble dust  
from their greyed hair 
leaving him alone with his God 
until the _Pastor_ came at sunset  
to lead him back.◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _hay_   : card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   867 
  _mountain_ : card 017 "Crow's Mountain" [MS2_017_01_crows.jpg]  
  _quarry_  : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
  _Pastor_  : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_187_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Ephraim Horner 
1878-? 
 
Eldest son of _Pastor Horner_.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_187_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Ephraim Horner 
1878-1933 
 
Eldest son of _Pastor Horner_.  Ephraim became weak in the head at a young age,  
strangely convinced that he knew God's only cause,  and spent his time  
haranguing the quarry workers.  _Pastor Horner_ tried to take care of him, but  
had to send him away after _Mr. Davidson_ insisted.  He died in Belle Fils Home in  
Denver, Colorado.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
  _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg] 
  _Mr. Davidson_ : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]   
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_187_03_margins.jpg] 
" 
Robert and I met in the Writer's Workshop in San Francisco.  Robert stayed in SF while I  
roamed around, but we still manage to collaborate on the odd poem or two.  Tonight, though, I 
called Robert because I got a signed Suzanne Vega cd for him and wanted to make sure he  
hadn't gotten it before then. 
 
We got to talking about where I was with Marble Springs and I told him about the Pastor's affair  
with Bridget and Mariah's reaction.  Robert said he'd been thinking that what Marble Springs  
[Type text] [Type text]   868 
needed was an Emperor Norton, only more messianic.   Ephraim, the Pastor's son, seemed a  
likely candidate.  Because you can imagine what his upbringing and psychological baggage must  
have been, you can just see the Pastor's son winding up like this.  
 
We collaborated on this over a 2 hour phone conversation and polished it over a series of letters.   
Seguing [sic] from a general notion of  how the Pastor would react to something he could not sanction  
yet could not rebuke, Robert started in on the words.  While I was still trying to find Ephraim's  
page, Robert gave me the first two stanzas.  I told him about the quarry, and we figured out just  
what God would have been upset at and would have wanted Ephraim to do.   
We hammered out the economic imports of the commandment so that there was no possibility of   
starting a rogue religion.   
 
When we finished the first draft, Robert said Ephraim was probably the only real psychotic in  
the book, but I reminded him of Edith and the 27 pick axe wounds to the chest. 
 
Yeah, he said, but it seemed like the thing to do at the time. 
 
Deena 
" 
[FIXED typo 05/25/2011 seguing to segueing] 
 
" 
Robert and I met in the Writer's Workshop in San Francisco.  Robert stayed in SF while I  
roamed around, but we still manage to collaborate on the odd poem or two.  Tonight, though, I 
called Robert because I got a signed Suzanne Vega cd for him and wanted to make sure he  
hadn't gotten it before then. 
 
We got to talking about where I was with Marble Springs and I told him about the Pastor's affair  
with Bridget and Mariah's reaction.  Robert said he'd been thinking that what Marble Springs  
needed was an Emperor Norton, only more messianic.   Ephraim, the Pastor's son, seemed a  
likely candidate.  Because you can imagine what his upbringing and psychological baggage must  
have been, you can just see the Pastor's son winding up like this.  
 
We collaborated on this over a 2 hour phone conversation and polished it over a series of letters.   
Segueing from a general notion of  how the Pastor would react to something he could not sanction  
yet could not rebuke, Robert started in on the words.  While I was still trying to find Ephraim's  
page, Robert gave me the first two stanzas.  I told him about the quarry, and we figured out just  
what God would have been upset at and would have wanted Ephraim to do.   
We hammered out the economic imports of the commandment so that there was no possibility of   
starting a rogue religion.   
 
When we finished the first draft, Robert said Ephraim was probably the only real psychotic in  
the book, but I reminded him of Edith and the 27 pick axe wounds to the chest. 
 
Yeah, he said, but it seemed like the thing to do at the time. 
 
Deena 
" 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_187_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   869 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_187_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a possibly a drawing of a book. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the graphic element, 
as seen in [MS2_187_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: Mariah 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Mariah Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 190 "Mariah Horner" [MS2_190_01_text.jpg]  
  
[Type text] [Type text]   870 
Card 188  “Josiah Horner,” Walkthrough 
MS2_188_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[0035] - [0042] .1 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1216]-[1218] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_188_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 188 
Card Name:  Josiah Horner 
Card Number:  188 out of 204 
Card ID: 71960 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_188_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
[Type text] [Type text]   871 
--------------------- 
[MS2_188_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
1879-? 
Middle son of _Pastor_ and _Millie_ Horner. 
 
 
 
 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Pastor_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _Millie_ : "No poem is connected to this text" warning. [This is likely an error, and should link to: 
card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg] .] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 connected link to card] 
  _Millie_ : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_188_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_188_04_biblio.jpg] 
 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   872 
Card 189 “Saul Horner,” Walkthrough 
MS2_189_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[0044] - [0047]  .05 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1210]-[1212] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_189_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 189 
Card Name:  Saul Horner 
Card Number: 189  out of 204 
Card ID: 72722 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_189_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   873 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_189_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
1877- 
Youngest son of _Millie_ Horner. 
 
◊ 
" 
[FIXED per Deena's request vital stats 05/25/2011] 
[MS201_189_02_titleFIX.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
1880- 
Youngest son of _Millie_ Horner. 
 
◊ 
" 
 
 Title links: 
  _Millie_ : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_189_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_189_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   874 
Card 190 “Mariah Horner,” Walkthrough 
MS2_190_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[0049] - [0107]  .33 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_190_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 190 
Card Name:  Mariah Horner 
Card Number:  190 out of 204 
Card ID: 79432 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card has a poem contributed by another author. "" by  is described in "Text Tab B" and "Title Tab B" 
below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_190_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_190_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
After the _Pastor_ left 
[Type text] [Type text]   875 
_Bridget_ with nothing 
and Bridget left in his red shay, 
 
Mariah stole out  
to tend the _empty grave_ 
in the dew-chilled mornings. 
 
She cleared aspen leaves 
the color of forgotten blood 
from the wood _cracks_. 
 
Filled the gaping hole  
with bundles of sage and thick 
layers of marble dust.  
 
Later, she threw handfuls 
of dry dust crystals into the air  
behind the outhouse 
 
As if their unseen edges 
could carve the unspoken 
darkness into something like peace.◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Pastor_  : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _Bridget_  : card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
  _empty grave_ : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
  _cracks_ : card 074 "Confinement" [MS2_074_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_190_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
1876-1892 
 
Youngest daughter of _Millie_ Horner.  Died of consumption her mother claimed  
she caught whilst they ministered to the unfortunate inmates of the _White Owl_. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Millie_  : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_190_02_titleB.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
[Type text] [Type text]   876 
--------------------- 
[MS2_190_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_190_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_190_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a an abstract drawing of petals radiating out from the center of a flower, or like rays from a 
sun. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the graphic element, as seen in [MS2_190_01_butView.jpg], 
described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  put the ticks into theseTicks 
  if last char of theseTicks = 1  then 
    go to card "Pastor Horner" 
  end if 
   
  if last char of theseTicks = 2  then 
    go to card "Pastor Horner" 
  end if 
   
  if last char of theseTicks = 3 
  then 
    go to card "Pastor Horner" 
  end if 
  if last char of theseTicks = 4  then 
    go to card "Firelight" 
  end if 
   
  if last char of theseTicks = 5 
  then 
    go to card "Ephraim Horner" 
  end if 
  if last char of theseTicks = 6 
  then 
    go to card "Counting" 
  end if 
  if last char of theseTicks = 7 
  then 
    go to card "Counting" 
[Type text] [Type text]   877 
  end if 
  if last char of theseTicks = 8 
  then 
    go to card "Counting" 
  end if 
  go to card "Respect" 
end mouseUp 
 
[Note: This script takes the user to 1 of 9 different cards, based on the final digit of the seconds in the computer's 
clock.] 
 
 If the final digit of the seconds is:  button links to: 
  1: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  2: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  3: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  4: card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
  5: card 187 "Ephraim Horner" [MS2_187_01_text.jpg] 
  6: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
  7: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
  8: card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
  9: card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  0: card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   878 
Card 191 “Douglas Gaylor,” Walkthrough 
MS2_191_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[0838] - [0844] .1 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_191_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 191 
Card Name:  Douglas Gaylor 
Card Number:  191 out of 204 
Card ID: 38113 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_191_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_191_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   879 
Title text: 
" 
1877- 
 
Son of _Edith_ and _Clancy_ Gaylor. After his parents' violent deaths in 1887, he and 
his three brothers were sent to the Denver's Children's Home.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Edith_ : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
  _Clancy_ : card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_191_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_191_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   880 
Card 192 “Gilbert Gaylor,” Walkthrough 
MS2_192_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[0846] - [0849] .05 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_192_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 192 
Card Name:  Gilbert Gaylor 
Card Number: 192  out of 204 
Card ID: 38823 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_192_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_192_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   881 
Title text: 
" 
1879- 
 
Son of _Edith_ and _Clancy_ Gaylor. After his parents' violent deaths in 1887, he and 
his three brothers were sent to the Denver's Children's Home.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Edith_ : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
  _Clancy_ : card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_192_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_192_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   882 
Card 193 “Andrew Gaylor,” Walkthrough 
MS2_193_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[0850] - [0852] .05 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_193_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 193  
Card Name:  Andrew Gaylor 
Card Number: 193  out of 204 
Card ID: 41749 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_193_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_193_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   883 
Title text: 
" 
1880- 
 
Son of _Edith_ and _Clancy_ Gaylor. After his parents' violent deaths in 1887, he and 
his three brothers were sent to the Denver's Children's Home.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Edith_ : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
  _Clancy_ : card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_193_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_193_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   884 
Card 194 “Earle Gaylor,” Walkthrough 
MS2_194_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[0853] - [0857] .07 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_194_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 194 
Card Name:  Earle Gaylor 
Card Number:  194 out of 204 
Card ID: 42294 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_194_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_194_02_title.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   885 
" 
1882- 
 
Son of _Edith_ and _Clancy_ Gaylor. After his parents' violent deaths in 1887, he and 
his three brothers were sent to the Denver's Children's Home.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Edith_ : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
  _Clancy_ : card 127 "Clancy Gaylor" [MS2_127_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_194_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_194_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   886 
Card 195 “Saskatee,” Walkthrough 
MS2_195_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[0857] - [0906] .16 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_195_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 195 
Card Name:  Saskatee 
Card Number:  195 out of 204 
Card ID: 44311 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_195_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_195_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
[Type text] [Type text]   887 
" 
Saskatee 
?? - 1845. 
 
Choctaw woman guide for the Crow party. Nursed both _Martin_ and _Mabel_ Crow 
back from the _river fever_. Died from fever on the return journey. 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Martin_  : card 124 "Martin Crow" [MS2_124_01_text.jpg]  
  _Mabel_ : card 043 "The Seekers" [MS2_043_01_text.jpg]  
  _river fever_ : card 112 "Abandoned" [MS2_112_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_195_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_195_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   888 
Card 196 “Sandor Popovic,” Walkthrough 
MS2_196_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[0908] - [0922] .25 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1218]-[1223] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_196_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 196 
Card Name:  Sandor Popovic 
Card Number:  196 out of 204 
Card ID: 48167 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card has a poem contributed by another author. "Opening the Quarryman's Grave" by Robert L. Smith is 
described in "Text Tab B" and "Title Tab B" below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_196_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
[Type text] [Type text]   889 
--------------------- 
[MS2_196_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
When Sàndor Popovìc died of consumption 
in the winter of ‘82, no one in _Marble Springs_ 
attended the funeral.  Men from the quarry 
grimly hollowed his grave out of the frozen earth, 
not speaking even among themselves. 
 
Sàndor had chiseled rock for fifteen years, 
The others had never liked him, wary 
of his thick accent and dark, hooded eyes. 
Pastor Horner, that staunch Protestant, 
had doubts about burying a Catholic, but a Christian’s 
a Christian after all.  Even so, he was reluctant 
to lay Sándor’s remains in consecrated ground. 
 
Nine children died that spring, wasting away 
in a feverish sleep filled with horrible dreams. 
Livestock took sick for no reason; at the _Owl_,  
_Bridget_ woke screaming one night, in the arms  
of an astonished minor, having dreamed of shadowy  
swarms of bats writhing above the mountain 
like a tornado.  Drastic measures were needed. 
 
Sàndor had scarcely been buried three months  
when men from the _work gang_ went secretly  
to his grave one moonless night. Pastor Horner 
wasn't informed.  Later, they whispered the body 
was uncorrupted, the flesh firm and white, 
bloated, mouth and lips wet with fresh blood. 
 
Trembling, the foreman offered 
an awkward prayer for forgiveness, 
for what they knew they had to do. 
When they slit his throat, the wound darkened. 
He groaned as they drove a stake through his heart, 
or so they claimed.  They hacked him to pieces, jumbled 
his bones, buried them, and scattered the ashes. 
They laid braids of raw garlic on the funeral pyre, 
arranged in an intricate, smoldering cross.  ◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
   _Marble Springs_ : card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
  _Owl_    : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _Bridget_   : card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg] 
  _work gang_  : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_196_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
[Type text] [Type text]   890 
" 
Sàndor Popovìc  
1826-1882  
 
From a country he wouldn't identify.  Worked in the _quarry_.  ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _quarry_ : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[Note: There is an artifact on the card that blocks a small rectangle of text, as seen in [MS2_196_02_titleB.jpg].] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011 erased artifact with eraser tool as seen in [MS201_196_02_titleBFIX.jpg].] 
 
[MS2_196_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Sàndor Popovìc  
1826-1882  
From what a tiny piece of land below the Danube in what ended in his lifetime as  
the northernmost tip of the Austrio-Hungarian empire .   Came over in a trading  
ship when he was twenty, one of the first to flee one of the many famines.  Settled  
in New Orleans, but travelled west after his family died from one of the many  
yellow fever epidemics.  Too tired to go further, he asked _Mr. Davidson_ for mercy  
and got a job in the _quarry_, where he died of overwork. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Mr. Davidson_ : card 126 "T.M. Davidson" [MS2_126_01_text.jpg]  
  _quarry_   : card 025 " Quarry" [MS2_025_01_quarrymap.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_196_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_196_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_196_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a cross, with a wreath around it. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the 
graphic element, as seen in [MS2_196_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 10 
[Type text] [Type text]   891 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Pastor Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   892 
Card 197 “Cleo Cat,” Walkthrough 
MS2_197_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[0923] - [0938] .25 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_197_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 197 
Card Name:  Cleo Cat 
Card Number:  197 out of 204 
Card ID: 92776 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card has a poem contributed by another author. "Cleo at the White Owl" by Sarah Smith is described in 
"Text Tab B" and "Title Tab B" below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_197_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_197_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
[Type text] [Type text]   893 
When the long grass rustles 
    like a whore's _red satin_ 
Then you've got to have a girl 
You've got to have a girl 
When the sheep look good 
When your daughter looks good 
When your wife looks good 
Now you've got to have a girl 
You've got to have a girl 
Like me. 
 
I'm the one missing teeth 
with a _knife-scar_ on her chin 
Thighs like bread dough 
Legs like a saddle roll 
Bowed and shapeless 
Ankle to calf: 
I'm the one with the laugh 
 
Years ago in Rochester, when I was a _millhand_, my first boss said, 
"Prudence, you're ugly.   No man is gonna have you.   You'd be better off 
dead." 
 
I am all the women 
you _dreamed of having_ 
the girl who wants to have you 
Not worth having 
  even when you've got to 
But you want to and you're going to 
When you've got to have a girl 
You've got to have a girl 
Like me.  ◊ 
◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _red satin_    : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _knife-scar_   : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg] 
  _millhand_    : card 069 "Red Ribbons" [MS2_069_01_text1.jpg]  
  _dreamed of having_ : card 098 "Conning Through" [MS2_098_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_197_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Cleopatra Cat   nèe Prudence Sawney 
1882-19?? 
 
The manageress and a major attraction at the _White Owl_ 1910-1917.  _Sheriff  
Granger_ and _Matthew Cole_ were among her numerous clients.  _Billie Rose_ and  
Matthew Cole secretly got her out of debt after she gambled away all of the White  
Owl's _whiskey_ and profits in a poker game with _Bart Morrison_ in 1911. ◊ 
 
◊ 
[Type text] [Type text]   894 
" 
 Title links: 
  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _Sheriff Granger_ : card 129 "Paul Granger" [MS2_129_01_text.jpg]  
  _Matthew Cole_ : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
  _Billie Rose_  : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _whiskey_   : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
  _Bart Morrison_ : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_197_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Cleopatra Cat   nèe Prudence Sawney 
1882-1929 
 
The manageress and a major attraction at the _White Owl_ 1910-1917.  _Sheriff  
Granger_ and _Matthew Cole_ were among her numerous clients.  _Billie Rose_ and  
Matthew Cole secretly got her out of debt after she gambled away all of the White  
Owl's _whiskey_ and profits in a poker game with _Bart Morrison_ in 1911. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _Sheriff Granger_ : card 129 "Paul Granger" [MS2_129_01_text.jpg]  
  _Matthew Cole_ : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
  _Billie Rose_  : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _whiskey_   : card 151 "Jake Mateson" [MS2_151_01_text.jpg]  
  _Bart Morrison_ : card 154 "Bart Morrison" [MS2_154_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_197_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_197_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_197_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a long knife with a broken tip. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the 
graphic element, as seen in [MS2_197_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 6 
[Type text] [Type text]   895 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "White Owl" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   896 
Card 198 “Ruth Cole,” Walkthrough 
MS2_198_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[0939] - [1000] .33 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1223]-[1229] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_198_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 198 
Card Name:  Ruth Cole 
Card Number: 198  out of 204 
Card ID: 93488 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card has a poem contributed by another author. "" by  is described in "Text Tab B" and "Title Tab B" 
below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_198_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   897 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_198_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Father who visits the _White Owl_ 
Mother who leads the choir 
When they are dead 
I will leave them both: 
Mother who leads the Temperance Society 
Father who visits the _ladies_   
Mother who leads the _Ladies Aid_ 
Father who visits the White Owl in the dark 
then they come home 
and sleep together in the dark 
when they are dead I will leave them 
I mind the store 
I hate the store 
when they are dead I will leave them 
I go to the Ladies Aid 
with Mother in the dark 
I have been long enough 
in the dark 
I have been too long 
when Father visits the White Owl 
and we stay _in the dark_ 
Mother speaks alone 
to people i_n the dark_ 
that only she can see 
she tells me what they say 
and then she sings alone 
as if she were in choir 
and she tells me what they do_ in the dark_  
Father and Cleo 
Mother and Father 
I have been long enough 
in the home 
in the dark 
when they are dead I will leave them 
and Father is home from the White Owl 
and Mother and Father are asleep together 
and 
why am I still here 
under the grass 
_in the dark_  
with them? 
◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _White Owl_ : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg]  
  _ladies _ : card 197 "Cleo Cat" [MS2_197_01_text.jpg]  
  _Ladies Aid_ : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" [MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
  _in the dark_ : card 042 "Night Winds" [MS2_042_01_text.jpg]  
  _n the dark_ : card 064 "Eyes" [MS2_064_01_text.jpg]  
  _ in the dark_  : card 091 "His Hands" [MS2_091_01_text.jpg]  
  _in the dark_  : card 050 "Promises" [MS2_050_01_text.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   898 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_198_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Ruth Cole 
1881-1897 
 
Middle daughter of _Matthew_ and _Rachel_ Cole.   Was struck by  _Pastor Horner_’s  
wagon as she was walking home from _Jenson_’s barn May 18, 1897.   Her legs  
were severed, and she died a few weeks later.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Matthew_    : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
  _Rachel_   : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jenson_   : card 071 "Jenson Connections" [MS2_071_01.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_198_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Ruth Cole 
1881-1897 
 
_Middle daughter of Matthew and Rachel Cole.   Was struck by  Pastor Horner_’s  
wagon as she was walking home from _Jenson_’s barn May 18, 1897.   Her legs  
were severed, and she died a few weeks later.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Middle daughter of Matthew and Rachel Cole.   Was struck by  Pastor Horner_: "No poem is 
connected to this text" warning. [Note: This whole line is underlined. Selecting any option from the warning 
dialog buttons blanks out the field. This is likely an error.] 
  _Jenson_   : card 071 "Jenson Connections" [MS2_071_01.jpg]  
[FIXED 05/25/2011 by pasting original text form TITLE and pasting it into TITLE B] 
Now: 
[MS201_198_02_titleBFIX.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Ruth Cole 
1881-1897 
 
Middle daughter of _Matthew_ and _Rachel_ Cole.   Was struck by  _Pastor Horner_’s  
wagon as she was walking home from _Jenson_’s barn May 18, 1897.   Her legs  
were severed, and she died a few weeks later.◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Matthew_    : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
  _Rachel_   : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Pastor Horner_ : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _Jenson_   : card 071 "Jenson Connections" [MS2_071_01.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   899 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_198_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_198_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_198_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a snake. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the graphic element, as seen 
in [MS2_198_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Firelight" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   900 
Card 199 “Allison James,” Walkthrough 
MS2_199_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[1018] - [1044] .5 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1230]-[1243] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_199_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 199 
Card Name:  Tribulation or Allison James 
Card Number: 199  out of 204 
Card ID: 79873 
Contains  1 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card has a poem contributed by another author. "Tribulation" by Marion Albrecht  is described in "Text 
Tab B" and "Title Tab B" below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_199_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   901 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_199_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
When Allison James found that Colorado's best 
had passed the '93 vote for women,  
she stuffed her carpet bags  with bloomers and flags 
and rushed with the _train_ across the plain. 
 
With her battle cry, "the Demon Rum  
shall soon be gone and manna shall  
rain down upon the purple majesties  
where women use the vote!" 
 
Her husband, _Alfred_, followed, 
prayers in hand for work of any sort. 
Nonsense, she had said. 
The Right of God won't let us starve. 
 
She didn't heed _Rachel_ Cole's warning 
that silver's fiery death had stolen 
any temperance thunder, right 
along with the town's life and _soul_. 
 
The girls at the _White Owl_ 
worried more about their starving backs 
than a ginless future and did not 
stay to hear her out. 
   
But it was _Edna_ Harris's tale 
of Rachel Cole's _intemperance_ 
that captured her despair 
and derailed their prayers.◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _train_   : card 020 "CR&R" or "Crystal River Railroad" [MS2_020_01.jpg]  
  _Alfred_   : card 146 "Alfred James" [MS2_146_01_text.jpg]  
  _Rachel_   : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _ soul_   : [Note this link does not go anywhere. The links on card 204 record 
that it should go to "Ingrid Connections" but there is no such card. It likely should go to: card 071 "Jenson 
Connections" [MS2_071_01.jpg] . This is an error.] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011, changed card 204 group link from "Ingrid Connections" to "Jenson Connections"] 
  _ soul_   : card 071 "Jenson Connections" [MS2_071_01.jpg]  
  _White Owl_  : card 028 "The White Owl" [MS2_028_01_main.jpg] 
  _Edna_   : card 062 "Breaking Points" [MS2_062_01_text.jpg]  
  _intemperance_ : "No poem is connected to this text" warning. [Note: this link may have been 
intended to link to  Len Edgerly's poem on Rachel Cole "Intemperance" : card 037 "Intemperance" on "Proprietress" 
or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg] .] 
[FIXED 05/25/2011] 
  _intemperance_  : card 037 "Intemperance" on "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   902 
[MS2_199_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Alison James 
1860-1894 
 
Envious of those active in the suffrage movement, Allison longed to work.  When  
Colorado _threw off_ her shackles in 1893,  she joined the throng westward.   
Unfortunately, the Silver Panic of 1893 had just wiped out the economy, and her 
 husband, _Alfred_, was unable to find work.  Too penniless to afford a ticket back  
East, they both died of starvation in the winter of 1894.  _Rachel_ Cole and _Pastor_  
Horner admired their courage and fortitude and took up a collection for a  
handsome slate _tombstone_.  ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _threw off_ : "No poem is connected to this text" warning. [Note: Not sure what might be 
intended here.] 
[FIXED on 05/25/2011, by adding field on suffrage to connect to threw off] 
 Links to :card pop-up field "threw off" [MS201_199_02_fieldThrewFIX.jpg] 
  Field text: 
  " 
  In 1893, the 
  women's suffrage 
  act became law in 
  Colorado and 
  women were 
  allowed to vote. 
  " 
   Field links: 
   [None] 
  _Alfred_  : card 146 "Alfred James" [MS2_146_01_text.jpg]  
  _Rachel_  : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Pastor_  : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _tombstone_ : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg] 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_199_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Alison James 
1860-1894 
 
Envious of those active in the suffrage movement, Allison longed to work.  When  
Colorado _threw off_ her shackles in 1893,  she joined the throng westward.   
Unfortunately, the Silver Panic of 1893 had just wiped out the economy, and her 
 husband, _Alfred_, was unable to find work.  Too penniless to afford a ticket back  
East, they both died of starvation in the winter of 1894.  _Rachel_ Cole and _Pastor_  
Horner admired their courage and fortitude and took up a collection for a  
handsome slate _tombstone_.  ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _threw off_ : "No poem is connected to this text" warning. [Note: Not sure what might be 
intended here.] 
  _Alfred_  : card 146 "Alfred James" [MS2_146_01_text.jpg]  
[Type text] [Type text]   903 
  _Rachel_  : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Pastor_  : card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
  _tombstone_ : card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_199_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_199_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_199_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a liquor keg. There is 1 transparent button overlaid on the graphic element, as 
seen in [MS2_199_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 8 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Pastor Horner"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 144 "Pastor Horner" [MS2_144_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   904 
Card 200 “Naomi Cole,” Walkthrough 
MS2_200_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[1000] - [1017] .3 
 
Error fix: 
[Note: Beginning on 05/23/2011, working with Deena Larsen at MITH, I corrected the errors in MS2 to create a 
clean version of MS2.01. We did this for posterity and to make the migration less problematic.] 
05/25/2011 
[1243]-[1245] 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_200_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 200 
Card Name:  Gleaner 
Card Number:  200 out of 204 
Card ID: 88510 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card has a poem contributed by another author. "Gleaner" by Deena Larsen  is described in "Text Tab 
B" and "Title Tab B" below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_200_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   905 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_200_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
Behind the gingham bolts in _Cole_’s Mercantile,  
Naomi slipped licorice to the _children_ 
and they all put solemn fingertips to their lips. 
 
When her father forbade this, saying it did  
nothing for the _public good_, Naomi made them  
_paper cranes_ and lacy bookmarks. 
 
Under pine-dark nights she took _her teas_  
to the miners’ cabins, easing coughs  
which shattered the cold glass air. 
 
When her mother said she was a sight with the old  
jars dangling from her crutches.  Naomi didn't 
explain that the miners feared her mother's _aid_. 
 
Over the arches of the _Marble Edifice_, 
Naomi's soft voice spilled the choir 
over into the morning sun of heaven. 
 
When the _Pastor's Wife_ asked her to join 
the choir, she said she would when 
_Billie Rose_ did.  And not before. 
 
In the corner of _Jenson_'s barn, 
Naomi's withered legs tapped with the _tunes_— 
from a distance, the dance became beauty.  
 
◊ 
" 
 Text links: 
  _Cole_    : card 019 "Cole's Store" or "Cole's General Mercantile" 
[MS2_019_01.jpg]  
  _children_    : card 058 "Sun's Gold" [MS2_058_01_text1.jpg]  
  _public good_  : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
  _paper cranes_  : card 115 "Mail Order Bride" [MS2_115_01_text.jpg]  
  _her teas_   : "No poem is connected to this text" warning. [Is this an 
error?] 
[FIXED on 05/25/2011 by connecting] 
  _her teas_   : card 049 "Doc Nancy Connections" [MS2_049_01.jpg]  
  _aid_    : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" 
[MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg] 
  _Marble Edifice_ : card 024 "Marble Edifice" [MS2_024_01.jpg] 
  _Pastor's Wife_ : card 068 "Respect" [MS2_068_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Billie Rose_  : card 032 "Settling In" [MS2_032_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Jenson_   : card 071 "Jenson Connections" [MS2_071_01.jpg] 
  _tunes_   : card 066 "Firelight" [MS2_066_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab 
[Type text] [Type text]   906 
--------------------- 
[MS2_200_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Naomi Cole 
1879–1944 
  
Oldest child of _Matthew_ and _Rachel_ Cole.  Born with "bruises on the brain,"  
which would probably be diagnosed as cerebral palsy today.  She taught in the  
Colorado Springs Institute for the Deaf, Blind, and Destitute from 1900-1926.   
Came back from Colorado Springs to take over the store and take care of her  
father when Rachel died in 1926.   She died in the flood of 1944, trying to take food  
to stranded motorists in Carbondale. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Matthew_   : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
  _Rachel_  : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_200_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Naomi Cole 
1879–1944 
  
Oldest child of _Matthew_ and _Rachel_ Cole.  Born with "bruises on the brain,"  
which would probably be diagnosed as cerebral palsy today.  She taught in the  
Colorado Springs Institute for the Deaf, Blind, and Destitute from 1900-1926.   
Came back from Colorado Springs to take over the store and take care of her  
father when Rachel died in 1926.   She died in the flood of 1944, trying to take food  
to stranded motorists in Carbondale. ◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  _Matthew_   : card 121 "Matthew Cole" [MS2_121_01_text.jpg]  
  _Rachel_  : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" [MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_200_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_200_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   907 
[MS2_200_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of tall grasses with a paper crane's head peeking out. There is 1 transparent button 
overlaid on the graphic element, as seen in [MS2_200_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Mariah Horner" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 190 "Mariah Horner" [MS2_190_01_text.jpg]    
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   908 
Card 201 “Chokecherry Wine,” Walkthrough 
MS2_201_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[1051] - [1104] .25 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_201_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 201 
Card Name:  Chokecherry Wine 
Card Number:  201 out of 204 
Card ID: 36460 
Contains  0 card field 
Contains 2 card button 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
[Note: This card has a poem contributed by another author. "Chokecherry Wine" by Robert L. Smith is described in 
"Text Tab B" and "Title Tab B" below.] 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_201_01_text.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_201_01_textB.jpg] 
Text: 
" 
~"The _chokecherries_ should be quite ripe...."~ 
[Type text] [Type text]   909 
 
There is a _voice in the wine_, 
as pervasive as sadness or sin. 
It runs beneath the unpaved streets,  
buried deep in the ancient 
marble bones of the earth. 
 
_Rachel_ Cole heard it  
in her mossy cellar 
as she mashed cherries 
for what she would have 
insisted were preserves 
had anybody asked. 
 
_Sadie_ Stoner heard it  
at meetings of the _ladies aid_, 
when the conversation  
and the ~click~ of knitting needles  
seemed for an instant 
like the shrillness of birds  
in trees whipped by high wind. 
 
_Bridget_ O'Shanty heard it 
as she turned her face to the wall 
on winter nights at the White Owl 
when she could feel the blizzard 
beginning inside her head. 
 
_Doc Nancy_ heard it  
more clearly than anyone, 
though she seldom drank 
since whatever surgery  the town required 
depended on her steady hands. 
   
Foxglove and ergot will lose babies. 
All her life, Nancy would remember 
how when it was over she gave _Zandra_ Miller 
a swallow of wine in a tin cup, 
and it slipped from the girl's fingers, 
leaving a _darkness like blood_ on the sheets.  ◊ 
 
" 
 Text links: 
  _chokecherries_  : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _Voice in the wine_ : card 080 "Whispers in Wine" [MS2_080_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Rachel_    : card 037 "Proprietress" or "Rules" 
[MS2_037_01_text.jpg]  
  _Sadie_    : card 108 "Scraps" [MS2_108_01_text1.jpg]  
  _ladies aid_   : card 023 "Ladies Aid" or "Ladies Aid Society" 
[MS2_023_01_ladies.jpg]  
  _Bridget_    : card 089 "Counting" [MS2_089_01_text1.jpg]  
  _Doc Nancy_   : card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
  _Zandra_    : card 086 "Hair" [MS2_086_01_text_scroll1.jpg]  
  _darkness like blood_ : card 084 "Cover Up" [MS2_084_01_text1.jpg]  
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   910 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_201_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
[Blank] 
 
--------------------- 
Title Tab B 
--------------------- 
[MS2_201_02_titleB.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Chokecherry Wine 
 
A thin, reedy drink that too many often sweeten. 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
  [None] 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_201_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_201_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[MS2_201_05_graphic.jpg] 
The graphic element is a drawing of a pot or basket, likely for gathering chokecherries. There is 1 transparent button 
overlaid on the graphic element, as seen in [MS2_201_01_butView.jpg], described below. 
 
 Button name: New Button 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card button ID: 9 
 Icon ID: [transparent box overlaid on graphic element] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "Doc Nancy" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 048 "Doc Nancy" [MS2_048_01_text.jpg]  
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   911 
Card 202 “Trygve Lode,” Walkthrough 
MS2_202_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[1105] - [1109] .07 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
[Note: This card is named after a friend of Deena's and was used to show how to add denizens to MS2.] 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_202_01_text.jpg] 
MS2 Card 202 
Card Name:  Trygve Lode 
Card Number:  202 out of 204 
Card ID: 96469 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Can't delete card: not checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: New Poem bkgnd 
Background ID: 51519 
[Note: for information on the functions and buttons common to cards sharing the New Poem bkgnd 51519, see 
[MS2_pb51519_walkthrough.txt].] 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Text Tab  
--------------------- 
[MS2_202_01_text.jpg] 
Text: 
[Blank] 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
[Type text] [Type text]   912 
Title Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_202_02_title.jpg] 
Title text: 
" 
Trygve's life story 
◊ 
" 
 Title links: 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Margins Tab 
--------------------- 
[MS2_202_03_margins.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Bibliography Tab 
---------------------- 
[MS2_202_04_biblio.jpg] 
[Blank] 
 
 
---------------------- 
Graphic Element 
---------------------- 
[None] 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   913 
Card 203 “Cover 2,” Walkthrough 
MS2_203_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[1113] - [1116] .05 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_203_01.jpg] 
MS2 Card 203 
Card Name:  Cover 2 
Card Number: 203  out of 204 
Card ID: 53749 
Contains 0  card field 
Contains 0 card button 
Don't Search Card: checked 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
 [none] 
 
 
Card Background Name: Start bkgnd 
Background ID: 45990 
 
 
 
[Note: This card is an early draft of the cover or first card of MS2. It has no functions, and is not connected to any 
other card. It is an artifact.] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
[Type text] [Type text]   914 
Card 204 “Skeletal Connections,” Walkthrough 
MS2_204_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/18/2011 
[1119] - [1248] 1.5 
 
 
------------------------- 
Text file formatting notes 
------------------------- 
[Note: the words bracketed by _underscores_ indicate which words are underlined in Marble Springs. 
Further note: that some of words recorded below seem to have odd underlining, such as _town_s. In the original 
version of MS2 these words, while links, are not underlined under each character. This was important in the creation 
of Marble Springs, Deena Larsen explained to me on 01/15/2011 in Denver, in HyperCard, because HC required 
each link word to be unique, as all link words belonged to the same Group.] 
[Note: words bracketed with asterisks *word* are in bold in MS2.] 
[Note: words bracketed by tildes ~word~ are in italic in MS2.] 
[Note: the text of cards, and pop-ups will be reproduced below with the line breaks that appear in MS2.] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Information 
--------------------- 
[MS2_204_01_.jpg] 
MS2 Card 204 
Card Name: Cover 1 
Card Number:  204 out of 204 
Card ID: 9412 
Contains 3 card field 
Contains 15 card button 
Card Marked: checked 
Can't delete card: checked 
Script: 
on openCard 
   
  --D this is a quick and dirty way to keep the card field skeleton up. 
  repeat with j = 1 to the number of card fields 
    show card field j 
  end repeat 
  hide card field "Skeletal Connections" 
end openCard 
 
on closeCard 
  global MSNodes 
  --• CRB  Activate any changes made to the links 
  put card field "Node names" of card "Cover 1" into MSNodes 
  pass closeCard 
end closeCard 
 
 
Card Background Name:  Start bkgnd 
Background ID: 45990 
 
 
------------------- 
Buttons 1 -15 
[Type text] [Type text]   915 
------------------- 
but01: 
 [MS2_204_01_but01.jpg]  
 Button name: Get Out 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 34 
 Icon ID: 15421 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   getOut 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: opens Quit Dialog box [MS2_204_01_but01_Quit.jpg], giving use options to quit MS2, to quit 
HyperCard, or stay in MS2. 
 
but02: 
 [MS2_204_01_but02.jpg]  
 Button name: Help 
 Card button number: 2 
 Card part number: 4 
 Card button ID: 37 
 Icon ID: 8210 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open 
   go to cd "Help" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 005 "Help" [MS2_005_01_helpmain.jpg]  
 
but03: 
 [MS2_204_01_but03.jpg]  
 Button name: Map 
 Card button number: 3 
 Card part number: 5 
 Card button ID: 38 
 Icon ID: -16479 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  go to card "Main Map"    
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 013 "Main Map" [MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg] 
 
but04: 
 [no functional button 4, may have been deleted or covered by another button or a field]  
 
but05: 
 [MS2_204_01_but05.jpg]  
 Button name: Notes 
 Card button number: 5 
 Card part number: 7 
 Card button ID: 43 
 Icon ID: 3333 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer "You must write to read" with "Why?" or "How?" or "Yes" 
[Type text] [Type text]   916 
   if it = "Why?"  
   then 
    visual effect checkerboard 
    go to card "Write Help" 
   end if  
   if it = "How?"  
   then 
    go to card "How to Write" 
   end if 
   if it = "Yes"  
   then 
    answer "Click on the text box to enter your story" with "OK" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
[Note: Clicking this button opens a dialog box [MS2_204_01_but05_Must.jpg] where the user is given choices or 
instructions. See below for links.] 
 Links:  
  Why? : card 010 "Write Help" or "Completeness" [MS2_010_01_text.jpg]  
  How? : card 011 "How to Write" [MS2_011_01_text.jpg]  
  Yes : opens dialog box [MS2_204_01_but05_Ok.jpg] giving user instruction to click in the 
text areas to write and an "OK" button to end dialog. 
 
 
but06: 
 [MS2_204_01_but06.jpg]  
 Button name: Skeletal Connections 
 Card button number: 6 
 Card part number: 8 
 Card button ID: 44 
 Icon ID: [text, Black Chancery 24 Regular] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   if visible of card field "Skeletal Connections" is true 
   then 
    set hilite of me to false 
    hide card field "Skeletal Connections" 
   else 
    set hilite of me to true 
    show card field "Skeletal Connections" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card pop-up field "" [MS2_204_02_fieldSkeletal.jpg] 
  Field text: 
   " 
   "We so successfully ignore what is behind the 
   friendly interface, that it can  stun us into 
   nothing when it merely waves a tiny tendril 
   above the surface." 
 
   _Sophie_ Smith Weaver, 
   _Susannah_ Smith's great-granddaughter, 1996. 
   " 
    Field links: 
     _Sophie_  : "No poem is connected to this text" 
warning. [Is this an error?] 
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     _Susannah_ : card 101 "Literary Society" 
[MS2_101_01_text1.jpg]  
 
 
but07: 
 [MS2_204_01_but07.jpg]  
 Button name: Directory 
 Card button number: 7 
 Card part number: 10 
 Card button ID: 46 
 Icon ID: 1009 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   push card 
   visual effect zoom open  
   go to card "Directory" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 031 "Directory" [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg]  
 
 
but08: 
 [MS2_204_01_but08.jpg]  
 Button name: Go back 
 Card button number: 8 
 Card part number: 11 
 Card button ID: 47 
 Icon ID: 15066 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom close 
   go back    
  end mouseUp 
[Takes user back one card.] 
 
 
but09: 
 [MS2_204_01_but09.jpg]  
 Button name: Credits 
 Card button number: 9 
 Card part number: 12 
 Card button ID: 48 
 Icon ID: 11645 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard slow 
   go to card "New Authors"   
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 186 "New Authors" or "Credits" [MS2_186_03_newauthors_01.jpg]  
 
 
but10: 
 [MS2_204_01_but10.jpg]  
 Button name: How to read 
 Card button number: 10 
 Card part number: 13 
 Card button ID: 49 
[Type text] [Type text]   918 
 Icon ID: 3334 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Go to card "How to Read"   
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 007 "How to Read" [MS2_007_01text_scroll1.jpg]  
 
 
but11: 
 [MS2_204_01_but11.jpg]  
 Button name: Marble Springs 
 Card button number: 11 
 Card part number: 14 
 Card button ID: 50 
 Icon ID: 26884 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open 
   go to card "Town Map" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 014 "Town Map" [MS2_014_02_townsecond.jpg]  
 
but12: 
 [MS2_204_01_but12.jpg]  
 Button name: Graveyard 
 Card button number: 12 
 Card part number: 15 
 Card button ID: 51 
 Icon ID: 8348 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom open very slow 
   go to card "graveyard" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 015 "Graveyard" [MS2_015_01_grave.jpg]  
 
but13: 
 [MS2_204_01_but13.jpg]  
 Button name: Randomizer 
 Card button number: 13 
 Card part number: 16 
 Card button ID: 52 
 Icon ID: [none, picture of skeleton key, the button is overlaid on the shaft and teeth of the key, but not the 
head] 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   randomizer 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: Any, see [MS2_randomizer_script.txt] for details on how randomizer works. 
 
but14: 
 [MS2_204_01_but14.jpg]  
 Button name: Create a new denizen 
 Card button number: 14 
 Card part number: 17 
 Card button ID: 53 
[Type text] [Type text]   919 
 Icon ID: 30426 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   createDenizen 
  end mouseUp 
 Opens: create Denizen dialog box [MS2_204_01_but14_Create.jpg], which when filled in and "OK' is 
clicked, creates a new blank poem card with the new denizens name in the title field. 
 
but15: 
 [MS2_204_01_but15.jpg]  
 Button name: List of denizens 
 Card button number: 15 
 Card part number: 18 
 Card button ID: 54 
 Icon ID: 10288 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to cd "Mentioned Characters" 
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: card 117 "Mentioned Characters" or "Denizens of Marble Springs" [MS2_117_01_characters.jpg]  
 
 
 
 
--------------------- 
Card Fields 
-------------------- 
 
field01: 
 [MS2_204_02_fieldName_01.jpg] through  [MS2_204_02_fieldName_18.jpg]  
 Field name: Node names 
 Card field number: 1 
 Card part number: 1 
 Card field ID: 29 
 Test Style: Geneva 9 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   Answer 'Do you know what you are doing?" with "Yes" or "No" 
   if it = "Yes" then 
    set the lockText of card field "Node names" to false 
    select after text of card field "Node names"  
    Answer "may the wrath of all computer gods descend upon you if you touch any 
spaces!"  
  end mouseUp 
 Links to: To see the complete list, go to [MS2_linksgroup.txt] 
[Note: this field is a list of paired, comma-separated, entities. The first word or phrase appears in one or more cards 
in MS2 as underlined text, or a link; the second word or phrase is the name of the card that the first entity links to. 
The list does contain some errors, as card names appear to have been changed. 
 
 
 
field02: 
 [MS2_204_02_fieldSkeleton.jpg]  
 Field name: skeleton 
 Card field number: 2 
[Type text] [Type text]   920 
 Card part number: 2 
 Card field ID: 32 
 Text style: Marble Springs 10 Regular 
 
 Field text: 
 " 
 These connections are the backbone of the work.   
 
 Those lying out in the open are listed first, the names of those half hidden  
 come next, and the links you find finish the list. 
 
 To forge your links: 
 1.     Go to a character listed in the _open book_ or press the create new denizen  
 button below. 
 2.     Write his story. 
 3.     When the computer asks if  you want to link, say yes.  Type in the word  
 you want connected. 
 4.     You can either create a footnote on the page or 
          connect with a poem.  The computer will  
          guide you through this task. 
 
 (You could add your links here, but you must be very careful not to duplicate 
  a link.  Type in the word you want linked, a comma, and the name of the  
 destination card.  DO not add spaces.) 
 " 
  Field links: 
   _open book_ : card 117 "Mentioned Characters" or "Denizens of Marble Springs" 
[MS2_117_01_characters.jpg]     
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Background 2815 Walkthrough 
MS2_poembkgnd_2815_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
03/13/2011 
4 hours 
This doc will walkthrough the Poem bkgnd, using card 116 as its exemplar. 
 
 
 
------------------------ 
Description 
------------------------ 
 
MS2_poembkgnd_02_bkgnd.jpg shows what a poem background looks like before text or graphics are added [in 
Edit>>Background mode].  
Think of this as a template. Each card that uses a specific background will have the same basic elements. However 
cards can be customized for their own needs with buttons and fields that lie on top of the background. 
 
------------------------ 
Poem Card Background Info 
------------------------ 
Then Poem bkgnd is:  [see MS2_poembkgnd_02_bkgndinfo.jpg] 
Background ID: 2815 
it is shared by 64 cards, 
Contains 18 background fields  
Contains 18 background buttons 
and is scripted.  [MS2_poembkgnd_03_bgscript.jpg] 
 
 Cards with 2815: 002, 003, 004, 007, 008, 009, 010, 011, 012, 030, 032, 034, 036, 037, 040, 042, 043, 045, 
046, 048, 050, 052, 053, 055, 056, 058, 059, 061, 062, 064, 066, 068, 069, 070, 073, 074, 075, 077, 078, 080, 082, 
083, 084, 086, 087, 089, 091, 093, 095, 096, 098, 099, 100, 101, 103, 105, 106, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 114, 115,  
 
------------------------ 
MS2 Poem bkgnd script 
------------------------ 
on bibPop 
  set the visible of bkgnd field "Bibliography popup" to¬ 
  not (the visible of bkgnd field "Bibliography popup") 
end bibPop 
 
on titlePop 
  set the visible of bkgnd field "Title popup" to¬ 
  not (the visible of bkgnd field "Title popup") 
end titlePop 
 
on newCard 
  ask "Set title field of this card to…" 
  if it is not empty then 
    put it into bkgnd field "Card title" 
    set the name of this card to it 
  end if 
end newCard 
 
on hideVersionFields 
  put "Text,Title,Card Title" into theFields 
  repeat with x = 1 to 3 
[Type text] [Type text]   922 
    repeat with y = 1 to 3 
      put item x of theFields && "v" & y into theField 
      hide field theField 
    end repeat 
  end repeat 
end hideVersionFields 
 
------------------------ 
Description of Buttons 
------------------------ 
Background Buttons:[shown in Button Edit mode] [for full screenshot, see from above: 
MS2_poembkgnd_01_bkgnd.jpg] 
Credit [MS2_poembkgnd_04_credit.jpg] 
Help (question mark) [MS2_poembkgnd_05_help.jpg] 
Mentioned characters (open book) [MS2_poembkgnd_06_chars.jpg] 
Map (compass rose) [MS2_poembkgnd_07_map.jpg] 
Directory (eyeball) [MS2_poembkgnd_08_directory.jpg] 
Connections (key) [MS2_poembkgnd_09_connect.jpg] 
How to write (parchment with pen) [MS2_poembkgnd_10_howwrite.jpg] 
How to read (parchment with question marks) [MS2_poembkgnd_11_howread.jpg] 
Go back (hand pointing down) [MS2_poembkgnd_12_back.jpg] 
Get Out (stop) [MS2_poembkgnd_13_ quit.jpg] 
Randomizer (top, lateral) [MS2_poembkgnd_14_randtop.jpg] [invisible in normal view] 
Randomizer (left side) [MS2_poembkgnd_15_randleft.jpg] [invisible in normal view] 
Randomizer (bottom) [MS2_poembkgnd_16_randbott.jpg] [invisible in normal view] 
Randomizer (right side) [MS2_poembkgnd_17_randright.jpg] [invisible in normal view] 
Title [MS2_poembkgnd_18_title.jpg] 
Text [MS2_poembkgnd_19_text.jpg] 
Margins [MS2_poembkgnd_20_margins.jpg] 
Bibliography [MS2_poembkgnd_21_biblio.jpg] 
 
 
--------------------- 
Credits [MS2_poembkgnd_04_credit.jpg] 
--------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 18 
Style: Rectangle 
Bkgnd part number: 36 
Family: None 
Bkgnd button ID: 116 
 
Text Style: Marble Springs 10 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: none 
Script: 
     on mouseUp 
          visual effect checkerboard slow 
  go to card "New Authors" 
 end mouseUp 
Effect: visual effect checkerboard slow 
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: goes to card 186 New Authors [see: MS2_186_02_card186_info.jpg] 
 
----------------------- 
Help (question mark) [MS2_poembkgnd_05_help.jpg] 
[Type text] [Type text]   923 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 4 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number: 8 
Family:  None 
Bkgnd button ID: 76 
 
Text Style: [none, an icon] 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: Icon ID:8210 "Help" [MS2_poembkgnd_05b_icons.jpg] 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  visual effect zoom open 
  go to cd "Help" 
 end mouseUp     
Effect: visual effect zoom open 
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: goes to card 005 Help [see: MS2_005_01_help.jpg] 
 
-------------------------- 
Mentioned characters (open book) [MS2_poembkgnd_06_chars.jpg] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 14 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number: 23 
Family: None 
Bkgnd button ID: 102  
 
Text Style: [none: icon] 
LinkTo [additive function, no info] 
Icon: Icon ID: 10288 "bibliography" 
Script: 
     on mousUp 
  visual effect checkerboard 
  go to cd "Mentioned Characters" 
 end mouseUp 
Effect: visual effect checkerboard 
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: goes to car 117 Mentioned Characters [MS2_117_01_characters.jpg] 
 
-------------------------- 
Map (compass rose) [MS2_poembkgnd_07_map.jpg] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 2 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number:5 
Family: none 
Bkgnd button ID: 61 
 
Text Style: [none, icon] 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: Icon ID" -16479 "Map" 
Script: 
     on mouseUp 
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  visual effect checkerboard slow 
  go to card "Main Map" 
 end mouseUp 
Effect: visual effect checkerboard slow 
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: goes to card 013 Main Map [see: MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg] 
 
-------------------------- 
Directory (eyeball) [MS2_poembkgnd_08_directory.jpg] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 1 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number: 4 
Family: None 
Bkgnd button ID: 59  
 
Text Style: [none, icon] 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: Icon ID: 1009 "Eye" 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  push card 
  visual effect zoom open  
  go to card "Directory" 
 end mouseUp   
Effect: zoom open 
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: goes to card 031 Directory [MS2_031_01_scroll1.jpg] 
 
-------------------------- 
Connections (key) [MS2_poembkgnd_09_connect.jpg] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 15 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number: 24 
Family: None 
Bkgnd button ID: 103  
 
Text Style: [none, icon] 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: Icon ID: 18641 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  if bkgnd field "Connections" < > empty then 
   visual effect checkerboard  
   go to cd {bkgnd field "Connections"} 
  else 
   go to card "Main Map" 
  end if 
 end mouseUp 
Effect: visual effect checkerboard 
Contents: none 
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When clicked in Read mode: goes to card 013 Main Map [see: MS2_013_01_mainmap.jpg] (the bkgnd field 
"Connections" is empty on this card] 
  
-------------------------- 
How to write (parchment with pen) [MS2_poembkgnd_10_howwrite.jpg] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 17 
Style: Opaque 
Bkgnd part number: 35 
Family: None 
Bkgnd button ID: 115  
 
Text Style: [none, icon] 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: Icon ID: 3333 "Sml Prev Arrow" 
Script: 
        on mouseUp 
  Go to card "How to Write"  
 end mouseUp   
Effect: none 
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: goes to card 011 How to Write [MS2_011_01_text.jpg] 
 
-------------------------- 
How to read (parchment with question marks) [MS2_poembkgnd_11_howread.jpg] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 16 
Style: Opaque 
Bkgnd part number: 25 
Family: None 
Bkgnd button ID: 104  
 
Text Style: [none, icon] 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: Icon ID: 3334 "Sml Prev Arrow" 
Script: 
     on mouseUp  
  go to card "How to Read" 
 end mouseUp      
Effect: none 
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: goes to card 007 How to Read [see: MS2_007_01_text_scroll1.jpg] 
 
-------------------------- 
Go back (hand pointing down) [MS2_poembkgnd_12_back.jpg] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 3 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number: 6 
Family: None 
Bkgnd button ID: 68  
 
Text Style: [none, icon] 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
[Type text] [Type text]   926 
Icon: Icon ID: 15066 "Back Hand" 
Script: 
      on mouseUp 
  visual effect zoom close 
  go back 
 end mouseUp     
Effect: visual effect zoom close 
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: goes back 1 card 
 
-------------------------- 
Get Out (stop) [MS2_poembkgnd_13_ quit.jpg] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 8 
Style: Tranparent 
Bkgnd part number: 13 
Family:  None 
Bkgnd button ID: 86  
 
Text Style: [none, icon] 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: Icon ID: 15421 "Sml Prev Arrow" 
Script: 
     on mouseUp 
  getOut 
 end mouseUp      
Effect: none  
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: opens 3-option dialog box, "No," "Yes-go Home," and "Yes-Quit." [see 
MS2_poembkgnd_13b_gtbox.jpg] 
"No" closes dialog and leave you in the card. 
"Yes-go Home" goes to HyperCard Home [see MS2_HChome_01.jpg], but if you click back on stack, Home is 
hidden below stack.  
"Yes-Quit" kills Marble Springs 2 and quits HyperCard. 
 
-------------------------- 
Randomizer (top, lateral) [MS2_poembkgnd_14_randtop.jpg] [invisible in normal view] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 5 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number: 10 
Family: None 
Bkgnd button ID: 83 
 
Text Style: [nome, empty box] 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: none 
Script: 
     on mouseUp 
  randomizer 
 end mouseUp      
Effect: none 
Contents: none 
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When clicked in Read mode: opens "Chance encounters" dialog box. [see: MS2_chanceEncounters.jpg].  Text: 
Chance encounters: the trespass of others into your designs.  Button text: "It happens." [there is no cancel button]  
When "It happens" button is pressed, a 6 notes of a flue play. In the scripts for this it is describes as 'play "Flute" 
tempo 200 d c d b d a"  and the visual checkerboard effect plays as user is taken to random card. Takes you to a 
"random" card, based on Randomizer script [MS2_randomizer_script.txt for script and explanation.]  
This warning dialog box only pops up the first time that the user hits a random spot in each session, after that the 
user is just taken to random cards without textual warning, but the flute music plays each time to signify that a 
random even has occurred. 
 
 
-------------------------- 
Randomizer (left side) [MS2_poembkgnd_15_randleft.jpg] [invisible in normal view] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 9 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number: 16 
Family: NOne 
Bkgnd button ID: 90 
 
Text Style: [none, empty box] 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: none  
Script: 
     on mouseUp 
  randomizer 
 end mouseUp       
Effect: none 
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: opens "Chance encounters" dialog box. [see: MS2_chanceEncounters.jpg].  Text: 
Chance encounters: the trespass of others into your designs.  Button text: "It happens." [there is no cancel button]  
When "It happens" button is pressed, a 6 notes of a flue play. In the scripts for this it is describes as 'play "Flute" 
tempo 200 d c d b d a"  and the visual checkerboard effect plays as user is taken to random card. Takes you to a 
"random" card, based on Randomizer script [MS2_randomizer_script.txt for script and explanation.]  
This warning dialog box only pops up the first time that the user hits a random spot in each session, after that the 
user is just taken to random cards without textual warning, but the flute music plays each time to signify that a 
random even has occurred. 
 
-------------------------- 
Randomizer (bottom) [MS2_poembkgnd_16_randbott.jpg] [invisible in normal view] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 7 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number: 12 
Family: None  
Bkgnd button ID: 85  
 
Text Style: [none, icon] 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: none 
Script: 
      on mouseUp 
  randomizer 
 end mouseUp     
Effect:  
Contents:  
[Type text] [Type text]   928 
 
When clicked in Read mode: opens "Chance encounters" dialog box. [see: MS2_chanceEncounters.jpg].  Text: 
Chance encounters: the trespass of others into your designs.  Button text: "It happens." [there is no cancel button]  
When "It happens" button is pressed, a 6 notes of a flue play. In the scripts for this it is describes as 'play "Flute" 
tempo 200 d c d b d a"  and the visual checkerboard effect plays as user is taken to random card. Takes you to a 
"random" card, based on Randomizer script [MS2_randomizer_script.txt for script and explanation.]  
This warning dialog box only pops up the first time that the user hits a random spot in each session, after that the 
user is just taken to random cards without textual warning, but the flute music plays each time to signify that a 
random even has occurred. 
 
-------------------------- 
Randomizer (right side) [MS2_poembkgnd_17_randright.jpg] [invisible in normal view] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 6 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number: 11 
Family: None 
Bkgnd button ID: 84  
 
Text Style: [none, empty box] 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: none 
Script: 
      on mouseUp 
  randomizer 
 end mouseUp     
Effect: none 
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: opens "Chance encounters" dialog box. [see: MS2_chanceEncounters.jpg].  Text: 
Chance encounters: the trespass of others into your designs.  Button text: "It happens." [there is no cancel button]  
When "It happens" button is pressed, a 6 notes of a flue play. In the scripts for this it is describes as 'play "Flute" 
tempo 200 d c d b d a"  and the visual checkerboard effect plays as user is taken to random card. Takes you to a 
"random" card, based on Randomizer script [MS2_randomizer_script.txt for script and explanation.]  
This warning dialog box only pops up the first time that the user hits a random spot in each session, after that the 
user is just taken to random cards without textual warning, but the flute music plays each time to signify that a 
random even has occurred. 
 
-------------------------- 
Title [MS2_poembkgnd_18_title.jpg] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 13 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number: 21 
Family: None 
Bkgnd button ID: 97 
 
Text Style: Marble Springs 10 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: None 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  popTitleText 
 end mouseUp 
Effect: none 
Contents: none 
[Type text] [Type text]   929 
 
When clicked in Read mode: Changes highlighted and readable tab. Highlighted tab fills with black and font color 
becomes white. Text in the text box changes to reflect content. May be empty if no content has been added. 
 
 
-------------------------- 
Text [MS2_poembkgnd_19_text.jpg] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 10 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number: 18 
Family: none 
Bkgnd button ID: 94 
 
Text Style: Marble Springs 10 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: None 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  popText 
 end mouseUp 
Effect: none 
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: Changes highlighted and readable tab. Highlighted tab fills with black and font color 
becomes white. Text in the text box changes to reflect content. May be empty if no content has been added. 
 
-------------------------- 
Margins [MS2_poembkgnd_20_margins.jpg] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 11 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number: 19 
Family: None 
Bkgnd button ID: 95 
 
Text Style: Marble Springs 10 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: None 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  popMargins 
 end mouseUp 
Effect: none 
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: Changes highlighted and readable tab. Highlighted tab fills with black and font color 
becomes white. Text in the text box changes to reflect content. May be empty if no content has been added. 
 
-------------------------- 
Bibliography [MS2_poembkgnd_21_biblio.jpg] 
----------------------- 
Bkgnd button number: 12 
Style: Transparent 
Bkgnd part number: 20 
Family: None 
[Type text] [Type text]   930 
Bkgnd button ID: 96 
 
Text Style: Marble Springs 10 
LinkTo (additive function, no info) 
Icon: None 
Script: 
 on mouseUp 
  popBibliography 
 end mouseUp 
Effect: none 
Contents: none 
 
When clicked in Read mode: Changes highlighted and readable tab. Highlighted tab fills with black and font color 
becomes white. Text in the text box changes to reflect content. May be empty if no content has been added. 
-------------------------- 
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Background 54711 Walkthrough 
MS2_connectbkgnd_54711_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/04/2011  [1155]-[1254]  1 
The Connections bkgnd [background] is shared by 39 cards in Marble Springs 2, and can be highly customized 
depending on the content of the card.  
 
The cards that share this back ground are;  Cards with 54711: 005, 006, 016, 017, 019, 023, 027, 028, 029, 033, 
035, 038, 039, 041, 044, 047, 049, 051, 054, 057, 060, 063, 065, 067, 071, 072, 076, 079, 081, 085, 088, 090, 092, 
094, 097, 102, 104, 107, 113 
 
There are a total of 6 backgrounds with the title "Connections bkgnd" in MS2. Their Background IDs are: 54711, 
25596, 86857, 84840, 85764, and 84817. 
 
This background:  
 
 contains 2 background fields 
 contains 5 background button 
 has no scripting 
 
----------------------- 
Buttons 
----------------------- 
 ++++++++++++++ 
 Create a button 
 ++++++++++++++ 
 [MS2_conbk54711_02_create.jpg] Allows user to create a new button and link it. 
 Button name: Create a button 
 Card button number: 4 
 Card part number:6 
 Card button ID:97 
 Text Style Chicago 12 centered 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   global gButtonCard, gButtonName 
   ask "What do you want to name this button?" 
   if it is empty then exit mouseUp 
   put it into gButtonName 
 
   put the short id of this card into gButtonCard 
 
   palette "MS Button Link" 
 
   answer "Navigate to the card you want the button to go to and click Create Button." 
   if it is "Cancel" then 
    close window "MS Button Link" 
   end if 
  end mouseUp 
 
 
Clicking on the "Create a Button" button opens a dialog asking the user to name the new button: 
[MS2_conbk54711_02b_name.jpg] 
 
If the user enters a name and clicks "OK" they are asked to navigate to the card they want to link to, then to place 
the button on the page in the correct location. 
 
[Type text] [Type text]   932 
Clicking "Cancel" kills the action. 
 
 
 ++++++++++++++ 
 Go back 
 ++++++++++++++ 
 [MS2_conbk54711_03_back.jpg] Allows users to back up to the last card they were on. 
 Button name: Go back 
 Card button number: 1 
 Card part number: 3 
 Card button ID: 92 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect zoom close 
   go back 
  end mouseUp  
Effect: zoom close normal 
 
 
  ++++++++++++++ 
 Randomizers 
 ++++++++++++++ 
There are 2 randomizers on the card, one along the bottom 3/4 of the card, centered, and one covering about 40% of 
the length of the right edge of the card, look fro the buttons with the dashed lines in images 
[MS2_conbk54711_04_rand1.jpg] and  [MS2_conbk54711_05_rand2.jpg]. 
 
Both buttons use the standard randomizer script, [MS2_randomizer_script.txt]. 
 
 
 ++++++++++++++ 
 Mentioned characters 
 ++++++++++++++++ 
Some of the cards utilizing background 54711 will have a "Mentioned Characters" button 
[MS_conbk54711_06_chars.jpg] button in the upper right corner, others will not. The button looks like an opened 
book. 
 Button name: Mentioned characters 
 Card button number:5 
 Card part number:7 
 Card button ID:98 
 Script: 
  on mouseUp 
   visual effect checkerboard 
   go to cd "Mentioned Characters" 
  end mouseUp 
 
This button links to card 117 "Mentioned Characters" or "Denizens of marble Springs" 
[MS2_117_01_characters.jpg] 
 
The two fields at the top of the card are "Connections" and "Local Links" seen here using the "Field view" Tool: 
[MS2_conbk54711_07_fields.jpg] 
 
When the fields are in use in a card, the "Connections" field will hold text related to the title of the card, that will 
likely have other links, and it is revealed when the title is clicked. 
The "Local links" field is invisible, but when clicked will take the user to the "Connections" card that is related to 
the characters on the current card. 
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Background 25596 Walkthrough 
 
MS2_connectbkgnd_25596_walkthrough.txt 
Leighton Christiansen 
02/10/2011 
[2019]-[2030] 
 
There are a total of 6 backgrounds with the title "Connections bkgnd" in MS2. Their Background IDs are: 54711, 
25596, 86857, 84840, 85764, and 84817. 
 
Background ID 25596; Background Name: Connections bkgnd [for maps], Shared by 3 cards 
 contains 3 background fields 
 contains 1 background button (go back button) 
 has no scripting 
 Cards with 25596: 013, 014, 015 
 
This background is is shared by the three main maps in ~MArble Springs 1~: The Crystal River Valley or Main Map 
on card 013; the Marble Springs or Town Map on card 014; and the Graveyard Map on card 015. These maps each 
carry more than 50 customized buttons and many customized fields. As a function of this the bkgnd 25596 is fairly 
sparse, [MS2_conbk25596_01_but.jpg]. 
 
These cards share only 1 button as seen in [MS2_conbk25596_01_but.jpg]. 
 
"Go back" button [MS2_conbk25596_01_butGO.jpg] steps the use back to the last card they were visiting.  
 
 
These cards only 3 fields as seen in [MS2_conbk25596_02_fields.jpg].  
"Card Title" 
"Local Links" 
"Card Order" 
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Randomizer Script 
MS2_randomizer_script.txt 
 
on randomizer 
 global Firstrandom  
 If Firstrandom is true then 
  put false into Firstrandom 
  answer  "Chance encounters: the trespass of others into your designs." with "It happens."    
 end if    
 play "Flute" tempo 200 d c d b d a    
 visual effect checkerboard    
 put the ticks into theseTicks    
 if last char of theseTicks < 5 then      
  go to any cd of bkgnd "Poem bkgnd"    
 else      
  if last char of theseTicks < 7 then        
   go to any card of bkgnd "New poem bkgnd"      
  else        
   go to any card of bkgnd "Connections bkgnd"      
  end if    
 end if  
end randomizer 
 
-------------------------------------------------- 
Deena Larsen's comment from 01/15/2011: 
---------------------------------------------------- 
5 out of ten times, you go to a written poem.  
2 out of ten times you go to a blank poem.  
3 out of ten times you go to a connection.  
Why I did this I don’t know—maybe some early user kept hitting blanks and said nothing was in Marble Springs? 
 
---------------------- 
Further explanation 
---------------------- 
"ticks" in the above code refers to the last digit of the seconds on the computer clock 
 
 
 
 
 
